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/

IN Nt~~l V NIFIR TO. WESYV 15 February 1978

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Technical Report D—78—2

TO: All Report Recipients

1. The technical report transmitted herewith represents the results
of one of several research efforts (Work Units) undertaken as part of
Task lÀ , Aquatic Disposal Field Investigations , of the Corps of
Engineers’ Dredged Material Research Program. Task IA is a part of
the Environmental Impacts and Criteria Development Project, which has
as a general objective deterrnination of the magnitude and extent of
effects of disposal sites on organisms and the quality of surrounding
water, and the rate, diversity, and extent such sites are recolonized
by benthic flora and fauna.

2. The study reported on herein was conducted as Work Unit lAll to
provide background information on the deep ocean as a disposal alterna-
tive to nearshore, estuarine, and inland dredged material disposal
sites. In order to provide interim guidance for Corps of Engineers’
Districts to design research studies, to develop site—selection
criteria, and to assess the environmental consequences of deep ocean
disposal of dredged material, it was necessary to review and evaluate
the available literature on oceanic environments and oceanic processes,
to def ine technical issues and concerns, and to document the potential
research needs and the environmental parameters to be considered.

3. The report discusses factors that indicate that deep ocean disposal
of dredged material may have to be used more extensively in the future
than now. The literature analyzed relative to the disposal of dredged
material or any similar solid waste material in the open ocean includes
studies of the distribution of benthic populations, plankton, fisheries,

• and chemical species in the water columa and in the associated sediments;
oceanic currents and water masses; and the physical properties of the
sea water. The report further categorizes oceanic environments and
identifies by category those oceanic regions that may be better suited
for continued disposal operations and those that have a greater potential
for short—term and/or long—term detrimental or positive impacts.
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WESYV 15 February 1978
SUBJECT: Transmittal of Technical Report D—7&-2

4. Results emphasize the need for use of oceanographic information in the
selection of disposal sites and the belief that effec tive management of
the use of deep ocean sites will require a basic understanding of marine
ecological systems. Therefore, the report provides a working knowledge
of the marine environment and its function to facilitate effective
selection and use of disposal sites by the managers of deep ocean disposal -

•sites.

5. The results of this study are particularly important in determining
sites for deep ocean disposal of dredged material. Referenced studies,
as well as the ones evaluated in this report, vii]. aid in determining
the optimum disposal conditions and site selection for minimum environ-
mental Impact and maximum site use.

~~~~~~~~~~c~~~ON
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Commander and Director
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to the selection and description of oceanic areas (not sites) off eleven sub-
divisions or sectors of the U. S. coasts in which District Engineers or other
Corps of Engineers officials may select specific disposal sites.

The main body of the report is composed of two multipartite sections:
(-9ee.e4ee.-AI Deep Ocean Disposal Perspectives, and~~e~%iom,—&. Deep Ocean Dis—“ posal Environmental Considerations.

The three major parts of Section A are (1) the basis for and objectives
of the study together with an overall evaluation of the need for and impacts
of deep ocean disposal of dredged material; (2) a discussion of the dredging—
disposal process and the nature of dredged materials; and (3) the actual
designation of favorable and poor deep ocean areas for disposal of dredged
material, as well as the criteria upon which each selection was based .
Emphasis is placed upon the need for utilization of oceanographic information
in the selection of disposal sites within these areas, and the belief that
effective management of the use of deep ocean sites will require a basic
understanding of marine ecological systems. These units are followed by a
set of conclusions and a summary of the principal findings. In brief, it is
concluded that deep ocean disposal of dredged material can be carried out
without appreciable damage to any aspect of the marine environment.

Section 8 is devoted to (1) a discussion of the workings of marine ecological
systems, (2) the essential oceanographic conditions existing off the coasts
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(3) an analysis of the fate of dredged material disposed in the deep
ocean and the potential impacts that it may generate. Thus, this section
of the report was designed to provide the managers of disposal sites in the
Corps of Engineers with a working knowledge of the marine environment and
its functions in their Districts in order to facilitate effective selection
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PREFACE
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works research program, Dredged Material Research Program (DMRP) .
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CONVERSION FACTORS

U.S .  CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI) UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U.S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be con~
verted to metric (SI) units as follows:

MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN
acres 4046.856 square metrec

cubic yards 0.764555 cubic metres

Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius degrees or Kelvins*
fathoms 1.828 metres

feet 0.3048 metres

feet per second 0.3048 metres/second

knots 0.5144444 metres/second

miles (U .S. statute) 1.609344 kilometres

miles (U.S. nautical) 1.852 kilometres

miles per hour 1.609344 kilometres per hour

pounds (mass) 0.45359237 kilograms

square miles 2.58999 square kilometres

tons (2000 pounds) 907.1847 kilograms

*To obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) read-’

L inga, use the following formula: C — (5/9) (F — 32). To obtain Kelvin -
•

(K) readings, use: K — (5/9) (F — 32) + 273.15.
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I
SUMMARY

GENERAL

Structured in this report is the basic premise that, environmental

constraints or related considerations notwithstanding, the United

States will continue to dredge new and existing waterways to assist

in achieving safe passage for vessels of commerce. This will be

done, not only because the export and import cargoes are vital to
maintenance of a sound and growing economy , but also because acci-

dental spillage of some cargoes due to poorly maintained channels

could have f at more profound effects than dredging on marine eco-

logical systems and , thus, on the welfare of the American people.

Anticipating that public pressures against continuing use of some

present—day types of environments for disposal of dredged material

will increase, this report evaluates the potential impacts and via-

bility of disposing of some of this material in a little—used en-

vironment——the deep ocean. Throughout the report it is implicit

that good management of the dredging—disposal process is essential

to the continued welfare of the marine environment, and that to

achieve this goal the good manager must understand the scope of

the problem, the nature of the dredging process, and command a
basic understanding of the composition and functioning of marine

ecological systems. He can then apply this knowledge to the task

of selecting and using disposal sites in the deep ocean. Accord—

ingly, Section A of this report discusses the potential need for
-

• 
deep—ocean disposal and the extant methods of dredging and dispos—

ing, and it recommends disposal areas in all coastal regions of the
United States. Section B has been designed to assist the manager

in increasing his working knowledge of marine environments with

particular emphasis on the deep ocean. 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES

A comprehensive study of this type can have many objectives, but the 
-
•

overriding ones of this report are (1) to evaluate the future need for

deep ocean disposal, region by region, in the United States, (2) to
assess the capacity of deep—sea environments to receive dredged material

without direct or indirect damage of consequence to its biological

components, and (3) to designate with documentation those marine areas

and environments that are favorable receiving environments and those

that are not.

VOLUMES OF MATERIAL DREDGED IN THE UNITED STATES

PRESENT AMOUNTS

It is estimated that each year in the United States new and maintenance

dredging carried out under permit from the Corps of Engineers produces

between 350 and 450 million cubic yards of sediment. From this, we can

calculate that in a single decade the amount of dredged material requiring

utilization or disposal could cover an area as great as 4 ,500 square
miles with a foot—thick layer of sediment. Furthermore, it appears

likely that the annual volumes of dredged material will increase during

the next decade.

POSSIBLE FUTURE AMOUNTS

Plans for deepening and widening harbor channels to accommodate deep—

draft vessels carrying petroleum or liquid natural gas or even dry cargoes,

L

as in Corpus Christi and Matagorda Bays of Texas, are already well along.

These will require dredging channels for distances up to 11 miles on the

continental shelf and can be expected to produce in total well over one
- • hundred million cu yd of sediment. On the Pacific coast new installations

such as in Grays Harbor , Oregon, will likely be commenced within five years
or less and will produce an estimated 16 million cu yd of sediment.

18
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Thus, even if we limit our planning only to the most likely of present -
•

new projects, we must find ways of coping with the millions of cubic

yards of new material that will have to be disposed of in an environ-

mentally sound manner. There can be no doubt, then, that problems

associated with the disposal of dredged material will confront us for

years to come.

RECEIVIN G ENVIRONMENTS FOR DREDGED MATERIAL

PRESENT SITES

In the years immediately ahead , the numbers and kinds of acceptable

places in which to dispose of this mounting volume of dredged material

will inevitably decrease. Among the several factors that will cause

this decrease are the following:

1. Movements of populations to once low density coastal regions,

especially along the entire Gulf of Mexico, will bring intensive

utilization of upland areas for industry, housing and services,

and recreation. This will result in usurpation of agricultural

land, and the heightened competition for space will mean that

usage of upland areas for disposal of dredged material will

surely be curtailed if not eliminated.

2. Sooner or later use of estuaries and even bays as receiving

environments for disposal of dredged material may be reduced

as It becomes evident that continuing deposition of dredged
material in them may accelerate their demise.

3. Creation of planned marshes and sea grass beds, although pre-

sently a justifiable practice in appropriate places, must

eventually cease if it requires shoaling, because this process

will only accelerate total sedimentation of the estuary.

4. The estuary and the innermost aspect of the continental shelf,

especially in the Gulf of Mexico, comprise an integrated

environment that is necessary for the continuing welfare of

19 
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numerous organisms of commercial value, e.g., white shrimp of
the genus Penaeus and various finfish. Considering the multiple

• and sometimes stress—inducing uses of the inner shelf, such as

harvesting seafood, exploiting increasing amounts of gas, oil,

and other minerals, disposing of large quantities of industrial

and municipal wastes, and- pursuing recreational activities, if

future dredged material disposal sites are to be placed on

the inner shelf, they must be located with great care.

5. The outer continental shelf may provide acceptable disposal

sites in some regions, e.g., off the U. S. southeast Atlantic

coast , but not in others. For instance, the middle and outer

continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico sustains the great

brown shrimp fishery .

FUTURE SITES

As man is forced to study more penetratingly his relationship to the

global environment by one untoward circumstance or another, hopefully

he will learn not to rely solely on costly technology to minimize the

effects of his waste products on ecosystems. Instead, he should move

toward recognition of the natural ecosystems that have the capacity

to serve as effective processors of his wastes. The deep ocean already

assimilates the millions of tons of riverborne sediments brought to it

each year, and its capacity for handling additional sediment is apparently

very great.

With the present concern for conservation of all of the Nation’s resources,

it is logical that steps should be taken to utilize or recycle, where

possible, waste materials that were once disposed of with reckless

abandon. But , if no present economical use can be made of cer tain dredged
material, it is also logical that final receiving environments should be
found , rather than transient disposal sites that can mean shifting the

waste problems from one ecosystem to another.
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The thrust of the present report concerns evaluation of the impacts

likely to accompany the disposal of dredged material of all types in
the deep ocean seaward of the shelf break. Certainly the deep ocean

can be considered to be a terminal receiving environment.

SOME PROS AND CONS OF DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL

At present there are two cogent arguments that are often raised against

deep ocean disposal , viz., an increase of project costs due to longer

haul distances, and a presumed lack of knowledge of the deep sea.

Nevertheless, other factors can mitigate the influence of these points.

Very likely the economic factor will become a criterion of lesser

importance when some presently acceptable disposal sites are no longer

favored. Moreover, it is probably reasonable to assume that when

the need is evident cost—saving improvements in the dredging-disposal

process will be brought forth.

Several reasons can be advanced in support of open ocean disposal.

The most important of these are related to biological considerations.

Among these are the fact that pelagic life, including that of fishery

importance, is markedly reduced in oceanic vs. inshore waters. The

deep ocean pelagic fishery , which is composed primarily of tunas and

sharks , forms less than 5 percent of the tonnage of the shelf—slope

bottom catch. The abundance of bottom—dwelling life becomes greatly

• reduced as one moves from shore into deeper water. The biomass of

benthic life in the deep ocean is only a small fraction of that found

on the continental shelf. Also, at present relatively little bottom

fishing occurs on the continental slope and none occurs deeper than

the l000—m isobath——and probably never will. About 90 percent of

the total bottom or demersal fish catch comes from the shelf. And
equally important , it takes only 5 percent of the time to catch a ton

of fish on the shelf as on the slope. Finally , the deep ocean has
-

• a demonstrated ability to receive and assimilate terrigenous sediments,
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including dredged material, without losing its capacity to sustain the

life processes in kind and amount characteristic of the receiving region.

EVALUATION OF THE POTENT IAL IMPACTS OF DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL

NATURE OF DEEP OCEAN IMPACTS

There are multiple impacts that dredged material can exert upon any

region or ecological system of the marine environment. Therefore, if

one is to be definitive as to the effects of deep ocean disposal of

dredged material, it is necessary to know how much of what kind of

material is being disposed and the nature of the water column and of

the final receiving environment. The position taken here is that chemical

changes resulting from the disposal of dredged material in deep water

and the effects that these changes have upon both the pelagic and benthic

biota is the single most important category of impacts at issue, including

the potential impacts that these biotal changes may have on the welfare

of man. Except under the most unusual of circumstances, there seems

little probability that most dredged material would have any but transitory,

and then only relatively harmless, effects on the generally sparse

pelagic biota in offshelf waters.

MITIGATING FACTORS

There are valid reasons why it is believed that impacts of dredged

material will not create severe stresses in the deep ocean. For one

thing, we are dealing with large areas and immense volumes of water,

even in reasonable distances seaward of the shelf break. For another,

as noted above, we know that the deep ocean continues to receive through
natural processes large quantities of sediment without any but temporary

deleterious effects. For yet another, we know that the deep ocean supports

a small biomass , and much of it consists of deposit—feeders , many of

which are burrowers that are often not long affected by sediment mounding.

22
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Then too , the deep ocean is little used by man today and, at least for
food production, will not be used to a greater degree in the future.

Finally , it should be noted that exchange rates in the deep ocean are

much more uniform and probably considerably slower than on the shelf.

THE ROLE OF MANAGEMENT

The key to environmentally sound dredging—disposal practices is sound

management. The manager must develop a basic fund of knowledge about

the environments and ecological systems In his jurisdiction. He must

be conversant with water movements on transient and long—term scales

and, above all, he must familiarize himself with the biological components
of each of the systems available for selection of disposal sites. Some

of the basic information required to attain a working knowledge of the

components and functioning of the ocean systems can be found in several

parts of Section B of this report.

SELECTION OF DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL SITES

NEED FOR CRITERIA AS GUIDELINE S

Criteria are needed as guidelines for both selection of suitable areas

in which to locate sites and for the final site—selection process. In

this study we are concerned primarily with the finding and description

of disposal areas not sites. If it is true that deep ocean disposal

can , under proper management, obviate most of the environmental concerns

expressed by the general and specific site selection criteria in the

Environmental Protection Agency ’s “Regulations and Criteria for Ocean
Dumping” (Federal Register, Part VI, January 11, 1977), then we propose

to base the weight of our decision as to selection of suitable vs.

unsuitable areas and environments for dredged material disposal on

oceanographic considerations. Among these are such phenomena as up—

and down—welling, strong or irregular currents, persistent eddies that

can transpor t material shoreward, oxygen—minimum zones, zones of metal—rich

23
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surficial sediments, low—oxygen submerged basins , submarine canyons ,

and hard banks with biota of special scientific significance. Certainly

many of these will also be used for site selection. However, to select

or reject an area may require only a broad brush treatment of the issue,

whereas selection of a definitive site will require more detailed infor—

mation. Foremost here is the generation of an accurate description of

the dredged material and the conduct of appropriate bioassays from which

to estimate its probable impact on the indigenous fauna.

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF SELECTION OF DISPOSAL AREAS AND SITES

In order to organize the delineation and description of selected disposal

areas, the coastal regions of the U. S., including those of Alaska,

Hawaii, and the Caribbean possessions, have been divided into eleven

sectors. The geographic limits of these sectors are not wholly arbitrary.

In fact, there is a unifying concurrence among Geomorphic Regions,

Circulation Regimes, and Biological Provinces and the designated sectors.

Thus , any given sector should be thought of as a part of the coastal
zone, continental shelf, and contiguous slope whose land boundaries are

marked primarily by prominent capes or other geomorphic features, whose

current regime differs from that of adjacent sectors and the biota of

which has the status of a biogeographical province. It is also considered

that a sector includes the encompassed Corps Districts and their dredging

activities. The oceanography of each sector is discussed in sufficient

detail in this report to permit the effective application of oceanographic

criteria in selecting the disposal areas.

SELECTION OF FAVORABLE AND POOR DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL AREAS

The concluding part of the report is devoted to selection of deep ocean

areas in which a District Engineer may wish to locate one or more disposal
sites. It is recommended, however , that an oceanographer be involved

in the final phase of the decision process. Since by far the bulk of

24
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dredged material produced in the United States in any one year comes from

New Orleans , Galveston, and Mobile Districts, the Gulf of Mexico sectors
are considered first.

Gulf of Mexico (Sectors 4 and 5)

Three areas for deep ocean disposal of dredged material are recommended.

These are an area in the northeast gulf around De Soto Canyon, an area

over and adjacent to the Mississippi Trough and an area in the north-

west gulf somewhat northwest of Alaminos Canyon. Each of these areas

covers approximately 9000 km
2
. The remainder of the upper continental

slope of the northern gulf between and outside of the three favorable

areas has both neutral and poor disposal areas, depending upon the proximity

of the coral— and algal—covered hard banks (e.g. West Flower Garden

Bank) , the royal red shrimp grounds, or the potential tilefish fishery.

Atlantic Ocean (Sectors 1, 2, and 3)

Northeast Coast (Sector 1). The problem of disposal of dredged material

in this sector is compounded by the great width of the continental shelf

and the presence of very productive banks and basins. It is recommended

that the entire continental slope region beyond the 300—rn isobath can be

considered appropriate for disposal of dredged material. Although it

is not anticipated that serious biological consequences would actually

develop from disposing material in the larger canyons, it would be

unwise to dispose in those canyons on the outer flank of Georges Bank

that incise the 100—rn isobath.

Middle Atlantic BiZht (Sector 2). There is an alternating series of

favorable and unfavorable disposal areas stretching along the precipitous

shelf—slope junction and upper slope from the southern boundary of the

j present 106—mile industrial site , just south of Hudson Canyon , to Cape

Hatteras. Although it is not considered essential for environmental
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preservation, it is recommended that no disposal take place in those

large canyons whose heads incise the continental shelf, viz., Wilmington,

- ‘ Baltimore , Washington, and Norfolk Canyons.

South Atlantic Bight (Sector 3). In this bight there are large stretches

of the Florida—Hatteras slope that are favorable for deep ocean disposal

of dredged material. Except for certain hard bank areas that are located

off the southern aspect of Cape Lookout and Cape Fear, the shallow limit

of the favorable areas can run along the shelf—slope junction around

the 100—rn isobath. In the vicinity of the hard banks, which are favored

sports fishing grounds, the shallow limit should be shifted seaward to

the 200—rn isobath.

Pacific Ocean (Sectors 6, 7, and 8)

Southern California Bight (Sector 6). In this bight the mainland shelf

and basin slope are furrowed by over 30 submarine canyons . The principal

source of dredged material is the Los Angeles Harbor complex with lesser
amounts from San Diego Harbor , Port Hueneme, and other small embayments

such as Newport Harbor. Disposal sites can be found within a few

kilometres of shore throughout the bight. If submarine canyons are to

be utilized for disposal, it seems essential that such a decision be

made only after careful study on a case by case basis. Recommended

disposal areas are on the seaward face of the Coronado Escarpment and

along the San Pedro Escarpment.

Northern California Shelf (Sector 7). The area recommended here for

deep ocean disposal of dredged material lies about 10 km west of the

Farallon Islands beginning on the 200—rn isobath and, on the north—south

axis, running between the North Traffic Shipping Lane (inbound) and

the Main Traffic Shipping Lane (outbound) to the south. This area is

essentially bounded by Pt. Reyes to the north and Pigeon Pt. to the south ,

with the proviso to avoid the shipping lanes.

26
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The Northwest Shelf (Sector 8). There are several important harbors

of moderate size in this sector. Recommended disposal areas ~or each are:

Humboldt Bay. The continental shelf off Humboldt Bay is about

21 km wide. Because of the importance of the demersal

fishery in this area, it is advised that a site should not

• be established shoreward of the 300—rn isobath.

Coos Bay. The continental shelf is about 32 km wide at Coos

Bay. It is recommended that material scheduled for ocean

disposal not be dumped inside of the 500—rn isobath.

Grays Harbor. The continental shelf off Grays Harbor is

about 46 km wide. Again, because of the important demersal

fishes in this area, it is not advisable to establish a deep

ocean site inside of the 500—rn isobath.

Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca Complex. There are numerous

acceptable deepwater areas for disposal sites in the Puget

Sound and Whidbey Basins (depths to 280 in) and the adjacent

Strait of Juan de Fuca. It is suggested that consideration

be given to establishing sites over deepest waters where the

currents do not reach peak velocities (less that a knot as

compared with 5 or more knots in inlets and narrows).

Furthermore, although extensive mixing of waters occurs over
sills supplying dissolved oxygen to subsurface waters of most

of the Sound , there are places where dissolved oxygen levels

reach very low levels in summer (avoid Daboh Bay).

The Gulf of Alaska (Sector 9)

Deep ocean disposal of dredged material from Valdez and Anchorage in

the Gulf of Alaska is not considered feasible. Consider the fact that it

Is about 260 km from Anchorage to the entrance of Cook Inlet before

the depth increases to 180 m. Also, navigation in Cook Inlet, especially

with barges, is very difficult because of a large tidal range, unpre-

dictable currents, and boulder strewn shoals.
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Hawaiian Islands (Sector 10)

There are five harbors in the Hawaiian Islands that are maintained

by the Corps of Engineers, and Pearl Harbor for which the U. S. Navy

is responsible. Three of these harbors already have interim dredged

material disposal sites that are in deep water:

Honolulu Harbor in 460 rn

Naiwiliwili Harbor in 1000 in

Port Allen in 1540 in

All of these are interim dredged material sites. Final site selection

for Pearl Harbor will be under study in spring and summer of 1977 when

the harbor will undergo extensive dredging.

Puerto Rico—U.S. Virgin Islands (Sector 11)

There are four harbors in Sector 11 that are relevant to the present

study. However, only the material from San Juan Harbor has been disposed

of in the deep ocean in 260—300 m of water off the north coast of the

island .

CONCLUSIONS

Although deep ocean disposal of dredged material is today practiced only
in a few places, especially off the Hawaiian Islands, it is anticipated

• that it may become a more common practice within the next decade, as

various public pressures increase against continuing use of present-day

types of sites. The economics of the situation , which are today an

important deterrent to deep ocean disposal, will become less so due to

increasing environmental pressures and reduction of costs through antici—

• pated improvements in dredging—disposal technology.

Based upon the literature and personal observations and knowledge of

the authors, it is concluded that deep ocean disposal of dredged material
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in present or foreseeable future amounts will cause no serious impacts

upon the off shelf marine environment including its living components .

RECOMMENDATION

In view of the dearth of critical information on the economics, fate ,

and bio—environtmental impacts of the disposal of dredged material in

the deep ocean, it is recommended that the Corps of Engineers authorize

and underwrite a carefully conceived and controlled study having three

important facets:

1. Deriving a careful comparison of costs between deep ocean

and upland disposal preferably at some point in the

Gulf of Mexico where haul distances range from average

to long.

2. Determining the fate of the dredged material disposed

of in three controversial receiving environments , viz.,

a. a submarine canyon,

b. at the shelf break, and

c. in a low—oxygen environment .

3. Ascertaining through in situ pelagic and benthic bioassay

studies the impact of contaminated and polluted dredged

material upon the biota of the water column and the bottom

at and around the disposal site.
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PART 1. INTRODUCTION

A. NATURE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

GENERAL

This report deals with the topic of deep—ocean disposal of dredged

material.* Subsequent sections will explore some of the pros and cons
of the issue, but after a careful study and evaluation of the litera-

ture the authors of this report f avor disposing of many wastes, includ-
ing dredged material, in the oceanic waters of the United States. The

authors believe that there are many general areas within which environ-

mentally sound disposal sites may be selected and designated and at
which dumping can be carried out with no environmental damage of

consequence. It is stressed, however , that good management of the
dredging—disposal process is essential to the continued welfare of the

marine environment. The good manager will be one whose judgment

requires neither too much nor too little environmental concern. To do

this, he must either understand the receiving environment or have

advisors at hand who do. Section B of this report has been designed

and compiled to assist one in attaining a working knowledge of the

marine environment. Good management is among the objectives of this

study.

OBJECTIVES

1. Examine the functioning of marine systems in appropriate parts of

* Dredged material is the term applied to the mix of sediment and water
generated as waste by the dredging operation. According to the EPA
1977 Ocean Dumping Regulations and Criteria, 4OCFR, Section 227.13,
“Dredged materials are bottom sediments or materials that have been
dredged or excavated from the navigable waters of the United States,
... . Dredged material consists primarily of natural sediments or
materials which may be contaminated by municipal or industrial wastes
or by runoff from terrestrial sources ouch as agricultural lands.”
(Appendix B)
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the deep ocean in sufficient detail to permit delineation of general—

ized and specific responses to the introduction of dredged material.

2. Estimate the need for ocean disposal and evaluate the capacity of

the deepwater marine ecosystems to receive dredged material with

environmental impunity.

3. Discuss those physical and other oceanographic properties and

processes of the deep ocean that will act upon and control the spatial

distribution and chemical fate of dredged material following release.

4. Point out and delineate by region and environment those data gaps

that would need to be filled by special research efforts before a

satisfactory Environmental Impact Statement supporting designation of

a disposal site could be prepared .

5. Identify those regions most likely to require deepwater disposal

and within them designate areas and environments that are suitable

receiving environments and those that are not.

6. Analyze and predict how the disposal activity would or would not

impinge upon present and planned multiple use of designated deepwater

areas by other interests.

7. Provide the basis for formulation , to the extent possible , of an

ordered set of criteria to permit the Corps to identify and possibly

select deep ocean disposal sites.

8. Finally, prepare from extant literature an authoritative report on

those oceanographic characteristics common to that part of the open

ocean overlying the continental terrace of the U.S. and its stipulated

territories, and highlight relevant regional features.
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STUDY APPROACH PHILOSOPHY

GENERAL

As man is forced to study more penetratingly his relationship to the

global environment by one untoward circumstance or another it is hoped

that he will learn not to rely solely on costly technology to minimize

the effects of his waste products on ecosystems. Instead man should

move toward recognition of the natural ecosystems that have the

necessary capacity to serve as effective processors of his wastes,

perhaps even putting them to use at no monetary or environmental cost.

The authors believe that the deep ocean may present this opportunity if

it is properly managed.

With the present concern for conservation of all of the Nation’s

resources , it is logical that steps should be taken to utilize or
recycle as much material as possible that was once disposed of with

some reckless abandon. But if no present economical use can be made

of the material, then final receiving environments should be used rather

than transient disposal sites that often have meant shifting the

problems associated with the waste from one ecosystem to another.

COMPLEXITY OF AQUATIC SYSTEMS

Concerning the marine environment, it has been stated with some reason

that aquatic systems are not only more complex than is realized , but

they are more complex than ever will be realized . Fortunately,  this

study deals with the deep ocean at considerable distances from shore.

It is characteristic of the ocean that many of its systems become

simpler as one moves substantial distances from shore —— currents are
more predictable , salinities and temperatures are less variable, and

biota is simpler and generally less abundant. Thus, although aquatic
systems may be unfathomable, they are not impossible to work with in
the practical vein. The crux of the environmental protection problem
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is the basic understanding of the healthy environmental systems, recog—
• nition of general symptoms of environmental disturbance, and the further

appreciation of the particular symptoms of specific types of environ-

mental stress.

The regional (Corps District) environmental manager , in assessing his

data needs, can call for special research efforts to fill specific gaps,
brought to his attention in this report, prior to selecting a specific

site for deepvater disposal.

EXTRAPOLATION FROM SHALLOW WATER DATA

A gap in oceanographic information exists primarily in the area of the

open ocean. In contrast, because of the easy access, the intertidal

has been studied intensively. During the three decades following World

War II, the Office of Naval Research supported a great deal of deep

ocean research. In the past five years the Bureau of Land Management

has supported comprehensive oceanographic studies on the continental

shelves, chiefly of the Gulf of Mexico, southern California, and more
recently parts of the Atlantic Coast.

Very little concerted effort has been spent in recent years on the

oceanography of the continental slope. In 1975 TerEco Corporation

completed an oceanographic study of the upper continental slope

(Pequegnat et al., 1975) of the northern Gulf of Mexico. Aside from

this and few isolated studies on all coasts, the authors have found a

dearth of useful information. Thus, where possible , data from near—

shore or deep water or both have been extrapolated into the area of the

open ocean.

SCOPE LIMITATIONS PRECLUDE ENCYCLOP~D1C TREATMENT OF ENVIRONMENTS

Attempts have been made in subsequent chapters of this report to provide

District personnel with sufficient oceanographic information pertaining
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to offshore areas of their locale to make intelligent application of

suggested criteria in selecting and designating a deep ocean disposal

site. Unfortunately , the scope of this study and the financial

• resources provided have not permitted development of oceanographic

atlases for each coast and regions therein. In fact, in many instances

the task is made all the more difficult if not impossible because

critical data, especially on currents and general circulation in the

offshelf areas , are virtually non—existent .

In place of this detailed treatment, this report points out the common

features of, say, the outer continental shelf on all U.S. coasts. Then,

as data have permitted , certain unique features of a given region, e.g.

New England with very broad shelves, that bear on disposal activities
and disposal—site selection are highlighted.

USE OF REGIONAL ADVISORY PANELS AND OTHE R ADVISORS

Early on in this study TerEco Corporation established two regional

advisory panels with the aid of certain WES personnel and then convened

them for discussion of the project. The West Coast group met in San

Diego, California on 17 August 1976 and the East Coast group met a week

later in Key Biscayne, Florida. The authors are grateful for the candid

remarks and sound advice given forth during these meetings. Partici-

pants were drawn from marine science in university departments, marine

• laboratories, state agencies, consulting firms, Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) , National Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) , and the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (WES). The roster of panel members is given in

Appendix A.

L 
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B. TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF OPEN OCEAN DISPOSAL

SOME FACTORS FAVORING OCEANIC ZONE DISPOSAL

DEFINITIONS

In this report the term open ocean has been interpreted by TerEco Cor—

poration personnel to mean the deep ocean at and beyond the outer edge

of the continental shelf. This deepwater area of the ocean is referred

to as oceanic in contradistinction to the neritic waters that lie over

the continental shelf. The outer edge of the shelf, which is ordinarily

marked by a noticeable change of slope, is referred to as the “shelf
break.” The depth of this break varies considerably around the shelves

of the U.S., but Shepard (1963) defines the shelf as “those platforms

bordering a continent that terminate oceanward at depths of less than

300 fathoms (about 550 in).” Some breaks occur at depths little more

than 10 m depth, but generally they occur in anywhere from 60 to 200 in

of water (Emery and Uchupi, 1972). It is at breaks of this latter depth

or more, depending upon other topographic features, that the authors

propose that some dredged material disposal sites should be located.

RELATIVE AREAS OF CONTINENTAL SHELF AND DEEP OCEAN

Continental and Insular Shelves

The combined worldwide area of the continental shelf constitutes some-

what less than 8 percent of the ocean floor. Perhaps of greater signi-

ficance is the fact that less than 0.1 percent of the ocean’s waters
lie over the shelf. Yet it is on this narrow, shallow ledge tha t people

harvest most seafood , exploit increasing amounts of gas, oil, and other
minerals , dispose of large quantities of industrial and municipal

wastes, and cause ocean—going and recreational vessels to converge as

they prepare to enter narrow harbor channels. Accordingly , if fu ture

disposal sites are to be placed on the shelf, they should be located
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with great care.

Area of the Deep Ocean

Beyond the continental shelf the ocean floor dips to form the continen—

tal slope, the lower part of which , called the continental rise, grades
into the deep ocean basin or abyss. Most people are aware that about

71 percent of earth is covered by the oceans, but few realize that more

than half the globe (57 percent) is covered by water of abyssal depths,

that is, over 2000 in deep (Bruun , 1957). This concept of area impinges

upon two of the most cogent reasons for thinking of the deep ocean as

a terminal receiving environment for dredged material. For one thing

it has great capacity for receiving sediments, since it is doing so

already. For another the deep ocean has little capacity for food

production.

ASSINILATIVE CAPACITY OF THE DEEP OCEAN

The term assimilative capacity has connotations for engineering and

physiology as well , perhaps, as for other fields. Here it is used as

a measure of the ability of the deep ocean to receive dredged material

without losing its capacity to sustain the life processes in kind and
-

• 
amount characteristic of the receiving region. The amount of tern —

genous material normally reaching the ocean by natural means has an

important bearing on this topic. Accordingly , this discussion will

examine the sources and amounts of sediment reaching the ocean each

• year, and then will compare the food—producing capabilities of the

continental shelf and deep ocean by way of demonstrating how little

biomass there is in deep water to be affected .

River Transport of Sediments

Most of the fine—grained sediment reaches the ocean via rivers.

Holeman (1968) estimated an annual river runoff of 18 x 1O~ metric tons
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of suspended solids. Data from McCave (1975) indicate that about 90

percent of modern niverborne solids are deposited on the shelf, slope,

and rise —— the reniainder reaching the ocean ridge system and the abyss.

Drake (1976) estimate that 8 x l0~ metric tons are being deposited

annually on the continental slope and contiguous rise. At least 40

percent of this is being carried by about a dozen major r ivers . By far

the largest of these is the Yellow River of China, but the Mississippi

River transports on the order of 310 million metric tons of sediment to

and beyond its delta each year . This approximates the total of material

produced in one year by maintenance dredging in the entire United

States .

The distribution of riverborne sediment over the sea floor is very
different  from that of maintenance dredging. Shepard (1960) estimated

that substantial amounts of the Mississippi fine material were deposited
within 12 miles of the Mississippi, whereas the maintenance dredgings

are deposited around the perimeter of the U.S .  No matter how region•-

ally disproportionate this deposition is , it certainly is not as concen-

t rated as the material distributed across the delta and into deeper

water of the Mississippi Trench and Fan.

As to the effects of river sediment material on the benthic life, there

is no control; hence it is difficult to draw sound conclusions. Still,

it is germane to note that St. Amant (1971) estimated than in 1971 the

total fish catch in Louisiana shelf waters was about 900 ,000 metric tons

(includes trash fish, shrimp, and recreational fishing totals). This is

particularly interesting because the tonnage quoted is about 20 percent

of the U.S. total, and because it was fished from waters west of the

Delta, which is downstream of the main current in the region. It is not

unreasonable to conjecture from this that the disposal of sediments in

the deep ocean probably will have neutral environmental influences.

PRODUCTIVE CAPACITIES OF THE LAND AND SEA

40
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Plant Biomass of Land and Sea

The total phytomass (weight of plant tissue) present on the land is

estimated to be 2.4 x 10
12 

metric tons dry weight . Total phytomass in
the world ’s oceans amounts to 1.7 x i0~ metric tons, which is about
15,000 t imes smaller than that of the land (Rodin et al .,  1975) .

Plant Production on Land and in the Sea

Perhaps a more meaningful gauge of the relative importance of land vs.

sea can be developed if the rate of production of organic matter
(primary production) by natural communities on land and in the sea is

examined. The total primary production of the land is estimated to be

1.72 x loll metric tons/year , whereas that of the sea is about an

average of 5.8 x metric tons/year (Bogorov , 1959). Hence , the

oceans with about three times the area of the land contribute appro-

ximately one—third as much primary production as do terrestrial plant

communities (Figure 1).

Total Living Matter on Land and the Sea

According to Duvigneaud and Tanghe (1968) the earth’s total living

matter is equal to 2.42 x 1012 
metric tons. As might be expected , the

living matter of the land exceeds by 750 times that of the world ’s

oceans, including animals from protozoa to whales.

Food Producing Capacities of Land, Shelf, and Deep Ocean

• The marine 71 percent of the earth ’s surface produces no more than 1.5

to 2.0 percent of the world ’s food supply. Some five years ago Boyd

et al. (1972), in referring to the deep ocean, stated “from the stand-

point of commercial fisheries , these areas are of virtually no value,
either now or in the future.” The immediate prospect of obtaining

greater quantities of food from marine sources seems to lie mainly in
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the possibility of wider, controlled exploitation of natural stocks.
As McHugh (1976) points out, some species are overf ished while others
are not, but the overall view seems to be that there can be some

increase in annual tonnage, but not from the deep sea. After a scholar-

ly review of the energy relationships involved in marine production,

Tait and De Santo (1972) predict that the deep ocean will never contri-

bute over 1 percent of the total world fish catch, and that will be
entirely of pelagic origin. This view is shared also by Moiseev (1971)

who has concluded that the abyssal depths show no potential at all for

the development of a coninercial fishery. Apparently, there is no

demersal (bottom) fishery in the United States today below 1000 in, and
what there is at that depth forms a rather insignificant part of the

total catch. Moiseev (1971) reports that the same depth limit holds in

all areas outside the U.S.

The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) Yearbooks of Fishery Statis-

tics show that in the year 1850, man took about 1.5 to 2.25 million

metric tons of food from the sea. In the 110 years to 1960 it had grown

to 33.4 million metric tons. In 1976 the annual world catches of marine

fish and other animals amounted to some 62 million metric tons. FAD

estimates that the potential catch, considering only the types of

animals currently harvested, can be something over 100 million tons.

Contrariwise, several U.S. fishery experts consider it more realistic

to estimate 70 million metric tons by 1980 as a likely prospect. More-

over, they believe shelf fishes not now utilized will have to be caught

to achieve even this increase.

Next to the land, then, the estuarine—shelf complex is the best food
producer. About 90 percent of the total bottom or demersal fish catch

comes from the shelf (worldwide). Equally important, it takes only 5
percent of the time to catch a ton of fish on the shelf as on the slope.

The deep ocean pelagic fishery, which is composed primarily of tunas
and sharks , forms less than 5 percent of the tonnage of the shelf—slope
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bottom catch. There are those who point out that although the oceans

supply only 1 to 2 percent of the world’s food supply , that this can

amount to almost 10 percent of the protein supply. Unfortunately much

of this protein is not consumed in underdeveloped countries where it

would do the most good. Rather it is reduced to fish meal and returned

to the well—fed nations as poultry supplements. Although the U.S.

continental shelves are credited with producing 7.8 million metric tons

of fish per year, in recent years 60 percent of this has been taken by

foreign fleets.

The Invertebrate Benthos

One reason there are few fishes on the bottom in the very deep ocean

is the lack of food. There is a remarkable reduction of invertebrate

bottom life (benthos) biomass with increasing depth (Noiseev , 1971;
Rowe and Menzel, 1971; Thiel, 1975). On a worldwide basis the average

benthonic biomass on the floor of the deep ocean is no more than 0.01

percent that of the continental shelf.

From the above it may be concluded that there is very little bottom

life in the deep ocean that could be affected by the discharge of

dredged material (see Part 4B, Section B).

EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF DEEPWATER DISPOSAL

There are manifold impacts that dredged material can exert upon any

region or ecological system of the marine environment. Therefore, if

one is to be definitive as to the effects of deep ocean disposal, it

is necessary to know how much of what kind of material is being dis—

posed and the nature of the water column and the final receiving

environment. Some of these specifics are discussed in considerable

detail in subsequent chapters. Hence it is proposed here to provide

• an anticipatory distillation of the bare essentials to undergird a

philosophical position vie a vie deep water disposal.
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Physical oceanographic effects on dredged material are to a large extent

distributive, determining the final resting place of the disposal ma-

terials. They are closely related to geological effects and, indeed ,

there are some interactions. Currents and other physical discontinu—

ities in the water column can modify in what form and concentration

dredged material of any type will reach the bottom . Ordinarily one

considers physical oceanographic effects to be operative while the

material is in the water column and geological ones once it is on the

bottom. Thus , geological processes may be distributive if one wishes to

so categorize turbidity flows resulting from downslope mass movements.

The position taken here is that chemical changes resulting from the

disposal of dredged material in deep water and the effects that these

changes have upon both the pelagic and benthic biota is the single most

important category of impacts at issue. Except under the t.iost unusual

of circumstances, there seems little probability that the material would

have any but transitory, and then only relatively harmless, effects on

the generally sparse pelagic biota in of f shelf waters.

The literature contains considerable documentation of some harmful bio-

logical effects of dredged material in marine waters , but the effective

studies of the environmental impacts of the dredging—disposal process

have been carried out in the shallow waters of the estuarine—inner

shelf ecological complex. It is unknown to what extent the conclusions

drawn therefrom would apply to deep ocean conditions.

The ultimate fate of the dredged material disposed in the deep ocean is

the bottom sediments. Here, potentially toxic elements and compounds

may be subjected to conditions that greatly differ from those in the

overlying water column and thereby may be released and made available

to the benthic community. Thus, it is easier to vi~ua1ize harmful

impacts of the deposition on the benthos than on the pelagial. In

fac t, the literature is replete with such findings, but the majority of
them deal with relatively shallow offshore waters (Rounsfell, 1972;
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Thompson, 1973) or with bay waters (Cronin et al., 1970) or estuarine

conditions (Sherk, 1971). The magnitude and duration of these effects

range from very little to substantial amounts, depending on the amounts

and types of materials involved and the ways in which they are disposed.

Discussions of acute or short—term effects are common, but very little

fieldwork has been done up to now on chronic effects. Nevertheless,

It can be anticipated that either long— or short—term effects will be

modulated in deep water.

C. BACKGROUND

NEED FOR DISPOSAL OF DREDGED MATERIAL

MAN ’S USE OF THE DEEP OCEAN

For all of its vastness, the water column of the deep ocean has actu-
ally served man in very few ways and then only on the surface or in a
thin layer underneath. For one thing, it has been used as an important

transport medium. For another, it has been both a protective physical

barrier against hostile invasion and an arena for naval battles. For

yet another, and in a more esoteric way, it has been the principal ob-

jective of a few major scientific investigations. On the negative side

of the ledger , its most disappointing shortcoming is the fact that it
never has, and probably never will , provide man with substantial amounts

of food , taking full cognizance of the tuna and shark fisheries of the
high seas.

Soon the bottom of the deep ocean will undoubtedly supply quantities of

important metals associated with manganese nodules. But its most en—

vironmentally valuable contribution to the welfare of man may be yet

to come. More than a few informed, serious—minded , and environmentally
responsible marine scientists and ocean engineers are of the opinion
that the deep ocean can receive and assimilate many kinds of wastes,

including dred ged material, with impunity. In fact, the deep ocean

L _ _ _ _  
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has been doing so for eons and, hopefully, will continue to do so for

millenia to come.

MAINTENANCE DREDGING AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Structured in this report is the basic premise that, environmental con-

straints or related considerations notwithstanding , the United States

will continue to dredge existing marine waterways to assist in achiev—

ing safe passage of vessels of commerce. This will be done not only

because the vessels’ export and import cargoes are vital to maintenance

of a sound and growing economy but also because accidental spillage of -
.5

some cargoes in poorly maintained channels could have far more profound

effects than dredging on marine ecological systems and, thus, on the

welf are of the American people.

NEW PROJECT DREDGING AN]) THE ECONOMY

Equally patent is the likelihood that new marine projects requiring

both new and subsequent maintenance dredging will continue to arise far

into the future. Generated by and for an expanding economy, as well as .5
by population movements from the U.S. interior to the coasts, some of

.5 
these projects now only at various levels of the planning or permit

processes, will involve the initial dredging of enormous amounts of

sediment. Periodically their maintenance will add to present amounts

of material dredged each year from existing channels.

There can be no doubt, then, that problems associated with the disposal

of dredged material will persist for years to come. It is the disposal

aspect of the total dredging—disposal problem and the justification for

serious consideration of a little—used receiving environment that will

orchestrate the principal theme of this report. No problem can forever

defy solution, but a serious barrier to achieving wholly satisfactory

solutions to dredged material disposal is the magnitude of material
involved.

L



VOLUMES OF MATERIAL DREDGED IN THE UNITED STATES

• PRESENT AMOUNTS

Each year in the United States, maintenance dredging carried out under 
.5

permit from the Corps of Engineers produces about 315 million cubic

yards of sediment (Arthur D. Little, Inc., 1974). Huge as this volume

seems to be, estimated to equal one—third the amount dredged in cutting

the Panama Canal, it is certainly not the grand total. New projects are

undertaken annually that require dredging of wholly new channels or mod-

ifying old ones in various new ways. In 1975, for example, the Corps

estimates that new projects required removal and disposal of at least

140 million cubic yards. Thus, U.S. annual production of dredged mater—

ial is projected to be no less than 450 million cubic yards. In a

single decade, then, the amount of dredged material requiring utiliza-

tion or disposal would cover an area of 4,500 square miles with a foot—

thick layer of sediment. This expanse is approximately equal to the

combined areas of the state of Delaware and two Rhode Islands!

I.<~SSIBLE FUTURE AMOUNTS

It seems likely that the annual volumes of dredged material will in-

crease during the next decade. Plans for deepening and widening harbor

channels to accommodate deep—draft vessels carrying petroleum or liquid

natural gas or even dry cargoes, as in various bays of Texas, ar~ al-

ready well along. On the Pacific Coast new installations such as in

.5 
Grays Harbor , Oregon will likely be commenced within five years or less.
Then, too, there are plans little more than in the discussion phase,

such as the deep—draft channel and turning basin in Corpus Christi

Harbor , Texas. Some of these will require dredging channels on the

continental shelf if they actually come to pass. In any event , if only
the most likely of presen t new projects are considered , ways must be

.5 found to cope with the millions of cubic yards of new material that

will have to be disposed of in an environmentally sound manner.
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FEASIBILITY OF DEEPWATER DISPOSAL

It is extremely interesting to note the following statement in Boyd et

al. (1972), “virtually without exception, the spoii disposal problem

foremost in the minds of the Corps District and Division office person-

nel contacted during this study was the availability of sites for 
.5

confined land disposal.” In the interim, great strides have been made

in finding some new uses for dredged material and in reducing the

general environmental impact of land disposal. This is all well and

good , but, in general, transitional and not final solutions to the

problem are being dealt with.

THE ECONOMICS AND ECOLOGY OF THE IS SUE

Undeniably in the present day the hauling of dredged material for dis-

posal in the deep ocean will, in most regions of the U.S., increase the

cost of projects well above those involving more conventional disposal

sites. The latter often means open water in a bay or the inner shelf

or even more frequently a diked containment site on land . But , as

pointed out earlier, there is no doubt that for ecological reasons, con-

ventional sites on land are becoming less and less acceptable.

The basic question, then , is this: .Just how much more costly would deep

ocean disposal be than producing a diked containment? Obviously , a

.5 simple answer cannot be provided at this time. However, it should be

pointed out that previous cost comparisons between of f shelf disposal

and land containment have been very much biased in favor of the latter

site. Most calculations are based on distances involved and the differ-

ence in cost between a hopper dredge for deep ocean disposal and a pipe-

line dredge for land containment . This, however , is not the full story.
Unless the land site is to remain a useless, unsightly, and soggy quag-

mire beneath a hardened crust , it must be manipulated by heavy machin-

ery, the leachate controlled , perhaps nutrients added , and then , per-
haps, planted. These are cost factors that are seldom added. Possibly
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the most telling cost, especially as time goes on, will be purchase of

the land on which the dike is built. On the other hand, when the mate—

• rial is hauled to the deep ocean and disposed , it is gone in a more or

less permanent way.

REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The seriousness of both aspects of the dredging—disposal process varies

greatly by region in the United States. The concern here, however , is

with the disposal problem . Perhaps it goes without saying that it

should be easier to dispose of material in deep water where the contin-

ental shelf is only 5 or so miles wide , as in Miami , as compared with

more than 200 miles off Massachusetts . Two other regional factors com-
plicate the problems of the District engineers . One of these is public

awareness of what projects are being contemplated and to what extent

the public judges them to be in their best interests. Finally, of

course, the volumes of material dredged each year will sooner or later

have to be reckoned with.

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD MANAGEMENT

The key to environmentally sound dredging—disposal activities involves

sound management -— that of including but going beyond the public rela-

tions mentioned above. The manager must develop a basic fund of know-

ledge about the environments and ecological systems in his jurisdiction.

He must be conversant with water movements on transient and long—term
.5 

scales and , above all, he must familiarize himself with the biological 
.5

components of each of the systems available for selection of disposal

sites.

• Obviously, also, the dredging—disposal manager must be conversant with

the legislation that requires him to control all aspects of the process.

Some relevant aspects of the legislation now in force will be examined

briefly in the next section.
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1). THE MANAGEMENT ROLE

POLICY ON OCEAN DISPOSAL

Management of any function or activity must be undergirded by effective

and lucid policy. Although there is ample room for interpretive action

among its phrases , the United States does have a policy governing ocean

disposal. It is stated in Sec . 2 (b) of the Marine Protection, Research,

and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 , as follows :

“The Congress declares tha t it is the policy of the
United States to regulate the dumping of all types
of materials into ocean waters and to prevent or
strictly limit the dumping into ocean waters of any
materials which would adversely af fec t  human health ,
welfare , or amenities , or the marine environment ,
ecological sys tems , or economic potentialities.”

This policy statement leaves no doubt tha t Congress has recognized that

informed American people are concerned about the welfare of the environ-

ment and that they are themselves an integral part of that environment.

Effective regulation of the disposal of dredged material will depend

upon the legal tools provided to the manager of these affairs.

Although regulation of commerce on the Nation’s waterways was vested in

the Federal government upon ratification of the Constitution, and was

extended by the Supreme Court to cover navigation in 1824, it was not

until the decade of the l970s that truly effective legal tools with

which to protect the environment of waterways was provided by Congress.

LEGISLAT IVE BASIS

• Federal legislation controlling waste disposal in the marine environ-

ment appears to have started with the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899.

For a long time pursuant to that enactment , control of disposal of
dredged material was vested in the Corps of Engineers (Pararas—

___________ -- - - --—.--
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Carayannis , 1973). The record seems to show that with only occasional

exceptions the principal criteria for issuance of disposal permits were

concerned with whether or not hazards to navigation or other impediments .5

to transpor tation would be created (Smith and Brown, 1971).

In 1958 Congress passed the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. It

attempted to prevent the disturbance or destruction of aquatic nursery

.5 and feeding areas caused by dredging or f i l l  actir ivites . It required

consultation with app licable state agencies and the United States Fish

and Wildlife Service prior to any environmental alteration subject to
Federal permits. 

.5

In 1970 the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) issued its now land-

mark report on ocean disposal . Since its preparation was stimulated in

large measure by the articulate environmental concerns of marine sci-

entists in universities and the Government (largely NOAA) as to the

effects of the disposal of sewage sludge arid acid wastes in the New

York Bight , the CEQ stressed the need for regulation of ocean disposal

based upon environmental matters.

CRITICAL NATIONAL LEGISLAT ION

The 1970 CEQ report carried certain recommendations that were incor-

porated into the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of

1972 (ME’RSA ; PL92—532), that regulates the disposal of wastes into

• ocean waters. This law is organized into three major titles of which

Title I and parts of Title II are germane to this report. The follow-

ing six sections are worthy of statement here.

Title I - Ocean Dumping

.5 
Sec. 101. Bans the transportation for the purpose of dumping and the

dumping of radiological, chemical , a,~d bacteriological warfare agents
and high—leve l radioactive wastes .
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Sec. 102. Authorizes the Environmental Protection Agency to issue per-

mits for the transportation and dumping of all other material except

dredged and fill material, and to establish criteria for reviewing and

evaluating such permits and designating sites and times for dumping .

Sec . 103. Authorizes the Corps of Engineers to issue permits , or

regulations for Federal projects , for the transportation of dredged
H material fc’r ocean dump ing in accordance with criteria established by

EPA (under Sec . 102 of MPRSA) .

Sec. 107 . Requires the Coast Guard to conduct surveillance of dumping

activities and enforce all regulations controlling the transport of

materials to be dumped as well as the dumping activity.

Title II — Comprehensive Research on Ocean Dumping
. 5 - -

Sects. 201 and 202. Authorizes the Department of Commerce (NOAA) to

initiate a comprehensive and continuing program of monitoring and re—

search regarding the ef fec ts  of ocean dumping .

With the passage of PL92—532 , as well as the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act Amendments of 1972 (PL92—5 00) the Co~~ ress provided the

basis for protection of “ocean waters over which the United States has

jurisdiction or over which it may exercise control , under accepted

.5 principles of international law , in order to protect its territory or

territorial sea. ” (MPR SA , 1972) . Thus , most of the CEQ recommenda-

tions were embodied in the Act. However , the international facets of

the problem were still awaiting approval of various governments in—

.5 
cluding the U.S.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENT ION

One of the CEQ 1970 recommendations stressed the need for broad geo—
.5 graphic coverage of the ocean disposal . This together with articulate
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• advocates of the environmental movement served to apprise knowledgeable

• public officials that effective management of resources and environments

inevitably requires one to deal with whole systems. Such a holistic

approach certainly applies to the oceans. .5

The International. Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by

Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter was developed in the intergovern-

mental conference held at London in the fall of 1972. The U.S. Senate

gave its approval for ratification of this convention on August 3, 1973,
but deposition of the ratification was not made until  April 29 , 1974.
The Convention entered into force during August 1975 at the t ime that

the minimum of 15 nations had ratified it.

Meanwhile , in March 1972 an amendment (PL93—254) to MPRSA brought the

1972 Act into full compliance with the Convention. Finally, by publi-

cation of the Final Ocean Dumping Regulations and Criteria in the

Federal Register of January 11, 1977 , EPA has carried Out its mandate

undet Title I of MPRSA and the U.S. Governme’~t is in full compliance

with the Convention .

THE LATEST APPLICABLE NATIONAL LEGISLATION OF IMP ORT

Very likely the most urgent fishery problem facing the Nation today is

the great responsibility assumed when the President signed into law

PL94—265, the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976. Title

III of the Act sets out National standards fur fishery conservation and

management within the extended zone of jurisdiction (200—mile zone),

and outlines procedures by which these standards shall be put into

effect. To administer the provisions of this law, which became opera-

tive on March 1, 1977 , there will need to be understandings among the
U.S., the coastal states, and those foreign nations that wish to con-

tinue fishing on the U.S. outer continental shelf and upper continental

slope. In any event, it is certain that another council will have been

brought into existence with stronger than ever concerns about the bio—
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logical welfare of the continental shelf. This, it seems , is another
cogent reason for minimizing the amounts of dredged material to be

disposed on the continental shelf.

One among several good reasons often cited for the present plight of

the American fisherman is that many other users of the environment are

interfering with fishing operations or creating hazards for the

resource. Another , of course, is that foreign fishermen are subsidized

directly by their governments. A widely held view is that PL94—265

means an end to foreign fishing off U.S. shores, but this is not true.

Until the Law of the Sea is concluded and ratified , the U.S. will have

only limited control over foreign fleets (the U.S. must demonstrate

that it is fully utilizing the living resource in the 200—mile zone).

This is an important issue because foreign fleets are presently taking

60 percent of the total catch off US . shores. The U.S. fishery can

be aided , however, by not disposing in important areas.

E . RELATED DISPOSAL CONSIDEi’~ATIONS

RESISTANCE OR OPPOSITION TO SOME CONVENTIONAL SITES

Public awareness , albeit the informed fraction of the population, of

the profound biological value of salt ~narshes, estuaries, and shallow
embayments to both shellfisheries and finfisheries is becoming wide-

spread. Both those who fish for a living and for recreation are

becoming more deeply and vociferously concerned about the welfare of

these resources. As yet this is not true of all coasts or of all parts

of a single coast , but areas of apparent unconcern can change very

quickly when spurred on by organized leadership.

Today , there are essentially three major categories of disposal envi—
-

.5 ronments for dredged material of marine origin: the land or upland

areas, the estuarine—continental shelf complex, and the of f shelf deep

• ocean. It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss the first two
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in any detail, but enough must be said in order to put the third in

proper perspective.

RECEIVING ENVIRONMENTS ON LAND

In recent years sponsors of dredging projects have made increasing use

of land sites for disposal purposes. Boyd et al. (1972) believe that

this trend arose in part because of concern over open—water disposal

of contaminated sediments. But there are increasing signs that land

disposal has not been the ideal solution. There are many problems

associated with confining dredged material on land (Meccia, 1975).
Among these are deterioration of dike integrity , long duration of

f luidity of the dredged material unless additional expenditures of time

and money are made, loss of sediment from the containment area into the
:1 waterway , and quite frequently there are both sight and smell indig-

nities —— not to mention health hazards in some areas as a resi lt of

the breeding of mosquitoes. In spite of these difficulties and others

not mentioned , upland disposal is a viable alternative disposal option

in some places , e. g . ,  the Pacific Northwest and , up to now , some areas

of the Gulf of Mexico . But with no intention of sounding a doomsday

claxon , it seems only fair to say this cheap and easy land disposal

may not always be available. In fact, it is almost a certainty that

it will not be.

Unless demonstrable beneficial circumstances prevail, the assumption

seems to be untenable that the land is the best of possible disposal

.5 
environments, even for some kinds of polluted sediments. As coastal

populations continue to grow, and the rate seems now to be accelerating

Into the Sunbelt , the necd for living space and the uti1i~~tion of

coastal regions for industry and recreation will press harder against

food—producing acreage. This is not idle rhetoric. About 65 million

people now live within the Coastal Zone (50 miles inland from the shore)

.5 of the United States. Thus, roughly 30 percent of the population lives
in only 8 percent of the total land area! PerI,ap9 more alarming is
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the fact that whereas in 1972 the coastal population was estimated to

be growing at an annual rate of 2.5 percent, it is now increasing at

anywhere from 3 to 5 percent. The recent unseasonably cold winter of

1976—77 may even cause acceleration of this rate.

Unless it can benefit agriculture, which will inevitably suffer a land

squeeze in this demographic explosion the disposal of dredged material

on land will become less acceptable. Let no one think that the areas

involved in land disposal are small. Ma1 lory and Meccia (1975) estimate

on the basis of past dredging volumes that no less than 7000 acres of

new land will be required each year for the containment of material

generated from maintenance dredging operations of the Corps of Engineers.

Obviously, suitable land disposal sites will become as difficult to

obtain in many places as they already are, say, in parts of New England ,

New York, and Baltimore.

In any event, the best land is already being tilled and the remainder

tends to be marginal (Borgstrom , 1969). Owing to mismanagement the

world over , even the quality of presently cultivated land has deter-
iorated over the years (see below).

Quality Classification of Tilled Land*

1882 1952

.5 
% 7.

Good 85 41
Half of original humus lost 10 39

Marginal soils 5 20

*From Duane, World Balance Sheet, 1957
Reprinted by permission of Harper & Row.

• Perhaps even more alarming is the fact that population and related

industrial pressures are actually working each day to reduce the amount

of arable land. Borgstrom (1969) estimates from data supplied by the
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Department of Agriculture that over 2 million acres of rural land are

turned over every year to urban development, airports, highways,

reservoirs and other flood control measures , parks , wildlife refuges ,

and the likc~. Anyone who has seen the Irrevocable sprawling of cities

such as Washington , D . C . ,  Los Angeles , Phoenix , and Houston (to mention

only a few) since , say, as late as 1960, will find these figures

credible. Good as these facilities are , there must be some t radeoffs ,

because the trend cannot go on forever. Most of all , more land in the

coastal zone should not be usurped for dredged material unless it can

be reclaimed as top soil.

THE ESTUARINE - CONTINENTAL SHELF COMPLEX FOR DISPOSAL

Various authors, among them McHugh (1976), have estimated that something

over three—quarters of the weight of finfishes and sheilfishes landed

in the United States by domestic fishermen are dependent upon an

estuary . The telling point, however, is that the major contributors

to this living weight (biomass) are species that are not solely depen-

dent upon the estuary or the continental shelf but must live part of

their life cycle in each area.

McHugh (1967) makes it clear that the oceanic phases of the l i fe

histories of living marine resources that are of highest importance

(e.g. shrimp) are equally as important as the estuarine phase. This

only points up the folly of shifting a waste disposal problem from one

habitat to another. Species of animals or plants cannot be preserved

one by one; rather environmental systems must be preserved that in toto

are of value to many species.

In some places the creation of artificial marshes in shallow portions

of estuaries or embayments by placing dredged material in the inter—

tidal and subsequently planting it may improve the quality of the

environment. It must be realized , however , that only certain types of

.5 organic and nutrient—rich dredged materials l end themselves to this
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development (Meccia, 1975). It has been suggested that one good use of

• dredged material might be to create artificial barrier islands off
• appropriate coasts as storm wave buffers to heavily populated mainland

areas. Although this idea seems quite feasible, careful studies of

normal circulation and probable modifications would have to be carried

out to determine what potential deterioration of the environment might

occur.

REGIONAL ASPECTS OF THE DISPOSAL PROBLEM

The volumes of dredged material produced each year vary greatly on a

regional basis. For instance, about 2.4 million cubic yards are

produced each year in the New England Sector (see Part 2, Section A , and

Part 5, Section B) from Cape Sable to Cape Cod , whereas the northern

Gulf of Mexico generates over 100 times that much (ca. 251.6 million cu

yd) .  Still , it must not be assumed from these very disparate figures

that it is proportionately easier to find suitable disposal sites in

New England than in the Gulf of Mexico. Indeed , for several reasons,

the reverse appears to be true at preoent. But there are very strong

evidences that this will not always be so. When it becomes as diff i—

cult in the future to dispose of dredged material by conventional means

in the northern Gulf of Mexico as it is in New England today , the Corps

and other regulatory agencies may be forced to utilize disposal methods

that are judged today to he unacceptable for economic or other reasons.

AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION: OPEN OCEAN DISPOSAL

In discussing deep ocean disposal , Boyd et al. (1972) note :

“Differences in opinion as to the environmental impact
of deepwater disposal are widespread and reach the
proportion of major controversy when polluted and/or
toxic substances are involved . Investigations aimed at
the controver sial issues have proceeded slowly largely
because large—scale deepwater disposal operations have
not been economically feasible to date. However, with
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alternative solutions to currently unsatisfactory
disposal operations standing to increase unit costs by
several orders of magnitude, deepwater disposal appears
to reenter the realm of economic reality.”

Fortunately , the authors have had an opportunity since inception of

this project to poll a large cross—section of informed scientists and

engineers as to their feelings about deepwater disposal of dredged 
.5 -

material. A clear majority of these people, representing ~.l1 phases

of oceanography and related water—quality endeavors (Appendix 4) are

not opposed to deepwater disposal of dredged material, especi~. ~
y if

it is contaminated. Smith (1973) represents this view succinctly when

he says “that the oceans’ vast space resource is potentially of major

value to man for use in waste disposal and that properly managed this

use need not damage the marine environment.”

Bascom (1974) has phrased a question that in some ways lies at the

heart of this matter, indeed, of the entire environmental movement of
the l970s :

“How unchanged should man try to keep an environment that

nature is changing anyway?”

The way nature is changing the deeper aspects of the ocean will be

discussed in considerable detail in later sections. If man were the

chief cause of these changes, they would constitute pollution. Perhaps,

then, a working definition of pollution should be sought.

Marine pollution has been defined by the UNESCO Intergovernmental Com—

mission as:

• “Introductions by man, directly or indirectly, of sub-
stances into the marine environment (including estuaries)
resulting in such deleterious effects as harm to living
resources, hazards to human health, hindrance to marine
activities (including fishing), impairing the quality for
use of seawater and reduction of amenities.”
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A definition that cuts to the core of the problem in few words is one

often given by Dr. Athelstan Spilhaus (Personal CommunicatIon , 1976 , and

elsewhere), viz., “a pollutant is anything that by its excess reduces the

quality of living.” Obviously most of the substances usually called

pollutants are present in the ocean from natural sources.

Finally , the authors agree with the thrust of a statement e.manating

from the Coastal Zone Workshop held at the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution in 1972 (Ketchum, 1972) , viz.,

“There is a prevailing opinion in our society that
all contaminants introduced into the environment
are bad and that waste disposal into the coastal
environment* is to be avoided. This misleading and
unrealistic concept must have clarification in order
for society to establish acceptable criteria for
management of its resources at the same time it provides .5

for a continuing , healthy environment. Most wastes
have a level of concentration which can be reached in
the environment without significant alteration to the
functional parts of the system ; in fact, wastes such
as nutrients and , sometimes, heat can be beneficial,
if properly interfaced with biological, chemical, and
physical features. Wastes added under these conditions
should be considered contaminants, not pollutants.”

Dangerous synthetic molecules and high—level radioactive compounds

clearly must be ruled out for regular disposal, as they are by various

national and international acts and conventions. But sediment input

• to the ocean, some of which is highly polluted from natural sources

or from man’s activities, is a naturally occurring phenomenon . Some

sort of answer as to how much more the open ocean can tolerate without

unusual. change should be sought .

*This can be said of the deep ocean even more definitively .
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PART 2. DREDGING AND DREDGED MATERIALS

A. INTRODUCTION

In order to develop and maintain the navigable waterways of the

Un ited States , the Corps of Engineers is responsible for dredging on

the order of 350 to 450 million cu yd of sediment each year at a cost

of over $200 million . In addition , privately sponsored dred ging

projects typically add about 70 million cu yd to the total volume

dredged annually .

Disposal of the dred ged material presents various environmental ,
economic , and operational problems because of the enormous volumes

of sediment and water involved . These problems are considered in

some detail in the landmark report by Boyd et al. (1972), and in a

number of subsequent studies and reports sponsored by the Dredged

Material Research Program of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

This report examines various aspects of potential deepvater ocean

disposal of dredged material. Within this context, Part 2 includes

a brief review of typical dredging and disposal methods, and a dis-

cussion of the sources and volumes of dredged material, followed

by sections emphasizing: a) the characteristics of the materials

generated by various types of dredging, b) the disposal practices

typically used today , and c) how the characteristics of dredged

material and the disposal methods bear on potential ocean disposal.

This part focuses largely on the Corps’ dredging activities, and the

data used and conclusions reached refer to Corps sponsored projects.

• Except where otherwise specifically noted , data on private sector

dredging projects are not included .

For reasons explained in part in Huston (1970) , in spite of the

[ 

magnitude and cos t of dredging activities in the U.S., much of the 
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operational and technical literature is piecemeal and scattered , and

most of the statistical data on dred ging and disposal operations are

unpublished. As a result , in some sections of Part 2 , it has not

been f easible to prov ide as balanced a t reatment of all topics as might

oth erwise been desirable.

B. DREDG ING AND DISPOSAL METHODS

This section is intended as an abbreviated and selective primer on

dredging to familiarize the lay reader with the more important aspects

of dredges , dredging methods , and dredged material disposal.

For det ailed discussions of the techn ical and operational aspect s o f

dredging and disposal methods and practice , the r eader is refe r red to

Huston (1970) ; Boyd et al. (1972) ; Herbich (1975) ; Gren (1976); and

Mohr (1976). For general discussions of the environmental , legal ,

ins titutional, and economic considerations and problems involved in

this technology , see U.S .  Army Corps of Engineers (1976) ; Saucier

(1976) ; Wakeman (1976) ; Hackenjos (1976); Smith and Graham (1976) ;
• various papers in Krenkel et al. (1976); and the speci f ic papers cited

in following sections of this part .

TYPES OF DREDGING

Basically , dredging is the technology of excavating submerged materials

(most commonly unconsolidated sediment) in order to create or maintain

waterways or to gather bottom mater ia l  for f i l l  or commercial use (Cren ,

1976) . In simplest terms, dredges are earth moving machines designed

to excavate subaqueous bottom material (Mohr, 1976).

• Nearly all existing dredges may be divided into two basic categories :

namely , hydraulic and mechanical. Hydraulic dredges lift the dredged

material by means of pumps, and mechanical dredges lift by buckets of

various designs. The two basic categories of dredges have developed
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into several distinct types , as outlined in Figure 2.

[Hopper] ~PipeiineI ~Sidecasting J Agitation~ I Dipp~~j [Bucket] ILadderl

[~iain 1 J Cutterhead 1 ~~~~~~ I 
Draglin~] Clam Orange

Suction Shell] Peel

Figure 2. Types of Dredges (modified from Nohr, 1976.
Mechanical Dredges , pp. 125 — 138, Dredging and its
Environmental Effects)

The operational applications of the various types of dredges overlap to

some extent. Thus, for the purposes of this report, the following three

dredge types can be considered to be representative of the various types

currently used in the U.S.:

hopper dredges (Hydraulic)

pipeline dredges (hydraulic)
bucket dredges (mechanical)

According to Corps of Engineers data presented by Arthur D. Little,

Inc., (1974), in 1973 hydraulic dredges accounted for 99 percent of

total yards dredged as follows: Hopper dredges — 57 percent; cutterhead

and dustpan pipeline dredges — 42 percent. Bucket and other types of

dredges accounted for only 1 percent of the total yardage dredged .

L

A brief description of hopper, pipeline, and bucket dredges follows.

• For a more detailed description, see Huston (1970), Mohr (1974), Herbich

(1975), and Gren (1976).
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HOPPER DREDGE

• The hopper dredge is a self—propelled vessel, equipped with a hydraulic

• suction dredge system and with hopper bins to contain and carry the

dredged material to a place of disposal. As described by Gren (1976):

“Dredging is accomplished with drag arms extending
down from the dredge. A centrifugal pump Is connected
to the inboard end and a draghead to the suction end
of each drag arm. .. .“
“The unique feature of the hopper dredge is its
ability to excavate channels while underway, without
anchors or other moorings. The &pper dredge is
thus highly mobile and provides a minimum inter-
ference with passing vessels while operating in
the channel to be dredged. This type of dredge is
normally employed where the water is too rough for a
pipeline dredge, where spoil disposal areas for use
by a pipeline dredge are not available within economic
pumping distances, or in areas of high vessel density
where the pipeline dredge would present a navigational
hazard.”

According to Boyd et al. (1972), hopper

“...dredges are all Corps—owned and operated , are
confined primarily to the coastal zone and Great
Lakes, and are used chiefly in maintenance dredging
operations .”

“Although the situation is changing somewhat , hopper
dredges have traditionally disposed of their materials
in open water. Disposal has been accomplished by
traveling to the disposal site and , while circling in
the disposal area, opening the bottom doors on the

• hoppers and releasing the spoil materials in a

L 

relatively short time. Depending on the dredge used ,
this discharge can range from 500 cu yd to 8000 cu yd.”

PIPELINE DREDGE

The cutterhead—equipped hydraulic suction pipeline dredge is the most
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widely used type of dredge in the United States and is the basic tool
of the private dredging industry (Gren , 1976). This dredge utilizes a

rotating cutter on the end of a truss—like ladder to excavate physical—

ly in situ material and mix the material with dilution water . The
material—water slurry is pumped hydraulically to the surface and then

• into a pontoon—supported pipeline for discharge at a disposal site.

Cutterhead pipeline dredges are i~seri for both maintenance and new work

projects and are capable of drec~ in~ consolidated as well as uncon-

solidated granular materials. Unlike the hopper dredge, pipeline

dredging is almost continuous and disposal operations take place con-

currently . For this reason, disposal areas normally are located rela-

tively close to the dredge. However, with the aid of booster pumps

along the pipeline, the slurry can be pumped to disposal sites located

at substantial distances (perhaps 5 to 15 miles) from the waterway

being dredged. Because rough water may cause the pipeline components

to uncouple, use of pipeline dredges • ~‘rmally is limited to relatively

protected waters, such as bays, estuaries, lakes, and rivers.

BUCKET DREDGE

In its simplest form , a bucket dredge consists of a drop bucket (for

instance, a clamshell) attached by cables to a winch—equipped boom and

lifting system mounted on either a floating platform (e.g. barge or

pontoon) or a tracked or tired mobile base. Large modern bucket

dredges are considerably more complicated , but the basic components are

essentially ar described .

According to Boyd et al. (1972),

“Most mechanical dredging is done for the Corps by
• private contractors. [These dredges) ... are gener~ ‘ly

mounted on a barge and are used in both maintenance
and new work projects. Although the rate at which

L 

the materials are removed by these dredges is small
compared to hydraulic dredges , they are ideally
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suited for working in small areas such as harbors,
slips , etc. The dredged materials are usually
placed in barges and scows and transported to the
disposal site “

DILUTION WATER

As Mohr (1976) points out, one of the most fundamental differences

between mechanical and hydraulic dredging is the amount of water picked

up with the dredged sediment.

Mechanical dredges drain off most of the water when picking up sand and

coarser materials, and thus furnish bottom material at densities close

to those found in situ.

Hydraulic dredges, on the other hand, have to add dilution water to

form a slurry. As a general rule, hydraulic dredges add between one

and three volumes of diluting water to a given volume of bottom

material. Only in very dilute bottom materials, under ideal conditions,

and with special equipment, is it possible for hydraulic dredges to

handle bottom material at in—place density.

Mohr (1976) emphasizes that the addition of dilution water substantially

increases the quantity of dredged material handled . This increase in

volume increases operating costs atid fuel requirements. As will be

shown in later sections, moisture content of the slurry also affects

the way the material descends to the bottom when dumped in open water.

• TYPES OF DISPOSAL

Dredged material disposal procedures can be readily subdivided into

two broad categories: open water and on land . The major subcategories

within the two headings can be categorized as follows:

~
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Open Water On Land

Ocean Unconfined

Deep Beach Nourishment

Shallow Fill

Bays, Sounds Other

Estuaries Confined

Inland Rivers Water Level

Lakes Upland

Before concern arose regarding possible adverse environmental effects

of dredging and disposal, cost was the primary factor in selecting

disposal sites for dredged materials. Therefore, sites generally

were selected that required minimum transport of the materials —— other
factors being equal , the closer the disposal site , the lower the cost.

Accordingly , open—water disposal was standard practice , except in

relatively uncommon cases in which another type of disposal proved to

be less expensive.

Within this framework , the type of dredging method used generally

predetermines the type of disposal. Hopper dredges , within the bottom

dump gates , are designed to discharge in open waters; the same is true

for bottom dump barges. On the other hand , pipeline dredges can pump

the dredged material either to open—water sites or to on—land sites.

Other factors, such as the location of the area being dredged , also

serve to determine the type of dredges used and , thus, the type of

disposal. For example, because of the rough waters in the seaward

sections of entrance channels, dredging generally is carried out by
hopper dredges that typically travel to and discharge their loads at

shallow nearshore ocean disposal sites in the vicinity of the channel

being dred ged. By contrast , most dredging in more protected waters

(such as estuaries) characteristically is done by cutterhead hydraulic

dredges that discharge via pipeline either into open water sites in

the estuaries or to unconfined or confined sites on land .
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On the other hand , mechanically dredged materials typically are loaded
into barges and discharged at an open—water disposal site; in many

coastal dredging projects, the barges are discharged at one or more

shallow water ocean disposal sites a few miles to perhaps tens of miles

offshore.

The discussion of Boyd et al. (1972) of disposal methods is particularly

informative and is excerpted as follo’~s:

“Although the situation is changing somewhat ,
hopper dredges have traditionally disposed of
their materials in open water. . . .“
“Recently, due primarily to environmental concerns
over open water disposal, several hopper dredges ,
especially those operating in the Great Lakes ,
have been modified for sidecasting , to allow such
disposal procedures as beach nourishment.”

“[For the various types of J...pipeline dredges...
the dredging and disposal operations are simultaneous
and almost continuous. This has resulted in the
spoil areas being located relatively close to the
dredge. In open water disposal, three different

~..ischarge techniques are used . In some cases, the
slurry is merely discharged, with no alterations,
from the end of the floating pipeline . In other
instances, a splash plate is installed at the end
of the pipe to deflect the slurry , causing a large
spray. As the incident angle of these plates to
the slurry can be contr.lled , the hydraulic force
against the plate is often used to move or guide
the floating pipeline. Finally , elbows are often
installed at the end of the discharge pipe in such
a manner as to allow injection of the hydraulic
slurry beneath the water surface.”

“There are several methods in which materials
dredged mechanically and transported by barges are
disposed of in open waters. In some types of barges ,
bottom doors are opened and the spoil materials are

- • dumped in a manner of minutes. They resemble hopper
dredges in this sense. In some instances, these
materials are dumped over underwater sumps, contain-
ment areas, or rehandling basins. Often, materials
placed in these rehandling basins are redredged by

L 

pip-’. line dredges and discharged into diked disposal
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areas on land. On deck—type barges, the piled
spoil materials are either mechanically pushed
over the side or washed overboard with high pressure
water jets.”

The regional variations in dredged material disposal practices are

examined in some detail in a later section on Disposal Practices.

C. DREDGED MATERIAL VOLUMES , SOURCES , AND DISPOSAL PRACTICES

This section addresses the “how much? ,” “from where?,” and “how disposed

of?” aspects of dredged material with focus on the volumes, source areas,

and disposal practices along the coasts of the United States with refer-

ence to potential for deepwater ocean disposal.

VOLUMES

According to a study by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (1974) the Corps was

expected to dredge on the order of 450 million cu yd annually for the

years 1974 through 1976 (see Table l).* Of the total volume, about 315

million cu yd , or about 70 percent, would be generated by maintenance

dredging activities in existing waterways, and about 140 million cu yd ,

or 30 percent, would result from so—called “new work” dredging .

Although privately sponsored dredging projects may add yardage amounting

*~~~ pointed out by Boyd et al. (1972),

“...the magnitude of the Corps’ annual maintenance and
new work dredging operatitn~ varies significantly
from year to year primarily because of variations in
new work quantities. Furthermore, methods of dis—
posal vary with time because of changing attitudes
and constraints. Therefore, any average figures

L pertaining to the Corps ’ dredging and disposal
operations should be viewed both in light of the
annual variations in the size of operations and the

L 

types of dredge spoil disposition.”
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Table 1

Projected Average Annual Corps of Engineers

Dredging Requi rements (l974_76)*

DISTRICT TOTAL MAINT ENANCE NEW WORK M/NW
(Cu. Yds .)  X ’ s

Alaska 458 ,000 192.000 266,000 42/58
Los Angeles 3.298,000 1,880,000 1.418 ,000 57/43
Portland 16,433.000 15,283,000 1,150,000 93/07
Sacramento 3.035 ,000 2,155,000 880,000 71/29
San Francisco 10,063.000 7.346.000 2.717 ,000 73/27
Seattle 3,786 ,000 3,483,000 303,000 92/08
Pacific Ocean 438,000 0 438 ,000 0/100

Jacksonville (C) 12,807,000 3,586,000 9,221 ,000 28/72
Galveston 70,364,000 53,477 ,000 16,887 ,000 76/24
Mobile 35,602 ,000 25 ,277 ,000 10,325 ,000 71/29
New Orleans 145,610,000 84 ,454 ,000 61,156 ,000 58/42

Huntington 716,000 630,000 86,000 88/12
Kansas City 2,108,000 1.813.000 295 .000 86/14
Little Rock 2,570,000 2 ,570 ,000 0 100/0
Louisville 2,571,000 2 ,210,000 361,000 86/14
Memphis 29,311,000 29,018,000 293,000 99/1
Nashville 990,000 396,000 594 ,000 40/60
Omaha 6,000 6,000 0 100/0
Pittsburgh 134 ,000 125,000 9,000 93/07
Rock Island 1,250,000 1,250 ,000 0 100/0
St. Louis 7,862 ,000 7 ,862 ,000 0 100/0
St. Paul 2,280,000 2,189,000 91,000 96/04
Tulsa 1,000,000 1,000,000 0 100/0
Vicksburg 14,830 ,000 10,974 ,000 3,856,000 74/26

Buffalo 3,932 ,000 3,617 ,000 315.000 92/08
Chicago 1,893,000 1,723,000 170 ,000 91/09
Detroit 3,217 ,000 3,217,000 0 100/0

Jacksonville (E) 15,298 ,000 3,519 ,000 11,779 ,000 23/77
Baltimore 1,674 ,000 1,540 ,000 134 ,000 92/08
Charleston 10,510 ,000 8,933,000 1,577 ,000 85/15
New England 2 ,397,000 1,270 ,000 1,127 ,000 53/47
New York 12 ,561.000 5,527 ,000 7 ,034,000 44/56
Norfolk 4,421,000 4 ,288 ,000 133,000 97/ 03
Phi ladelphia 10,048 ,000 9 ,445 ,000 603,000 94/06
Savannah 8,991,000 8,991 ,000 0 100/0
Wilmington 13,270 ,000 5,972 ,000 — 7,298 ,000 45/55

455,734 ,000 315 ,218 ,000 140 ,516,000
692 31%

*Table compiled by Dr. R.T. Saucier , Dredged Material Research Program ,
Waterways Experiment Station , from data presented in the National
Dredging Study by A.D . Little (1974). The figures shown represent an
average of the figures for dredging requirements projected for 1974,
1975 , and 1976 by A.D. Little. Actual value probably falls between 350
and 455 mill ion cu yd ann ual ly.
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to perhaps 10 to 15 percent of the total volu.e dredged in some years,
this privately sponsored work is not addressed in this section.

According to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (l976a , p. 45),  the
volumes of dredged material discharged in the ocean annually (based on

1974 and 1975 figures) are on the order of 90 to 100 million cu yd
(Table 2) .  Thus , of the roughly 450 million cu yd proj ected annual
dredging only about 20 to 22 percent is presently disposed of in the
ocean.

In view of the above, a logical question is “how much of the remaining

78 to 80 percent of the 450 million cu yd volume is a likely candidate

for ocean disposal?” Further, “how much of the 90 to 100 million cu

yd now going to the ocean is a likely candidate for deepwater ocean

disposal.”*

Because of the generalized nature of the data available on dredging

(and for other reasons), answering these questions with any degree of

precision is not possible within the scope of this report. ilowever,

the following discussion of dredged material volumes from different

source areas should provide some insight to the questions.

SOURCE AREAS FOR OCEAN DISPOSAL

The logical source areas for contribution of dredged material to ocean
.5 

disposal are considered to be the coastal sections of the 48 contiguous

states , i.e. Atlantic , Gulf , and Pacific coasts , and the urbanized

localities of coastal Alaska and the Hawaiian Islands .

*Although pertinent yardage figures are not available, based on the
shallow water locations of almost all the ocean disposal sites
authorized for discharge of dredged material , probably only a very
small fraction (say, a few percent) of the 90 to 100 million cu
yd going to the ocean presently goes to deepwater sites . 
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The following brief discussion of source areas is based on the data on

annual volumes of dredged material (presented in Table 1) furnished by

the 20 Engineer Districts responsible for these coastal areas and

summarized by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (1974).

Based on data presented in Table 1, the largest volume of dredged

material (on the order of 264 million cu yd per year , or 69 percent)

is generated along the Gulf coast; the second largest volume (79 million

cu yd per year , or 21 percent) is generated along the Atlantic coast

area ; and 36.5 million cu yd per year (or 10 percent) are generated

along the Pacific coast. Only about half a million cu yds are generated

in Alaska, in spite of its lengthy coastline; and in Hawaii, which is

of particular interest for this study because of its location in deep

water, an equally small volume is generated. Thus , a first approxima-
tion of the total volume generated in U.S. coastal areas (and, there-

fore , subject to consideration for ocean disposal) is about 380 million

cu yd per year, or roughly 83 percent of the 450 million cu yd projected

annual volume generated nationwide by the Corps. The 90 to 100 million .5

.5 

cu yd actually being disposed of at sea thus comprise roughly one

quarter (about 23 to 26 l ercent) of the total projected annual volume

generated in coastal districts.

However, it is evident that a portion of the yardages reported by

coastal districts is dredged in areas relatively remote from the ocean.

Thus , at least a second refinement of the volume figures is necessary

to determine more realistically the volume of dredged material poten-

tially available for ocean disposal.

Unfortunately, the Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1974—76 data on dredged
material volumes (presented in Table 1) are too generalized to lend

themselves to such an analysis . For this reason, the more detailed FY
1969 data from Boyd et al. (1972) were used, even though they only

account for maintenance dredging yardage and do not include figures for

new work. Review of the FY 1969 data indicates that the total volume
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of maintenance for that period was 298 million cu yd and, of this, some

205 million cu yd was generated in the 20 coastal districts. Comparison

of the Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1974—76 data and the Boyd data from FY

1969 is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Comparison of Data on Dredged Material Volumes for FY 1969 and 1974—7 6

Basis for Comparison FY 1969* l974_76**

Total Volume Dredged not given 456 million cu yd

Total Volume Maintenance 298 million cu yd 315 million cu yd

Total Volume New Work not given 141 million cu yd

Total Volume 20 Coas tal
Districts not given 381 million cu yd

Maintenance Volumes
20 Coastal Districts 205 million cu yd 247 million cu yd

*Boyd et al.,  1972

**A.fl. Little, Inc., 1974

Within the 20 coastal districts, examination of the general locations

of maintenance dredging (and yardage generated) provides a rough
measure of the volumes that are not a likely candidate for ocean

disposal . The yardage vol umes for different  types of dred ging locations

are shown graphically in Figure 3. Inspection of this figure shows

that for a number of the coastal districts —— particularly Galveston ,

New Orleans , and Mobile (which together account for two-thirds of the
total maintenance yardage from coastal districts, i.e. some 247 i1iillion

cu yd); about one quarter to one half of the volume comes from river
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channels and the intracoastal watei’way. Because of its source

location, this material is judged to have a low potential for ocean 
.5

disposal.

Further, the “head of estuary” location of much of the dredging work

carried out by the Baltimore and Philadelphia districts makes much of

the yardage from these districts an unlikely candidate for ocean .5

disposal.

Conservatively,  it appears fromn Figure 3 that at least one—third of the
total yardage from coastal districts has a low potential for ocean

disposal. On this basis, of the 381 million cu yd total generated

annually in these districts in 1974—76, perhaps two—thirds (say, roughly

255 million cu yd) would be a likely candidate for ocean disposal.

Viewed in comparison with this 255 million cu yd figure, the 90 to 100

million cu yd presently going to ocean disposal sites amounts to roughly

35 to 39 percent .

Although various lines of reasoning suggest that volumes of material

with high potential for ocean disposal are appreciably lower than the

255 million cu yd estimate of the preceding paragraph (and thus the 90

to 100 million cu yd) currently discharged at sea amount to percentages

significantly higher than the 35 to 39 percent estimate given, the

inadequacy of the data does not allow this to be demonstrated quanti-

tatively.

Even though the figures will require adjustment when more effectively
structured data becomes available, the overall picture is clear —— of
the total projected annual yardage (381 mill ion cu yd) from the coastal
districts, probably less than two—thirds (255 million cu yd) is a

.5 reasonable candidate for ocean disposal. Of this volume, about 35 to

40 percent (90 to 100 million cu yd) is presently being discharged at
sea .
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Further , it is clear that dredging along the Gulf coast generates by far 
.5

-

the largest volumes of yardage that can be considered a candidate for

ocean disposal. For maintenance dredging , the Gulf generates three
times the volume of the Atlantic coast, which in turn is about double

that of the Pacific coast.

In calendar 1974, the Corps districts in the Gulf coast accounted for
more than two—thirds of the total national volume of dredged material

discharged at sea (Table 2). The Atlantic coast accounted for about 19

percent , and the Pacifi c coast acco un ted for about 15 percent. As

evident , these volumes are roughly proportional to the total volumes

dredged in each of the three areas.

However, for a number of reasons developed in the last section of this

part , of the yardage that has high potential for ocean disposal , only a

small fraction is a likely candidate for deepwater ocean disposal. One

of the most important reasons is haul distance (which equates with cost).

For the Gulf, Atlantic, and Pacific coasts, the haul distances to shelf

edge , deepwater sites are, unfortunately, roughly proportional to the

volumes of dredged material generated . The shelf edge (and deep water)

is as much as 60 to 100 miles offshore in the Gulf , at intermediate

distances along much of the Atlantic coast, and generally close inshore

along the Pacific coast 4 It should be pointed out, however, that there

are potential sites in the Gulf less than 50 miles offshore.

DISPOSAL PRACTICES

Dredged material disposal practices vary widely , depending upon a number

of fac tors , including: a) the type of dredge in use, b) the category of

the work (maintenance versus new work), and c) the geographic region ,

d) various environmental and geographic characteristics of the area ‘eing

dredged, and e) various institutional and economic factors. Examples of

some of these variations follow.
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Consider the marked regional variations in maintenance dredging and dis—

posal in the coastal districts of the Corps. As shown in Figure 4 , for
.5 the Gulf coast dist ricts (Galvest on , New Orleans , Mobile , and part of

Jacksonville) taken as a whole, roughly three—fourths of the yardage is

moved by pipeline dredges and the other fourth by hopper dredges .
Along the Atlantic coast , the southern three districts have roughly the

same ratio , but the more northern districts have much larger proportions

of hopper dredging . The Pacific coast districts vary widely . As
presented ear lie r , pipeline dred ges may discharge into open water or

unconf ined basins , but most hopper dredges discharge at open—water sites

near channels in large bays or of fshore .

As to types of disposal (see Figure 5) ,  open— water disposal typ icall y

accounts for half or more of the yardage for the four Gulf coast dis-

tricts and in Wilmington, Norfolk , and Baltimore districts. Only in the

Savannah, Charleston, and Philadelphia districts does confined disposal
account for 50 percent or more of the yardage . Again , on the west coast ,

the types of disposal vary widely from district to d is t r ic t .

It should be noted that , as used for Fi gure 5 , the te rm open—water

d isposal includes disposal in bays , est uar ies , and river mouths . Only
about 50 to 60 percent of the yardage shown as open—water disposal in

Figure 5 actually goes to ocean disposal sites (see discussion of

sources and volumes in the preceding section) .

According to data presented in a 1970 study of ocean disposal of waste
.5 

(Smith and Brown, 1971), there were at that time sme 160 active dis-
posal sites for dredged material in coastal waters , over 90 percent of

.5 which were along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. This number did not

inc lude disposal sites in coastal bay s , sounds , or estuaries . Of the

160 sites, 60 percent were located within three miles of the coast in

.5 water depths less than 100 ft.
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As pointed out in Boyd et al. (1972) :

“The principal criterion in the selection of these
sites, many of which have been in use for 40 or more
years, was disposal costs or economics. Selected
locations were usually those closest to the dredging
proj ect that offered reasonable assurance that (a) the
disposal material would not return directly to
the dredged channel , (b) accumulating spoil would

.5 not restrict navigation, (c) known fishing grounds
would not be destroyed , and (d) spoil would not
adversely affect beaches, water intakes, and other
coastal facilities. Considerations of environmental
impacts seldom were employed in site selection
procedures.”

The January 1977 Ocean Dumping Regulations and Criteria (U. S.  Environ-

mental Protection Agency (1977), contain a list of 127 dredged material

disposal sites , many of which are identical to sites listed in the 1970

study by Smith and Brown (1971) . The geographic distribution of these

sites is summarized in Table 4. Examination of the table shows that

the following patterns characterize the distribution of present ocean

disposal sites for dredged material .

.5 

Although the Gulf coast is the source of about 70 percent of the total

volume of dredged material generated by the coastal districts , and

accounted for 66 and 50 percent of the total U.S .  volume disposed at

sea in 1974 and 1975 , this coastal area has less than 40 percent of the

U.S .  ocean disposal sites . The Gulf coast sites clearly receive greater

volumes on a per site basis than sites on the Atlantic and Pacific

coas ts , but this may be offset by the fact that Gulf coast sites tend

to be larger in area ind ividually .

The Atlantic coast is the source of about 21 percent of the total

dredged material generated by the coastal districts and , in 1974 and
1975 , accounted for 19 and 28 percent of the dredged material disposed
at sea; it has nearly 30 percent of the ocean disposal sites.
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Table 4

Geographic Distribution of Sites Designated for

Ocean Disposal of Dredged Material*

- . 5

.5 
Area Sites

_______________ 
Number

Gulf Coast 49 38.6

Atlantic Coast 37 29.1

Pacific Coast 30 23.6

Alaska 2 1.6

Hawaii 3

Pacific Islands 2 7.1

Puerto Rico 4

127 lO0~

*Based on Federal Regulations , January 11, 1977.
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Although the Pacific Coast is the source of only 9.5 percent of the

total volume generated by the coastal districts , it had about 23.6 per—

4 cent of the ocean disposal sites and , in 1974 and 1975, discharged from
15 to 22 percent of the total dredged material disposed at sea from

the United States.

In proportion to the volumes dredged (a fraction of one percent) ,

Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and Guam together have substantially more sites

(seven percent) than other areas.

Based on data from Franks (Personal Communication, Interstate Electro-

nics Corporation, Anaheim, California, 1977), about 60 percent of the
sites are within three miles of the coast. According to Musser

(Personal Communication, Interstate Electronics Corporation , Anaheim,

California, 1977) the balance are all within 12 miles of the coast.

Inspection of bathymetric charts indicates that about 13 (10 percent)

of the ocean disposal sites designated for dredged material are at or

near the shelf edge. Only these 13 sites can be considered analogues

.5 of the potential deepwater ocean disposal sites being examined concep-

tually in this study.

Examination of charts in EPA’s atlas of ocean disposal sites (Interstate

Electronics Corporation, 1973) and of unpublished Corps data discloses

a broader pattern worthy of note. At the present time, the bulk of the.5 ocean disposal yardage apparently goes to shallow water ocean disposal

sites relatively near shore —— this would be expected based on the
nature and location of the material dredged and the cost of hauling .

- .5 Phrased differently , the only yardage taken to sea is that which can be
transported conveniently and economically because of the location and

manner of dredging. A key exception to this generalization has been

dredged material too contaminated for disposal in bays and estuaries.
- Until  recently , such dredged materials (generally small volumes) from

• coastal projects commonly have been designated for ocean disposal

- 85
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regardless of hauling costs.

In what way are these present patterns of ocean disposal likely to

change? This question is addressed in the closing section of this Part.

D. CHARACTERISTICS OF DREDGED MATERIAL

GENERAL

The following sections present a brief , summary description of the

characteristics of typical dredged material in four situations: 1)

before dredging (in place), 2) during dredging, 3) during transport ,

and 4) during disposal. Although the characteristics during disposal

are of the most direct interest for this report, the characteristics of

the material in the three other situations also are of significance.

In general terms , the dredging process hydraulically or mechanically
removes in—place material from the bottom and transports it to a dis-

charge point. Depending on the dredging mode used , the effect of dredg-

ing on the physical characteristics of the in—place sediment may be

large or small. In certain situations, some of the chemical character-

istics of the sediment also may be altered .

When examined more closely, it is evident that the dredging process p~~
se involves three relatively distinct phases (JBF Scientific Corp.,

1975, and Mohr, 1976): a) the dredging phase, b) the transport phase,
and c) the disposal phase. A brief description of the characteristics

of these phases is incorporated in subsequent paragraphs. Further

information on the subject is contained in Herbich (1973) , JBF
Scientific Corp . (1975), and the references cited therein.

BEFORE DREDGING

For convenience of discussion , the material in place can be considered
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as a mix of two principal components: solids and water. The solids

component typically consists of solid inorganic particles (soils)

ranging in size from molecular dimensions up to large rocks and

boulders , together with an organic fraction. The soils generally 
.5

consist of fine— through coarse—grained mineral particles occurring in

every conceivable textural arrangement. In addition to the mineral

soils , the material commonly contains other solids such as wood and

man—made debris (pieces of metal , broken glass , e tc . ) .  Additionally,

relatively minor amounts of contaminants (heavy metals, pesticides, .5

algal nutrients, oil and grease , etc.)  may also be present .

Texturally, the solids constitute the matrix, and the water fills the

pore spaces . The amount of water present ( i .e. ,  the moisture content)

depends on the size, shape , and packing arrangement of the particulate

matrix.

According to Boyd et al. (1972),

“Based on the assessment of the reported materials
currently being dred ged by the Corps, there is no
standard method used to identify and classify dredged

.material. Terms used to identify.. .[material]...
range from the basic terminology (gravel, sand , silt,
clay , or combinations thereof) to less descriptive
terms such as mud , topsoil, and muck. The basic

.5 terminology is derived from the Unified Soil Classif 1—
cation System which is based on the size of the
particles , the amounts of the various sizes , and the
characteristics of the fine grains. This system
provides a standard method of classification and
should be used for reporting types o f .  . .materials
(to be dredged]. ”

.5 
In new work dredging, any type of bottom material occurring in nature

may be found —— ranging from hard rock to very soft mud , or any inter—

mediate material . By contrast , in maintenance dredging, the material

typically consists of silt, mud, or sand with varying amounts of organic
.5 materials , debris , and other foreign materials inter—mixed (Mohr , 1976) .
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As Boyd et al. (1972) summarize it,

“ [Material] from new work often has appreciably
better physical , engineering, and chemical properties
than maintenance dredge spoil. Maintenance dredge
materials from the coastal zone generally comprise
the fine—grained materials such as silt and clay
from surface runoff and sludges from municipal
and industrial sewage. Consequently , there are
probably more environmental problems involved in
dredging and disposing of maintenance dredgings.”

Some of the more importan t aspects of the physical and chemical proper-

ties of the in—place material are discussed briefly in following

sections.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

According to Boyd et al. (1972), grain size, moisture content , and
plasticity are the important physical properties of the in—place

material that affect dredging rates, types of dredging equipment needed ,

and method of disposal. Grain size is also one of the key factors

controlling the amount of turbidity associated with the disposal opera-

tion and the rate at which solids settle.

Grain Size

For engineering purposes, material can be divided into three principal

types : coarse—grained , fine—grained , and organic materials. The

coarse— and fine—grained types can be further divided into descriptive

terms on the basis of grain size. According to Boyd et al. (1972),

- : normally it is the fine—grained and organic materials, and not the

.5 coarse—grained, which may cause environmental problems relating to

dredging.

A summary of quantities of material of different grain sizes excavated

.5 by the Corps of Engineers in maintenance dredging work is presented in

- - .5 -—--- - - - -—~~~~-——--— 
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Figure 6. The types of material reported by the Corps Divisions were

grouped into five related groups ~s follows :

Group A — Mud , clay , silt, topsoil, shale

Group B — Silt , sand

Group C — Sand , gravel , shell
.5 Group D — Peat , organic muck , sludge , municipal and industrial

wastes

Group E — Mixed types

According to Boyd et al. (1972),

“By far the largest category (approximately 153,000,000
cu yd per year) is that classified as mixed sand and
silt [see Figure 6]. About half this value is
associated with the coastal areas of the United States ,
and the other half the inland rivers . ... Of the
category including sand , gravel , and shell.. .22 ,000 ,000
cu yd is dredged from the coastal zone. The ill—defined
materials mud , clay , silt , topsoil , and shale account for
80,000,000 cu yd per year, all but 8,400,000 cu yd of
which are dredged from the eastern one—third of the
United States. Finally , although the group including
organic muck , sludge , peat , and municipal—industrial
wastes accounts for only 1, 400 ,000 cu yd per year , some
of the more pressing environmental problems are
associated with this group . Generally speaking ,
in lakes , harbors , and many areas of the coastal zone
where the carrying capacity of the water is quite low,
the dredged materials often consist of small , light
particles such as clays and silts.

Moisture Content

Moisture content of in—place material may range from very low in rock ,

to 25 to 30 percent in sands, to 60 percent and higher in soft soupy

muds characteristic of near surface bay floor sediments . The consis—

tency of soils is markedly affected by changes in water content .

Normally , the degree of firmness of a fine—grained soil decreases as

the water content increases.
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According to Mohr (1976 , p. 127) :

“With the exception of rock, the bottom materials
in most dredging projects range in density from
slightly less than 1,300 g/l to slightly more than -

2,000 g/l and occur frequently near both ends of -

this range. The upper end consists predominantly
of sand and the lower end of silt or mud. Since
the particle density of all dredged materials
varies little from 2,600 g/l, the lighter bottom
materials must contain more interstitial water and
less solids per unit volume.”

As an example, JBF Scientific Corp. (1975) reports in situ moisture
contents of 124 to 173 percent in fine—grained sediment in the Alameda

area of San Francisco Bay.

Organic Content

Organic content of material in situ tends to correlate with grain size ,
the finer the grain size, the higher the organic content. Some sedimen-

tary materials have such high organic contents that they are classed as

peat and organic muck. Soils with high organic contents generally have

poor engineering properties, in part because of their high water content.

When disposed of in open water, organic materials can cause adverse

effects such as temporary depletion of dissolved oxygen. This can be

accentuated by the presence of reduced inorganic elements such as 5 ,
-4-f 1-fMn , and Fe

According to Boyd et al. (1972),

“The assessment of maintenance dredging according
to types of material...(Figure 6] indicates that
more than half of the material dredged in the New
England Division and Chicago District ha3 a high
organic content. All Districts reported the presence
of organic materials in maintenance dredging but
in most cases, not in large enough quantities to
be shown in. ..[the Figure].”
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Othe Physical Properties

Plasticity and such soils engineering properties as shear strength,

compressibility, and permeability are not discussed in this report.

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Bottom deposits ( i.e. ,  materials in place before dredging) typically

result from suspended material settling from the overlying water body .

The factors controlling settlement and deposition are discussed in

various references (in particular , see Folger , l972a and b , and Meade ,

1972). In simplest terms, the bulk of the suspended material generally

is sediment particles most commonly composed of silicon dioxide (quartz)

and of complex , layered silicates (the clays) . Therefore , the chemical

characteristics of the in—place bottom sediments should be those of

these mineral components, and other materials contributed to the

sediment mass , in combination with the chemistry of the pore waters and

the dynamics of the sediment—water system. Thus , the chemical charac-

teristics of the in—place material depends upon the comp lex interaction

of a number of factors as is lucidly summarized below for Chesapeake Bay

sediments by Bricker and Troup (1975) :

“Estuaries are complex systems which receive chemical
inputs from a variety of different  sources [Figure 7 ] .
River run—off contributes dissolved species derived
from chemical weathering of rocks in the watershed ,
suspended material from mechanical weathering of
terrigenous matter , and dissolved and particulate
organic material of biogenic origin. The influx
of sea water provides a strong electrolyte solution
of nearly constant relative composition with respect
to the major ions Ca4~, Mg

4-
~, Na

+, K’, Cl , and SO4~ ,
dissolved and particulate organic material, and
suspended sediment. Superimposed on the natural
sources are inputs resulting from the activities of
man.
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Figure 7. Exch anges of matter  in an idealized estuarine systeii .
Reproduced from Bricker and Troup (1975).

“The estuary is an open system in which the inputs are
balanced by outputs in the form of flow through the
system and sinks within the system. Some of the more
soluble elements pass through the estuary to the ocean
essentially unchanged , whereas others combine and
precipitate as solid phases or settle to the bottom
sorbed on particulate matter to be stored in the
sediment reservoir. .. .“
“The least understood component of the system is the
influence that sediment reservoir has on the chemistry
of estuarine waters. The sediment and its contained
pore waters may be either a source of dissolved species
or a sink for them , depending upon the reactions that
take place between pore fluids and sediment and the
direction of transfer of material across the sediment—
water interface.”

“. . - In the Chesapeake Bay diagenetic reactions in the
pore water—sediment environment result in many dissolved
species being enriched by one or more orders of magni~’ide
above that of their concentrations in the overlying
water. Rapid exchange between overlying water and the
upper part of the sediment column lends to the estab—
lishment of strong gradients in dissolved species
extending to depths of at least 30 cm beneath the
sediment—water interface.”
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“Dissolved species are exchanged across the sediment—
water interface in response to physical and chemical
processes in the estuary. Scouring of sediments by
tidal— or storm—induced currents and bioturbation of
the bottom by benthic infauna lead to direct mixing
and exchange of waters across the interface.”

“Diffusion arising from concentration differences
above and below the interface may result in transport
through the sediment column and across the interface
of such non—reactive species as chloride. Chemically
-reac tive species are diffused in response to concen-
tration differences coupled with the chemical reactions
that take place in the system.”

Chemical properties of the sediment in place have a direct bearing on

the physical and engineering properties of the material when dredged

(Boyd et al., 1972). For example, each of the clay mineral groups

(kaolinites , illites, and montinorillonites) has different behavioral

characteristics that affect the behavior of dredged material and the

uptake and release of contaminants.

As pointed out in Boyd et al. (1972), the amount of technical literature

dealing with the physical and chemical composition of coastal and off-

shore sediment, as well as with distribution , texture, origin , age ,

movement, and related considerations is enormous. Thus, it is not

surprising that there is no convenient summary of chemical properties

of bottom sediments that Is particularly pertinent to dredging . Lack-

ing a convenient summary, the reader is referred to the more fundamental

or comprehensive books and papers dealing with the chemical character—

is t i rs  of coastal and marine sediments . Some of these include: Ott

(1970); Berner (1971); Windom (1972, 1973 , 1976a); Duchert , Calvert , and
Price (1973); Lee and Plumb (1974); Bricker and Troup (1975); Thompson

et al. (1975); Brannon et al. (1976); Chen et al. (1976a) ; and Gambrell

et al. (1976a and b).
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DURIN G DREDGING

This section addresses the effects of the dredging operation on the mate-
rials excavated. The effects of hydraulic dredging, which are much more

significant than the effects of mechanical dredging because of the degree

of disturbance and the addition of dilution water, are discussed first.

HYDRAULIC DREDGING

In the hydraulic dredging operation, the material is saturated to a

liquid state, the structure is destroyed as particles are rearranged ,

and oils , grease, and other contaminants in the water sometimes are
mixed with the soil.

Hydraulically dredged materials contain considerably more water than

solids and exist as a slurry. It is because of the high water content

that this slurry can be pumped readily through pipelines to hopper bins

or directly to disposal areas. However, as Mohr (1976) points out:

“The addition of [this] dilution water tends to
process the material. This processing consists of
segregating the material by grain size and washing
out fines and pollutants. . . . soils vary little in
particle density . . . .when they are hydraulically
dredged , . .. (adding rn to several 100% of diluting
water) the turbulence associated with hydraulic
dredging will separate the particles. Subsequently ,
the coarser particles will settle faster than the
finer ones.”

In soils engineering terms, during hydraulic dredging the moisture

content increases to as much as several hundred percent, the percent

solids decreases , and the shear strength drops markedly . According to

JBF Scientific Corp. (1975), “There is every indication that the shear

strength in mater ial dred ged with a pipeline or hopper dredge should be
approximately zero.” According to JBF Scientific Corp. (1975), it is

not clear which soils parameter (i.e., percent moisture, percent solids,

dry density, vet density , shear strength , bearing strength, etc.) best
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describes those dredging induced changes in physical characteristics

that are most important to the behavior of the material during dumping.

The behavior of dredged material in these circumstances appears to fall

into a region that is interdisciplinary between classical soil and fluid

mechanics .

MECHANICAL DREDGING

In contrast to hydraulic dredging, when soils are mechanically dredged

without adding dilution water, the bulk of the soil particles are not

separated and generally retain their in situ distribution and texture

(Mohr , 1976).

For example, based on studies of clamshell dredging in the Alameda area
of San Francisco Bay, JBF Scientific Corp . (1975) concluded that

• .clamshell dredges can recover dredged material at approximately the

same moisture content as in situ.” Specifically, the moisture content

measured in material in place on the bottom was approximately the same

as the moisture content in the material placed in a barge by a clamshell

dredge.

JBF Scientific Corp . (1975) also found that for the Alameda study ,

“Shear strength measurements in the dredged material
were highly variable in the clamshell... . Since the
in situ values of moisture content are close to , or
above, the liquid limits for the materials measured ,
the shear strength must be low by definition.
With a clamshell dredge , the values should range from
zero to in situ, depending upon the way the clamshell
obtains and releases the material. Shear strengths

L 
generally were under 100 psf. Shear strength does not
appear to be a good descrIptor for dredged materials
due to their relatively high water content . . .
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DURING TRANSPORT

Dredged material is transported to a disposal location either by mechani-

cal or hydraulic means. Hopper dredge or barge transfer of material are

the most common mechanical methods of transport. Delivery via pipeline

is the principal hydraulic transport method currently used .

MECHANICAL TRANSPORT

After  a barge has been mechanically filled , or a hopper dred ge has been

hydraulically filled , the disposal vessel moves immediately to the

disposal site. Travel time to the disposal site is a function of

distance. Depending on the width of the continental shelf and other

fa ctors , transit time for deepwater ocean disposal may vary from a
fraction of a day along the Pacific coast to a day or more along the

GuLf coast.

Hydraulically Dredged Material

JBF Scientific Corp. (1975) carried out a study of open—water disposal

operations in San Francisco Bay to examine whether the effects of trans-

port of the dredged material might alter the dispersion of the materials

when disposed. The effects considered were compaction and consolidation

during transit as a result of static conditions (time in the hoppers)

and dynamic factors (vessel motions and vibrations).

The JBF study found that moisture content in the hopper dredge was low

in the lower portions of the hopper and exhibited a steep gradient in

the upper portion of the hoppers. At one of the two localities studied ,

the values in the lower portion of the hoppers approached in situ value

for that locality. The actual condition observed , however , is strongly
site specific .

More specif ically , the JBF Scientific Corp. (1975) report states:

“The hoppers appear to contain two discrete layers.
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The bottom layer Is relatively homogeneous and of low
moisture content approaching the in situ value. On
top of this layer is a high gradient layer which
slowly settles out over time.”

As to the effects of time and of vessel motions and vibrations, JBF

reported that:

“Measurements over 24 hours demonstrated that
thixotrophy is not an important parameter over
the time periods that dredges normally transit
to a disposed area .”

“Vibrations appear to have little effect on the
moisture content of the material in the hoppers
but ship maneuvering appears to cause shifting of
the material which releases pockets of water and
results in settling of the material. Settling of
the high gradient upper volume of the hopper takes
place but this effect requires time. Over a
period of one hour after dredging ceases, this can
add several feet of low moisture content material
to that in the bottom of the hopper.”

Mechanically Dredged Material

The JBF work at Alameda showed the moisture content found in situ and in

a barge filled by a clamshell dredge were approximately the same.

“...Hovever, the variability within a barge pocket
Is quite high and depends on the degree of disturbance
that the dredge imparts to the material. Moisture
content within the barge pockets is dependent on the
way that the barge is filled. . . .In general , [however],
the mean moisture content for a total barge load
when filled with a clamshell can be quite close to
the in situ moisture content.”

HYDRAULIC TRANSPORT

Transport of solid/l iquid slurrys via pipeline is a complex, highly
technical subject that Is described at length in Nardi (1959), Zandi and
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Govatos (1967), Weidenroth (1968) , Bain and Bonnington (1970), Shen

(1970) , and Herbich (1975) to which the interested reader is referred .

Because of pumping costs and rough water—caused operational problems

with floating pipelines , pipeline transport is unlikely to be used for

deepvater ocean disposal and thus is not addressed here.

DURING DISPOSAL

As JBF Scientific Corp . (1975) points out: “There is very little data

available in the literature which can be used to quantify the hypothe-

sized behavior of dredged material when disposed of in open water.”

Laboratory simulations of bottom dump disposal operations carried out

by JBF under sponsorship of the Corps’ San Francisco District examined

the dispersion and mounding of typical dredged materials from San

Francisco Bay. Details of these simulations are presented in the cited

report.

According to JBF Scientific Corp. (1975):

“The most important factors... [affecting] dispersion.. . and the subsequent potential for erosion and
resuspension.. .(arel the size distribution of the
particles and the bulk density of the dredged material.
Size is important... [because] it affects both the
particle settling rate and the degree of cohesion
among particles. Bulk density.. .determines the
rate of descent immediately following the dump
and is a function of the density of individual
particles, the water content, and the proportion
of lighter materials such as organics. Water
content and cohesion affect the behavior of the
dumped material during the descent and collapse
phase by controlling the growth of the cloud and
the spreading rate during the collapse phase.”

Clark et al. (1971) describe the total post—release transport as

divided into four basic transport phases :
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(1) Convection descent
(2) Collapse
(3) Long—term dispersion
(4) Bottom transport and resuspension

Gordon (1977) studied placement of dredged material at six different

ocean waste sites, using acoustic reflections in the 200 kHz frequency

to observe the descent of the discharged mass. He divides the disposal

process into four steps:

(1) Insertion
(2) Descent
(3) Impact
(4) Bottom surge

These four steps are in turn dependent upon some eleven “process
variables”:

(1) Mechanical properties of dredged material
(2) InsertIon speed
(3) Volume released
(4) Solids fraction in material released
(5) Current
(6) Density gradients
(7) Depth
(8) Impact properties of clods and bottom
(9) Bottom erosion strength
(10) Bottom slope
(11) Bottom roughness

A discussion of these phases or steps and the process variables is

beyond the scope of this report. The interested reader should consult

the discussions in Clark et al. (1971), JBF Scientific Corp. (1975),

and Gordon (1977), and the references cited therein.

The test tank investigations carried out by JBF demonstrated that:

“ . . . the physical characteristics of dredged
material are highly significant as related to

— the dispersion of the material when bottom
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dumped. There appears to be a significant difference
in parameters such as descent and impact velocity ,
cloud radius , mounding, and bottom flow as a function
of moisture content . . .

In the JBF simulation , the descent phase showed three distinct sub—

phases : an acceleration sub—phase, an equilibrium velocit ’ siib—ph tse,

and a deceleration sub—phase, the duration of which depended In part

on the material characteristics. In this context, JBF (1975) reported
that :

“The collapse phase and bottom flow phase appeared
to be highly dependent on the material characteristics.
Low moisture content resulted in mounding directly
under the dump point, little horizontal transport of
material, and low bottom flow velocities. High
moisture content was just the opposite. There appears
to be a transition zone between these two extremes
and its size appears to be related to the material
physical characteristics, the dump volume, and the
depth in which the dump takes place.”

“The size (volume) of the dump and the depth of the
water that it takes place in have a significant effect
upon the dispersion pattern. Volume and depth are
intimately related and may be scaled under many
conditions of interest using the Froude number.
While the effects are also related to the moisture
content of the material, it appears as though descent
velocities increase and entrainment decreases with
increasing dump volume. The average bottom flow
velocities increase with increasing dump volume , as
does the percentage of material in the vicinity of the
impact point. ... For a given volume, dumping in
shallow water results in a smaller dispersion pattern
on the bottom than is achieved when dumping in
deeper water.”

“For materials with... (moisture content] in the solid
range , dumps are characterized by a very rapid descent
phase , little cloud growth and little spread ing of the
material on impact. The material falls as a block,
at equilibrium velocity, and entrainment is negligible.
Most of the material mounds directly under the dump
point .

“ (Materials with moisture contents in] the liquid phase
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[are) characterized by a slower descent phase, the
cloud expanding due to entrainment, and a rapid flow
of material across the bottom after impact. There is
little, or no mounding.”

“(Materials with moisture contents in] the transition
phase [are] characterized by conditions that vary from
the solid to liquid phase.”

Various field investigations and monitoring programs for dredged

material disposal operations are reported In the literature (Great Lakes

Research Center , 1968; U.S.  Army Corps of Engineers, 1969; Cronin et al.,
1970 ; Ecker and Sustar , 1972; Gordon, 1974; National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration, 1976; Proni et al., 1976) as are studies of

disposal sites subsequent to disposal (Harrison, 1967; Gordon et al.,

1972; Saila et al., 1972; May, 1973; U.S. Navy Oceanographic Office,

1973; Slotta et al., 1973; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers—San Francisco ,
1975; Thompson et al., 1975; Yamamoto and Alcauskas , 1975; Wilkins and

Persuad , 1976).

A comparison of the results of these investigations with the JBF labora-

tory simulation work just described Is beyond the scope of this report.

A brief synopsis of two representative studies follows:

FARALLON ISLAND DISPOSAL

Literature discussing truly deepwater disposal of dredged material is
extremely limited in amount and scope, but two studies are worthy of

mention. During September 1974, the Nava l Undersea Center (under
contract with the San Franc isco Corps of Engineers) conducted a f ield
study of the impacts of the disposal of 4000 cu yd of San Francisco Bay

sediments in 183 m of water near the Farallon Islands (Yamamoto and

Alcauska s, 1975). Compaction of the material in the hopper bins

occurred during the 35—mile trip to the disposal site , probably as a
function of time for the bur ied sediments to hydra te (water of
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imbibition) and expand . As a result of consolidation much of the

material fell in clumps and covered only about 26 percent of the area

of the disposal site (11,500 in
2
). Although the affected areas were

covered to an average depth of one—third in and some organisms must have

been smothered , photographic evidence shows very little damage to the

bottom communities as a whole.

It is import~~it to point out that some photos taken at the disposal

site show fish of the genus Sebastes; these would be strongly attracted

to any structuring of the otherwise featureless and unstructured envi—

ronment at the site. There is no doubt that such clumps could increase

sports fish c ng in the area by structuring the water column.

PORT ALLEN , KAUAI DISPOSAL

A potentially more valuable but far less satisfactorily monitored deep—

water disposal was carried out off Port Allen, Island of Kauai, Hawaii,

in November 1972 (R.M. Towill Corp., 1972). The disposal site was only

3 miles offshore, but the water depth varied from 1275 to 1640 in or

from seven to nine times the depth of the Farallon site. Because of

repeated equipment failures the best estimates derived from bottom

deposition of sediment were derived by mathematical computations based

on limited observations. It was deduced, for example, that the cumula-
tive release of 250,000 cu yd of dredged material resul ted in a maximum
deposition of 4.25 x l0 3g/cm

2 
(ca. 0.002 cm thick) of sediment at a

distance beginning no less than 20 km downcurrent of the disposal site.

This is all the more interesting because the calculated geological

sedimentation rate is estimated to be on the order of 4 x lO
4g/ctn

2
/yr.

If these figures are any reasonable approximation of reality, then deep

ocean disposal would not be adding significant amounts of sedimeAt over

and above the normal sedimentation rate.
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E. CLASSES OF DREDGED MATERIAL

One of the intended objectives of this Part was to set up a simple,

working classification of dredged material in terms of , for example ,

contaminant content , with classes such as “uncontaminated ,” “moderately
contaminated ,” and “highly contaminated .” Such a classification could

facilitate reference and discussion in following Parts of this report ,

particularly those addressing the various environmental aspects of deep—

water ocean disposal of dredged material.

The logical basis for such a classification and thus for disposal

classes should be the Federal regulations governing ocean disposal of

dredged material, namely, “Ocean Dumping — Regulations and CriterIa”

(Title 40 CFR Chapter I, Sub—chapter H), the final revision of which was

issued in January 1977 by EPA. (The key sections of these Regulations

and Criteria pertaining to dredged material are reproduced in Appendix

B).

Unfortunately, the complexity and scope of the pertinent Regulations and

Criteria do not permit establishment of simple, readily distinguishable

classes of dredged material. As will be evident to the reader who

reviews the Regulations set forth in Appendix B, the decision as to

acceptability of dredged material for ocean disposal is to be made using

a multi—part evaluative process that Includes a hierarchical sequence

of chemical tests and bioassays.

For these reasons, it was not practicable to establish a series of

disposal classes for ready reference elsewhere in this report.

F. POTENTIAL FOR DEEPWATER OCEAN DISPOSAL OF DREDGED MATERIAL

A substantive assessment of potential for deepwater ocean disposal of

dredged material would require a comprehensive multi—factor analysis

that carefully examined a number of important non—environmental factors
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such as dredging and transport economics, modification in existing
dredging technology , and use of a’ternative disposal methods, among

others. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this study.

On the other hand , some intuitive insights regarding potential for

deepwater ocean disposal seem worth noting. These are as follows:

1. As presented earlier, of the 127 ocean disposal sites currently

authorized for dredged material by EPA, only 13 (10 percent) can be

considered deepwater sites. Further, of the 90 to 100 million cu yd of
dredged material being discharged in the ocean annually, only a small

fraction goes to these deepwater sites. Thus, it is clear that at the

present time - deepwater ocean disposal of dredged material is an uncommon

practice.

2. Haul distances to deep water (shelf edge or beyond) for the three

major U.S. coastal regions are roughly proportional to the volumes of

dredged material generated in the three regions: deep water is close

inshore along the Pacific coast, is at intermediate distances along much

of the Atlantic coast, and Is as much as 120 miles offshore in the Gulf.

Thus, where the volumes of dredged material are greatest , so are the

haul distances to deep water.

3. Based on probable haul distance alone, it would appear that dredged

material disposal in deep water would be most attractive off the Pacific

islands, and next most attractive off the Pacific coast; it would be

less attractive off much of the Atlantic coast , and with some exceptions

least attractive off the Gulf coast.

4. Given present dredging technology , pipeline transport of dredged
material from hydraulic dredges to deep water is not considered feasible
because of: a) rough water—caused operational problems with the surface

pipeline, and b) the pumping costs. Further, it seems doubtful that

hopper dredges can opera te eff iciently using deepwater ocean disposal
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sites because the time—consuming run to and from deep water would

substantially reduce the yardage dredged per day. Barging is consider-

ed the most likely means of transport of dredged material for deepwater
disposal.

5. At the present time, however, less than one percent of the total

volume of material dredged each year is transported by barge.

In summary , deepwater ocean disposal of dredged material at present is

an uncom m on practice, and accounts for only a small fraction of the 90

to 100 million cu yd of dredged material discharged annually in the

ocean. Haul distances to deep water are roughly proportional tc ‘~~- d ged

material volumes generated along the major U.S. coastal regions, with

distances to deep water along the Gulf coast generally the grea~test .

With present dredging technology , only barge transport appears feasible

for delivery of dredged material to deep water. Yardage costs for

mechanical dredging and barge transport of dredged material are three

to five times more expensive than hydraulically dredged yardage , even

though most delivery Is to relatively close—in shallow wdter sites.

For these reasons, It would appear that use of deepwater ocean disposal

sites for dredged material will remain minimal for some time to come

unless either a) technological advances substantially reduce the cost

of such disposal, or b) tightening regulatory constraints force the use

of deepwater disposal , regardless of cost.
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PART 3. SELECTION OF FAVORABLE AND POOR

DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL AREAS

A. INTRODUCTION

NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL AREAS

~efore delving into the principal objective of this part of Section A ,

that of selecting deep ocean disposal areas , three points must be

emphasized. First , this report does not advocate disposing of all

dredged material in the deep ocean , now or in the future. Rather, it

predicts that it will become increasingly difficult to acquire and

continue to use conventional disposal sites in the Coastal Zone,

whether they are in upland areas or in estuaries or on the inner

continental shelf. This problem will be aggravated by the estimated

future increases in the amount of dredged material produced in U.S.

waters. A viable alternative to the increasingly unsatisfactory dis-

posal operations will eventually be needed. It is concluded in this

report that deep ocean disposal sites will meet this need and that

their use will impose only minor stresses on deep ocean ecosystems.

The importance of this point is underscored by marine biologists who

believe that our productive estuaries should be spared from as much

human—related stress as possible. Also, selected parts of the inner

continental shelf adjacent to the estuaries should be preserved

because, as pointed out earlier, many important species of finfish and

shellfish must have both habitats in order to survive. Unfortunately,

most of the major estuaries of the U.S. have been degraded to some

degree by human action (U.S. Dept. of Interior , 1970b). In fact, 23

percent are judged by authorities to have suffered substantial ecolo—

gical damage, and 50 percent moderate damage, principally by containing

low dissolved oxygen concentrations or high bacterial contamination.

L

It is not implied that dredging has caused all or most of this damage,
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but it has been a contributor because it does influence both dissolved

oxygen and bacterial populations , albeit for short t ime spans. The

outer continental shelf offers  a reasonable alternative in some places ,

but in others It does not. For instance , the outer shelf of the south—

east At lantic region supports small fisheries of nominal importance,

but the outer shelf of f western Louisiana and Texas supports part of

the great brown shr imp fishery.

The second point is an admission that this report may be viewed by

some as being visionary or, at the very least, premature. Perhaps

the authors can be charged with discussing solutions before needs

have arisen. But on this latter point we encounter a dichotomy.

There are knowledgeable people who believe that the need for deep—ocean

disposal is here and that the time is not far off when it will be used

more generally than now. In all fairness it must be said that there

are others who counter that such a position ignores economic realities.

In this context it can only be hoped that as dredging techniques

improve, such as making it possible by direct pumping into sea—going

barges to free the dredging vessel of whatever type from also being

the hauler, the cost of deep—ocean disposal will become competitive.

Finally, the third point is simply that areas, not specific sites,

deemed satisfactory for deep—ocean disposal of dredged material are

being delineated and described in the ensuing pages. The selecting of

specific disposal sites is the responsibility of the District Engineer

and his staff. To do this intelligently one needs to know something

about the ocean itself, how its systems work, and something about its

most vulnerable facet —— the life that exists in it.

SOURCES OF SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

For those who are not conversant with these concepts, Section B of
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this report contains an authoritative description of the oceanography

of the recommended areas. Also, a discussion of criteria used in

area selection is presented in Part 5 of Section B. Some of these

criteria will be appropriate for site selection as well , but in mos t

cases more detailed criteria may be called for. In this event , it is

- ; suggested that the District Engineer refer to the criteria for select—

ing waste disposal sites discussed in the 1976 National Academy of

Science study of ocean disposal. In some cases the use of locally

generated and often unpublished environmental data may be valuable in

reaching final decisions. If it appears that extant information is

inadequate for preparation of an acceptable Environmental Impact State-

ment, the District Engineer may authorize carefully designed f ield
studies that will yield information to supplement the deficient data

base.

SECTOR DEFINITION

In order to regularize the delineation and description of these

potential disposal areas, the coastal reaches of the United States,

including Alaska , Hawaii , and the Caribbean possessions, have been

divided into eleven spatial units referred to as sectors (see Figure

8). The geographic limits of these sectors are not wholly arbitrary .

In fact , there is a unifying concurrence among Geomorphic Regions ,
Circulation Regimes, and Biological Provinces and the designated

sectors (see Table 5). Thus, any given sector should be thought of as

a part of the Coastal Zone, continental shelf, and contiguous slope

whose land boundaries are marked primarily by prominent capes or other

geomorphic features, whose current regime differs from that of adja—

cent sectors , and the biota of which has the status of a biogeographi—
cal province . For a more complete discussion of sectors ard their

incorporation of Corps Districts, turn to the “Introduction ’ of Part

5 of Section B of this report .
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Because of the disproportionately large amount of dredged material
prod uced in the Gulf of Mexico, the authors have opted to begin the
area selection process with the Gulf ’s three sectors.

B. SELECTION OF AREAS

GULF OF MEXICO (SECTORS 4 AND ~~

Disposal of dredged material in the Gulf of Mexico was started around

1926 and has continued up to the present and now constitutes some
43,800,000 cu yd per year (or about 50 percent of the total U.S .

disposal). The material was normally disposed of in waters less than

30 m deep. Most of this disposal is carried out by hopper dredges or

occasionally by barges . The trend in dredged material volumes produced
annually is upward (see Part 2 of this section) .

FAVORABLE DISPOSAL AREAS

Three areas for deep ocean disposal of dredged material are recommend—
ed for consideration (Figure 9). These are an area in the northeast

Gulf around DeSoto Canyon, an area over and adjacent to the Mississippi

Trough, and an area in the Northwest Gulf northwest of Alanlinos Canyon.

Even though the shelves are very wide in the Gulf and one is mindful

of reducing haul distances , use has not been made of the shelf—slope
junction to reduce haul distances because such disposal could impinge

upon the major shrimp fishery on the shelf. Perh aps, however , future
studies may reveal that the intermittent disposal and dispersal of
compatible sediments on the outer shelf will create no more or less
environmental deterioration for shrimp than the dragg ing of huge otter
trawls over the bottom day af ter  day .
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The criteria employed in selecting the three favorable areas in the —
Gulf of Mexico are :

1. They are not subject to known upwelling at any season.

2. Loop current eddies are not known to traverse the areas ,

or if they did their movement should not cause environ-

mental concerns.

3. Much of the coverage of the three areas is believed to

be outside of the impingement of the oxygen—minimum

layer on the bottom.

4. It is not possible to ascertain from present data whether

or not the areas have substantial metal—rich zones, but

because of Item 3 above it is believed that they do not.

5. Recommended areas are beyond the shelf—slope junction.

6. Areas are outside of the potential impact areas around

the East and West Flower Garden Banks.

7. All areas are outside the principal economic and sports

fisheries regions , including the royal red shrimp and
pelagic fisheries.

8. No shipping fairway is known to cross any of the areas.

Northeast Gulf of Mexico (DeSoto Canyon Area)

This area is a trapezoid the sides of which are roughly 90 by 100 km
(area — 9000 km2). The four corners of the area are marked by the

following coordinates and depths (Area I on Figure 9).

Corners Latitude Longitude Depth
A 29° l0’ N 88°OO’ W 400 m
B 29°20’ N 87°1O’ W 300 m
C 28°50’ N 86°40 ’ W 300 m
D 29°l2’ N 88°06’ W 1000 m

_ _  
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The west corner (A) is about 95 km from Pass a Loutre of the

Mississippi Delta and 105 km from the Mobile Bay sea buoy. The north

corner (b) is also about 105 km from the Mobile sea buoy . The deepest —

point of the area is about 2000 m on the southwest line ; the shallow—
est point is 160 m on the northwest line. W. Pequegnat et al. (1972)

have published a series of bottom photographs of the area, showing a

reasonable amount of biological activities on the walls, but they show

also a jumble of sediment material in the canyon bottom that appears

to have resulted from recent slumping. This is confirmed by work of

James (1972), based on finding displaced bivalve shells of species
that live only in much shallower water.

Central Gulf of Mexico (Mississippi Trough Area)

This area is roughly L—shaped in order to remain clear of shipping
fairways, other disposal sites, and some potential fisheries. The six

corners of this area are marked by the following coordinates and depths

(Area II on Figure 9).

Corners Latitude Longitude Depth

A 28°20’ N 89°50’ W 500 m

B 28°35’ N 89°30’ W 600 in

C 27 °l5’ N 89°1O ’ W 1200 m

D 28°35’ N 88045 ? W 141 0 in

E 28°20’ N 88°25’ W l91,~ m

F 27°45 ’ N 89°10’ W 1700 m

~~~ 

Corner B is about 50 km from Southwest Pass and 65 kin from South Pass.

This is an area of fairly rapid sedimentation and slumping (Shepard,

1960).
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Northwest Gulf of Mexico (Area West of Alaminos Canyon)

This area is roughly a rectangle the sides of which are roughly 90 x

100 km (area = 9000 kin2). The four corners of the area are marked

by the following coordinates and depths (Area III on Figure 9).

Corners Latitude Longitude Depth

A 27°3O’ N 96°OO’ W 200 in

B 27°45’ N 95°OO’ W 300 m

C 27°lO’ N 94°50 ’ W 1500 m

D 27000 T N 95 °45 ’ W 1000 m

The northwest corner of the area is about 100 km from Corpus Christi

Harbor entrance whereas the northeast corner is about 170 km from

Galveston Harbor sea buoy.

NEUTRAL AND POOR DISPOSAL AREAS

The remainder of the continental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico

between and outside of the three favorable areas has both neutral

and poor disposal areas.

Brownsville to Northwest Area

The continental slope between offshore Brownsville, Texas and the Gulf

Area III (Figure 9) is considered neutral. In general, most of it is

too far from the principal centers of origin of dredged material to

be given further consideration at this time.

Between the Nor thwest and Central Areas

There are both neutral and poor areas along the continental slope

L 

between the Areas II and III (Figure 9) .  Certainly those areas

adjacent to the seaward side of such topographic features as the East
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and West Flower Gardens , Three Mickey Rocks , etc. should be considered
poor. The remaining areas are neutral , although if sites were to be

selected , they should be well beyond the shelf—slope j unction.

Between the Central and Northeast Areas

The progra’ding delta front , between Areas II and I (Figure 9) including

the Mississippi Fan and the slope between the Central Gulf area and

the DeSoto Canyon should be judged to be poor because of the adj acent

royal red shrimp grounds and possible tilefish regions .

EAST COAST: THE ATLANTIC OCEAN (SECTORS 1, 2, AND 3)

Dredged material accounts for the maj or amount of wastes of all types
disposed along the entire Atlantic coast. In calendar year 1975 about
1 million cu yd were dredged in the New England Division, 13.6 million
cu yd in the North Atlantic Division, and 10 million cu yd in the South
Atlantic Division (see Part of this section). Probably only a quarter

of this was disposed of in the ocean. So far as is known, the only

part of it that was placed in the deep ocean beyond the shelf break

was off San Juan, Puerto Rico in about 260 in depth.

FAVORABLE DISPOSAL AREAS

Nor theast Coas t (Sector 1)

The problem of disposal of dredged material in this sector is compound—
ed by the great width of the continentdl shelf and the presence of

very produc t ive banks and basins. The Gulf of Maine is a more or less

enclosed coastal sea r immed by shallow sills that have three narr ow
passages interconnecting it with the Atlantic. Its circulation is ,
therefore, essentially estuarine. Considering the value of the
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invertebrate fishery to the area , there is no alternative to eventual

deep ocean disposal of dredged material.

Giving consideration to the currents and to the history of disposal in

the entire slope area, it is recommended that the entire continental

slope region beyond the 300—rn isobath can be considered appropriate

for disposal of materials (Figure 10). Although it is not anticipated

that any serious biological consequences would actually develop from

disposal of material in the larger canyons , it would be unwise to

discharge in those canyons on the outer flank of Georges Bank that

incise the 100—rn isobath. The homarid lobster is the chief species

of concern here, but the relatively small amount of dredged material

Involved would have little or no impact on this deep fishery.

Arrival at the above for Sector 1 has been guided by the following:

1. Circulation in the Gulf of Maine is dominated by a
cyclonic gyre that persists throughout the year,
although it varies in both velocity and extent season-
ally. It is most variable in winter and reaches its
greatest extent in summer. Spring runoff from rivers
tends to give it estuarine qualities.

2. Marine waters enter across Browns Bank and move into
and out of the Bay of Fundy, from which part is then
entrained in the gyre and the rest moves out of the
Gulf of Maine via Great South Channel and over
Georges Bank.

3. Both the banks and basins are important to fisheries.

4. The four most Important fishery species from their
dollar value are the American Lobster (Homarus americanus),
the Caridean Shrimp (Pandalus borealis), the Soft—shell
Clam (

~~ arenaria), and the Ocean Perch (Sebastus marinus).
The major amounts of these species are taken at or above
the 300—m isobath .

5. As elsewhere , the benthic biomass decreases rapidly near

L and beyond the shelf—break.
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Figure 10. Location of favorable disposal areas for the Gulf of Maine,
Nor theast coast, Sector 1. Crosshatching indicates areas considered

favorable for deep ocean disposal of dredged material.
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The Middle Atlantic Bight (Sector 2)

Background. Because the New York Harbor region and the adjacen t six

offshore disposal sites receive immense quantities of waste material,

the desirability of moving the disposal area for sewage sludge to

the 106—mile site is currently under consideration by EPA. As noted

below, some dredged materials removed f rom the New York Harbor complex

are contaminated with sewage components.

Of the 31 large drainage systems in the New York Metropolitan region ,

three discharge sewage wastes into the New York Harbor complex. Two

of these discharge at least 500 million gallons of raw sewage daily,

which generates about 2.3 million cu yd of sludge in the harbor area.

This material , of which half is polluted , is dred ged along with other

sediment components and discharged at the mud disposal site some 6

miles from shore . In addition, huge amounts of sludge from treatment

plants (up to 13 million cu yd/yr) are barged to the disposal site

only 12 miles from the entrance to New York Harbor. Construction

rubble , derelict vessels, and waste acid are also all disposed within

a few miles of the above sites and not more than 15 miles from New

York Harbor entrance . Finally , there Is an industrial waste disposal

site about 106 miles offshore j ust south of Hudson Canyon. As a

result of activities at these sites , it is estimated that 80 percent

of all ocean disposal of municipal sludge , waste acid , and industrial

wastes in the U.S. occurs off the coasts of New York and New Jersey.

It is remarkable that more d i f f icu l ty  has not arisen from materials

(especially floatables) being carried to the New Jersey coast at times

when a strong northeasterly wind combines with reduced fresh water

discharge from the rivers . The Coriolis effect would cause the

cur rents to hug the coast and possibly impinge upon the shore at times

of low river outflow. The fact that this has not happened (or at

least has not happened often ) is attributable to the major flow of
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fresh or low—salinity water moving out of the harbor area and turning

southward around Sandy Hook .

As has been pointed out, the level of waste solids discharged by the

New York Metropolitan area approaches the sediment load of some of the

huge rivers in India and China except that the latter do not carry all

of the contaminants found in the Bight. Unfortunately , for the Bight

region, however, very little riverborne sediment enters the western

North Atlantic because it is captured by the estuaries. Hence, there

is little native sediment available to cover and sequester the waste

mounds. Apparently, an important environmental factor that has pre-

vented a more serious degradation of the coastal ecosystem south of

the disposal sites is the active circulation found there (ICetchum et

al., 1951). It is a matter of conjecture, however, as to how the

system will fare with time and, especially,  if there is any increase

in disposal of both dredged material and sewage sludge.

Disposal Areas. There is an alternating series of favorable and un-

favorable disposal areas stretching along the precipitous shelf—slope

junction and upper slope from the southern boundary of the present

106—mile industrial site (just south of Hudson Canyon) to Cape Hatteras

(Figure 11). Although it is not considered essential for environmental

preservation , it is recommended that no disposal take place in those

large canyons whose heads incise the continental shelf. From north to

south the major ones of these are Wilmington , Baltimore, Washington ,
and Norfolk Canyons . Judging from the best available bathymetric

charts and fisheries data, disposal can be carried out in the inter-

vening stretches between the above canyons at and beyond the 150—rn

Isobath. It is anticipated that the material will be dispersed down

the slope, essentially as is the natural fate of large amounts of
sediment deposited naturally by rivers on their prograding deltas.
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South Atlantic Bigh t (Sector 3)

Background. Dredging of the principal ports and shipping channels in 
—

the South Atlantic Bight produces about 80 percent of the volume of

dredged material generated in the Middle Atlantic Bight. A substan—

tial portion of the nearly 25 million cu yd is disposed of In the

ocean on the inner continental shelf without any evidence of unfavor-

able environmental effects. However, apparently only occasional

monitoring studies have been carried out. The major dredging sites

and the volumes produced in 1975 are presented in Table 6. All of

the above disposal sites range in depth from 6 to 15 in.

As noted in Table 6, Charleston is the principal harbor utilizing
ocean disposal of dredged material in this bight. About 20 percent

of the total material is disposed close to the south j e t ty  in about

15 m of water. The rest is taken to sea. Since the mater ial thus

far is largely clean silt and sand, it is believed that no serious

environmental effects have resulted from these modes of disposal. It

is anticipated, however, that the harbor will undergo enlargement in

a matter of a few years by dredging the inner reaches. Some of the

sediments there are suspected of being contaminated by toxic wastes

discharged into the feeder rivers (the Cooper and Ashley) by various

industries. Should such a project be undertaken, it is quite likely

that a deeper disposal site will have to be designated . The remainder

of the waterway dredging is carried out in connection with pipeline

dredging, and the material is deposited on Folly Island. Some alter—

native methods of disposal, such as tidal marsh formation and land

f i l l , have been utilized , but the fu ture  of these methods of disposal
is under evaluation and probably would not be used for contaminated

materials without extensive tests. By the same token, it is unlikely
that the use of natural marshland for continuing disposal of dredged
material will be given favorable consideration .
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Table 6

Principal Dredging Sites in the South Atlantic Bigh t

State and Harbor Frequency Cubic Yards* Disposal Area

__________________________ ___________ 

(x_103) 
_________________

North Carolina
Morehead City Annual 800 ocean
Wilmington Annual 1000 ocean

South Carolina
Georgetown Annual 2500 ocean
Port Royal Annual 500 ocean
Charleston Annual 8500 ocean 80%

Dikes 20%

Georgia
Savannah Harbor
Entrance Continuous 1000 ocean

Inner Savannah Harbor 6000 harbor and dikes
Brunswick 6 months 1500 ocean and dikes

Florida
Jacksonville Harbor 2 years 599 ocean
St. Augustine Annual 128 ocean
Cape Canaveral Annual ave . 600 beach
Large job in 1971 produced 2,870,833 cu yds. ocean

*Data supplied by relevant districts, Corps of Engineers.
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Smaller amounts of material are produced during maintenance dredging
in Port Royal and Georgetown Harbors. The material is relatively

clean silts and sands that are disposed of at shallow sites on the
shelf.

The Savannah Barge Channel is the outer portion of Savannah Harbor.

Approximately a million cu yd of material are dredged in the channel

and disposed of in the ocean sites. The inner harbor is subject to

continuous pipeline dredging and the resulting 6 million cu yd of

material are disposed of in five large sites in the harbor proper.

It is doubtful that this process can continue indefinitely without

eventual severe environmental degradation .

Brunswick Harbor is subject to dredging twice a year, during which
time the outer part yields about 700,000 cu yd that are disposed of at

sea. The nearly 800,000 cu yd produced from the inner harbor are

deposited in diked areas on Andrews Island .

The principal dredging operations in the Florida portion of Sector 3

are in Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and Cape Canaveral Harbors. About

50 percent of the material produced in these three harbors (a little

less than 1 million cu yd/yr) is disposed of on the shallow parts of

the shelf. Most of the Cape Canaveral material is used for a kind of

beach nourishment .

No serious environmental degradation appears to have resulted from

most ocean disposal in this bight, but harbor enlargement and increas-

ing industrial development along the waterways can change the quality

of the dredged material very quickly. Perhaps, though, deep ocean

disposal will be unnecessary for a long time. Dr. Herbert Windom

(Personal Communication , 1976) , a chemical oceanographer from the

Skidavay Marine Laboratory has no serious reservation about deep ocean
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disposal of dredged material , provided it is well managed. He

considers deep ocean disposal unnecessary at this time for the quality

of material being dredged in Georgia embayments. Rather , he would

dispose of it on the outer part of the shelf, which in this area is
not very productive .

Disposal Areas. In the South Atlantic Bight there are large stretches

of the Florida—Hatteras slope that are favorable for deep ocean dis-

posal of dred ged material . Except for certain hard bank areas located

off the southern aspect of Cape Hatteras, and opposite Cape Lookout

and Cape Fear , the shallow limit of the favorable areas can run along

the shelf—slope junction around the 100—rn isobath. In the vicinity

of the hard banks, which are favored sports fishing grounds, the

shallow limit shoul.~ be shifted seaward to the 200—rn isobath (Figure

12).

Arrival at the above for Sectors 2 and 3 has been guided by the

following facts:

1. The shrimp fishery is located at or shoreward of the
40—rn isobath.

2. The principal coimnercial finfishery is located at or
shoreward of the 80—rn isobath (much of it to the
south is inside the 40—rn isobath).

3. The Lithothamnion Reef and Black Rock Reefs are to
be avoided , but much of their coverage is inside the
200—m isobath.

4. The sandstone ledges supporting hard bottom communities
are discontinuous and lie within the 100—rn isobath .

5. Little concern has been expressed about the possibility
of disposal affecting the potential harvest of manganese
nodules on Blake Plateau.
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WEST COAST: THE PACIFIC OCEAN (SECTORS 6, 7, AND 8)

FAVORABLE D ISPOSAL SITES

Southern California Bight (Sector 6)

The Southern California Bight extends from San Diego to Point

Conception north of Santa Barbara. Greater oceanographic coherence

in the Bight is achieved if its southern boundary is extended to Cabo

Colnett around 31°0O’N latitude. Although southern California does

not produce large quantities of dredged materials (see Part 2 of this

section) and although it has potentially good deepwater disposal sites

relatively near shore, there could be some sensitive problems involved

in selecting specific disposal sites.

The relevant geomorphology of the bight consists of a narrow mainland

shelf , a narrow basin slope , a relatively wide continental borderland ,

and a true continental slope. The borderland area possesses numerous

low—oxygen basins (see Part 6 of Section B), ridges, and eight offshore

islands (Figure 13). The mainland shelf and basin slope are furrowed

by over 30 submarine canyons. The principal source of dredged material

is the Los Angeles Harbor complex with lesser amounts from San Diego

Harbor, Port Hueneme, and other small embayments such as Newport
Harbor. Disposal sites can be found within a few kilometers (average

width is less than 7 kin) offshore throughout the bight . It seems

advisable that some of the smaller submarine canyons be utilized

for disposal but only after careful study on a case by case basis.

Favorable disposal areas for dredged material exist seaward of the

mainland shelf/basin slope junction at arid beyond the 200-rn isobath.

It is advised, however , that no one of the 10 major submarine canyons
be used as a site. In order , from south to north, these canyons are

La Jolla , Carlsbad, Newport, San Gabriel , San Pedro Valley , Redondo ,
Santa Monica , Dume, Mugu , and Hueneme.
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Highly recommended areas are on the seaward face of the Coronado

Escarpment (near 32°40’N, ll7°25’W) and the San Pedro Escarpment

(about 33°42’N, 1l8°20’w), (Figure 13). Attention is called to the

fact that some upwelling does take place near shore in southern

California, particularly during late spring. Inshore bottom water

temperatures are lower in June than in January from south of Pt.

Conception to San Clemente. Since this can stimulate phytoplankton

population growth, checks on blooms should be made prior to disposal

in May and June.

Arrival at the above for Sector 6 has been guided by the following

facts:

1. The volumes of dredged material produced in Sector 6
are not large so that the deep ocean environment can
easily assimilate the total likely to be disposed of
in any given period.

2. It can do this by virtue, of the fact that the basin
slope, especially at the recommended disposal areas,
is sufficiently steep (more than 4°) to produce
excellent dispersion of material on the bottom .

3. The dredged material will not seriously affect fisheries
of southern California because the principal demersal
species are generally in shallower water than the disposal
sites, and the major finfishery is for pelagic species
that should not be affected by disposal.

4. Although nearshore upwelling does take place during a
short period of the year, the uRward rate of movement
of water is on the order of l0~~cm/sec or less than 3
metres per day, which will not keep most dredged
material components aloft. Since the principal
effect of fine materials would be directly on phyto—
plankters, disposal probably should riot take place
during a diatom bloom.

5. Af ter  disposal , that part of the dred ged material
remaining aloft in the water column would be trans-
ported northwestward more or less parallel with the
coastline by both the Counter Current, which is part of
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the Southern California Eddy , and the California
Undercurrent, which is present below the Counter Current
at depths between 150 and 800 rn. Both currents move
at speeds between 5 and 40 cm/sec.

I

6. The southward—flowing California Current is too far
offshore (200 km) in southern California to have any
direct effect on the dredged material.

Northern California Shelf (Sector 7)

Sector 7 extends from Pt. Conception to Cape Mendocino . San Francisco

Harbor is the only major port in the sector, although there are

relatively minor embayments to the south at Monterey Bay and to the

north at Tomales Bay. There are three interim dredged material sites

(1977 Regulations and Criteria) in the region: Moss Landing on the

183—m Isobath , San Francisco Channel Bar, and the Farailon Islands on

the l83—m isobath. The latter is the most important, being situated

about 65 km west of the Golden Gate. In September 1974 the San

Francisco District supported a field s.udy of the disposal of 3000 cu

yd of San Francisco Bay sediment at an experimental site on the 183—rn

isobath about 20 km northwest of the designated site. Photographs

of the bottom following disposal showed that most of the material fell

directly under the barges and, because of its consolidation, formed

jumbled mounds on the bottom.

The area recommended here for deep ocean disposal of dredged material

lies about 10 km west of the Farallon Islands beginning on the 200—m

isobath and on the north--south axis running between the North Traffic

Shipping Lane Inbound and the Main Traffic Shipping Lane Outbound to

the south (Figure 14). This area is essentially bounded by Pt. Reyes

to the north and Pigeon Point to the south, with the proviso to avoid
the shipping lanes .
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Arrival at the above for Sector 7 has been guided by the following

facts :

1. The 200—rn isobath is outside of the principal sports and
commercial sports fisheries for Chinook Salmon, English
Sole, and other flatfishes.

2. Many of the rockfish of the genus Sebastes (e.g.,
Bocaccio , Chilipepper , Blue Rockfish , etc.) exist
along this isobath and deeper , but any mounding
in the area might well serve as habitat for several
species of the genus .

3. The experimental, study noted above observed numerous
decapod crustaceans at the disposal site . These were
very likely the near—bottom caridean decapod shrimp
of the genus Pandalus (probably jordani). They should
not be seriously affected by periodic disposals.

4. The current regime is reasonably favorable, being
southerly in summer and northerly in winter.

5. Upwelling occurs in the area but is limited to February
to July and much of it is inside of the proposed site.

6. Ample potential sites can be located in such manner
as to avoid the shipping fairways.

The Northwest Shelf (Sector 8)

Background. Sector 8 runs from Cape Mendocino to Cape Flattery.

There are three Corps districts involved : San Francisco , Portland ,
and Seattle. Only five major dredging areas are involved in this

large stretch of coast that includes northern California and all of
Oregon and Washington. These are California’s Humboldt Bay (San
Francisco District), Oregon ’s Coos Bay and Columbia River (Portland

District), and Grays Harbor and the Puget Sound complex that are in

the Seattle District. At the present time at least the Columbia

River does not appear to be in need of ocean disposal in deep water

whereas the others either are or soon will be.
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Although Humboldt Bay has not produced very large volumes of dredged
material in the past, a six—mile channel is now projected for 1977—78

that will produce about 2.41 million cu yd in 1977. Of this, some

200,000 or more cu yd are scheduled for hopper dredging and ocean
disposal. The bulk of the remainder may be used for beach nourish—

ment, but this can pose problems that are not easy to solve. For

- 

- 

instance, it may not be possible to place large amounts on or near

the dunes because to do so would increase the vertical distance to

the water table, resulting in possible death of native vegetation.

Coos Bay is the largest and most industrialized bay in Oregon. It

covers about 10,000 acres of which about half are tidelands (Slotta

et al., 1973). Continued dredging is necessary to permit medium

draft (30—40 ft) vessels to enter the harbor. Annual maintenance

dredging averages about 1.8 million cu yd. In 1972 a team of Oregon

State University engineers and scientists studied the biological

effects  of hopper dredging and in—channel disposal in the bay . The

disposal of about 8000 cu yd by the HARDING was monitored on October 4,

1972. It was concluded that many factors have contriburod to the

somewhat depauperate infauna, and that small—scale maintenance

dredging may have only a temporary effect on the benthic infauna.
Moreover, it was stressed that the effects of dredging operations can-

not be compared with the results that dredging permits, namely,
increasing commercial ship traffic, industrialization, and urbaniza—

tion.

The Columbia River appears not to be a likely source of dredged

material for deep ocean disposal in the foreseeable future. One of

the main concerns of the Portland District is maintenance of channels

In the Columbia River in the 100—mile run between Portland and

Astoria. While the river transports an estimated 18 million cu yd

a year, the Corps dred ges about 5 million cu yd. They are attempting to
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stabilize river erosion by using a method based on the assumption

that the river will remove from banks every yard that the Corps

dredges from the bed. The method employed , called flow—lane diaper—

sion, calls for redistributing the sand dredged from shoals at erosion

areas in bends of the river.

Within a year or two Grays Harbor will be the site of a major project

that will entail production of a planned 16 million cu yd. It is

anticipated that some of this will have to be disposed of in deep

water off the coast.

The Seattle District dredges on the order of 2.5 million cu yd a year.

Much of this is being placed in upland areas or discharged in deep

water in Puget Sound.

Favorable Areas. The favorable disposal areas of Sector 8 are shown

on Figure 15. These areas are inHumboldt Bay, Coos Bay, and Grays

Harbor , and the Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca complex. The

continental shelf off Humboldt Bay is about 21 kin wide. However,

because of the importance of the demersal fishery in this area, it

is advised that a site should not be established shoreward of the

500—rn isobath.

At Coos Bay , the continental shelf is about 32 km wide . It is recoin—

mended that material required for ocean disposal not be disposed

inside of the 500—rn isobath.

The continental shelf off Grays Harbor is about 46 km wide. Again,

because of the important demersal fishes in this area, it is not

advisable to establish a deepwater site inside the SOO—m isobath.

The disposal of dredged material into Puget Sound began around 1920 at
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the time that the entrance to Gambel Harbor was deepened. Today,

on the order of 250,000 cu yd are disposed in the waters of Puget

Sound and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Most of the areas require

maintenance dredging only once every ten years because of the dynamic

til •-il action. Bellingham and Tacoma Harbors have needed dredging

about every five years. Some of the sediments in the region hav e very

high BOD levels and are thought to require land disposal. Special

problems exist in disposing of certain sediments from harbors into

which pulp mills discharged waste sulfite liquors and settleable

suspended solids, These sediments are truly toxic and have high BOD

ratings . Such materials persist in such harbors as Tacoma, Everett ,

and Anacortes .

There are numerous acceptable, deepwater disposal site areas in the

Puget Sound and Whidbey Basins (depths to 280 m) and the adj acen t

Strait of Juan de Fuca. It is suggested that consideration be given

to estab lishing sites over deepest wate rs where the currents do not

reach peak velocities (less than a knot as compared with 5 or more

knots in inlets and narrows). Furthermore , although extensive mixing

of waters occurs over sills supplying dissolved oxygen to subsurface

waters of most of the Sound , there are places where dissolved oxygen

levels reach very low levels in summer.

Arrival at the above in Sector 8, has been guided by the following

facts:

1. The circulation regime over the proposed disposal
sites is weaker than on the east coast with the
Gulf Stream, but it is fairly predictable .

2. The important flow is southward in the spring and
summer and, with formation of the Davidson Current ,
northward in winter .

3. Although upwelling occurs throughout the Sector,
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it is not as prevalent to the north and tends to be a
coastal but not nearshore event.

4. The continental slope appears to be a good place to
dispose of dredged material.

5. However, because of the importance of the demersal
fishery in this sector and because many of its consti-
tuent species live on the upper shelf, it is advised
that disposal should not occur in large amounts above
the 500—rn isobath except in Puget Sound.

6. The circulation and high dissolved oxygen levels in
most basins (avoid Daboh Bay) of the Puget Sound
create good receiving environments for dredged
material.

ThE GULF OF ALASKA (SECTOR 9)

As will be explained in Part 6 of Section B, it is impractical to
consider deep ocean disposal of dredged material from Anchorage,
which is located many miles up Cook Inlet from the Gulf. Not only

is distance to deep water from the harbor source a factor but also

navigation in Cook Inlet , especially with barges , is very difficult
because of unpredictable currents and boulder strewn shoals.

THE HAWAIIAN ISLAND S (SECTOR 10)

As will be mentioned in Part 6 of Section B, deep ocean disposal of

dredged material is already being practiced , v iz . ,  off

Honolulu Harbor in 460 m

Naiwiliwili Harbor in 1000 in

Port Allen in 1540 in.

All of these are interim dredged material sites . Final site selection
for Pearl Harbor will be under study in spring and summer of 1977 when
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the harbor will undergo extensive dredging. These harbors are on a

5—year dredging cycle.

PUERTO RICO AND THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS (SECTOR 11)

As will be explained in Part 6 of Section B, there are four harbors

in Sector 11 that have undergone significant dredging in the last

eight years. However, only the material from San Juan Harbor , Puerto

Rico (877 ,760 cu yd) was disposed of in the deep ocean in 260—300 in

of water off  the north coast of the island.

C. GUIDES FOR SELECTION OF SPECIFIC DISPOSAL

SITES IN THE DEEP OCEAN

Three tables have been constructed to provide guides to the admini-

strator , who must select specific sites for the disposal of dredged

material in the deep ocean. Each factor has been ranked in accordance

with its estimated general importance to site selection. It is

recognized , however, that regional considerations can modify the

ranking given in the table.

The factors to be considered in selecting a deep ocean disposal site

for dredged material are tabulated in Table 7. In Table 8 seasonal

concerns both in regard to selection and especially to use of a site

are provided. Finally , as an example of seasonal constraints on site

usage and their regional intensification and amelioration , Table 9

shows the mid—winter and mid—summer differences in high waves and

winds in all of the sectors.
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Table 8

Seasonal Concerns in Site Selection and Site Use

Thermocline

a. Greatest seasonal cycle of thermocline occurs in temperate
latitudes

b. Winter — deep mixed layer with weak thermal structure

c. Spring — thermocline shallows and strengthens

d. Sumner — generally maximum stratification of water column with
shallow mixed layer

Density

a. Influenced mainly by temperature structure

b. Winter — may reach maximum value but only a weak pycnocline
because of mixing

c. Summer — density of surface waters may become only 0.3 — 0.5
that of underlying waters  — sharp pycnocline — strong
stratification — little mixing

d. Upper 100 m or so generally has homogeneous density

Meteorology

a. Sea states (wave heights, etc.) generally change markedly with
season (see Table 9)

b. Wind conditions are very seasonal in most places — affect the
general sea conditions

c. Visibility — seasonal, generally poorest in fall and spring

General Circulation and Currents

a. Currents — currents change markedly with season on all coasts —

there may be complete reversals. Even tidal currents change
with time of year

b. Both surface and subsurface circulation can change markedly.
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Table 8 (Concluded)

Upwelling and Downwelling

a. Upwelling is a seasonal phenomenon on both the Gulf and Pacific
coasts

b. Downwelling is a seasonal phenomenon — see Davidson Current on
Pacific coast

changes in Biological Activity

a. Primary productivity of phytoplankton reaches a peak in early
spring in offshore waters — reaches a general low level with
water column stratification — builds up in fall for short period
with increased mixing maintains low level in winter

b. Movements of many finfishes and some sheilfishes are related
strongly to season; includes oceanic as well as anadromous
species; often species have distinctly different spawning and
“feeding” grounds; protection of migratory pathways

c. Spawning season with release of planktonic larvae of important
species

Seasonal Changes in Commercial Fishing Activity
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Table 9

Seas onal Changes in Wind Speed and

Wave Height Along Coasts of the United States

Place Wind Wave Height

- (34 kt or more) (3 m or more)
____________________________- Jan . July Jan. July

Atlantic Coast

Gulf of Maine 7.4 0.1 8.0 0.0—0.5
Nantucket (40°—42°N) 4.9 0.1 13.4 0.2
New York (40°N) 3.4 0.2 5.6 0.0—0.5
Delaware—New Jersey 9.3 0.3 6.0 0.2
Maryland—Virginia 6.0 0.2 11.9 0.5
Cape Hatteras to Lookout 8.8 0.2 15.2 0.9
Cape Fear to Savannah 5.6 0.5 13.2 1.8
Savannah to Ponce de Leon 2.4 0.4 8.5 1.1
Ponce de Leon to Florida Keys 0.8 0.1 3.8 0.6
Straits of Florida 0.6 0.1 2.3 0.3

Gulf of Mexico

Tampa 1.1 0.0 7.5 0.0
Mobile 1.2 0.1 5.4 0.2
New Orleans 1.1 0.1 4.7 0.2
Galveston 1.1 0.1 3.8 0.1
Brownsville 1.4 0.0 6.0 0.0

Pacific Coast

San Diego 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.6
San Francisco 1.5 0.8 15.6 7.9
Eureka 4.8 2.4 34.6 3.3
Astoria 6.3 0.0 35.4 1.4
Seattle 4.3 0.0 11.1 4.5
Hawaii (Windward) 1.0 0.0 10.6 2 .6
Hawaii (Leeward) 0.0 0.0 7.3 1.5
Gulf of Alaska 11.7 0.5 27.5  7.2

Source: United States Coast Pilots, National Ocean Survey, NOAA .
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PART 4. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

1. The Corps of Engineers is presently responsible for dredging

between 350 and 450 million cu yd of sediment at a cost of over

$200 million in order to develop and maintain the navigable water-

ways of the United States. In addition, privately sponsored dredg-

ing projects typically add about 70 million cu yd to the total

volume dredged annually.

2. At least this level of dredging will be maintained in future years,

or it will increase substantially if plans for some major harbor

developments are carried out. Among these plans are those for the

Harbor island Deepwater Terminal in Corpus Christi, Texas and Grays

Harbor, Oregon, which together will require dredging of an estimated

115 million cu yd of sediment during construction. In addition,

the new channels will require a substantial amount of maintenance

dredging.

3. Dredging must be continued to insure safe passage of vessels of

commerce. Not only are their export and import cargoes vital to

maintenance of a sound and growing economy , but also accidental
spillage of some cargoes because of poorly maintained channels
could have far more profound effects than dredging on marine
ecological systems and thus on the welfare of the American people.

4. The most difficult problem of the dredging—disposal process is the
disposal aspect. There is an increasingly urgen t need to develop

ways of coping with the millions of cubic yards of new as well as

maintenance dredged material that will have to be disposed of in an

environmentally sound manner . The disposal problem is accentuated

by the fact that in some places sites for confined land disposal

are virtually impossible to acquire or are at least becoming scarce .

Moreover , leaching of such disposal sites into ground or surface

waters can result in severe degradation of the environment. In
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other words, some past solutions to the disposal problem have

proved to be less than ideal.

5. There are three major categories of disposal environments for

dredged material, viz., the land or upland areas, the estuarine—

inner continental shelf complex, and the off shelf deep ocean. In

recent years increasing use has been made of land sites, but there

are clear signs that the practice can be less than ideal. Moreover,

land for disposal of any type of dredged material is becoming

difficult to acquire in the coastal zone. It is estimated that no

less than 7000 acres of new land will be required each year for

containment of material generated by maintenance dredging opera-

tions of the Corps of Engineers. Population pressures are making

the search for suitable land disposal sites more difficult. The

population of the Coastal Zone (50 miles inland from the shore),

already between 65 and 70 million people, is increasing at an

annual rate of 3 to 5 percent. Accordingly, a third of the U.S.

population now lives on 8 percent of the land —— and the trend

continues.

6. The use of land for disposal has an even more significant factor.

On the order of 98 percent of man ’s food supply comes from the

land and the small remainder from the sea. And expert estimates

point to the likelihood that the sea will not ever supply much

more than the present 2 percent. Hence, if the dredged material

involved will in any way degrade potential or actual agricultural

land , perhaps it should be disposed of in an appropriate part of

the ocean.

7. The estuary and inner continental shelf provide an e8sential

habitat for numerous species of valuable shellfish and finfish ,
as evidenced by the fac t that some 75 percent of the U.S. seafood
comes from this complex. This suggests that these areas should

be avoided for disposal , par ticularly if the dredged material is
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contaminated or polluted. The outer continental shelf may be

satisfactory for disposal of dredged material in some regions

(e.g. ,  the South Atlantic Bight)  but not in others , such as the

western Gulf of Mexico where the great brown shrimp fishery exists.

8. It is concluded in this report that deep ocean disposal of dredged

material is an environmentally sound alternative to presently un— :1
satisfactory disposal operations. Given time and some technologi-

cal improvements it will become economically feasible as well, as
it already is in some insular areas .

9. The physical facts that support this conclusion are (a) that about

92 percent of the ocean floor and over 99 percent of the oceans’

waters lie beyond the shelf break, (b) there are then huge areas
and great volumes of water to receive and dilute any except the

most hazardous wastes cast Into the ocean, and (c) the deep ocean

has a demonstrated assimilative capacity to receive huge volumes

of sediment without losing its capacity to sustain the life

processes in kind and amount characteristic of the receiving

region .

10. The biological facts that support the above conclusion are (a) that

the deep ocean does not have much capacity to produce food for man

either in the water column or, particularly, on the bottom ——
indeed , it does not support much macroscopic life of any kind on

the bottom, and (b) that estimates of informed specialists indicate

that the deep ocean , particularly beyond the l000— m isobath , will

never contribute over one percen t of the total world fish catch,
and that will be entirely of pelagic origin.

11. Although there are multiple eff ects that dredged material can and
will exert upon any region or ecological system , it is concluded

generally that these impacts will be less severe In the deep ocean

than elsewhere in the marine environment. Even so , to evaluate
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these impacts one must know a good deal about the nature of the

dredged material involved , how much is to be disposed of at a

time and how frequently, and the nature of the final receiving

environment. Certainly chemical changes resulting from the dis—

posal of dredged material in deep water and the effects that these

changes have upon both the pelagic and benthic biota is the single

- - most important category of Impacts at issue. But, as mentioned

above, there is not only a paucity of life in the deep sea to

suffer impacts, but the impacts themselves will be weakened by

water transit.

12. No matter  what the receiving environment , the key to environment-

ally sound dredging—disposal activities involves sound management.

To achieve this, the manager must develop a basic fund of knowledge

about the environments and ecological systems in his jurisdiction.

He must be conversant with water movements on transient and long—

term scales and , above all , he must familiarize himself with the

biological components of each of the systems available for selec-

tion of disposal sites. Section B of this report was prepared to

provide this basic information in ready form for the District

Engineer who, in most instances, will be the dredging—disposal

manager.

13. Lastly, it Is concluded that the deep ocean can be a final receiv-

ing environment for dredged material. Thus, its use will permit

man to solve two important environmental problems. First , he will

have found a natural ecosystem that has the necessary capacity to

serve as an effective processor of most of his wastes without huge

technological and monetary outlays. Second, by utilizing an essen—

• tially terminal receiving environment, he will no longer —— at
least for dredged material —— be shifting the problems associated

with the waste from one ecosystem to another ad seriatum.
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SECTION B

DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL

ENVIRONMENTAL CONS IDERAT IONS
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PART 1. FACTORS CONTROLLING SPATIAL DISPOSITION AND CHEMICAL

FATE OF DREDGED MATERIAL IN THE DEEP OCEAN

A. INTRODUCTION

SETTLEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

PHYSICAL FACTORS OPERATING DURING DISPOSAL

Adaptation of Stokes’ Law

The settling rate of small particles through the water column follows

Stokes’ law: 2
p
1 

— p
2 

gd

Ws =
18 V

where Ws is settling rate, p
1 
is particle density , p

2 
is fluid density

(i.e. water column), V is the viscosity of the fluid , g is the accelera-

tion due to gravity (980 cm/sec2) and d is the particle diameter in

centimetres.

The actual behavior of dredged material in the deep ocean is controlled

by several important factors. For one thing , much of the material does

not fall as individual particles but as a density current wherein a

high percent of composite particles is formed. Thus, on the average,

from Stokes’ law, particles around 3p will settle less than a metre

per day in a water column that is motionless and well mixed . However ,

application of the law is modified by physicochemical flocculation in

the immediate period following dumping (Krone, 1976). As will be shown

later, those fines that do remain in the water column can (and fre-

quently do) undergo agglomeration through biological activities.

Descent of Dredged Material Through the Water Column

Several intrinsic factors will determine in part the spatial disposi-
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tion and ultimate physical fate of dredged material pursuant to dispos--

al. The most important of these are the spectrum of particle size at

the time of and shortly after the disposal and the overall or bulk

density of the dredged material. The latter, which will fix the initial
rate of descent, is determined by the percentage of moisture (PcM), the

“lights” such as organic detritus, and the density of various kinds of

sediment particles.

As the material drops from the container vessel it possesses a bulk

density greater than the ambient water and thus it acquires a downward

momentum causing it to act as a cloud of dense liquid . Within seconds,

shear stresses develop at the fluid/fluid interface reducing the momen-

tum and raising turbulence that entrains sea water. If the container

vessel is moving at the instant of disposal, imparting a higher momentum

to the cloud , there will be even more thorough invasion of sea water.

Gordon (1973a , l973b) estimated the initial descent speed of silty mate-
rial discharged in shallow water from a scow to range up to 5 rn/

second but it decreases to 1 rn/sec near the bottom. There are, of

course, good reasons why this speed will not be maintained to the bottom

by all the material discharged into deep water.

As the material is discharged from the container vessel it will be

accelerated by gravity and reach its maximum speed in the first few
metres. It then gradually slows down due to entrainment of ambient

water. The latter process decreases the cloud ’s density at the very

time the density of the ambient water will very likely be rising as

an indirect effect of depth increase. Descent of the cloud will be

slowed and it can suffer dynamic, vertical collapse and horizontal

spreading upon encountering a strong pycnocline, which it will inevi-

tably do in deep ocean disposal (Figure 16). Settling velocities

calculated for individual particles do not apply in the case of average

dredged material up to the point of collapse; thereafter , however ,

rates for particulates , although they may be compound particles, are

more generally applicable. Thus, the denser particles , individually or
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Figure 16. A schematic picture of the disposal of hopper-.dredged
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and the minimal effect  of upwelling as material passes through the
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as floccules, pass on through to the bottom , while the remainder, which

will undoubtedly be a small percentage by weight, enter a long—term

dispersion and settlement of the cloud. If an initial collapse occurs

at a pycnocline, the fine materials that spread out on the density dis-

continuity are subject to ingestion by f i l ter—feeding organisms (parti-

cularly small copepod crustaceans that abound in all oceans). These

organisms, among others, take particles ranging in size from 1 to 50 p

and eject them in fecal pellets that range from 30 to 3000 p (Haven and

Morales—Alamo , 1972). These pellets have a density of about 1.2 and

sink at rates of from 0.02 to 2 cm/sec (Smayda, 1969), which are rates
typical of coarse silt or fine sand grains.

Krone (1976) has cited the effect of flocculation on sedi.uentation and

demonstrated how it is affected by organic and inorganic salts. But

physicochemical flocculation is not only a function of salinity (Krone,

1962) but also of the cohesive nature of the particles (Einstein and

Krone, 1962) and the concentration and chemical nature of the fine

material (e.g. illite or montmorillonite), as determined in part by

Whitehouse et al. (1960). Turbulence of a certain strength may bring

an increase of flocculation by increasing frequency of interparticle

collisions , but beyond some critical point an increase of turbulence

actually leads to disaggregation.

There is considerable evidence mounting that physicochemical floccu-

lation is not the predominant process for the formation of composite

particles (Schubel, 1971). In support of the importance of organisms

in composite particle formation, Manheim et al. (1972) found that

copepods are important in flocculation in the northern Gulf of Mexico.

It is important to note that these larger particles will settle faster

than would individual particles.

It is quite evident that much fine silt and clay does not settle as

single grains in marine waters , whether the input is riverine or
from dredging—disposal operations . As Drake (1976) concluded,
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physicochemical flocculation can and does produce settling rate

increases that range up to about one order of magnitude, whereas
biological processes can account for increases of up to several orders

of magnitude. Accordingly , these physicochemical and biological

factors will be acting upon the residue of fine particles (the plumes)

that is left at the surface, that marks the vertical trail of the

“slug”, that accumulates at the pycuocline, and that arises following

bottom contact.

The effects of currents are discussed in a later section of this part

in a discussion of factors modifying the spatial disposition of

dredged material on the deep ocean floor.

CHEMICAL FACTORS OPERATING DURING DISPOSAL

Changes During Descent

The chemical and physical characteristics of dredged material will

almost always be very different from those of sediments lying in

deeper and more open oceanic environments. The same factors that

affect material during natural transport will also affect dredged

material during and after disposal. These issues are discussed in

considerable detail in later sections of this report. Nevertheless,

a cursory overview at this time may be helpful to the reader. At this

time, the two items of concern are that the dredged material will

suffer  some changes in water column transit and that these changed

materials (whatever the percentage of the total discharge may be) will

have some impacts on the disposal environment including , of course, the

biological component.

Oxygen Depletion. Considering the small ratio between the disposal

volume and the receiving water column it is unlikely that the disposal

of dredged material into deep ocean water would result in significant

oxygen demand represented by most dredged material that possesses
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increments of organic matter and reduced substances. However, some

rather substantial changes in the dredged material itself can take

place, as is discusserl later in this chapter.

Change in pH. Removing dredged material from an estuary or bay and

discharging it into the deep ocean will generally involve exposing it to

a higher pH. This can be very significant because adsorption~—desorption

reactions involving trace metals are controlled by specific p11—
dependent surface reactions wherein metal ions are exchanged for 4

surface—bound hydrogen ions. In general. metals will be adsorbed with

increasing pH (surface seawater pH = 8.2) and desorbed with decreasing

pH, which may go as low as pH 5.0 in natural environments.

Salinity Changes. In most situtations one can expect that dredged

material, when discharged into the deep ocean, will be exposed to a

higher salinity than at its point of origin. This can change the

net result of the adsorption—desorption process mentioned above.

If there is concern for changes in metal availability in -a specific

dredging—disposal situation , then the effect of the salinity change

factor in the intended receiving environment must be taken into con-

sideration, as is discussed in some detail in a later section of this

chapter.

Anoxic—112S—Rich Environments. Several closed basins that are anoxic ,

or nearly so, and rich in H2S are known in the world ocean. In fact ,

there are several off  the Texas—Louisiana coast. These are considered

by some to be favorable receiving environments for seriously contami—

nated material , in that the discharged dredged material will end up as

reduced bottom sediments chemically similar to the starting material.

Moreover, the anoxic condition results in the absence of inort benthic

organisms that ordinarily rework and mix sediments.
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Bottom Contact and the Chemical Aftermath

Chemical diagenesis in sediments is a relatively straightforward topic ,

but it is so multifaceted that few useful generalizations can be made.

In other words, each major disposal operation should be studied

thoroughly prior to developing a release program. Standard water—

quality analyses such as the elutriate test (Keeley and Engler, 1974)
approximate the sorptive capacities of particulates falling through

an oxygenated water column. This topic is discussed in considerable

detail in subsequent sections of this part. Suffice it to state here

that whatever chemical changes do occur that can produce deleterious

effects on the infaunal and demersal biota will have a far lesser

impact (if any) in the deep ocean than on the continental shelf or

most shallower marine environments.

FACTORS MODIFYING THE SPATIAL DISPOSITION OF DREDGED MATERIAL ON THE

DEEP OCEAN FLOOR

VARIATIONS OF DREDGED MATERIAL

Dredging Methods

At the present time the only dredged materials that will he candidates

for deep ocean disposal are those produced and transported by such

hopper dredges as the BIDDLE or the HARDING or by a clamshell dredge,

such as the BOSTON. The latter type of dredge will fill a bottom—

dumping barge, which will then be moved to the disposal site by a

sea—going tug. In the future it may be desirable to develop systems

whereby either a hopper dredge (or possibly a pipeline dredge) can

fill sea—going barges instead of its bins so that it can dredge

continuously without the necessity for disposal interruptions.

This would simply mean outfitting a hopper dredge with pump—out

capabilities to a barge similar to the beach nourishment activity off

Long Beach , New Jersey in 1966 (Mauriello , 1967).
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In February 1977 (personal communication, W. E. Pequegnat, TerEco

Corporation, College Station, Texas) it was observed that one complete

cycle of the hopper dredge CHESTER HARDING working in Honolulu Harbor

was about 3 hrs and 15 mins, i.e., from completion of a disposal in

the deep ocean (457 m) steaming back to the harbor , filling the hopper

bin (2709 cu yd) steaming to the disposal site, and discharging. This

in spite of the fact that the disposal site was only 3.6 nautical

miles from the sea buoy, and it took only on the order of 2 minutes

to empty the hoppers (with a flushing discharge). About seven complete

cycles could be completed in a 24—hour day . This certainly falls

within the critical economic distance for the haul of a hopper dredge,

which is considered to be between 20 and 25 miles.

Clamshell dredges are not given much consideration here, simp ly

because they presently carry out such a small percentage of the total

dredging done in the United States today. Nevertheless, some considera—

tion will be given to the fate of clamshell dredge material after

disposal.

Percent of Moisture

For slurry consisting mostly of silts and clay (particle diameters

of 4p to 60 p and less than 4 p,respectively), the studies by JBF

Scientific Corporation (1975) indicate that the initial dilution of

the slurry is critical with respect to the behavior of material in

the water column. If the percent moisture content (PCM) of the slurry

is less than 100, then the bulk of the material will fall essentially

intact rapidly through the water column with little if any entrain-

ment of fluid. If the initial PCM is above 200 for silts or above

300 for clays, then the slurry will act essentially like a dense

fluid at least initially .
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Mineralogy of the Dredged Material

In general one would prefer during the disposal phase to have the

material retair a small volume prior to passing through the photic

zone (or possibly the seasonal thermocline, which will be shallower)

and then increase its dispersion prior to hitting the bottom. Such

action would minimize any biological impacts. Fortunately this

scenario is very likely what will eventuate to much of the dredged

material (assuming it will be a mixture of silt and clay) discharged

in the deep ocean. As indicated above, the water content has a very

pronounced effect on dispersion and subsequent mounding. Below a

critical moisture content the mass of particles can act as a single

unit, settling with little dispersion. As the moisture content is

increased (at the time of disposal) the material breaks up in the

water column and also upon impact yielding widespread and generally

uniform dispersion. But it is to be noted h”re that the nature of

the dredged material can also modify this mounding vs. dispersion

mode. For instance, the JBF (1975) report demonstrates a tendency

for silt to disperse at a lower water content than clay , due very

likely to considerably lower cohesive forces between the silt particles

as compared ~ the clay particles.

Even though the JBF tests were run in very shallow tanks, so that it

is probably unwarranted to transfer the above conclusion to the 1ield

in the case of very deep water, it is possible to reinforce previous

observations that cohesive forces will very much influence the behavior

of dredged material as it falls through the water column and during

and after bottom contact.

L 

MOVEMENTS OF THE DISPOSING VESSEL

Movements of the vessel containing the dredged material to be disposed

prior to and during the instant of disposal can affect the spatial

disposition of the material on the ocean floor.
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In a hopper dredge some consolidation and decrease of PGM in materials

has been noted as a function of time. However, direct measurements

by JBF Scientific Corporation ’s 1975 report reveal that the effects

are not significant in running times less than about one hour and

then only in regard to the material in the upper half of the hopper.

This consolidation occurs more as a result of maneuvering of the

ship (probably allowing water pockets in the bin to escape to the

surface) than of vibrations. Time also may permit greater amounts

of water of imbibition to be picked up by individual particles

creating a gel state, which will permit the “slug” to act more as

blocks.

The method of disposal can influence the ultimate fate of the material

to a greater or lesser extent. Again the statements apply only to

disposal from hopper dredges or from bottom—opening barges. Two

variables are involved, viz., the container can discharge underway

or while stationary and water can be pumped into the bins during or

after the drop .

During the February 1977 dredging of Honolulu Harbor referred to

previously (Personal Conununication, W. E. Pequegnat , TerEco Corporation ,

1977), it was noted that the hopper dredge HARDING was moving at less

than 0.3 kn in a long radius turn during the two minutes required to

discharge the 2709 cu yd of material from the eight hopper bins ,

including the simultaneous rinse with seawater. The only surface

manifestation of the disposal was slightly crescentic turbid streak

estimated to be 75 ft wide (vessel’s beam Is 56 ft) and about 350—

400 ft long (vessel’s length is 308 ft). It was observed for approxi-

mately 20 minutes, during which time it did not appreciably change

shape or coloration. Much of this was very fine—grained material

undoubtedly derived from the rinsing process. Since the vessel draws

about 21 f t  of water when loaded , the fact  that any material reached

the surface is probably attributable to the rapid rise of the vessel

as it lightens and the upwelling created by its sideslipping during
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the turn . If the vessel discharged slowly while at rest very likely

little or no surface effects would have been noted. In any event,

what there was would cause no appreciable impacts on the pelagial zone.

EFFECTS OF CURRENTS

It is generally agreed that currents exert minimal effects on the

deflection of the main mass of dredged material when it is discharged

in shallow water. Obviously the fine materials that form a turbid

cloud in the water column and the spreading cloud upon bottom impact

will be carried for some days or months in the water mass. Also,

bottom currents will affect the bottom mass in due time. But this dis-

cussion is concerned with the transit of material from the container

vessel to the bottom in deep water. In these cases currents can

be expected to have graded effects. Certainly dense clumps of material

very likely will plunge to the bottom with minimal deflection ,

but the material that suffered “collapse” at the pycnocline will

undoubtedly be carried by the moving water mass. The question arises

as to just how much horizontal deflection from the vertical drop—

line the material will undergo. This will depend principally upon the

vertical distribution of water movement and partly upon the amount

of time the material remains aloft.

Drift currents caused by the wind over deep water in the northern

hemisphere will move somewhat to the right of the wind (Coriolis

effect) at a speed roughly 3 percent of the speed of the wind . This

shift to the right becomes more and more pronounced with depth.

Wind starts the thin surface layer in motion, this in turn drags on

the one below setting it in motion but with a further deflection to

the right. Current direction at a certain depth below the surface

will be 1800 out of phase with the surface. Also , because of the

inefficiency of the transfer of momentum , the current velocity

decreases with depth. This phenomenon is called the “Ekinan spiral.”

Even under strong winds these effects are not noticeable below
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30—m depth. Generally when the current has been completely reversed ,

the current speed will be about 1/25 that of the surface.

Obviously other currents may well be involved below the 100—in isobath.

Other intermediate currents and bottom currents, caused principally

by density differences, can have displacement effects on the dropping

dredged material. These too can vary in magnitude and direction with

depth , but on a much greater depth scale than the Ekinan layer.

IMPORTANCE OF LONG—TERN VS. SHORT—TERN BOTTOM INFLUENCES

SHORT -TERN EFFECTS

Bottom Currents

Since the definition of deep ocean used here includes that water lying

over the shelf break and beyond , and since the depth of the break may

in some cases b~ over 200 in , some attention will be given to the

effects of bottom currents on recently disposed dredged material.

Southard and Stanley (1971) believe that there is no need to consider

that movement of mud and sand off the shelf break onto the continental

slope is restricted to canyons. The accepted view is that the shelf

edge possesses stronger currents than either the shelf proper or the

upper slope. These will tend to keep fine sediment in suspension or

perhaps resuspend it frequently so that fine material coining from

nearshore areas is transported to the continental slope or beyond

without permanent deposition near the shelf break.

~~~~ There are numerous causes of the bottom currents observed at or near

the shelf break and the upper continental slope, among which are:
1. Occurrence of internal waves——these tend to have rather

long periods , i.e., interval between waves, (10 mm to
12 pendulum hr) .

2. Tidal motions , which may be twice daily (semidiurnal)
or diurnal.
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3. Propagation (passage) of normal surface waves, which
generate oscill-itory movements of rather short periods.

4. Wind—driven currents, produced either by steady winds
or accentuated by storm conditions .

5. Temperature—salinity (thermohaline) circulations that
generally influence large areas, including the shelf
break and beyond .

Some of these currents are sufficiently strong as to activate both

bed load transport of coarse sediment and resuspension of any fine

sediment that has settled during quiescent periods. Komar et al.

(1972) have noted that surface waves may have oscillatory ripple

effects on the bottom to depths of at least 200 in. Ewing (1973)

reported that refraction of large waves by irregularities in the trace

of the shelf edge can produce a pattern of augmented and depressed

oscillatory bottom currents resulting in much stronger or weaker

bottom sediment transport.

In many areas there appears to be a maximum in tidal current velocities

near the shelf break (Fleming and Revelle, 1939; Kuenen, 1939).

Maximum tidal velocities are proportional to distance from shore

divided by local water depth. This ratio is often greatest at the

shelf edge.

Galt (1971) has found that under certain conditions a moving storm

can produce a wave that will generate bottom currents concentrated

at the shelf break. The current extends throughout the water column

and parallels the bottom contours. Calculated speeds are on the order

of 10 cm/sec, which could augment tidal and wave—produced currents

to the point where they could resuspend fine materials and aid bed

load transport of coarse sediment near the shelf break (Southard

and Stanley, 1971).

If there is density stratification over the shelf break and the

continental slope, as there often is, internal waves with a wide

range of amplitudes and periods can be present (LaFond, 1961 and 1962).
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It is thought that both standing and progressive internal waves might

move sediments on the continental shelf or slope (Emery , 1956 ;
LaFond , 1961), but this seems unlikely unless there is interaction

with bottom topography (breaking of the waves).

The ultimate effect of any or all of the above water movements on the

dredged material will depend in part upon the relative difference

between the discharged sediment and that of the receiving bottom

environment. For instance, Sternberg et al. (1976) found that they

could still identify a dredged sediment deposit even though dun n0

winter storms it was being covered by migration of the native sediment.

On the other hand, others have reported that storm—wave induced

currents have moved dredged sediment mounds several kilometres

across the shelf in relatively shallow water. This would not occur

on the continental slope or deeper bottoms.

Currents in Submarine Canyons

If dredged material were to be discharged into submarine canyons ,

recent textural evidence and direct observations show that currents

are strong enough in upper parts of the canyons to provide for a net

downslope transport of the sediment. Shepard and Marshall (1973)

and Shepard et al. (1974 a , b) have reported currents with speeds

of up to 38 cm/sec moving both up and down canyons off the California

coast. Downcanyon velocities are higher and of longer duration than

upcanyon, indicating that net transport of sediment will be toward

the ocean floor. Similar observat ions have been made in Wilmington

Canyon off  the East Coast by Stanley et al. (1972) and Lyall et al.
— (1971) .

LONG-TERN EFFECTS

Biologic Processes
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Progressing into the deeper reaches of the ocean, higher percentages

of deposit—feeding invertebrate animals are found . The activities of

these organisms, skimming off the thin layer of organic matter in the

sur~ cial sediments or burrowing various depths into the sediment bed

engu]ling sediments more or less indiscriminately, undoubtedly lead to

impor tant long—term effects in the deeper zones of the ocean.

Bioturbation. Various kinds of benthic organisms possess the capability

of rew:;rking soft sediments to considerable depths beneath the sediment

surface. Pequegnat et al. (1972) show large burrows of animals ~t

depths of over 2000 in in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The suspected

burrower in this case is the Giant Isopod (Bathynomus giganteus), which

is capable of moving large amounts of sediments in a few moments.

O~hers observed working sediment in deep—sea photographs are holothur--

ians , (sea cucumbers), which pass masses of sed iment through the intes-
tines and eject mucus—covered fecal ropes ; canidean shrimps such as

Glyphocrang~~ nobile, which create labyrinthine burrow systems in 1200

to 1500 in of water; and even fishes such as the Grenadier , which scoop

out sediments with their snouts during feeding activities. Polychaete

annelid worms are prominent among deposit—feeding organisms from the

inner shelf to the abyssal plain. Pequegnat et al. (1972) have photo-

graphed at depths of 3200—3722 m in the Gulf of Mexico polychaetes in

the families Ampharetidae and Naldanidae, which build mucus—sediment

tubes. These animals and others, including tracks and trails, are only

the surface manifestations of the subsurface reworking of sediments

going on in the deep ocean at least to depths of 15 or more centimetres

(Bruun, 1957; Thorson, 1957; Owens et al., 1967).

There is a good possibility that the activities of burrowing and

L 

epibenthic organisms may contribute to the load of suspended sediment

found in the bottom water over muddy—clay sediments (Kelling and

Stanley , 1976). In fact , Dr. T. Bright (Personal Communication, Dept.

of Oceanography,  Texas A&M Univ. ,  1976), while aboard a deep submer—

sible , observed , in summer of 1976 , actual resuspension of muddy bottom
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sediment emanating as a turbid stream from burrows at depths of several

hundred feet off the Texas coast. W. Pequegnat (Personal Communication ,

TerEco Corporation, College Station, Texas, February , 1977) believes
that some of the organisms involved are the caridean shrimp,

G~yphocrangon, and that these and other organisms (including some
fishes) may be important contributors to the nepheloid layer in this
region (see Part 3B of this Section). When these activities are numer-

ous enough on the continental slope, they may reinforce existing

processes of downslope transfer and perhaps provide a triggering

mechanism for large—scale sediment movement (Kelling and Stanley , 1976) .

Burrowing organisms are also responsible for the construction of mounds,

some of which are several centimetres high, and labyrinthine , open

burrow systems, the effects of which are to increase the excess pore

pressures in fine sediments leading to underconsolidation. All of these

activities will contribute to shear failure and possible slumping , which

will promote downslope movement.

All of the above activities will very likely be conducted in dredged

material discharged on the shelf break or the upper continental slope.

It is not anticipated that there will be much fatal smothering of

organisms in this environment, both because mounding will not be as

severe as in shallow water and because the organisms are often exposed

to massive movements of sediment in these environments.

L 

In this context submarine canyons could make good disposal areas

because their sedimentary fill is generally regarded as being in an

unstable condition (Shepard and Dill , 1966). Apparently , the steepness

of the walls of these canyons results from collapse of sediments under

the influence of activities of both burrowing and boring organisms .

Documentation for this conception comes from observations of Dillon and

Zimmerman (1970) in some canyons off Georges Bank, from Stanley et al.
(l972a) for Wilmington Canyon off  Deleware , and from Shepard (1973) for

LaJolla Canyon , California.
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Chemical Modifications After Deposition

Dredged material undergoes diagenetic chemical changes after disposal

that will eventually bring them into dynamic equilibrium with factors

of the ambient environment. There are exchanges in both directions,

i. ’ , from dredged material into the receiving sedimentary and aqueous

environments and vice versa. Some of these processes may require on

the order of tens or perhaps even hundreds of years to reach equili—

brium or completion. As might be expected the activities of organisms

can facilitate some of these actions by opening up channels between

old and new sediment masses and permitting a freer flow of water. Thus,

processes that depend upon diffusion for completion will be speeded

up by advective exchanges. Not only are metals involved in these

diagenetic processes, but also organic compounds suffer hydrolysis.

The organic detritus in dredged material that reaches the bottom may

very early be the source of amino acids, simple sugars, and fatty acids

that will sustain a microflora and meiofauna that pioneer population

of the introduced sediment.

B. PHYSICAL CONTROLS

DESCENT OF DREDGED MATERIAL THROUGH THE WATER COLUMN

GENERAL STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The spatial distribution , the temporal evolution, and the ultimate

fate  of material disposed in the deep ocean from a hopper dred ge is

L 

something that is perhaps impossible to predict in a completely

deterministic way because of the great variability of the factors

that control its bulk properties and passage through a water column

whose current structure is also variable in space and time. In

addition even if all the important factors pertaining to the

dredged material and the water column were known, at the present time
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there appears to be no universally applicable model for quantitatively

predicting the time history and ultimate fate of typical material

released in the sea. Nevertheless one can make useful qualitative

statements about the behavior of the released material based on

evidence from existing laboratory and field studies, plus certain basic

physical principles.

PERCENT OF MOISTURE

In a 1975 report prepared for the San Francisco District, Corps of

Engineers, by .JBF Scientific Corporation, the results of tank tests and

field observations provided some data that are applicable to important

aspects of deep ocean disposal. The percent moisture content (PCM)

of the dredged material is an important characteristic that varies with

1. the nature of the material being dredged ,

2. the type of dredge being used,

3. the vertical position of the material within the bins of

a hopper dredge, and

4. the time between dredging and disposal.

PCM is defined as Ww
x 100

Ws

Where Ww is weight of water and Ws is dry weight of the solids. It

is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the permutations among

these parameters in detail, but it must be emphasized that the PCM of

the dredged material, other things being equal, will determine (a) the
amount of the dredged material that will reach the bottom in a short

time, (b) the area on the bottom that it covers, (c) the direct and

immediate impact upon the pelagic and benthic fauna, and (d) the

effects of the environment upon the disposed material.

When working with clay and silt , or mixtures thereof , disposal
characteristics of the dredged material are separable into two dis—

tinct classes, solid and liquid , that behave differently upon dis~osa1
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(JBF Report, 1975). These are as follows:

Solid Mode Liquid Mode

1. Low PCM. 1. High PGM.

2. Observed in barge filled by 2. Observed in material of the

clamshell dredge. upper few feet of hopper

dredge (much affected by

transit time).

3. Usually found in the bottom 3. Characteristic of pipeline

half of hopper dredge. dredge material.

4. Falls as solid blocks. 4. Falls as a liquid cloud.

5. Rapid descent, no deceleration 5. Slower descent phase.

before impact.

6. Little cloud growth. 6. Cloud expands due to

entrainment.

7. Trails a small turbidity plume. 7. Deceleration of descent rate

is significant.

8. Little spread of material on 8. Horizontal momentum on

bottom after impact, but this bottom considerable, pro—

depends upon cohesiveness of ducing laterally spreading

material disposed. cloud .

9. Pycnocline has effect only on 9. Pycnocline has effect on

small trailing turbidity plume. falling cloud , possibly

producing first collapse.

10. Generally some mounding on 10. Little or no mounding on

bottom, even in deep water. bottom.

The criticality of PCM to the behavior of any particular dredged

material is also dependent upon dump size and water depth . According—

ly, any material that has a PCM within the solid mode but near the
solid—liquid transition value(s) may shift to liquid behavior, in—

volving entrainment, when dropped in deeper water and possibly even if
dropped in small volumes.
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No hard and fast rule can be given for prediction of this behavior in

specific cases, but the JBF tests (JBF Scientific Corporation , 1975)
seem to indicate that no entrainment (and all the associated water

column effects that entrainment implies) will occur in either silt or

clay up to PCN = 100. But beyond that point definite entrainment will

occur for silt at P~M = 200 or more and for clay at 300 or more.

For the fluid case, it must be borne in mind that a wide spectrum of

particle sizes exists. The density of the individual mineral particles

is typically about 2.5 times that of the seawater and hence the

negative bouyancy of the individual particles is considerable. The

particles will therefore initially be accelerated downwards. If they

were very widely dispersed (extreme dilution of the order of 3000 or

more PCM or one particle per 30 parts water), then the particles would

reach a terminal velocity relative to the water dependent upon their

size and relative density (as determined by Stokes’ law if sufficient-

ly, small, see Figure 17. The larger or denser particles would fall

more rapidly thus tending to sort out the size distribution within

the water column. Such a settling phase is expected only in the

later stages of the descent of the material, after sufficient entrain—

ment of seawater has occurred to produce the required dilution. In

this stage the negative buoyancy force on an individual particle is

balanced by the viscous drag exerted by the fluid. This implies in

turn that an equal and opposite force is exerted on the fluid by the

particle. Because of this, the pressure of the fluid at a fixed level

beneath the settling particles is slightly greater than its value in

the absence of the particles, but this is essentially a passive effect,

the fluid itself being otherwise uninfluenced by the particles.

CONVECTIVE STAGE

In the initial stage of a moderately dispersed ensemble of particles,

a similar tendency will exist for the individual particles to try to

attain terminal velocity relative to the fluid. However, in this
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stage the effect of the particles on the fluid acts in a more active

manner, producing horizontal and vertical pressure gradients and

motion of the fluid that cause the ensemble of particles to act as a

dynamic interacting unit , such that the entrained fluid as well as the

particles descend at some common speed, which actually exceeds that

of the individual particle settling speeds. In essence the ensemble

of particles and entrained fluid act like a dense fluid .

An essential feature of this fluid stage is the tendency for a relative

motion field* within the cloud to be set up in which downward flow

occurs in the central region of the cloud and upward flow exists in

the outer regions (just the opposite but otherwise similar to con—

vectively maintained water droplet clouds in the atmosphere, which

also possess a wide spectrum of droplet sizes). The above relative

motion field is referred to as a vortex ring——it is analogous to the

motion in a smoke ring whose axis is vertical. This type of motion is

characterized by its azimuthal vorticity, which is associated with a

closed circulation (of fluid and particles) in a vertical (y, z) plane

through the center of the cloud (Figure 18). It is this circulation

that tends to maintain the cloud as a unit. However, at the same

time this circulation also tends to enhance the entrainment of

ambient water into the cloud primarily on the top side, where the

central motion is into the cloud.

The mechanism responsible for generating and maintaining the vortex

ring circulation , in the presence of dissipative effects (resisting

torque) due to turbulent mixing of vorticity with the environment ,

is the radial gradient of effective density within the cloud (density

of the fluid—particle mixture). An analogous problem in two—dimensions

has been treated by Csanady (1965) and by Crew and Reid (1976) for the

descent of a dense effluent continuousl y injected into a stream.

*Relative to the center of mass of the cloud of material .  
—
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These analyses , however, were restricted to the case of a homogeneous
environment (i .e.,  no stratification). The method of analysis in the

cited studies contrasts with that of the models of Edge and Dysart

(1972) , Koh and Chang (1973) , Krishnappan (1975) , and Brandsma and
Divoky (1976) , since it employs only the predictive equations for
vorticity and negative bouyancy of the cloud , the circulation field

and descent rate being implicitly related to the vorticity . The model

of Brandsma and Divoky (1976) does include a computation of vorticity

of the cloud by a method attributed to Turner (1960); the vorticity

in the lattrr model is employed in estimating an entrainment rate,

which ir required in the equa’ ions of motion and continuity . One of

the difficulties of the models that employ the equations of motion

directly is that the results are sensitive to assumptions concerning

the net pressure forces acting on the cloud. This is avoided in the

procedure of Csanady (1965) but is replaced by perhaps an equally

difficult problem of assigning meaningful diffusion coefficients for

vorticity.

The circulational regime discussed above is associated with greater

downward velocity in the center of the cloud that the upward velocities

in the outskirts of the cloud , with the result that the net velocity of

the cloud is downward as expected . In the case where the cloud

descends into a region of greater environmental density (e.g., in the

pycnocline region of the ocean) , then the lateral density gradient
tends to be reduced resulting in a reduction in the maintenance of the

vorticity. This results in a slowing of the descent and a lateral

spreading of the cloud , which in turn produces a stretching of the

vortex filaments. The latter is accompanied by a further catastrophic

d. rea4~ in the intensity of the vortex ring circulation , which can

.- o.autt 1-  vtrt u.~1 coll~pse of the fluid vortex ring regime and set

- t he eet t Ie aent regime.

en - . ‘aIly large conglomerates of particles have

m l  ~v virtue - i f their large density
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have penetrated through the pycnocline region. Those particles that

may be trapped in the thermocline are the truly fine clays whose size

is such that their settling velocity is comparable to the natural

upwelling maintaining the thermocline, which is normally of the order
—5 —4of 10 to 10 cm/sec. These fine particles can be carried horizon—

tally by the existing currents for large distances before ultimate

settling out to the abyssal regions. If the release occurs in regions

of intense coastal upwelling where upward currents of l0~~ cm/sec

(100 rn/day) can occur, then some of the medium silts or larger clay

particles may remain suspended in the thermocline for some time.

OCEAN DENSITY STRUCTURE

Three factors determine the density of sea water, viz., salinity,

temperature , and pressure . At midlatitudes temperature may vary from

over 20°C in the surface layers to less than 2°C in the abyssal depths

of the ocean with a very rapid decrease in the thermocline region ,

which usually occurs in the upper 500 metres and much shallower near

shore. Salinity usually varies by 1 to 2 g/kg with depth from about

35 g/kg in very deep water to values either above 35 or below 35 in the

surface layers depending upon location.

The density of seawater increases by about 0.8 mg/cm3 with an increase

of salinity of 1 g/kg. The temperature dependence is nonlinear. How—

ever , for a decrease of temperature of 5°C centered at 15°C the density
will be increased by about 1 mg/cm3. The dependence on pressure is

such that an increase in depth of about 250 metres produces an in—

crease in density of 1 mg/cm3. Normally in most considerations of

density the pressure effect can be ignored . In fact the gravitational

stability of a column of seawater depends on do /dz where a is the

anomaly of density from 1 g/cm expressed in mg/cm and evaluated for

L 1 atm of pressure . Typical variation of with depth is from about

24 or 25 mg/c m3 in the surface mixed layer to 27.8  mg/cm 3 in the
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abyssal depths. Typical contrast across the thermocline (or pycno—

d ine) is about 1 to 2 mg/cm3.

When pressure effect is taken into account the seawater density can
range from about 1.024 to 1.030 g/cm3. This variation has very little

effect on the settling velocity of mineral particles (silts and

clays) since they have a typical density of about 2.6 g/cm3. A

greater effect on the settling rate of fine particles for which Stokes ’

law is valid is due to variation of viscosity with temperature. Typi-

cal values of the kinematic viscosity on the surface layers is about

0.9 x 10
2 
cm2/sec and about 1.5 x io

_2 
cm
2/sec deeper than 1000

where temperatures are less than 5°C. Since Stokes’ law indicates an

inverse relation to the viscosity , this means that the settling rate

of the fine particles is decreased in passing through the thermocline

due to the increase of viscosity and not due to the change in density .

Of course for light organic material the density contrast across the

t hermocline might be important .

The primary importance of the pycnocline is in respect to its ef fec t

on the cloud of moderately dispersed material whose effective density

is comparable to but somewhat larger than the seawater density . As

discussed earlier the arresting effect of the pycnocline on the des-

cending cloud can lead to a collapse of the dynamic circulation within

the cloud and thus initiate the settling stage in which the silts and

possible flocculated clays will rain downwards at their individual

terminal speeds . It should not be implied however , that collapse of

the cloud necessarily occurs at the thermocline , for if the thermocline

is fairly shallow the cloud could pass through intact and possibly

make the transit to the sea bed before collapse.

INFLUENCE OF CURRENTS

For the case of the descent of initially low PCM material, the bulk of

material presumably will drop essentially like a solid mass through the
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water column. The transit time for depths of the order of 1000 m will

be sufficiently small (of the order of several minutes to tens of

minutes) that the influence of currents in transporting the material

laterally will be minimal.

On the other hand for the initially moderate to high PCM material which

can produce an entraining cloud , which collapses either at the thermo—

d ine or at middepth, the fine silts and clays whose settling rate is

less than 0.001 cm/sec can clearly be carried large distances (thou-

sands of kilometres) before settling to the bottom , typical subsurface

currents approaching 10 cm/sec. In fact , clay particles of the order

of 1 micron in diameter might be suspended in the thermocline indef in—

itely. The reason for this is that throughout most of the ocean where

a well—developed permanent therinocline exists, it is generally associ-

ated with a slight upwelling rate of 10~~ cm/sec (roughly one cm/day).

This is sufficient to keep the fine clay particles suspended . One

wonder s about the implications of this with respect to a possible build-

up of turbidity of the upper layers due to continual deepwater disposal.

On the other hand such material would be swept by the ocean currents

over vast areas of the oceans from a finite number of potential dis-

posal sites. Thus it is improbable that any significant localized

buildup of turbidity would occur much above that associated with

naturally occurring organic detritus .

BOTTOM CONTACT AND THE PHYSICAL AFTERMATH

— The details of the effects of the descending dredged material as it

impacts upon the bottom are not fully understood nor can they be

delineated easily. Indeed , these effects will vary with the nature

of the dredged material , including its mineralogy , grain—size spectrum ,

its water content (PCM) , how it is discharged , and water depth . There

will also be interactions with factors of the water column , e.g.,

density structure and currents, that will determine the amount and
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dispersion pattern of the “slug” that impacts the bottom. Since these

parameters will determine either directly or indirectly much of the

overall effect of dredged material disposal, they are worthy of

critical discussion, but it is to be remembered that few observations

of this bottom contact phenomenon have ever been made in truly deep

water. Therefore, one must extrapolate a few points from observation

in shallow water (e.g., Bokuniewicz et al., 1975) , mindful of the

probability that most if not all important effects will be of lesser

magnitude in the deep ocean as compared with estuaries or even the

continental shelf.

THE BOTTOM CLOUD

That part of the dredged material that penetrates the pycnocline may

impact on the bottom and may probably produce a mound and a bottom

cloud . The latter will usually contain some resuspended local sedi-

ment , particularly when large chunks of consolidated material reach

the bottom. These chunks can cause some cratering , with distinct

crater rims, as well as mounding. Formation of the bottom cloud may

be inferred from observations made in 17 m of water (Cordon, 1974)
and 20 m of water (Bokuniewicz et al., 1975) . When bottom contact

is made a density surge of highly turbid water occurs. Its exact

nature will depend of course upon the sedimentary composition of the

material that reaches the bottom (more fines will remain aloft in a

deepwater column ) as well as of the bottom material .  The velocity of

the vertical falling density cloud will decrease due to entrainment and

head drag and to the changes occurring at the pycnoclinal collapse.

When bottom contact is made the velocity change is immediate and dis-

continuous. At this moment horizontal spreading of the bottom turbid

cloud begins and lasts for varying but generally short periods . In

any event , while the cloud is spreading, it is also thinning; hence

its effects on the bottom fauna are rapidly lessening on all radii

from the point of bottom contact.
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BOTTOM AREA COVERED BY DISPOSED MATERIAl.

In shallow water (50 m or so) a high percentage of disposed material

falls within a radius of 200 m or less from the impact point. For

instance, Bokuniewicz et al., (1975) found that 80 percent or so of the

material disposed from a stationary barge reached the bottom (50 m

deep) within a radius of 30 m around the dropsite and 90 percent

within a radius of 120 m, and that only 1 percent was dispersed over

greater distances in the bottom cloud . In such cases neither the

pycnocline nor currents would be expected to have substantial effects

on the immediate fate of the material. But such may not be the case in

much deeper water .  In deep water both the pycnocline and currents
ca n be expected to have considerable effects , especially on the fine

materials. Thus, the amount of fine material to create the bottom

density surge would be reduced. Furthermore, since the water column

transit would be greater, the dilution of fines in the water column

would be suff ic ient ly  great as to cause l i t t le  or no irreversible

effects upon pelagic life.

C. CHEMICAL CONTROLS

DURIN G WATER COLUMN PASSAGE

Any disposal of dredged material at sea is certain to result in some

interaction between the dredged material and seawater , regardless of

how rap idly the material sinks to the bottom. Of course , the longer

the contact time the more extensive such interaction is likely to be,

and the interaction will depend in its detail on the chemical and

physical nature of the dredged material. Ideally one could predict the

exact nature of all reactions if given a number of measurable proper-

ties of the dredged material and the disposal site water. In practice,

needless to say, such properties are to some extent unknown, or only

partially measurable , and therefore, whereas some predictions of
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possible behavior can be made , no complete description of what will

happen as a given dredged material reacts with seawater can be derived .

Most dredging operations will be conducted for the purpose of removi ng
material that has been rapidly deposited in harbors , E ays , estuaries ,

and othe r nearshore environments. The chemical and physical character—

istics of such material are considerably different from those of mater-

ial (sediments) lying in deeper and more open oceanic environments.
Thus, one can see that natural processes work to chemically and

physically alter and fract ionate material during its t ransport to and

deposition in deeper water.  The same factors  that a f f ec t  material

during natural t ransport  will  also a f f ec t  dredged mater ia l  during and

a f t e r  disposal . For discussion purposes the most important of these

factors can be c onsidered under the following headings :

1) Redox and pH changes

2) Salinity changes

3) Minor component concentrations

It is the disposal environment , or more accurately the consequences
f~ r marine organisms of environmental change , that is of prima ry

concern in ocean disposal of dredged maierial . Nevertheless , se r ious

conside ration must be given to the react ion of the dredged material  it-

self , because this controls the environmental change. In this report ,

therefore , two opposite sides of the disposal coin will be considered ;
first , changes in and the t a t e  of the dredged mate r ia l , and secondly,

in a later section (Part 3) ,  the resu lting changes ( impact) on the

disposal environment . The behavior and fa te  of dredged material  during

disposal is , obviously , strongly influenced by physical factors such

as water depth and currents , and theøe are considered elsewhere , but

chemical factors are also extremely important , as will  be demonstrated

below .
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RE DOX AND pH

The importance of dissolved oxygen in the disposil site water , both to

living things at the site and to the behavi r f dredged .stertal diir-

thg disposal cannot he overemphasized . In al~~ st all open

environments it ib the dissolved oxygen level that -h~~erein.s ~~
reduction—oxidation (redox) chav- . u t e r  of the environment . Only when

d r  ul.i t ion and thus atmospherli renews! are r eM?  ‘1’ ted ‘r when

unusua l demands f i r  oxygen exist dt -ec its concent rat Ion het - ose tos~
l~ w to contro l the r i d ’ . level. It seens un l ikely that L i .  disposa l

ol dred ged ester Iii into deep ocean w-iter wuuld re q - I t  In Si g n I f i c a n t

oxygen dep let i c , despite t h t  pot enti a ll y l-irg. oxygen demand

represented by m.”~t dredged ma teri al , whether clean ‘r conta.inat.d.

Even when ftc-c from all pr it - a of man ’ s act ivities , i.’arshore sed i-

men t s  of the  t~~~- . -  like ’ y t o  ti ~~ d r ed ~~t ’t l - ‘v .  a l ar g .  ‘sv gen deman t .
This is ht ’i , I U S V  t h e  very t h i n g  t hat r equ i res  t he. to  be dr edg.. 4 .

na m e l y  t h e i r  r - i p t d  ri? , - ~~~‘ sed j~wr t i t I o n . ‘ ,c.u l t - ;  i n  ‘h e i r  ci.i i ’ a i v i i n g

organic  matt .’r and ‘the r  redut -ed ~~~~ am eq th-’t did not nildip .

h-f r.- being cut off In - om the overlying w a te r  by hor s!. Thus , the

re—exposure of these subs~ ues t o  disso l ved oxygen at h. disposal

si L t- will cause sdditi .na l oxygen uptake . However , as sta ted  atM vC .

it is unlike!’.- tha t thi. up take  will signifi - irit lv alt er the oxygen

content of mi st deep ocean waters due t ’  th.- r el - iti ve magnitudr~i of

the availabl e oxygen and tI ~e- oxygen demand in the tv ; ’ l.il case .

I!, then , only mine r changes In witer column oxygen concentrations are

like ly to result during transport of dredged material to the seafloor ,

are equally small changes in the chemistry of the dredged material it-

self to be expected? Here the answer is even less strai ghtforward and

once again the time and extent of contact between the material and

oxygenated water are critical . Nevertheless , it is probably safe to

predict rather extensive changes in the dredged material under many

conditions of deep ocean disposal. These changes will in general
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reverse changes that, the material has undergone during its time of

r -sidenc e at the dred ge s i te and depend t~~ a hi gh degr ee ii changes in

the redox character In the . ‘n v i r o n m e n t .

M i t e r i a l  rp~~vecl 
t~v - tredgin g will norma lly have arrived at t h t  dred ge

si te in i well-oxidized st iL e , ex cept for resistant organic matter

ir ,d biological material ; - n ’~~ - ed at the sit.- . Burial arid isolation

of the ma t e r i a l iron a supply of o~ -.~ .-’ then result . in reducing

condition, and Aea us I - a o.plex series of  reac tions that a re di.-

. j eer ! in n ai l elsewhere In this report

As a conseq uenc e of red u , ond i t. inn s In the sediment co - i n c  certain

-he ic.l ete nts ate conv.tt,d to a lowe r o~ t 1.t1on state . - o t i t a’

t i v e l y ,  the ~~~~~ imp or tant of these ar .  nitrogen , sulfur , jr- n , and

sen,~- s ’ .  ...- . and i t  is the r’ - a-o
~~ 4d e (  ion o t f t - i , -  elemen t s  durin g

disposal that prod uces the meet t m a . n d i a t e  oxy gen demand on the water

at t h e  1is ~-’s- . l site , w t 1Ie -~~ the same t i m e  cha ngin g the -

nature - f  t li’ dr-dge d ester 1.1 its e k i . Or g a n i c  ca rbon f r i r i  the dred ged

eaten -i l a lso  ~ .diae a t o  - c~~ extent in the v i L e r  column l i i i  ing the

disposa l operation , but meet ~f it survives to .4 .’ttle to the b~~tt - ’r

where it is t ithe r • ‘xidtied - c  b u r i ed  depending on I . - sed imentation

rate , t he nature of the orgaul.’ ma tter , and othe r i .. (~~~~~$ .

&hc r e - i n t r o d u c t i o n  of oxygen l o t ’ a mass of  oi-~~c i c  arid inorganic

material  t i i . i t  baa been removed from what were almost cer t  — c i nly r.--

ducing conditions ,it the dredge site can bring about, as brief lv

,oted above , rather drastic chemical and physical changes in the

material. A bla ck smelly mud (rich in reduced forms of nitrogen , sul—

fur , iron, manganese , and perhaps other normally more trace cos—

ponents) may be , if sufficient oxygen and t ime are available , changed

both physically and chemically to what would superficially appear to be

a normal open shelf marine sediment. It may be possible to distin-

guish the dredged material mass from the surrounding sediment by
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differences  in grain size , mineralogy , and chemist ry ; but depending on
the nature of the two materials and the rate of disposal, hence

completeness of alteration of the dredged material , the difference may

be quite subtle and have little or no environmental quality signifi-

cance.

Removing dredged material from very near shore and depositing it in

deeper open ocean water will almost always result in exposing the

material to a higher pH , i.e. to a more basic solution. The pH of

surface seawa -er is kept near 8.2 by the carbonate—bicarbonate , carbon

dioxide system , except during times of intense biological productivity

when rapid use of carbon dioxide can raise the pH to near 9. Typi cal

river waters and pore waters t rapped in ncarsh-r .- sediments have a

lower pH. N ls senb aum et al. (1972) and Ben—Yaakov (1973), for

example , calculated that sulfate reduction should lowe r the pH to

near 7 .0, and actua l m .’a’oirements made in reducing pore waters gener—

all y give values of 7 .0 — 7.5 (Manheiui and Sayles , 1974 for a review

of pore water data).

Tht~ imp ortance of pH to dred ged material dispo .ai is that adsorption—

d.”o-rpt ton reactions involving trace metals are controlled liv specific

pH dependent surface reactions whereby m e t a l  I ons (M e ’th ) are exchanged

for surface—bound hydrogen Ions :

where X represents the solid phase. In other words, metals will be

adsorbed with increasing pH and desorbed with decreasing pH for

environmentally encountered values (i.e. pH 5—9). Figure 19 shows this

behavior for copper adsorption from seawater and 0.7 M sodium chloride

on i lli te .  Removing fluvial and nearshore material to the open ocean

would generally tend to increase the pH of the aqueous solution and

thus favor adsorption over desorption reactions. However, other
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Figure 19. Copper adsorption from seawater and 0.70 M NaCl onto
1000 ppm illite as a function of pH (from O’Connor and Kester , 1975).
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Figure 20. Cobalt adsorption onto 1000 ppm illite at pH 8 as a func-
tion of Mg2+ concentration (from O ’Connor and Kester , 1975) .
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factors, such as salinity changes, may have an opposite effect and

they must also be considered .

SALINITY CHANGES

As the ionic strength (salinity) of an aqueous medium increases,

competition for surface sites by major species (e.g., Mg
+2
, Ca+2

,

Na+ and K
+) also increases . This is shown in Figure 20 from O’Connor

and Kester (1975) where the amount of cobalt adsorbed on illite at

pH 8 decreases with increasing dissolved magnesium concentration.

Desorption of cobalt as a function of magnesium concentration was also

shown to occur, however, not to the same extent as observed for the

reverse adsorption process. Murray and Murray (1973) also show the

effect of salinity on desorption of zinc (Figure 21) to be small ,
expecially when compared with p11 effects.

The most extensive studies of the response of materials to change in

salinity have been concerned with reactions in river water—seawater

mixing zones. An example of an element reacting in the freshwater—

seawater mixing zone can be seen in Figure 22, taken from Coonley et

al. (1971). Here iron—rich acidic river water is mixing with seawater ,

and judging from the deviation from linear mixing , iron is being

precipitated . Unfortunately , no particulate iron measurements were

made in this study , so there are no data on the nature of the solid

phase formed . A simple mixing of two water masses with no reaction

would result in a straight line plot on a salinity — concentration

diagram because conservation of mass requires that :

CsMs + CrMr
Ms + Nr

Where Cm is the resultant concentration af ter  mixing masses Ms and Mr

of concentrations Cs and Cr. The same relationship holds for total

salt (S%) thus:
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Figure 21. Percent variation of desorption of zinc in seawater of dif—
ferent salinities at different pH (from Murray and Murray , 1973).
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Figure 22. Dissolved iron vs. chlorinity of samples from the Mullica
River and Great Bay , New Jersey (Coonley et al., 1971).
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SsMs + CrMrSm Ms + Mr

Where Cm is the resultant concentration after mixing masses Ms and Mr

of concentrations Cs and Cr. The same relationship holds for total salt

(S%) thus:

SsMs + SrMrSii =
Ms + Mr

These equations can be combined and rearranged to give:

Cs — CrCm Sm +CrSs

Therefore, Cm varies linearly with Sm. Such is clearly not the case

in Figure 22, implying reaction in this salinity range.

Non—conservative deviations from linear mixing, as observed for iron

(Figure 22), have been modeled by Boyle et al. (1974) from general

material flux statements. Assuming that reactive uptake of a river—

borne component is mechanistically related to salinity change , the flux

of that component must therefore vary with salinity (S):

dQ d2C
= —Q~ (S-S ) —

~~
dS r dS

where Q~ is the total flux of water and Sr is the initial, salinity of
river water. The authors point out , however, that such an interpreta-

tion of component vs. salinity (C—S) data for the purpose of explaining

the removal mechanisms involved is severely limited by the inabil i ty

to resolve the data available into unambiguous C—S relationships. In

fact , they conclude that for several instances of observed removal

(e.g., Bien et al., 1958; Wollast and de Broeu , 1971) , deviation In the
C—S plot can actually be interpreted as two or more straight lines
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(i.e., more than one mixing regime) and that curvature must be demon-

strated in order to establish even an overall removcl. phenomenon for a

particular species.

In addition to the observations of Coonley et al. (1971) discussed

above, work by several other investigators bears on the problem of

reactions, or lack thereof, at river mouths. Windom (1975) , for

example, shows an exponential decrease in dissolved iron with increas-

ing salinity in agreement with the above, and Lowman et al. (1966)

report that river dissolved metals become predominantly “particulate”

upon mixing with seawater. Other workers have considered primarily

the solid phase.

In a much—quoted study , Kharker et al. (1968) equilibrated radioactive

tracers of cobalt, silver , selenium, chromium, and molybdenum in

distilled water with montmorillonlte, illite, kaolinite, ferric oxide,

manganese dioxide, and peat. The solids were then filtered out and

placed in natural seawater. After equilibration with seawater the

solids were found to have lost cobalt, silver, and selenium presumably

due to displacement of surface held metals by the major cations in

seawater. On the basis of their desorption experiments and determina—

tions of dissolved concentrations in sever~.
1 rivers, these authors

proposed modified residence times in the ocean for cobalt, silver , and

selenium. This study can be criticized because of the short equili-

bration times used , the failure to monitor pH, the use of distilled

water for the uptake process, and the study of each metal individually ;

nevertheless, desorption did seem to occur and this has been confirmed

in other studies.

54 65
Evans and Cutshall (1973) observed desorption of Mn and Zn from

• river suspended matter , which was mixed with seawater, but saw no loss of
51Cr, 1

~
24Sb , or 

46Sc. According to DeGroot et al. (1971), Rhine River

• sediments, which are contaminated with heavy metals , lose a substantial
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portion of these metals in the Rhine estuary , but attribute the lowering

of concentrations to a simple mixing of Rhine River sediments with

metal—poor sediment transported into the area by ocean currents.

Trefry and Presley (1976b), in an extensive study of the Mississippi

River mixing zone, compared river suspended matter to that in seawater

just outside the river mouth. They show that individual particulate

metals behave differently upon mixing with Gulf of Mexico water. Iron,

aluminum, cobalt, nickel, and chromium concentrations were very similar

in river and gulf suspended matter, whereas Mn content generally de-

creased seaward and zinc, lead , copper, and cadmium concentrations were

either similar or higher in gulf samples. These observations argue

against extensive desorption of any of these metals except manganese

and agree with the laboratory study of O’Connor and Kester (1975) .

flowever , the decreased Mn concentrations in gulf suspended matter ,

which were up to 40 percent lower than those in the river , suggest

desorption of manganese similar to that observed by Evans and Cutshall

(1973). In a number of instances, the zinc , lead , copper, and cadmium

concentrations were higher in gulf suspended matter , suggesting that

under certain conditions (e.g., following pH changes from less than

8.0 to 8.5, or during plankton blooms, etc.) uptake of these metals

• may occur.

It is perhaps not surprising that so much seemingly conflicting data

have been published on marine adsorption—desorption phenomena in view of

the likely importance of such variables as the nature and concentration

of both dissolved and suspended matter , pH, time of equilibration ,

ternperature, etc. These matters are discussed In some detail by

Murray and Murray (1973), O’Connor and Kester (1975), and Parks (1975),

all of whom stress the need for more work in order to better understand

the reactions involved. It may be , then, that each dredged material and

• disposal environment will have to be considered individually if there

is concern for minor changes in the chemistry of the material in
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response to salinity changes. Certainly no major chemical chances are

to be expected .

MINOR COMPONENT CONCENT RATION S

The concentration of minor or trace components at the disposal site is

unlikely to exert much control on the dredged material under most

circumstances, although situations can be imagined in which effects

might be apparent. For example, if petroleum hydrocarbon concentra-

tions are high enough at the disposal site to cause a surface sheen

or slick, then pesticides and other organics might be removed from

the dredged material by an in situ solvent extraction action. At the

same time, fine—grained material could become coated ~ith the petroleum

(or other organic substances at the site) and stay in suspension much

longer than would be normal. Other examples of similar, but unlikely

situations include cases where trace metals, nutrients or trace

organics are unusually high in the water and these are adsorbed or

otherwise incorporated into the dredged material as it mixes with and

settles through the water column. Such incorporation is possible be-

cause active uptake sites from organic matter in the dredged material

are exposed to the water, as are new uptake sites produced as iron

oxide precipitates form during disposal. It is possible, then, to

enrich the dredged material in certain substances by scavenging from

the water during disposal, and to thus produce a bottom sediment

somewhat different from the starting material. Baseline data on

concentrations at the disposal site, coupled with an elutriate test

L using the material to be dredged should allow prediction of such

effects.

One situation in which a minor component could have pronounced effects

on the behavior and ultimate fate of dredged material is the one where

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) exists in some part of the water column . Sev-

eral closed basins are known in the world ocean where such is the case,
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including the Orca Basin off the Texas—Louisiana coast (Shokes et al.,

in press) . The Orca Basin has 2000 m of well—oxygenated water over-

lying 200 m of anoxic, 112S—containing bottom water. A completely

different physical situation is exhibited by the well—known Cariaco

Basin off Venezuela, where 400 m of oxygenated water overlies 1000 in

of anoxic water. Obviously,  the reaction of material will be different

in the two environments, although in each, the ultimate resting place

for the material is in anoxic water and whatever material reaches the

bottom will react so as to adjust to the anoxic conditions. No doubt

many different combinations of water depths and oxic—anoxic conditions

can be found , and each will be to some extent unique with respect to

reactions in the water column but will exhibit similar bottom condi—

t ions.

Material disposed into anoxic water will end up as reduced bottom sedi-

ments similar chemically to the starting material, assuming it to be

rapidly deposited nearshore sediment. However , depending on the water

depth and currents above the anoxic zone the material might well be

subjected to considerable physical fractionation (loss of fines) as it

descends and this will affect its chemistry , and it will react to the

changes in salinity, redox, etc. discussed earlier in this report

during its passage through the oxygenated part of the water column,

which can also slightly alter its chemistry . The result, then, is a

mass of sediment chemically and physically similar to the starting

dredged material in the typical case, but now overlain by anoxic water.

There are several consequences of an anoxic water column, not the least

of which Is the absence of all but microscopic benthic organisms, and

thus the absence of normal biological re—working and mixing of the

sediments. Of course, there will also be very little physical re—
• working of the sediments, because anoxic conditions can only be main-

tained in the absence of most advective water movement. Thus, the

anoxic basin presents both a stable water column and a stable sediment
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column. Nevertheless, some exchange of material will occur through

diffusion from the sediments to the overlying water and slow diffusive

and advective exchange between the anoxic water and the surrounding

oxygenated water mass and by the normal rain of particulate matter

from above. Few studies have been made of the chemistry of anoxic

sediments (see Deuser, 1976 for a review), but they do seem to show

certain unique characteristics. They are, for example, enriched in

sulfur due to sulfate reduction and Iron sulfide (FeS) formation

and are generally enriched in carbon, phosphorus, and other constituents
of organic matter. This latter observation has been attributed to a

slower rate of organic degradation in anoxic environments , but this is

a matter of considerable controversy (Richards, 1970) . Trace elements

such as copper , molybdenum, lead , and vanadium ;.lso seem to be

enriched in anoxic sediments , and the possible impacts that this and

the other anoxic characteristics might h.r’~ on the environment will be

discussed in a later section of this report .

AFTER BOTTOM CONTACT

The ultimate fate of waste material disposed in the open ocean is the

• bottom sediments. Here, elements and compounds may be subject to

conditions that greatly differ from those ~n the o~ er1y ing water

column and thereby be released and made available to the benthic

• community . Although standard water—qualiLy analyses (e.g., elutriate

tests) may well indicate the sorptive behavior of particulates settling

through an oxygenated water column, they do not anticipate possible[ redox and chemical changes in the sediment column . Thuc , additional

monitoring experiments and further study of post—deposlLic’iial pro—

cesses and the potential release of toxins from rapidly accumulating

wastes may be warranted. This section briefly reviews the ut4er—

standing of chemical diagenesis in sediments and then applies th is

knowledge to predicting themical behavior in waste ~ ?posits.
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I
CHANGE IN REDOX POTENTIAL

Organic material not destroyed during passage through the water column

is deposited at the sea floor where it is subject to bacterial decompo-

sition. Diagenet ic changes in carbon , nitrogen , phosphorus , sulfur ,
silicon, iron , manganese , and other element concentrations and specia—
tion are, to some degree, a direct or indirect function of this or—

ganic decomposition. Organic molecules themselves are also altered

by the diagenetic process with resultant small organic byproducts

forming via condensation, deamination , decarboxylation, and other

reactions. However, the specific products of sediment diagenesis and

the mechanisms leading to their production are only partly understood .

If oxygen is available in a sediment’s interstitial water , organic

degradation is promoted by heterotrophic bacteria that oxidize carbon

and fix carbon dioxide to form cell material . The process may be

generalized by the reaction,

(CH 2O) 106 ~~~3~l6 (H 3PO4) + 106 02 +

+ +106 11C03 + 16 NH4 + HPO4 + 92 H (1)

which shows that for every mole of carbon oxidized, 1 mole of oxygen

is consumed and 1 mole of bicarbonate and lesser amounts of ammonia

and phosphate are produced. However, if oxygen has been depleted in

the sediment column, organic degradation is mediated by anaerobic
bacteria that use electron acceptors other than oxygen, such as

NO;. S0 , SO~ being quantitatively most important. A general reaction

for anerobic decomposition,

(
~~2
0)
lo6 ~~~3~l6 

(H3P04) + 53 So~ -4

106 HCO
3 

+ 53 HS + 16 NH4
+ 
+ HPO + 39 H~ (2)
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shows that for every 2 moles of carbon oxidized , 1 mole of sulfate is

reduced and in addition to bicarbonate, ammonia, and phosphate, a

-
i sulfide species is also produced.

Surface sediments in most continental shelf and slope areas are oxic;

however, interstitial waters at a few to several centimetres below the

sediment—water interface are often devoid of free oxygen (Kanwisher,

1962), thus an anoxic environment develops at depth. The vertical

extent of the oxic zone is a function of sediment accumulation rate

(Coidhaber and Kaplan, 1974; Shokes, 1976) and/or the concentration of

metabolizable organic matter ~Berner, 1971). For example, Trefry

(Unpublished Data) found that Mississippi Delta sediments, which ac-

cumulated at > lg/cm
2/yr, had essentially no oxidized zone (i.e.,< 1mm)

whereas sediments depositing at less than 0.5 — 1.0 g/cm
2
/yr had

measurable oxidized zones, the depth of which increased with decreasing

sedimentation rate.

If sizeable amounts of dredged material are rapidly deposited in

oxygenated water there will be a limited oxygen supply except in the

top centimetres of sediment where biological mixing occurs, and anoxic

conditions will develop at depth. With frequent disposal and/or high

organic content waste material, it may be possible to generate a

completely reducing, anoxic sediment column. When time scales are

longer and/or organic content low, the anoxic sediment will be overlain

by a variable, but small oxic zone. In the anoxic region, some chemi—

cal species may be released to the interstitial water whereas others

may be rendered immobile. When the entire sediment column is anoxic

there will be a diffusive flux of solubilized species to the overlying

seawater. When anoxic sediment is covered by oxic sediment, mobilized

species may dissolve at depth, diffuse upward , reoxidize in the surface

sediment, and thus greatly concentrate a given species over natural

levels in a surface layer. Likewise, species rendered more soluble by

oxidizing conditions may be released from sediments where there is a
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thin oxic zone .

In effect , the above two cases are not any different from those which

may be found in the natural marine environment . If a difference is to

be noted , it would be that dredged material provides a larger than

normal reservoir for release of certain species due to higher organic

content . One must also bear in mind , however , that there most likely

will be intermediate degrees in the character of oxic—anoxic environ-

ment as measured by the redox potential (Eh) . Price (1976) notes that

Eh and pH in a discrete section of sediment are a function of the bal-

ance between the types of bacteria, amounts of metabolizable organic

matter, the buffering and poising capacity of the sediments, and the

rate of diffusion of oxygen through the sediment.

Nutrients and Sulfur

Of the primary dissolved species in surface sediment interstitial water ,
it is the nutrient elements (nitrogen , phosphorus, and silicon) that

are subject to the greatest concentration changes. Except for silicon,

these changes are controlled by the decomposition of organic matter

and thus are greatest in sediments that have abundant organic matter

and ate consequently anoxic .

Idealized kinetic models for the behavior of dissolved species during

early diagenesis have followed from the initial work of Berner (1964)

and may be expressed by the diagenetic equation (Bernet , 1975) ,

~z ~~ 3C
- D5 ~jz w 

+ + R (3)

where C = concentration of dissolved specie (g/cm of pore water)

t — time (sec.); t~~— time for adsorbtive equilibria

D diffusion coefficient (cmn
2
/sec) corrected for porosity and

tortuosity.
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x = depth in the sediment column (cm)

= sedimentation rate (cin/sec)

R = summation of rate expression for slow chemical reactions
involving the dissolved specie (g/cm 2/sec).

The terms of the equation (from left to right) account for pore water

diffusion, advective supply of the dissolved species by continual

sediment accumulation, equilibrium adsorption, and slow chemical re-

actions affecting dissolved concentrations. Guinasso and Schink (1975)

have also incorporated the effects of biological mixing into their

diagenetic model and this should be considered where appropriate.

Application of the steady—state diagenetic equation to specific

elements involves selecting the appropriate terms, setting boundary

conditions, and solving the differential equations to obtain solutions,

which may be fitted to actual data. Figure 23 gives typical plots for

sufate (SO~), ammonium (NH 4
+
), and orthophosphate (PO~) concentrations

in the interstitial water of anoxic sediments and points out the reduc-

tion of sulfate and production of ammonia and phosphate.

Hydrogen sulfide , a toxin to all aerobic organisms and perhaps to

many anaerobic bacteria as well (Goldhaber and Kaplan , 1974) , is also

generated under the above conditions . However , sulfide generally

precipitates as iron sulfide and thus there are minimum hydrogen sulfide

levels in the pore water (Nissenbaum et al., 1972). If very strong

reducing conditions were to develop in a high organic content , low—

iron waste deposit it may be possible that the kinetics of sulfide

removal would allow high levels to be reached and maintained even at

the sediment surface, but production of iron sulfide (FeS) is a more

common phenomenon.

Production of ammonia and phosphate in anoxic sediments may be consi—

derable (Figure 23) and allow large concentration gradients between

the interst i t ial  water and the overlying seawater to be set up. This
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leads to diffusive fluxes of species across the sediment—seawater

interface. These may be quantified by

F = D 5~~~~+wC (4)

where C = concentrations of dissolved species (moles/cm 3)

x = thickness of sediment from surface (cm) to the concentration
maximum at depth

D = diffusion coefficient corrected for porosity and tortuosity
(cm2/sec)

= sedimentation rate (cm/yr).

Large gradients, such as that for phosphate in Figure 23B, can support

a diffusive flux from sediments on the order of 3 p moles/cm2/yr.

Anaerobic conditions can likewise support sizeable ammonia and even

sulfide gradients within and from the sediment column. These obser—

vations will be maximized in areas where large amounts of organic—rich

(>3p-ercent organic carbon) dredged material are disposed , but in any

case measurable changes in the solid phase chemistry of the depLsit are

likely to be small, except from the top few centimetres of sed1~aient

where biological mixing and advective processes can aid the slow

molecular diffusion. Even relatively small fluxes from the sediment

may , however, affect the quality of the overlying water——a point which

will be considered in the “impacts” section of this report. (Part 4).

Metals

Iron and manganese are the metals most of ten cited as being susc eptible

to dissolution under anoxic conditions. Figure 24 summarizes possible

L 

interstitial profiles in oxic and anoxic zones. Case I would be ob-

served where a stratified water column with anoxic bottom water is

found (e.g., the Black Sea). Here, iron m d  manganese and other

metals are reduced and solubilized in the water column. For anoxic

sediment (Case II) ,  maximum metal remobilization occurs at the
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Figure 24. Typical interstitial manganese profiles (from Elderfield ,
1976) showing variations in the anoxic—oxic (A—B) boundary (Al—A2 in
cases III and IV) and the regions of maximum manganese remobilization
that vary as a function of sediment (or water column) redox conditions.
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sediment—water interface or in the top millimetres of sediment . The

net diffusive flux from the sediment is, of course , an important func-
tion of the depth of the oxidized layer. In Case III, mildly re-

ducing conditions allow a well—defined oxic zone (A—l in Figure 24)

to develop, wherein remobilized metals may be trapped and greatly

concentrated over natural levels. Finally, Case IV exemplifies the

pattern for slowly accumulating deep—sea sediments where there is a

thick oxidized zone wherein there may be discrete anoxic segments.

Dredged material would most likely set up situations similar to those

for Cases II and III. Thus, the magnitude of dissolved interstitial

species as well as the biological availability of species remobilized

and concentrated in the surface sediments must be considered with

respect to the heavy metals.

Data from Trefry (Unpublished Data) in Figures 25 and 26 compare the

behavior of manganese in shallow, rapidly accumulating Mississippi

Delta sediment with that in deeper water Mississippi Fan sediment.

Anoxic conditions are found in both cases; however , the fan sediment

has a thin oxic zone (A—l) whereas the delta core is reducing even at

sediment—seawater interface. A flux of manganese on the order of 1500

pg/cm2/yr is passing into the overlying water and consequently the

bottom sediment has a total manganese concentration (~.660 pg/g),

which is about one—half that in the particulate flux (~‘430O pg/g) to

the sediments. A comparable f lux of iron is also passing from these

nearshore sediments; however , this study and most others do not allow

similar quantification of fluxes of additional metals from nearshore ,

anoxic sediments.

• In deeper waters, slower sedimentation rates permit the formation of a

thin oxidized zone, and there is a significant flux of manganese

(‘~.l00 pg/cm2/yr) into this zone where reoxidation and precipitation

of manganese occurs and a very high sediment manganese value is

measured . However, within error limits , Trefry (Unpublished Data)
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Figure 26. Pore water and sediment manganese concentrations for a
Mississippi Fan sample (from Trefry Unpublished Data).
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found no similar enrichment of other heavy metals (iron, copper ,

nickel , zinc, lead , and cobalt) in this oxic zone.

Manheim (1976) notes that in addition to iron and manganese, cerium

and perhaps lead, cobalt,and nickel are also solubilized in the reduced

state and have a net diffusive flux prom anoxic sediments. Furthermore ,

he suggests that zinc and copper are solubilized by organic complexa—

tion and thus they too are fluxing out of anoxic sediments.

DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER

All marine and freshwater sediments contain organic matter, but the

amount can vary from almost 100 percent in some marsh deposits to

almost zero in clean sands. Nearshore sediments of the type likely to

require dredging typically contain 2—5 percent organic matter, whereas

outer continental shelf and slope sediments where disposal of the

dredged material might occur are more typically 0.5—1 percent.

Sedimentary organic matter originates from terrestrial and marine

photosynthesis (primary production), but might go through a complex

food web of organisms, up to and including man, before it is deposited

on the sea floor. The chemistry of the depositing organic matter is

extremely complex. More than 1000 different organic compounds have

been identified , and these make up only a few percent of the total

weight of the material, the bulk of which is too complex to chemically

characterize. Any complete chemical description of marine organic

• matter and the changes it undergoes as it is buried with sediment is

thus not possible. Nevertheless certain major characteristics and

trends can be pointed out .

Marine organic matter , like all organic matter including man, consists

mainly of the elements carbon, oxygen , hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur , and

-: phosphorus. However, few samples of either plankton or sediments have

been analyzed for all of these major elements; usually only one or two
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of them are determined. This procedure makes it difficult to comment

on changes in the elementary makeup of organic matter during diagene—

sis, but it is generally agreed that phosphorus is regenerated most

easily, followed by nitrogen and sulfur. This enriches the residue in

carbon, and in some cases hydrogen , and leads ultimately to the forma-

tion of coal or petroleum.

Information as to the relative loss or changes in various specific

compounds in organic matter is at least as scarce as information on

elements. Again the problem is mainly caused by investigators working

with only one group of cor’pounds at a time, for example amino acids,

and ignoring others. Thus, much data exist on many different com-

pounds, but not from the same sample. It seems clear, however , that

amino acids, fatty acids, carbohydrates, and the like decompose more

easily than do humic and fulvic acids and that kerogen and lignin-

like materials are even more resistant to decomposition. The decomposi-

tion takes place through loss of functional groups by deamination ,

decarboxylation, depolymerization, and oxidation—reduction reactions,

most of which are not reversible.

The reactions involved in organic decomposition are almost all mediated

by bacteria and related organisms (yeast, molds, algae, etc.), and

there is a strong correlation between the number and kinds of organisms

in sediments and the rate and nature of organic decomposition. Perhaps

the most drastic change in kinds of organisms occurs when all molecular

oxygen has been removed from the pore water of sediments through

biochemical oxidation of organic matter. Once the oxygen is gone,

organisms that use nitrate and sulfate as electron acceptors always

develop as a natural consequence of the reducing conditions, and they

continue to degrade organic matter until all nitrate and sulfate has

been reduced. Nor does organic decay stop when all nitrate and sulfate

[ are gone ; rather, various fermentation and carbon dioxide reduction

L 

reactions become prominent. The amount of energy obtained by the
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• organisms becomes less and less through the series of reactions des—

cribed above , while at the same time the organic residue is becoming

less and less susceptible to attack. Thus there is a rapid decrease in

the rate of decomposition with time ( i .e . ,  depth in the sediment col-
umn) .

In summary , the loss of organic mat te r  in sediments is a complex

function of the nature of the starting material ( i . e . ,  its suscep-
tibility to decomposition), the rate of sediment accumulation , and the

nature of the environment. Maximum decomposition will occur in

oxygenated environments where marine organic detritus (rather than

land—derived material) is accumulating slowly so as to allow time for

decomposition at the sediment—water interface. Large amounts of

organic matter and/or poor renewal of bottom oxygen will result in

burial of more organic matter and development of reducing conditions.

There is little information on the differences in rate or nature of

oxic versus anoxi c decomposition , but it is generally thought that

the latter goes more slowly. Certain potentially toxic substances ,

especially ammonia and hydrogen sulfide , are stable under reducing but

not oxidizing conditions and this should be kept in mind when selecting

a disposal site.

CEMENTAT ION AND COHESION OF SEDIMENTS

The distribution of dred ged material at the disposal site will  depend

in large part  on the resistance of the material to erosion and resus-

pension by bottom currents. The physics of sediment movement by

fluid flow is very complex if one takes into account variables such

S 
as grain size, grain shape, densi ty , sor t ing , roughness of the bottom ,

velocity of flow , etc. Hundreds of scientific papers have been

published on the subject , including many good reviews, such as that of

Allen (1970) . However , even i~ the physics of sediment movement could

be thoroughly understood and there fore predicted , chemical and blob —
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gical factors can completely alter the actual behavior in nature . Un-

fortunately, the chemical and biological factors affecting competence

(resistance to movement) are even more complicated and less understood

than the physical factors.

The fact that chemical processes are active on the sea floor is

dramatically illustrated by the presence of hard rocks that are pro-

duced from soft mud often at depths so shallow that the pressure

from the overlying mud is relatively insignificant. Chemical cements

of various kinds bind the sediment particles together, producing in

concert with increased pressure, a completely indurated rock as an

end product . Common chemical cements include minerals such as quartz,

opal , calcite, siderite, limonite, and pyrite, each of which forms

under a particular set of physicochemical conditions. Organisms

living in the sediment play a major role in determining the physico—

chemical conditions, and at the same time produce cementing agents

themselves. Barnacles and agglutinated Foraminifera are obvious

examples of organisms that cement particles together, but such subtle

substances as bacterial mucus may also be important. Rhoads and

Young (1974) and Hulbert and Given (1975) stress the importance of

organic matter in determining the cohesion of sediments.

It seems likely that dredging sediment from harbors , estuaries , and

other nearshore areas and disposing of it in more open and deeper

water will alter the cohesion of the material due to the changes in

physicochemical conditions , as well as the probable loss of fine—

• grained and organic material during disposal. However, the overall

effect and the resultant resistance to movement of material reaching

the bottom at the disposal site will have to be evaluated on a case

by case basis after consideration of both the dredged material and

the environment.
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D. BIOLOGICAL CONSIDE RATIONS

DURING WATER COLUMN PASSAGE

NEGLIGIBLE EFFECTS

Organisms will have little if any effect on the spatial distribution

and chemical fate of the coarse particles and larger components of the

dredged material in the water column. However, as noted in the

introduction to this part, they can and do modify the behavior of the

fine silts and clays.

IMPORTANT EFFECTS

It has already been pointed out that certain filter—feeding pelagic

organisms play important roles in forming clay—size particles that

would descend extremely slowly in the water column into composite

particles and fecal pellets that descend somewhat more rapidly. Im-

portant pelletizers, in addition to the extremely abundant copepods,

are other small crustaceans such as euphausilds, a host of crusta-

cean larvae, some mollusks such as the pelagic pteropods , and the

pelagic larvae of numerous types of bottom—dwelling organisms , in-

cluding barnacles, clams, crabs, etc. In toto these organisms pass

immense amounts of particulate matter through their guts. For example ,

Moore (1937) found during spring population increases in the Clyde

Sea, the fecal pellets from barnacle larvae and euphauslids were de-

posited at the rate of about 33 mg/cm
2 each week. As a result of

these activities, the fines that might remain aloft in the biologi-

cally productive upper extension of the water column for months or

even years can be brought down in a matter of hours , depending upon
• the density of particles and filter—feeding organisms. Apparently ,

this does not happen so readily in the nepheboid layer because of

the relative paucity of pelagic filter—feeders in the near—bottom
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waters. Furthermore, those composite particles found in the nepheboid

layer are the finest ones that presumably would sink very slowly.

AY~ER BOTTOM CONTACT

PHYSICAL EFFECTS

Bottom—dwelling organisms (benthos) play very important roles in both

the distribution and chemical fate of dredged material after it drops

to or near the bottom. Although the predominant feeding type among

the benthos is usually considered to be deposit—feeders, there are

many suspension or filter—feeders as well. The latter filter the

lower few centimetres of water and form aggregates and fecal pellets

quite as effectively as pelagic forms. The deposit—feeders are of

two main types: the selective types, such as many clams, that skim

material off the thin upper layer of sediments, and the non—selective

types, among them various worms and echinoderms, that literally eat

their way through the sediments as they “burrow.” In other words,

there is a steady movement of sediment through their alimentary canals

with a steady production of mucus—impregnated fecal pellets.

Johnson (1974) noted that about 40 percent of surface sediment samples

from shallow waters contained animal—formed aggregates. He noted that

most of the fine materials in his sediment samples were in composite

particles. Moreover, Drake (1976) believes that they remain in com-

posite form when resuspended and their subsequent settlement behavior

is thus modified by their aggregate form.

There is considerable evidence that similar processes go on in of fshelf

waters down to and on the abyssal plain. These activities appear to

be most prevalent in muddy sediments where deposit—feeding sea

cucumbers (hobothurians) are particularly common in deep waters. There

are many burrowing species in these deeper waters, many of which , such
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as polychaete worms and clams, ingest sediments and , along with the

sea cucumbers, produce a plethora of fecal pellets. These activities

not only modify the physical and geotechnical properties of the sedi-

ments but also, as will be discussed , the chemical properties as well.

These activities may supply sediments to the nepheloid layer and in

places can so change the properties of the sediment bed that it is
more susceptible to slumping. This may be aggravated by mounding ,

which is a common habit of large clams and some crustaceans.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS

In shallow water a host of organisms including various types of

bacteria are constantly altering the chemical balance at or below the

sediment—water interface. Although the evidence is not as complete,

very much the same kinds of changes must be going on in deeper waters .

However, it is also evident that except for fecal pellets , much of

the organic matter that reached the bottom in very deep water cannot

be digested by many tuetazoan animals. The role of microbial organisms

becomes increasingly important to the recycling of such materials in

the deep sea.
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PART 2. DISPOSAL ENVIRONMENTS IN THE DEEP OCEAN

A. INTRODUCTION —

If dredged material is disposed of on land, the environment of the

disposal site may be thought of in terms of the specific location,

its topography, surface and subsurface geology, and drainage character-

istics. However, the marine disposal environment cannot be character—

ized so simply, and an understanding of the characteristics of the

marine disposal environment is essential to the evaluation of the

effects of disposal at sea. The three conceptual components of the

marine disposal site include: location, hydrodynamics, and bio—

dynamics*. Each of these is considered in some detail below.

LOCATION

If solid, dense material such as concrete is dropped from a surface

ship, the material will sink rapidly through the water column and

come to rest on the bottom in a position more or less directly below

the surface vessel. In this case the disposal material will have a

transient effect in its path through the water and a more permanent

effect upon the bottom surface (and immediate subsurface) where it

comes to rest. The environmental location to be considered is three—

dimensional, rather than two—dimensional, as on land. Hence, the

characteristics of the water column as well as the bottom are of

interest in characterizing the disposal environment.

HYDRODYNAMICS

Now suppose that the material to be disposed of includes a loose

assortment of particle sizes ranging from rocks through gravels, sands,

* For definitions of ecological terms see Ecology by C. J. Krebs.
Harper & Row, Publishers, New York, 1972, 694 pp.
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silts, and clays. Each particle tends to sink at a rate dependent

upon its size (cross—sectional area) and its density (relative to the

densities of the various water masses through which it passes).

Actually, many of the particles may adhere to one another and behave

as larger particles, and the sinking of the entire mass may create

a vertical current, which sucks the smaller and less dense particles

downward for some distance. Eventually, however, the size and density

of each particle will largely determine its own rate of sinking. To

the extent that the smaller and lighter particles are delayed in their

vertical passage, their properties and those of the water masses will

become more prominent in determining their ultimate fate (see Part 1,

A & B, this section).

Within the vertical water column the layers become progressively denser

with depth. This will result in a sorting of the particles, with

the larger and denser material proceeding fastest and deepest and the

smaller and lighter materials traveling most slowly. All the way

down particles will be trapped at interfaces and within water masses

as each particle type comes into temporary equilibrium with the various

forces affecting its descent.

The effect  of vertical sorting will be compounded by the hydrodynamic

properties of the individual water masses. Most of the water at sea

is characterized by horizontal movement. Some also moves with a

vertical component (up or down), and turbulent motion may be a factor

near the surface or the bottom or at interfaces between water masses.

As a result of vertical sorting and water mass movement, dredged

material composed of different size classes of particles will certainly

spread over vast areas of sea bottom in a graded series, with the

larger, denser materials settling to the bottom more or less directly
• beneath the ship, and with progressively finer particles distributed

• in a graded fan extending for many miles downstream. Therefore, the

• environment affected by the disposal material will not be a simple
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cylindrical column of water and a specific, discrete bottom site, but

• it will include something like a cone of water extending downward

and outward from the ship. If most of the water masses are flowing

in more or less the same direction, then the cone will be highly

skewed. The bottom environment affected will be a very large , perhaps

round , oval, or fan—shaped area with gradation in quantity and particle

size tapering toward the downstream periphery (Figure 27). Under

some circumstances this simple scheme may be inappropriate, and it is

conceivable that the very fine particles could be transported miles

from the original disposal site, as persistent cloudy layers, and

eventually deposited in quantity in still bottom areas many miles

away. In any event, the importance of water mass dynamics and the

degree of compaction of the sediment to be discharged will be critical

in determining the distribution and volume of the water column

affected, as well as the size, shape, and position of the bottom

surface impacted by the disposal material.

BIODYNAMICS

As the disposal material spreads out in its downward cone and finally

settles to the bottom, the fine particles, at least, will he aff’~cted

by the living organisms in their path. Many species produce mu s or

other gelatinous substances to which the particles would readily

adhere . This would lead to clumping of such material to the surface

of marine organisms and aggregation of the fine particulates onto

mucous films such as those produced by marine bacteria. Such

aggregation would aid in clearing up turbid water and would , for the

most part, hasten the removal of fine particulates from the water

column. Still other species feed by filtration of large volumes of

water. Filter feeders would tend to concentrate fine materials into

larger compact fecal pellets, which would definitely have faster

sinking rates than the isolated particles.
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Once on the bottom, the disposal material would be subject to various

types of influence by the benthic organisms . Larger materials
• would be bored and drilled until they were riddled with passages.

These would cause structural weakening and eventual collapse of the

larger masses. Bore passages would permit water extraction of soluble

materials in the mass, a process that might be hastened by activities

of the organisms themselves. The same basic processes would occur

in finer sedimentary materials widely distributed in thin layers

over the bottom surface. Bioturbation would stir and mix the sediments

and tend to release intc. the adjacent water any materials that might

be soluble in the water. Even certain materials, such as heavy

metals, which arrive on the bottom in insoluble form, may be made

soluble and released through biological activity. Subsequent water

movement would distribute such materials far downstream. Additionally,

the organisms might concentrate certain chemical components of the

sediments into their own living protoplasms. These would likely

become concentrated through various members of the food chains so that

the larger top carnivores might receive very high tissue concentrations

of heavy metals and other chemicals, which occur in much lower

concentrations in the original dumped materials.

Organisms of the sea determine, in part, the fate of the disposal

materials , but they also are affected by the materials. Organisms

of the water column in the path of the descending material may become

trapped and carried to the bottom. Those on the bottom may become

buried . Extensive turbidity in the upper lighted layers (euphotic

zone) of the. sea would reduce light penetration and lower the level

of photosynthesis. Many species of the water column and of the

bottom feed by filtration of fine particles. Gill—clogging by the

suspended particulate material could become a severe problem resulting

in mortality of the filter feeders. If the disposal material had a

high chemical or biological oxygen demand it could locally deplete

oxygen resources, resulting in the debilitation or death of many
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marine organisms. Heavy metals and other toxic chemicals removed from
• the sediments by marine organisms may, in turn, affect the well—being

of the organisms themselves. Turbid water and chemicals released

from the disposal materials could induce sensory deprivation in the

marine organisms as they interfered with sight, smell, taste, or

other senses necessary in the location of food , breeding partners,

etc. Larger bottom animals, which escape burial, might find diff i—

culty in locating adequate food supplies as the smaller organisms

become deeply buried in the sediments.

Thus , in considering the disposal environments of the deep sea, one
is forced to take into account not only the specific location of the
disposal sites, but also the physical, chemical, and biological

processes, which together constitute the dynamic environments of the

water column and the bottom sediments. These factors both affect the

disposed material and are affected by it. They vary regionally and

in respect to the various hydrobiological zones. [n order to under-

stand these dynamic systems in relation to disposal, it Is first

necessary to develop the concept of the marine ecological systems.

B. MARINE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

All ecosystems are major functional organizations involving both

living and non—living components. The living components include the

various groups of plants and animals that make up the biological

communities. The non—living components are the air, water , and soil
-• that collectively comprise the environments of the living systems. The

living and non—living components of ecosystems are bound together

through the dynamic exchange and recycling of chemical materials and

energy , and the patterns of such exchange are determined largely by

the controlling factors of the physical and chemical environments.
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Since the major physical and chemical factors vary regionally and with

depth, so the marine ecosystems display certain basic patterns of

composition and process, and these basic patterns will be treated

briefly in the sections that follow. The vertical zonation of the

sea is shown diagrammatically in Figure 28.

COMPONENTS OF THE MARINE ECOSYSTEMS

NON-LIVING COMPONENTS

The non—living components of the marine ecosystems include the

atmosphere above the water, the water column itself, and the floor

of the sea. All three components are important in considering the

marine ecosystems and the disposal environments of the sea.

The atmosphere above the oceanic water is of primary importance be-

cause water mass movement is induced largely by the frictional force

of winds passing over the water surface. Wind—driven currents play

a major role in the horizontal spread of organisms and of any

materials discharged at sea. Turbulence, involving vertical water

movement , is largely responsible for bringing nutrients from the

deeper waters into the lighted zone of the sea where photosynthesis

occurs. Exchange of gases takes place through the air/water inter-

face of the sea surface, and this is greatly facilitated by wave and

spray induced by the wind/water interaction. Thus, the concentra—

dons of the gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide) of primary biological

importance, are regulated by this air/sea exchange process. The

temperature of the air also determines, to a large extent, the

temperature of the near—surface water , especially in coastal areas

L 

where the water is shallower. Sunlight , transmitted through the

atmosphere, penetrates the water surface and supplies the radiant
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energy required for phytoplankton growth . Cloudy weather interferes

with this transmission by shading the water surface. For these and

related reasons, the atmosphere is of paramount importance in regu—

lating environmental conditions in the surface waters of the sea, and

by so doing , it is largely responsible for the regional differentia-

tion of coastal waters.

The water column itself provides the medium in which most of the marine

organisms live and through which they find the means for survival.

The conditions of light, temperature, salinity , nutrient concentra-

tions, density , and pressure of each water mass determine the ambient

conditions of the environment to which the organisms must adjust if

L they are to survive in a given area. Since these factors vary with

respect to region , distance from shore, and depth , the biological

communities will also vary with respect to these circumstances.

The upper layers of the sea are in contact with the atmosphere, and

therefore, they are in motion most of the time, primarily as a result

of wind disturbance. This fact is especially important during the

spring and fall periods when storms and strong winds disturb the

surface waters and induce strong currents. To a lesser extent ,

this is also true of the winter months. During the summer, however,

there is generally less wind action , and water movement is at a

minimun .

The seasonal progression of the sun determines that greater amounts

of heat and light will be received by the surface waters during late

spring, summer , and early fall than during the remaining seasons,

when the sun is more directly over the southern hemisphere. Much

of the sunlight striking the sea surface is reflected back into

[ 

the atmosphere, and that which does penetrate the sea surface is

22]. 
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rapidly absorbed by water molecules and by smaller suspended par—
— tid es. For these reasons, sunlight is attenuated in seawater

a logarithmic function of depth (Table 10). Phytoplankton gro~ th

is limited by the quantity of light available for photosynthesis, and

phytoplankton generally cannot carry on photosynthesis when the

lIgh level is less than one percent of the surface value . Therefore,

the depth of the euphotic zone (i.e., the upper layer of the sea

where light is sufficient to support photosynthesis) tends to be

greater in the open sea than in the more turbid coastal waters ,
greater in the summer than in the winter , and greater in trop ical

latitudes than in temperate or polar latitudes.

As a result of wind and solar heating, the surface waters may become

sufficiently less dense than the deeper layers so that a condition

of thermal stratification is established . Under such conditions ,

which may exist in tropical waters the year around and in temperate

waters during the warmer summer months, mixing of surface and deeper

waters becomes minimal. In the well—lighted surface waters the

phytoplankton grows and uses the available nutrients. Since these

are not being replaced from below (and, in fact, they are largely

being lost from the euphotic zone), the waters of the euphotic

zone become nutrient poor and remain so throughout most of the

summer. Lowering of the surface water temperatures associated

with stormy weather in the fall, results in breaking of the

stratification and more or less complete mixing of nutrients from

below. At this time and throughout the winter and early spring

the water column of the continental shelf from top to bottom is

more nearly homogeneous in temperature and nut r ient  concentrations ,

while at sea the upper layers are less stratified than they are

during the summer period . These processes are illustrated in

Figure 29.
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As one proceeds deeper into the oceans below the euphotic zone one

encounters an environment characterized by absence of surface light,

high nutrient concentrations, low temperatures (declining to a constant

level of about 4° C in the deeper water), and extreme pressure. Water

masses become progressively denser. Furthermore, each water mass in

the vertical section has its own unique prehistory , and each is moving

in its own specified direction. At a level of about 500—1,000 metres

there is encountered a layer of water in which the oxygen content

is lower than it is either above or below. This is the oxygen minimum

layer of the sea where the lower level of oxygen may limit the vertical

distribution of high—oxygen requiring species, which live above or

below the zone. Beneath the oxygen minimum layer lies the dark,

cold world of the deep sea where environmental conditions are nearly

uniform and where seasonal changes, so evident in surface waters,

have little meaning. The vertical distribution of a number of

environmental factors is shown in Figure 30.

The floor of the sea is called the benthic area. For present purposes

it is considered to include the water column for a few metres above

the bottom (suprabenthic water),  the bottom surface itself , and the

bottom muds to a depth of about one metre . These benthic zones form

a functional ecological unit, and they are conveniently considered

together. The benthic area is the ultimate resting place of all

particulate material, which sinks down through the water column, and

this includes the river—borne sediments that enter the sea, fecal

pellets, the organic and inorganic remains of all plants and animals

of the water column, and all non—floating particulate debris of

• civilization that is dumped at sea. The sea bottom is the ultimate

sink for all the land and water areas of the world.

The floor of the sea is not uniform in composition in all of its

areas. On the outer continental shelf, where it is often swept by

fai:ly strong water currents, the bottoms are often covered by coarse

sands and shell debris. The continental slope tends to be a
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depositional environment where the benthic sediments are composed largely

-of fine silts and clays. The organic Content of the benthic sediment

t9nds to be high on the slope , especially in the zone where the oxygen

minimum layer intersects the slope. There the sediments tend to show

an increased organic content. Below the oxygen minimum layer and ex-

tending down the slope , th rou gh the continental rise, and across the

abyssal plain, the bottom is made up of finely particulate s i l ts , clays ,

and marine oozes.

Exceptions to these general patterns do occur. Rock outcrops may be

found at any depth. The outer continental shelf and the slope are

often dissected by erosional channels and valleys leading to submarine

alluvial fans in deeper water. The channels of the slope often show a

braided appearance as they connect and disconnect with one another.

Local topographic highs may be encountered at any depth. Each of these

features is characterized by its own suite of sedimentary environments,
which are reflected in the patterns of particle size distribution on

the local scale.

The water layer just above the bottom is affected by the proximity of

the bottom i tself .  Any bottom stirring, whether by water currents or

the activities of the benthic animals, may disturb the sediments and

raise clouds of the powder-fine particles. Some of this material may

remain in suspension for considerable periods of time, forming a

cloudy or nepheloid layer above the bottom surface.

The bottom itself , down to a depth of about one metre is also con-

sidered to be a portion of the benthic environment because this is

habitat for a very large variety of microbial and animal species.

Through chemical action and through mechanical activities such as

burrowing and pumping , these organisms stir and change the sediments

and bring to the surface materials formerly buried to a depth of

about a metre. The upper one metre of the sediments is, therefore,
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a dynamic zone, in actual or potential contact with the bottom

surface and the suprabenthic waters .

LIVING COMPONENT S

The living components of the marine ecosystem include the plankton,

nekton, neuston, and benthos. Each of these is treated briefly below.

Plankton

The plankton of the sea includes the microscopic plants and animals ,

which possess limited powers of locomotion and which are, thus, at

the mercy of the water currents. They are swept wherever the currents

take them, and for this reason the plankton of each water mass is

indicative of the prehistory of the water. Examination of the plankton

for “indicator species” permits identification of the source of the

water mass and aids in working out the various current patterns of

the seawater. Marine plankton is divided into two main groups:

the phytoplankton, or plant plankton, and the zooplankton, or animal

plankton. Each of these plays a distinct functional role in the

economy of marine ecosystems.

Phytoplankton includes the single—celled organisms, diatoms, dino—

flagellates , and others of lesser abundance (Figure 31). These are

the producers of organic matter in the sea (comparable to grass
— and trees on land) upon which all the animals ultimately depend.

Since light is required to support photosynthesis, the phytoplankton
-
• is essentially restricted to the upper 200 metres of water, where

sunlight penetrates. The depth of the euphotic zone varies in relation

to latitude, season, time of day, water clarity, and other factors,

and the effective depth limit of the phytoplankton varies accordingly .

Phytoplankton is limited not only by light, but also by available

nutrients, of which phosphorus and nitrogen are the two chief components.
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Figure 31. Examples of marine phytoplankton organisms. A, D, E Centric
diatoms ; B, C Pennate diatoms; F—J Dinoflagellates; K Cocolithophore;

L Silicoflagellate .
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These elements may become available in the surface waters through

river runoff from land, through the rising of nutrient—laden waters

from the deeper layers, and through excretion and recycling of

- - materials already in the euphotic zone . Massive rising of deeper ,

nutrient—rich water into the euphotic zone (upwelling) produces

Immense phytoplankton blooms in localized areas of the sea.

The quantity of organic matter produced by the phytoplankton is

ref erred to as primary production, and the rate of production

(i.e., the quantity per unit time) is called primary productivity .

Phytoplankton forms the immediate source of nutrition for the zoo—

plankton of the surface waters. Hence zooplankton jroduction is

a direct function of phytoplankton production.

Zooplankton of the sea includes two groups, those which spend their

entire lives in the plankton (holoplankton) and those which are

planktonic only during certain stages of the life history, generally

the larval stages (meroplankton). The adult stages of the mero—

plankton generally live in or upon the bottom . Because of the
shallowness of the waters, meroplankters are far more abundant over

the continental shelf than they are in the waters of the open sea.

The ability to produce planktonic larvae permits many benthic species
to achieve wide distribution through the ocean and to rapidly

colonize new areas as appropriate environmental conditions become

available.

The zooplankton is very diverse in its composition, and it includes

representatives of nearly every major group of marine animals. Small

crustaceans generally predominate, and these include such forms as

copepods, amphipods, mysids, and euphauslids, as well as the larvae

of decapods (shrimp, crabs , lobsters, etc.). Also abundant are

protozoans (foraminiferans, radiolarians), chaetognaths (arrow worms),

planktonic mollusks (heteropods and pteropods), pelagic tunicates

(doliolids and salpa), and others (see Figure 32) .
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Figure 32. Examples of marine zooplankton organisms. A. Cyclopoid cope—
pod; B. Calanoid copepod; C. Amphipod ; D. Euphauslid shrimp ; E. Phyllo—
soma (lobster) larvae; F. Mysid shrimp ; C. Pelagic polychaete worm; H.
Chaetognath (arrow worm); I—J . Pteropod mollusks; K. Heteropod mollusk;

L. Salp; M. Doliolid; N. Larvacean.
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Although most abundant in the surface and near—surface waters , the

zooplankton is found at all depths of the sea. From the standpoint

- - of vertical zonation the zooplankton may be classified as epipelagic

(0—200 m), mesopel~gic (200—700 m), or bathypelagic ( 700 m).
Zooplankton of the deeper zones tend to be larger in size than those

of the epipelagic, and many of the near—surface forms exhibit regular

patterns of daily vertical migration in the water column, being nearer

the surface at night and deeper during the daylight hours.

Nekton

Nekton includes those free—swimming animals of the sea that are larger

than plankton and that have more powerful swimming abilities. They

are able to move independently and may roam from one water mass to

another. Included are all marine mammals and most fishes, cephalopod

mollusks (especially the squids), and certain larger swimming crusta-

ceans (Figure 33).

As in the case of the plankton, the nekton is most abundant in the

near—surface waters , but it may be encountered at any depth . Many

species are known to undergo regular daily vertical migrations,

ascending to the surface waters at night to feed upon the abundant

life in this layer. Nekton organisms display a variety of feeding

types, some feeding upon plankton, others preying upon nektonic

species, and still others consuming organic detritus (the dead

and decaying organic matter that constantly rains down from the sur-

face layers of the sea).

• Neuston

Neuston is the group of organisms that lives in association with
the upper surface layer of the sea. Some live on the surface, some

live in the surface film, and others live just below the surface

L (i.e., in the top 10—20 cm). The living organisms include many
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Figure 33. Examples of marine nekton organisms. A. Blue whale; B. Tuna;C. Dolphin; 11. Shark ; E. Menhaden; !• Angler fish; C. Viper fish;H. Squid ; I. Caridean shrimp.
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epipelagic planktonic species (usually dominated by copepods),

as well as many that float upon the surface. The floating organisms

include many jellyfishes and their relatives (-‘uch as Physalia, the

Portuguese man—of—war , and Velella, the by—the—win d sailor) , floating

snails, and sargassum weed. Associated with the sargassum is a

variety of small fishes, shrimp , crabs , and other organisms (see

Figure 34). The sargassuin and its faunal community is widely distri-

buted in tropical and subtropical seas , and it is especially abundant

in the Gulf Stream system that bathes the continental shelf of the

western Atlantic .

The composition of the neuston varies greatly throughout the 24—hour
period, because many epipelagic plankton species and larval crusta-

ceans found lower in the water column during the day, migrate to the

surface film at night. Compositional differences between the neuston

and the epipelagic plankton are less pronounced in boreal waters

than they are in waters of the lower latitudes.

The environment of the surface film places its inhabitants in a v’.ery

vulnerable position. Mechanical action of wave and spray subject

them to much physical motion. Temperature is quite variable. Direct

exposure to the sunlight produces very high levels of light and

especially of ultraviolet radiation that is often damaging to living

protoplasm. The surface tension of the water film and foam may

entrap very 3mall organisms that lack the size and force to break

away. In addition, much organic material (driftwood , etc.) and fine

wind-borne inorganic matter may be found floating at the surface.

Perhaps the greatest hazard th~ neustonic organisms face is from

petroleum hydrocarbons and other pollutants (pelagic tar balls,

DDT, PCB’s, etc.) derived from the activities of civilization.

Thug , the organisms that live at the surface must possess special

adaptions to survive in this zone of stress.
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Figure 34. Examples of marine neuston organisms. A. Physalia (Portu-
guese man—of—war); B. Jellyfish; C. Velella (by—the—wind sailor); D.
Janthina (purple storm snail); E. Ctenophore; !• Copepod ; C. Crab Zoea

larvae; H. Crab megalops larva; I. Sargassum weed comaunity .
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Benthos

Benthos includes all the organisms intimately associated with the

bottom. Some species live within the bottom sediments (infauna).

Others live upon the bottom surface or in the near—bottom portion

of the water column (epifauna). Some species burrow, others are

attached to the substrate, still others crawl upon the surface or

swim in the water column. All depend upon the bottom for food and

other necessities of life.

Plants associated with the bottom (phytobenthos) include seagrasses

and attached marine algae. These are most abundant in the shallow

marginal areas of the sea, and none are found deeper than 200 m

because of their requirement for sunlight to support photosynthesis.

Animals associated with the bottom (zoobenthos ) include representatives

of nearly every major group in the animal kingdom (see Figure 35).

Especially important are the protozoans, various groups of marine

worms, mollusks, crustaceans, and starfishea and their relatives.

Demersal fishes (bottom—feeding fishes) that live upon or just

above the bottom are also considered to be important components of

the benthos. Bacteria are common inhabitants of the sediments and

near—bottom waters.

On the whole, the benthos includes a very diverse group of organisms,

and many techniques have been worked out for studying and classifying

them. One method of characterizing the benthos is on the basis of

size (Table 11). Another way is on the basis of depth distribution

in the sea (Table 12). Each type of substratum (mud, sand, gravel,

rock, etc.) and each depth zone is inhabited by a special community

of benthic species specifical..y adapted to the prevailing conditions

of that particular environment.
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Figure 35. Example of marine benthic organisms. Micro— and Meio—
Infauna (A. Bacteria, B. Foraminifera, C. Nematode worm, D. Harpacti—
cold copepod); Soft Bottom Epifauna (E. Polychaete worm, F. Gastropod
mollusk, C. Brachyuran Crab, H. Bivalve mollusk, I. Lobster, 3. Star-
fish, K. Serpent Star, L. Flatfish); Hard Bottom Epifauna (N. Sea fan,— 

N. Stony coral, 0. Stalked barnacles).
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Table 11

Classification of Benthic Animals on the Basis of Size

Benthic Type Size

Megafauna Several inches and larger

Macrofauna 1 mm to several inches

Meiofauna 0.1 — 1.0 mm

Microfauna <0.1 mm

Table 12

Classification of Benthic Organisms by Depth Zones in the Sea

Ecologic Type Depth Zone

Intertidal (or littoral) Between the highest high tide and the
lowest low tide

Subtidal (or sublittoral) From the low tide line to approximately
200 m depth (or to the approximate
outer edge of the continental shelf)

Bathyal Between 200 and 2,000 m dep th
Abyssal Between 2,000 and 6,000 m depth

(in waters of 40 c or less)
Hadal Below 6,000 m (in the deep trenches of

the ocean bottom)
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Studies have revealed that benthic organisms are far more abundant

in shallow waters than they are in deeper areas. Standing crops in

the nearshore waters may reach a kilogram or more per square metre of

bottom surface area, whereas in the abyssal zone the living matter

may constitute only a gram or less per square metre of bottom.

Nevertheless, benthic organisms are found at every latitude and every

depth in the sea. In a few areas where the circulation is poor,

oxygen is absent, and hydrogen sulf ide reaches high levels (such
as the Black Sea and some oceanic trenches) , animals cannot live,
and the only benthic organisms that can tolerate the anaerobic

conditions are bacteria and certain other microscopic species.

Coral and algal reefs constitute a special type of benthic community .

These are found on hard calcareous bottoms in shallow waters, princi-

pally in tropical and subtropical regions. They require sunlight

and are especially sensitive to heavy sediment loads in the water

column. Marine biofouling organisms represent another benthic commu-

nity adapted for attachment to hard substrates. These have become

secondarily adapted to live on hard man—made substrates.

MATTER AND ENERGY TRANSFERS

Ecosystems exist by repeated cycling and recycling of chemical

elements from the environment through various steps of the living

systems and back to the environment. By means of photosynthesis

and other mechanisms the plants of the sea take up carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen , nitrogen , and the various salts and metals required by the
living plants. Once these materials become incorporated into the

phytoplank ton cells, they become available to the animals of the sea
that graze upon phytoplankton. Because of their requirement for light,

the phytoplankton are restricted to the euphotic zone.

Within the euphotic zone the phytoplankton organisms are consumed

by smaller zooplankton organisms, and through a series of
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eat—and—be—eaten steps the chemical materials are eventually trans-

ferred to the largest predatory carnivores. Taken together, these

steps form the links of the food chain of the euphotic zone. Some

of the phytoplankton sinks to lower levels of the sea where it also

forms the base of the food chains of the aphotic zone of the water

column and of the benthic zone. However, the food chains of the

three zones are not completely independent of one another. Living

animals may move up and down between zones and feed or be fed upon

by organisms of another zone. Further, the non—living material

(organic detritus), which consists of carcasses, fecal material,

and the like, may sink (due to gravity), or it may rise (due to

buoyancy). These factors tend to interconnect the food chains of

the different depth zones (Figure 36). Actually, the situation in

nature is more complex than this simple food chain model. At each

step in the food chains many species exist, and numerous animals

feed at more than one level. This redundancy means that in reality

there are many interconnected food chains within each zone. Hence,

one must think of complex food webs that exchange the materials

through the living part of the marine ecosystems.

In order for the chemical elements to move through the food webs of

the sea, there must be a source of power, and this power is derived

from the sun. In the process of photosynthesis, phytoplankton cells

convert certain wavelengths of solar radiation to chemical energy

stored in the cell body as carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. These

materials are passed around the living system through the food

webs. When plants or animals require energy to support their metabolic

activities, growth, and reproduction, they burn (or oxidize) some

of the stored chemicals and release the energy for biological work.

— According to the second law of thermodynamics , no energy transformation
is 100 percent efficient. Some of the energy becomes available

L 

for useful work, but the remainder is lost, primarily as heat. The

ratio of work output to fuel consumed is a measure of efficiency.
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~~st biological systems are approximately 10 percent efficient, which

means that 90 percent of the energy is lost at each transformation

(i.e. at each step of the food chain or web). This high rate of

energy loss effectively limits the marine food chains to about six

links , and it is this loss that requires marine organisms to spend
much of their lives scrounging for food.

Any factor that limits the availability of nutrients or light will

be reflected in a reduced production of phytoplankton. If this

basic food supply is reduced, starvation occurs at various points

higher up in the marine food webs, and the quantity and diversity

of marine animals that can survive in the area becomes correspondingly

restricted.

THE SEA AS AN OPEN ECOSYSTEM

Conceptually , ecosystems consist of two basic types, depending upon

their ability to store and regulate the flow of nutrients within the

system. The closed ecosystem, of which the terrestrial forest is

the prime example, is characterized by relatively closed nutrient

cycles. Phosphorus and other elements of fertility are stored in

the soil and Ir large standing stocks of trees and other plants, and

there is little annual loss to the outside. For example, studies

have revealed that more phosphorus enters a forest through rainfall

than is lost through erosion and stream runoff (Ryden, Syers, and

Harris, 1973). Having basic control of the nutrient cycles, such

ecosys tems have also developed mechanisms for exerting much con trol
over the microclimates within which the organisms dwell. Therefore,

on an annual basis, the activities of the organisms proceed within

the more—or—less controlled environment in very orderly fashion. This

order permits fine genetic tuning of the various species with each

other , and it permits the entire ecosystem to attain a steady state
or thermod ynamic equilibrium with the environment.
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Aquatic systems in general and oceanic systems in particular

are open ecosystems. They cannot store or retain nutrients over

long periods of time, nor can they control the flow of nutrients

with the same precision as occurs in a forest. Focusing only upon

the euphotic zone of temperate marine systems, is clear the

nutr: ts enter the syscem seasonally as a result of meteorological

and hydrographic factors. Water mass sinking in the fall (due to

chilling and increase in surface water density) and water mass stirring

(due to storms) result in the raising of nutrients from deeper

layers to the surface waters. Nutrients are lost from the surface

waters due to gravitational sinking of dead particulate organic

matter, solubility and water transport of molecular nutrients,

and movement of larger mobile animals out of the area. Marine

ecosystems are very much at the mercy of the physical environment,

and in a very real sense, they are adapted to respond to rather

than control the annual nutrient cycle.

For these reasons, marine ecosystems of the euphotic zone in temperate

latitudes exhibit seasonal pulses (in response to nutrient avail-

ability) followed by gradual relaxation (as the nutrients become

lost to the system). The pulse—relaxation phenomenon, so evident

in the surface layers, has not been studied in the deeper layers

of the sea. However, these layers are totally dependent on the upper

layers for their food supplies. Although some dampening of peaks

and timewise spreading must occur, it would be expected that some

seasonal changes in productivity must occur, even in the deeper

layers, in response to seasonal nutrient availability .

To the extent that the meteorological and hydrographic events recur

on a regular seasonal basis, the biological responses also recur

regularly. However, it cannot be said that a steady state or a real

equilibrium is established with the environment. Rather, it would

seem that the marine systems are constantly chasing equilibrium,
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but never really achieving it, because of the seasonal variability

of the physical environment and the absence of real biological

control mechanisms.

MARINE SYSTEMS UNDER STRESS

All life on this planet is adapted to survive under the particular

set of environmental conditions within which it normally lives and

to which it has become genetically and evolutionarily adjusted

through eons of time. Marked deviation of an environmental factor

from the normal may place a burden upon the biological system, a

condition referred to as stress. The factor that induces the stress

is the stress agent. In the extreme case the stress agent- may exceed

the limits of vital tolerance, and death will ensue. For example,

the temperature may become too high or too low for survival, or

iodine may be present in toxic amounts or be so low that organisms

die of deficiency disease. Within the total range of tolerance there

is a zone, called the optimum, where the environment is just right,

and no burden is placed upon the system. However, between the optimum

and the limits of tolerance there exist the upper and lower zones

of stress where the system is taxed and where survival is in jeopardy.

Biological response to stress takes many forms, and it occur-~ at all

levels of biological organization. Observations and experiments on

terrestrial, freshwa ter, and brackish—water organisms provide a
background of info rmation concern ing the res ponses of biolo gical
systems to stress, and generalized response patterns to increased

levels of stress are given in Table 13. Mild stress or stress of

short duration may produce little permanent biological effect,

but severe stress or stress of long duration inevitably takes a

significant biological toll. Little work has been done on the effects

of long—term low—level stress, and this is an important gap in present

knowled ge, especially in view of the widespread intrusion of civili-

zation into the formerly natural environments of the world.
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Little is known of the responses of fully marine systems to environ—

mental stress, but the general conclusions drawn from other systems

certainly seem to apply when interpreted within the marine context.

Marine organisms exhibit ranges of tolerance, and they show graded

responses to mild and severe stress. Oil spills and severe domestic

waste pollution have been observed to kill individuals, decimate

marine populations, and eliminate multi—species coimnunities, and

the effects upon benthic systems may persist for many years. Species

differ in their tolerances to various types of disturbance, with the

most sensitive species suffering the most immediate, widespread , and

permanent damage. By implication, the genetic consequences are clear.

Darnell et al. (1976) have reviewed the literature concerning environ-

mental impacts of construction activities in wetlands of the United

States, and they have amply documented the complex and subtle ways

in which specific environmental disturbance agents may affect aquatic

environments and eventually species and ecosystems. Odum (1970)

has shown the same for estuaries.

A few general conclusions may be drawn concerning the effects of

stress upon marine ecosystems. Plankton populations are known to

exhibit changes in species composition under mild stress (Mosser

et al. 1970, and others), and to be locally wiped out by severe

stress. However, due to the dilution capacity of large volumes of

seawater, the movement and mixing capacities of water currents,

and the widespread distribution of most plankton species, permanent

damage to plankton populations by imaginable stress agents appears

remote (except, possibly, in the cases of long—lived radioactive

chemicals and certain chlorinated hydrocarbons). Neuston would be

expected to be more vulnerable. Since the sea surface is an area,

not a volume, dilution of floating substances would be less effective.

Any deleterious agent that floats and spreads on the sea surface

could potentially damage the neuston of a large area. However,

like plankton, the species of the neuston are generally widespread ,

and eventual recovery would be anticipated. Most nektonic species
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are sufficiently mobile that they may avoid areas of severe Stress

if it can be sensed as being dangerous. Unfortunately, this is not

always the case. Subtle stress agents, such as heavy metals, which

become concentrated up food chains, may not induce avoidance reactions,

and these could , in sufficient concentrations, damage the nektonic

populations. Benthic environments cannot provide for dilution and

transport. Many benthic species are of somewhat limited distribution ,

and most are relatively immobile. Hence, widespread and long—term

damage to benthic systems is a definite possibility, although even

here the damage is not likely to be permanent unless whole species

are eliminated. All the effects of stress agents noted above are

likely to be most severe in semi—enclosed bodies of water and in areas

with low flushing rates. In dealing with complex material such as

dredged material, which may contain a variety of potential stress
agents, the above matters must be taken into account.
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PART 3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE DISPOSAL OF

DREDGED MATERIAL IN THE DEEP OCEAN

A. INTRODUCTION

GENERAL NATURE OF IMPACTS IN THE DEEP OCEAN

As was pointed out by Boyd et al. (1972), the ultimate concerns assoc—

iated with impacts of the dredging—disposal process are the direct and

and indirect effects on biological comm unities. To these may be added

the potential impacts that these conununity changes may have on the

welfare of man.

There have been very few truly deep ocean disposals of dredged material

that have been studied from the standpoint of impacts on the biota

(R. H. Towill Corp., 1972). Nevertheless, there is an impressive

amount of indirect evidence that the impacts in the deep ocean will

not have serious effects on the fauna. This view was subscribed to by

a majority of marine scientists that TerEco Corporation convened at

two advisory panel meetings in the fall of 1976. The same sentiment

was voiced by K. 0. Emery of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in

1971 (Andre liunas and Hard , 1972) when he ind...cated that there is

much more ocean floor to waste than dry land and advised that the

deep ocean should be used for waste disposal, provided it is done

under knowledgeable management to minimize ecological problems . In

general , those marine scientists who favor deep ocean disposal base
their opinion on the probability that there will be an amelioration

of effects during a long transit in the water column and that there is

— very little life on the deep ocean floor. Those who are equivocal

on this issue or oppose it base their opinion on the fact that not as

much is known about the deep ocean floor and its relationship to pro-

ductive parts of the water column as should be. This is a legitimate

observation, but more may be known than the non—specialist in deep
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ocean biology is aware.

Certain natural occurrences in the form of turbidity flows or currents

provide some information on the effects of rapid sediment introduction

to the ocean floor. Such flows are now known to be a common feature

of certain continental slopes. For ~xamp1e, Griggs et al. (1969)

found that the Cascadia Channel (2600 m depth) off the coast of

Oregon and Washington had been the receiving environment of numerous

postglacial—age turbidity currents. Even so, the benthic animal

populations were four times as abundant as those of the adjacent

Cascadia Abyssal Plain that has not been affected by such currents .

Griggs et al. (1969) postulated that the turbidity flows created a

superior environment with differences in sediment size (coarser) and

composidon by increasing the supply of utilizable organic

material. This suggests that if done properly ,  terrigenous sediments ,
which are relatively rich in organic matter , ~an enhance the deep

ocean environment , especially since the coarser material would tend

to aggregate and thus create a coherent environm ental ‘4patch ”

There are other valid reasons why it is believed that impacts of

dredged material will not create severe stresses in the deep ocean.

For one thing, as mentioned earlier, the deep ocean has large areas

and immense volumes of water , even in reasonable distances seaward of

the shelf break. For another , it is known that the deep ocean supports

a small biomass and much of it consists of deposit—feeders , many of

which are burrowers. Then, too, the deep ocean Is little used by

man today and , at least for food production , will not be used to a

greater degree in the future. Finally , it should be noted that ex—

change rates in the deep ocean are much more uniform and probably

considerably slower than on the shelf.

The rapid introduction of organic matter to the deep ocean floor should

be considered an enhancing factor . Deep—sea conditions should facili—

tate release of phosphate and nitrate. Fillos and Molof (1972) have
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shown that low levels of dissolved oxygen in overlying waters (and
thus into burrows , etc.) increased the release of P04

—P and N11
3
—N from

benthal deposits. Pequegnat (1975) postulates that the microflora

sustained by these materials and dissolved organic material supports

some constituents of the meiofauna that can be a food source for larger

invertebrates and , possibly, for some deep—sea fishes (cf. Rayburn,

1975).

TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF IMPACTS AND/ OR EF~ECTS

SHORT—TERN EFFECTS

The principal short—term impacts of the disposal of dredged material

are summarized in Table 14, where a comparison is attempted between the

degree of the effects between shallow water and deep ocean disposal.

It is noted that the effects are either on the physical environments,

which in turn affects the organism, or directly upon the organism. In

the present context the latter are usually referred to as acute effects

that elicit immediate stress responses from the organism.

LONG—TERM EFFECTS

It is difficult to document long—term impacts of the disposal of

dredged material in shallow water let alone the deep ocean . Here

again , however , effects can be to modify the physicochemical environ-
ment , which in turn will affect the organisms, or to directly impact

the organism. In all Instances it would appear that the deleterious

effects will be less severe and possible beneficial effects will be

more pervasive in the deep ocean than in shallow water. For instance,

if it is assumed that toxic metals and some organic materials will

be sorbed on fine sediments, these will be very widely dispersed arid

thus diluted , possibly below background levels. On the other hand ,

the weaker current systems in the deep ocean will have only moderate
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erosive action on whatever moundirsg of dredged material does occur ,

thus providing a structuring of the bottom that will serve as an

attractant to many species.

DIRECT VS. INDIRECT IMPACTS

These categories of impacts are generally more applicable to the ef—

fects of dredging than of disposal. However, as noted above, disposal

can have a direct anatomical or physiological effect on the org3nism

and/or on the physical environment , which in turn will affect th.

organism’s food supply , say by modifying a micro—current , and thus

affecting the organism. In general it is felt that these effects are

negligible in the deep ocean, primarily because of the depauparate

nature of the fauna and because any possible deleterious effects of

mounding through modification of the slow bottom flow could be out-

weighed by the value of environmental structuring.

B. PHYSICAL IMPACTS

TURBIDITY INCREASES

Turbidity of an aqueous suspension results from the presence of in-

soluble material that renders the water phase cloudy or less trans-

parent and that reduces the intensity of a beam of light passing

through it. It is the cloudiness that causes considerable unfavor-

able public response to some dredging projects, whereas it is the

attenuation of light and to a lesser extent direct contacts between

particles and organisms that produce the principal biological res-

ponses. In general, at leas t where hop per dred ges are involved , it

is the dredging process, not the disposal process, that produces the

greater amount of turbidity . It is not anticipated that deep ocean

disposal will produce significant turbidity , although it may add to

the nepheloid layer. Nevertheless, it is worthy of further considera—
tion.
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The degree of turbidity is determined by both the concentration and

particle size of the insoluble materials and in turn the degree deter-

mines the magnitude of light scattering. Ordinarily turbidity is

measured by a nephelometer , which compares by means of photocell

electronics the translucence of a test solution against a standard .

Several commercial instruments based on this technique are now on

the market The most popular of these , called a transmissometer ,
is towed through the water during which time it measures the percent

transmission of light through a 5— or 10—cm light pathway and relates
this to underwater visibility.

LIGHT ATTENUATION

In the ocean, turbidity tends to decrease with increasing distance

offsh ore, but even the clearest of deep ocean waters contain suspended
matter and thus are turbid to some degree. Since the oceans contain

an enormous number of particles of all sizes, the final attenuation

of light results from the additive actions of absorption and diffusion

on the light beam.

Jerlov (1951) determined that the transparency of ocean water is quite

constant and found that in deep—sea water , which contains little

particulate matter , transparency approaching 97 percent transmission

is common. Some of his results are shown in Table 15.
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Table 15

Percent Transmission of Normal Sunlight Through a Meter of Ocean Water

Wavelength (inp) of Normal Sunlight

Source of ocean water 310 425 550 600 650

Very clear ocean water 86 97.8 97.2 85 70

Relatively turbid ocean water 69 93.5 93.5 80 67

(Modified From Jerlov, 1951).

It is apparent from the above that wavelength is a parameter in light

a t tenuation . It would be expected that oceanic waters and especially

deep waters would have high proportions of fine particles . Thus, it

can be seen that the shorter wavelengths are more readily scattered

by small suspended particles than are the longer wavelengths. Later,

the implications of this in the nepheloid layer will be discussed.

RELATION TO THE THERMOCLINE

Turbidity is one of the most important factors controlling horizontal

and vertical distributions of bacteria and fungi in the oceans. A

significant increase of turbidity in the open oceans and in most

coastal waters is very often accompanied by increasing bacteria

counts, while a decrease of turbidity generally causes decreasing

numbers of bacteria. This interrelation is very striking in waters

with either a halocline or thermocline, where turbidity and bacteria

counts often attain maximum values.

ROLE OF RESUSPENSION PROCESSES

It is well known that. shallow water may suffer from a condition per—

haps best called chronic turbidity when fine dredged materials are

resuspended by high wind and swell conditions. This will not be a
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prob lem of any significance.

AESTHETIC IMPLICATIONS —

If the disposal operations connected with deep ocean disposal are

carried out properly, there should be little visible evidence of the

release. Hence there should be no aesthetic implications. It appears ,

however , that efforts  should be made to reduce the turbid flow fr om
hopper dredges in those places where brown water may become a chronic
event under unusual weather conditions.

INPUTS TO THE NEPHELOID LAYER

Over wide areas of the oceans, including some of the deepest trenches,

a layer of turbid water is found that varies in thickness from a few

hundred metre~ to more than a kilometre . Its position is often mis-

leadingly defined as being “near bottom”, but in truth the nepheloid

layer as first described by Jerlov (1953) extends from the water!

sediment interface upwards. It is to be noted , however , that other

turbid zones may exist within the water column and they too can be

called nepheloid layers. They are, however , of lesser distribution
and significance than the original Jerlov layer. There is no doubt

that deep ocean disposal may contribute to the nepheloid , but the

impact would certainly be negligible.

Pierce (1976) reports that concentrations of material in the near—

bottom nepheloid layer are much higher than those of overlying waters

but still considerably less than those found in nearshore waters.

Betzer et al., (1974) report finding levels of suspended matter of

0.003 mg/i for clear ocean water off Cape Hatteras with the nepheloid

layer having concentrations of 0.025 to 0.030 mg/i. As Pierce (1976)

points out transport of material in the nephe loid layer is cons iderable
even though the concentrations and movements are both low . The
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important factor is the thickness of a kilometre or more over

thousands of km
2
. Based on data provided by Ewing et al., (1971), it

is estimated that between 30 and 300 million metric tons of material

occur in the Argentine Basin alone. Thus, it is unlikely that deep

ocean disposal will have much input to the nepheloid layer of the

world ocean.

Recent data suggest that much of the suspended sediment occurs in

aggregates that contain large amounts of organic material, both soft

and mineral (Folger , 1970). This is compatible with the assertion

by Bright and Pequegnat (unpublished data) that burrowing organisms

make substantial inputs to the nepheloid layer by resuspending aggre-

gates during burrowing, feeding, and cleaning activities. Observations

were made on the outer continental shelf and upper slope off Texas

during summer of 1976 that led to this opinion.

There are many possible sources for materials in the nepheloid layer:

volcanic dust (Ewing and Connary, 1970), outward diffusion of river
discharge (Ewing and Connary, 1970; Plank et al., 1973) , low—density
flows down canyons (Bennett et al., 1970) , turbidity currents (Ewing
et al., 1971; Eittreim and Ewing, 1972), resuspension of bottom sedi-
ments (Hollister and Heezen, 1972), and pelagic contributions.
Clearly, the activities of benthic organisms in contributing to the
near—bottom nepheloid layer should be added here.

IMPLICATIONS FOR BENTHIC LIFE

If , as believed , benthic organisms in shallower (upper slope) areas
contribute at least to the formation and maintenance of the near—

bottom nepheloid layer , it is difficult to believe that it will have
any deleterious effect as such on their welfare. In addition to the

observations above, W. E. Pequegnat (Personal Communication, TerEco

Corporation, College Station, Texas , 1977) has bottom motion pictures
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taken at depths of 900—1000 m in the northern Culf of Mexico showing

fish (Gadidae) throwing up relatively dense clouds of fine materials

during feeding activities. These fish remained voluntarily in the

sediment clouds for several minutes at a time.

There are , however , certain types of sessile organisms , in particular

herinatypic corals, that may be damaged or killed by siltation. These,

however, are not distributed in areas that are likely to be affected by

the deep ocean disposal of dredged material under consideration here.

Only solitary corals are known to exist at depths beIng considered in

the framework of this report.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEPHELOID LAYER AND CERTAIN TOXIC WASTES

There are obvious advantages to using the heads of submarine canyons as

conveyor troughs for the transport of dredged material and perhaps

other wastes to the continental rise and beyond. However , considerable

concern has been expressed from time to time that some nondegradable

materials, metals and organics, including chlorinated hydrocarbons that

have a tendency to adsorb onto sediment particles, might build up to a

point where repopulation would not occur if indeed there were an m i —

tial kill. The chlorinated hydrocarbons present the problem of

greatest importance but perhaps unnecessarily so. If sediments are

presently being charged with organo—chiorines, the situation probably

stems from an accident or past lack of proper discharge control. Such

sediments are far better discharged into the deep ocean, no matter

what the cost , especially if the buildup has taken place in sediments

likely to affect human marine food supplies. Most of the metal inputs

L into marine sediments have come from municipal and industrial dis-

charges. Except as noted below, these sediments can be deposited in

spec’ial areas of the deep ocean with only inconsequential effects.
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LANDWAP.D RETURN OF MATERIAL TO SHOAL WATER

STORM SURGE INFLUENCES

There is no observational evidence for the lifting of deposited

material on the outer shelf and continental slopes by hurricane—

generated waves. A simple appeal to the tables available from Airy

Wave Theory indicates that the potential for creating a pressure

deviation by such waves at depths of 200 m or greater is quite small.

On the other hand , if material is still in suspension above 200 m

when such waves occur vertical mixing due to the orbital paths could

occur a~id a net , but extremely small, horizontal translation in the

wave propagation direction is possible. Thus storm surge influence

becomes important when the shelf width is small and disposal has been

initiated shortly before the advent of a major storm.

BREAKING OF INTERNAL WAVES

The influence of internal wave breaking is in the realm of an effective

vertical mixing enhancem~ent. As in the case of storm surge influence,

there is no direct observational evidence In the literature for this

mechanism operating on ‘Usposed material in the open ocean. Plumes

of material and their vertical distribution have been observed acous-

tically on the inner shelf in the vicinity of a major current regime.

If internal waves were breaking in this region the tendency would be

to keep finé~material in suspension. Internal waves are suspected to

be present on the continental slopes and shelves that are generated

in the tidal frequency range as a response to tidal forcing. There is

no definite evidence of their existence (or breaking) in the open

ocean literature reviewed for this report.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MODIFICATIONS

TRIGGERING OF MASSIVE DOWNSLOPE MOVEMENTS

Slumping

It is not beyond the realm of possibility that the disposal of dredged

material on the shelf—slope junction or upon the continental slope it-

self could trigger a large or small slump of the sediment cover .

Although rapid deposition is often advanced as the basic cause of

slumping, Uchupi (1967a) speculates that the slumping that occurred

in the New York Bight in the Pleistocene may have been triggered by

an earthquake. Lewis (1971) also believes that earthquake vibration

can cause sediment bed failure. Kelling and Stanley (1976) describe

slumping as “a gravity—controlled process in which cohesive materials

yield and move under gravity in a more or less coherent manner .” The

failure occurs along discrete shear planes. Morgenstern (1967) points

out that the degree of consolidation of the sediment largely controls

the shear strength, but internal pressure induced by high rates of sed-

imentation can reduce the undrained strength to the point where failure

may occur in clay on slopes as low as 3° . Thus , both the vibrations
and internal pressures induced by discharging large quantities of

dredged materials (especially consolidated types) on the continental

slope, where the gradient is generally from 3—6° but may range as high

as 15° or more (Emery and Uchupi, 1972), are capable of triggering a

slump .

Sliding

Sliding is very similar to slumping, differing primarily in the fact

that true slides exhibit little internal deformation as a result of

their tran8lation downslope (Kelling and Stanley , 1976) .
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Creep

This is a variant of slumping and sliding which is slow and which pro—
bably occurs along a large number of shear planes.

All of the above phenomena are known to have occurred in very recent

times. For instance, the best known siump is one that occurred west

of the Grand Banks in 1929 (Heezen and Ewing, 1952 ; Heezen and Drake,

1964). The movement involved both slumping and sliding on the slope

and continued seaward down the rise as a turbidity current that succes-

sively broke about a dozen telegraph cables. Similar slides and cable

breaks have been reported in this area for a long time (Milne, 1897;
Stanley and Silverberg, 1969). Numerous authors have presented data

on recent slumps, slides, and creep occurring on the slope, rise, and

in canyons. Among these are Pequegnat et al. (1972), showing results

of a slump in De Soto Canyon and creep on the slope, and James (1972)

who marked various recent slumps in the Gulf of Mexico by displaced

bivalve shells. In general, slumping or turbidity flows, triggered as a

result of dumping in carefully selected areas, can be considered as

an efficient way to distribute the dredged material into the deep ocean.

It is not envisaged, however , that this would occur on a one to one
basis for each disposal event. If the disposal introduced coarse sedi-

ments into an area otherwise dominated by muds , environmental enhance-

ment might well result.

MODERATE MODIFICATION OF BOTTOM CURRENTS

Discharged material can be expected to modify bottom currents to a

— greater or lesser degree wherever they occur. Very likely such modi—

fications would be more important in shallow water where much more

mounding would be expected to occur than in deep water. Moreover , the

deleterious effects of such modifications might be more significant in

shallow water than in deep insofar as there are in the former , higher
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percentages of suspension—feeding organisms and those that produce

pelagic larvae (which are distributed by currents — often on the

microscale).

In deep water whatever mounding does occur could be taken as a bio—

logical plus factor since structuring is known to enhance the biolo-

gical environment (Pequegnat, 1974).

C. CHEMICAL IMPACTS

The presence of large quantities of dredged material in shallow water

can interfere with the use of the water for recreational or commercial

purposes in a simple mechanical way; however , such mechanical or
engineering problems can usually be anticipated and avoided by using

proper disposal sites and practices. The chemical impacts that the

dredged material has on the disposal environment are, on the other

hand , diff icul t  to predict and even more diff icul t  to control. Con—

cern for the chemical impact from an environmental quality standpoint

has to be the overall effect on the marine biosphere, but such effects

can be so subtle as to defy detection prior to irreparable damage,

thus other evidences of environmental change must be considered .

The usual rationale applied is that dredging and disposal are adversely

affecting the environment if certain changes in water—quality para—

meters such as oxygen, nutrients, trace metals , and pesticides can be

detected , because these are known to affect marine life. In order to

predict the likely water—quality effect of removing and re—depositing

material from a given site the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have developed the elutriate test

(Keeley and Engler , 1974). The test is designed to simulate dredging

and disposal by mixing sediment to be dredged with water from the

dredged material or disposal site, separating the two, then analyz ing

the water, especially for nutrients and known contaminants. The

considerable work with the elutriate test, much of which is sununarized
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by Lee et al. (1975), has added greatly to the understanding of the

interactions between re—suspended bottom sediments and components in

the water column. The results of laboratory studies , primarily with
the elutriate test, and field investigations of water quality at dis-

posal sites can be discussed under the following headings:

1) changes in oxygen concentration

2) uptake and release of nutrients

3) uptake and release of toxins

a) trace metals

b) halogenated hydrocarbons

c) petroleum hydrocarbons

d) unknown toxins and synergisms as detected by bioassay.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN

All nearshore sediments, whether clean or contaminated , will contain

substances susceptible to oxidation by the dissolved oxygen in normal

seawater. The amount of such substances, and hence the oxygen demand

they exert will, however , vary greatly. Clean sands from which most

clay and organic matter has been winnowed by wave and current action

will have little oxygen demand, whereas organic rich muds and sludges

will have very high oxygen demands. It is generally recognized that

some oxygen loss will occur when any sediment is exposed to oxygenated

water, but the magnitude of the loss will depend on the particular

sediment and the chemical and physical factors in the disposal environ-

ment. One measure of the potential loss is the chemical oxygen demand

(COD) of the material; the original Federal Water Quality Administra-

tion (FWQA) criteria for the suitability of sediment for dredging and

disposal gave a maximum value of 5 percent (dry weight basis) for COD.

It has been found , however , that bulk chem cal analyses of material does

not give a reliable guide to the actual behavior of the material during

dredging and disposal. Thus, the elutriate test was developed so as to
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measure the actual behavior of the material under laboratory conditions

designed to simulate dredging and disposal. Work with the elutriate

test has shown widely varying oxygen uptake rates depending on the

sediment used (Lee et al., 1975). Furthermore , it is not a simple

matter to convert these laboratory measurements to estimates of be-

havior in the field , because the oxygen uptake rates vary with t ime ,
t emperature , and the aqueous—to—solid ratio in the settling mass, as

well as with the amount of oxygen in the disposal water and its renewal

rate by advection and diffusion. It is also important to note ‘-hat

in the elutriate test only the relatively short—term effects likely

to occur during water column passage are being considered , whereas

~~;-~ nature the sediments will continue to exert an oxygen demand long

after settling to the bottom.

Most of the environmental parameters needed to predict the overall

impact of dredged material on oxygen concentrations at the disposal site

can be obtained through a baseline data gathering program at the site.

In such a program it is extremely important to consider seasonal ef-

fects, especially those that influence the stability of the water

column, such as the development of a strong thertuocline, which inhibits

mixing and thus renewal of oxygen below the thermocline. Certain

areas of the open continental shelf , for example, the U.S. mid—Atlantic

area, develop anoxic or very nearly anoxic conditions in the bottom

water when strong seasonal thermoclines develop and inputs of oxidiz-
able matter  from shore and from surface ocean productivity are high .

Adding high BOD—COD dredged materials to these areas could have very

serious deleterious consequences, even though the dredged material

is almost certain to represent only a very small percentage of the

total oxygen demand . It could figuratively become the st~aw that

L 

broke the camel’s back.

The situation described above is certainly not typical of most of the

U.S. continental shelf and slope at most times. Rather, a rapid
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renewal of oxygen in the bottom waters by advection and mixing is the

rule. The unlikelihood of a significant lowering of oxygen concentra-

tions in the open ocean under normal conditions can be implied from

a consideration of natural sediment transport and deposition processes .

These processes result in much larger and more persistent additions of
oxygen—demanding substances to natural waters than those resulting

from dredging. Nevertheless, serious oxygen depletion is caused by

natural sedimentation processes in only rare times (e.g., large floods)

or rare environments (e.g., certain highly stratified closed basins).

One reason for this is the rapid flocculation and precipitation of

even fine—grained suspended material, particularly in high ionic

strength solutions such as seawater. Trefry and Presley (l976b) , for

example, point out that over 90 percent of the suspended load of the

Mississippi River is deposited within hours of entering the saline

waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The similarly rapid transfer of dredged

material through the water column has been considered in Part 1 of

Section B of this report, and it is this factor that will largely control

oxygen uptake during water column passage. It should also be noted

that nutrient release from dredged material to the water will stimu-

late photosynthetic oxygen production thus counteracting some or all

of the oxygen uptake. The net result of all reactions involving

oxygen will have to be determined on a case by case basis, and in fact

whereas several studies rather clearly show oxygen depletion in

bottom waters due to disposal of dredged materials (Brown and Clark,

1968, May, 1973), other studies show no effect (Windom, 1972). The

observed oxygen depletion almost certainly results not from reactions

in the water column , but from reaction in the bottom sediments, of the

type discussed in an earlier section of this report .

Another viewpoint on the probable effect on water column oxygen

levels can be obtained by a consideration of the relative amounts of

available dissolved oxygen and oxygen demanding material , as has been

stated above. An appreciation for the quantities involved can be
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obtained by considering that an absolute maximum suspended material

load of a few hundred milligrams per liter can be expected , for short

periods, in the immediate vicinity of the disposal site, whereas

oxygen concentrations are typically 5 mg/l or so. Lee et al. (1975),

in an extensive laboratory study of oxygen uptake by bottom sediment ,

found that between 0.15 and 0.6 mg of oxygen were used per gram of

sediment during the f irst  hour of exposure (much of this was within

the first 10 minutes) after which the rate generally decreased . Thus,

if there is no exchange or renewal of a parcel of water (an unlikely

situation), which contains a high suspended load (500 mg/l) of material

like the most oxygen demanding used by Lee et al. (1975), then 0.3 mg

or 6 percent of the 5 mg of original oxygen could be used in one hour .

Less material, a lower oxygen demand , and oxygen renewal by photo-

synthesis, diffusion, and advection would lessen the effect , whereas

if the material were reacted with low—oxygen water , for example, from

the oceanic oxygen minimum layer, or in the unlikely event of an

even higher oxygen demand by the material, then a more serious

depletion of oxygen could occur. As with many aspects of environmental

behavior , prediction is difficult, and to a large extent must be made on

a case by case basis.

UPTAKE AND RELEASE OF NUTRIENTS

Marine phytoplankton , like land plants , require certain chemical

elements in addition to carbon dioxide and water in order to photo-

synthesize and grow. These elements are called nutrients, and the

most important of them seem to be nitrogen and phosphorus , although

many other elements may be required , but in such low concentrations as

to seldom limit growth by their absence. Nitrogen and phosphorus,

on the other hand , clearly limit phytoplankton growth and can be

completely depleted in surface water during intense biological

activity. The nutrients are released or regenerated when the

organisms that took them up die and decay . Regeneration takes place in
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the water column as dead organisms and their metabolic products sink,

and it continues after the material arrives at the sea floor. It

has been shown, by Broecker (1974) among others, that the regeneration

process in the water column is quite effective; that is, only a small

percentage of the nitrogen and phosphorus that becomes fixed in biogenic

particulates survives to reach the sea bottom , especially in water

more that 50—100 metres deep. Furthermore, only a small percentage

of the material making it to the bottom survives destruction at the

seafloor—seawater boundary. Nevertheless, the bottom sediments

represent a very large reservoir of nutrients because they have accumu-

lated over a long time period compared to the residence time of the

overlying water, and their nutrient content is more concentrated

since it is in a solid form.

The release of nutrients from bottom sediments to the overlying water

under various naturally occurring conditions has been studied for a

number of years and is discussed in detail in a later section of this

report. The release (or uptake) from sediments that have been mechani-

cally disturbed , such as in dredging, has been less intensely studied ,

but several investigators have considered the problem in recent years

due to its obvious relationship to water quality and biological acti-

vity. Biggs (1968), for example, reported nitrogen and phosphorus

levels 50 to 100 times above ambient in the immediate vicinity of

dredged material disposal sites. Windoin (1975, 1976) has reported

large increases in ammonia at disposal sites, but little change in

nitrate and phosphate . In another study Windom (1972) found ammonia

to be the only constituent of the many monitored that was consis—

tently released in large quantities during initial dispersion of

dredged sediments into water. In some cases, phosphate was released but

in others it was not, a behavior Windom (1972 , 1975) could not explain.
Recent work with the EPA—COE elutriate test, especially by Lee et al.

(1975), has done much to clarify the behavior of phosphate and other

constituents of dredged material during disposal and has shown the
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overriding importance of the oxygen concentration as a controlling

factor.

Windom (1972), May (1973) , Keeley and Engler et al. (1974), Lee et al.
(1975), and others have pointed out that changes in water—quality para-
meters , including nutrient levels, can not be simply related to the

bulk chemistry of dredged materials. The elutriate test, however,

which attempts to simulate dredged material disposal , offers promise

as a predictive tool. Nevertheless, the elutriate test as originally

proposed , wherein sediment and water are mixed in a l—to—4 ratio and

mechanically agitated , has given ambiguous data on the behavior of

certain components of the dredged material, especially phosphate.

Lee et al. (1975) reported that the seemingly anomalous behavior of

phosphate during the elutriate test was related to variations in the

redox nature of the sediment—water mixture, since no provision is

made for maintenance of the redox level during the test. They obtained

much more consistent results if the mixture was stirred and agitated by

a stream of nitrogen or air, so as to maintain reducing (nitrogen) or

oxidizing (air) conditions.

When the elutriate test is performed under oxidizing conditions ,

phosphate is almost always removed from the solution, presumably due

to adsorption onto iron oxide particles that result from oxidation

of reduced iron from the sediment . This result could have been antici-

pated because iron~~~ oxide addition has been a common method of

phosphate removal from wastewater for a number of years (Recht and

Ghassemi, 1970), and natural processes, which add iron oxide particles

to water , have been shown to strongly affect phosphate concentrations

(Berner , 1974). Figure 37 from Lee et al. (1975) very clearly shows

the strong effect of redox levels on phosphate concentrations, and

whereas the actual behavior will depend on a number of factors , it

can be predicted by doing an elutriate test on the material to be

dredged , using the water it will mix with during disposal and main—
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Figure 37. Phosphorus release under oxic and anoxic conditions: Houston
Ship Channel Turning Basin sediments (from Lee et al., 1975)
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tam ing the redox level to be expected . In the case of deepwater dis—

posal the redox would almost always be positive due to an abundant

supply of dissolved oxygen, thus an uptake rather than a release of

phosphate is to be expected and little or no biological impact is

likely. Ammonia levels in the open ocean are extremely low because it

is thermodynamically unstable with respect to nitrate in the presence

of oxygen. However, early workers found high levels in anoxic waters

and pore waters, a fact well documented by Rittenburg et al. (1955) and

later by Nissenbaum et al. (1972). Apparently , few reactions take

up ammonia in the absence of oxygen, such that it builds up to levels

in excess of those of the carbon, phosphorus, and sulfur species ,
which would be released with it during the decomposition of organic

matter. It is not surprising, therefore, that most experiments with

re—suspension of anoxic bottom sediments (e.g. elutriate tests)

show large—scale ammonia release. Lee et al. (1975) emphasize this

observation very strongly , and Chen et al. (l976b) and others have

commented on it. Windom (1975) gives some dramatic examp les of

ammonia release in the field during actual discharge from dredge

pipelines (Figure 38).

Concern over ammonia release stems from two opposing effects such

release might have . It can stimulate biological activity , leading in

the extreme to rapid growth to undesirable organisms and eutrophica-

tion, or it can act as a powerful toxin. Whether either ef fec t  is

realized depends on environmental factors, especially oxygen levels,

and the rapidity of mixing and dilution. It seems unlikely that a

problem would develop in open ocean disposal, but due to the extremely

low levels, which can cause measurable biological effects , each dis-

posal operation should be evaluated individually, including monitoring

of actual discharge. Little data are available on short—term toxic

effects of ammonia; nevertheless, it is Important to know what levels

result from disposal and for what time, so as to guide future effects

studies.
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Figure 38. Changes in nitrate and ammonia with time after discharge in
the water of the sediment—water slurry discharged from dredge pipeline.
Arrow indicates nttrate concentration in ambient water. Ambient ammon—
ia levels were always less than nitrate. (A) Upper Charleston Harbor.
(B) Lower Charleston Harbor. (C) Cape Fear River. (D) Terry Creek, Ca.

(From Windom , 1975).
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If surface phytoplankton productivity is greatly stimulated as a result

of ammonia and other nutrient release duritig disposal, the possible

consequences of this activity must be considered. Even though It seems

unlikely that adverse effects would result from increased productivity

in the open ocean, the fact remains that oxygen uptake will result as

the surface organisms die and sink, and under conditions of poor

H renewal of deeper water, significant oxygen depletion could occur.

Furthermore, increased surface productivity could conceivably add to

the organic carbon loading on the sea floor, which will occur as

dredged material deposits. This organic carbon addition can have

very pronounced , although probably very local, effects on benthic

organisms, because, in the extreme, completely anoxic and hydrogen

sulfide—containing sediments will develop that are devoid of almost

all but microscopic forms of life. A more likely situation, however ,
is that the dredged material will slowly oxidize as it sits on the

sea floor , with the depth of the oxidized layer of sediment being a

complex function of the nature of the material, the oxygen renewal

rate of the bottom water, and the mixing of the sediment. While an

oxidized zone of sufficient thickness to prevent diffusion of reduced

species from sediment to water is developing , such diffusion will

occur. Thus, some additions of ammonia, phosphate, etc. will come from

the bottom , but their effect on bottom water quality should be minimal

except under extremely slow renewal rates of the water.

In summary, nutrients in measurable amounts are likely to be released

to, or in the case of phosphate sometimes taken up from, the disposal

site water, both during settling of dredged material and from the

sedimented mass. This activity can have potentially significant effects

on both pelagic and benthic organisms. However, the extent of the

biological effects is largely dependent on the rate of dilution of

added nutrients and the rate of renewal of water. In the case of

typical open ocean areas, and considering the limited exposure of the
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settling material to the water column during disposal , it seems unlikely

that pelagic organisms would be significantly affected . Benthic

organisms may, however, be affected over a small area if the dredged

material is richer in nutrients and organic carbon than the sediments

on which it is depositing.

UPTAKE AND RELEASE OF TOXINS

Ammonia can act as a stimulant or as a toxin depending on its concen-

tration, as was discussed III the previous sec ion. Many other corn—

pounds and elements show similar behavior anc some of these will be

considered in this section. The most important classes of toxic

substances, as determined on the basis of amount of production,

toxicity , and persistence in the environment (National Academy of

Sciences, 1971), are heavy metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons , and
petroleum hydrocarbons. However, other toxins, especially other syn—

thetic organics, may be of equal or greater importance in a given

dredged material , even though they have not been extensively studied

or discussed . —

HEAVY METAL S

The toxic levels for metallic compounds to marine organisms have not

been clearly established , partially due to the extreme variability in

sensitivity exhibited by different organisms and different life stages.

There is little argument with the proposition , however , that such met-
als as mercury , cadmium, arsenic , chromium , copper , and lead can act

as powerful toxins, not only to marine organisms but to man if he

consumes seafood contaminated with them. The tragedy of Minimata Bay

(Ir ukayoma , 1967) brought this fact dramatically home. Nor is there

any argument with the fact that man ’s activities are drastically in-

creasing the input of many metals to the ocean, as can be seen from

Table 16, which was compiled from various sources by Ketchum (1972).
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Table 16
Heavy Metal Production and

Potential Ocean Inputs

(in 106 metric tons/yr)

Transport
Mining by Rivers Atmospheric

Substances Production to Oceans Washout

Lead , Pb 3 0.1 0.3

4 Copper, Cu 6 0.25 0.2

Vanadium, V 0.02 0.03 0.02

Nickel , Ni 0.5 0.01 0.03

Chromium, Cr 2 0.04 0.02

Tin, Sn 0.2 0.002 0.03

Cadmium, Cd 0.01 0.0005 0.01

Arsenic, As 0.06 0.07 —

Mercury, Hg 0.009 0.003 0.08

Zinc, Zn 5 0.7 —

Selenium, Se 0.002 0.007 —

Silver, Ag 0.01 0.01 —

Molybdenum, Mo - 0.03 -

Antimony, Sly 0.07 0.01 —

From Ketchum, 1972.
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The percentage of metal mined , and, therefore , pres umably used ,
which escapes to the environment is difficult to estimate, but Table 16

emphasizes the potential of the problem. That the potential is real—

ized, at least in some instances, is shown by Table 17 from Trefry

and Presley (l976a) where data from San Antonio Bay, Texas, an area
shown to be largely free of anthropogenic metals, are compared to

Galveston Bay and the Houston Ship Channel. Iron and manganese con-

centrations are similar in the three data sets , but cadmium , copper ,
lead , and zinc are 10—20 times higher in the Houston Ship Channel

samples.

Few sediments are likely to be as polluted by heavy metals as those

from the Houston Ship Channel, yet enriched nearshore sediments must

be common near population and industrial centers. Trefry and Presley

(1976a) present a simple technique for demonstrating subtle contamina—

tion. They found that many metals give strong linear correlations

with iron on scatter plots. Figure 39 for example shows zinc and

iron data for a number of Gulf of Mexico sediments. A similar plot

of zinc and iron using data from Hann and Slowey (1972) shows many

samples falling near a straight line, but several samples well off

the line. These latter samples from the Houston Ship Channel, are

greatly enriched in zinc relative to iron, probably due to man ’s

activities. Trefry and Presley (1976a) show, using much additional

data, how this plotting technique allows one io recognize rather

subtle evidence of contamination , without the necessity of considering

complicating factors such as grain size, calcium carbonate percentage,

organic carbon content , etc.

It is generally recognized that heavy metals, whether natural or

anthropogenic , are largely transported to the ocean by streams and

largely in particulate rather than dissolved form . Trefry and Presley

(1976b) , for example, show that 90 percent of the total flux by the

Mississippi River for several metals is in the particulate form.
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Table 17

Leachable Heavy Metal Concentrations for Sediments from

San Antonio Bay, Galveston Bay, and the Houston Ship Channel

Heavy Metal

Fe Mn Pb Zn Cd Cu Ni
Location (%) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm )

San Antonio Bay
Mean (N = 51) : 1.04 210 9.5 32.7 0.2 4.0 9.9

Range : 1.65 423 14.4 51.7 0.44 8.3 10.3
to to to to to to to
0.19 60 3.3 5.6 0.22 1.6 2.6

Galveston Bay*
Mean (N = 44) : 0.71 408 24 51 0.6 19 22.1

Range : 1.27 1060 50 141 4.9 96 58
to to to to to to to
0.08 53 5 9.8 0.2 4 0.6

Houston Ship Channel*
Mean (N = 24) : 0.98 392 113 240 2.9 46 34

Range : 1.31 931 268 622 10.7 157 63
to to to to to to to
0.23 83 30 74 0.1 17 15

*Data from Hann and Slowey (1972) obtained with nitr ic acid (HNO 3) leach .

From: Trefry and Presley, 1976a.
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Furthermore, these particulates deposit quickly upon entering the sea.

This can be appreciated by noting that deep—sea sediment accumulation

rates are typically 1000 or more times slower than rates in estuaries

and near river mouths. Thus, the great bulk of sediment reaching

the ocean settles where it may well have to be disturbed by dredging ,

and as has been suggested , this sediment can contain higher than

natural levels of toxic heavy metals. In fact, studies of actual

dredged material deposits have shown high heavy metal levels. For

example, Gross (1972) found high silver, chromium, copper , tin, zinc,

and lead in sediments composed of material dredged from the New York

area and Hom e et al. (1971) report similar findings on New York and

other metropolitan area dredged material.

The discussion above concerns only the bulk composition of sediments

and says nothing about the biological availability of metals or the

effects on organisms. It is not surprising that grossly contaminated

sediments seem to cause adverse effects. The Sandy Hook Laboratory

(1972) , for example , found that areas of the New York Bight, which
were covered with “sewage sludge and dredging spoils wer~ devoid of

normal, or are characterized by greatly reduced , benthic macrofaunal

populations.” The Houston Ship Channel and other highly contaminated

water bodies are almost devoid of benthic organisms. However, many

studies of actual dredged material disposal areas, including a variety

of sediment types, have either failed to find any evidence of biologi-

cal ef fec t s , or have found the area returning to normal within months

after disposal stops. Stickney and Perlmutter (1975) found the benthic

infauna along the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway returned to norma .

two months after being completely displaced by dredging. Harrison

(1970) found only a few animals had colonized dredged material depos—

its one month after deposition in Chesapeake Bay , but in 15 months

there was complete recovery of the normal population . Brehtner (1967)

found greater species divers ~.ty and numbers of organisms in dredged

(material disposal) areas of Chesapeake Bay than on natural substrate
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nearby. Saila et al. (1971) found effects of disposal of dredged

material into Rhode Island Sound to be limited to small areas, which

were quickly recolonized.

-j The studies referred to above argue against any extensive biological

effect of heavy metals n most dredged material, and few if any studies

have been able to show increased concentrations of metals in organisms —

collected on or near dredged material. Several authors, especially

Windom (1972) and Lee et al. (1975) have strongly argued that bulk

chemical analysis of sediments is relatively uninformative as to the

biological availability of the toxins in the sediment. Gross (1972)

found that only small percentages of the metals in the New York Bight

dredged material could be leached out with hydrochloric acid and

concluded that most of the metal was not available to organisms. The

elutmiate test, as has been discussed earlier in this report, was

developed to give a better indication of biological availability than

does simple bulk chemistry .

Lee et al. (1975) have done extensive work with heavy metal release

during the elutmiate test. They concluded that manganese is released

in greater quantities than any other metal, under both oxidizing and

reducing conditions . Under reducing conditions substantial amounts of

iron and possibly lead were also released . Zinc, on the other hand ,

was taken up from the water under oxidizing and perhaps under reducing

conditions , while copper, lead , and cadmium were not released or taken

up under oxidizing conditions. Lee et al. (1975) found that a 30—

minute agitation period allowed maximum release of metals, and that

th~r.e was no additional release if 24—hour settling periods were used

instead of 1 hour. Thus, the metal release seems to occur rapidly upon

mixing sediment and water.

Chen et al. (l976b) conducted numerous experiments by resuspending

sediments in seawater , allowing them to settle for 48 hours , and
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analyzing the overlying water. They found no change in the concentra.-

tions of silver , cadmium , and mercury under any experimental condition.

Chromium, copper , and lead were released 3 to 10 times above backgr ound
levels, and iron, manganese, and zinc were released in even larger

amounts. The results of Chen et al. (1976b) are thus similar but not

identical to those of Lee et al. (1975). In both cases, however,

the actual concentrations of metals in the equilibrated water was

very low, in the parts per billion range or less, and the large

increases noted simply result from the extremely low metal levels in

the starting water (normal seawater). In fact, the equilibrated con-

centrations were so low that considerable analytical difficulties

were encountered in determining them, and there is little evidence

to indicate that such low levels would have adverse effects on marine

organisms in the short time before they would be diluted or precipi-

tated in open ocean disposal operations.

It seems unlikely, based on the above discussion, that metal release

in the water column during open ocean disposal would have significant

biological effects , but because subtle sublethal effects are so poorly

understood , more study of this situation seems warranted , especially

using manganese, the metal released in greatest amounts. In addition

to release to the water while settling , metals will be released from

the sedimented mass of dredged material on the bottom under some

conditions. One indication of this phenomenon is high heavy metal

concentrations in the pore water (interstitial water) of normal marine

sediments. In general, interstitial water trace metal concentrations

are 5—1000 times greater than those in the overlying seawater

(Brooks et al., 1967; Presley et al., 1972; Manheim , 1976). This

difference establishes a concentration gradient , which allows signi-

ficant diffusion and also potentially puts benthic organisms in

contact with dissolved concentrations far above those of normal sea-

water . Despite analytical problems in obtaining interstitial metal

concentrations , available values still appear to be below tox ic
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levels and thus pore water solutions in dredged material would not

appear to be an environmental problem. Nevertheless, the paucity

of such data suggests that close—spaced vertical sections of pore

water be analyzed for some of the toxic metals (e.g. mercury , lead ,
cadmium) in some dredged materials . Then , when more data are available

on actual toxic levels of various metals, a judgement can be made

as to the likely biological effects.

Interstitial water metal data tell about dissolved species, which are

readily accessible to the benthos but very little about metal species

bound to sediment particles, which may be released in the gut of an

organism. The standard elutriate test is of little use for deposited

dredged material because , except in unusual circumstances , no signif i—

cant fraction of this material will be resuspended in the overlying

water, and in any case it is the benthic organisms that may be most

affected . Therefore , chemical leaching of sediments has been used

to help identify the physico—chemical forms of solid—phase metals

and predict biological availability. Sediment leaching techniques

have closely followed those developed by soil chemists and have

primarily been concerned with separating surface—held and authigenic

metals from lattice—held mineral phase metals (Goldberg and Arrhenius ,

1958; Hirst and Nicholls, 1958; Chester and Hughes, 1967 , 1969;
Presley et al., 1972; Gibbs, 1973).

Recent studies of metal partitioning applicable to dredged material

(Brannon et al . ,  1976: Chen et a l . ,  l976b) have incorporated many of

these earlier techniques. A sequential partitioning scheme is out-

lined in Figure 40, and a sample data set for nickel is given in

Figure 41. Chen et al. (1976b) and Brannon et al. (1976) have shown

that metals are primarily found in reducible and residual phases.

The large residual fraction observed in most sediment would most

likely be unavailable to marine organisms whereas the reducible phases

may be released in anoxic sediments or dissolved in an acidic digestive
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Figure 41. Partitioning of nickel in three distinct sediment samples
(from Brannon et al., 1976).
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medium. However, it is still not possible to make a straightforward

assessment of the biological availability of sediment metals strictly

from the partitioning data of the above schemes.

Khalid et al. (1975) present what is perhaps a more useful approach for

environmental assessment as they measured the sorptive behavior of

mercury as a function of pH and redox potential (Eh). It is, in

effect, the Eh that is altered during diagenesis and the pH that is

lowered during digestion. Trefry (unpublished data) leached sediments

with phthalate buffers (ph 2.2 — 5.8) to assess biological availability

(Figure 42). Results show that the amounts of iror and zinc removed

from a surface sediment sample from the Mississippi Delta increase

dramatically with decreasing pH. Within the range of known internal

pH for benthic invertebrates (pH 4, Gates and Travis, 1969) only a

small amount of metal would be released. On the other hand , verte-

brate digestive systems are commonly at a pH of 3 or even less and

would be able to mobilize much greater amounts of heavy metals , ac-

cording to the data presented iii Figure 42. More work is needed on

the release of metals from various types of sediments due to leaching

with solutions of different pH; however , no amount of leaching work

can do more than imply biological availability of heavy metals. What

is even more critically needed is simple uptake experiments to see

if various sediment ingesting organisms do become enriched in heavy

metals when cultured on a metal rich substrate. Dr. Frank Slowey

(Personal communication , Texas A&M University, 1977) in ongoing

unpublished work is finding little uptake by clams, worms, and other

organisms, but Young and Jon (1976) find metal enrichments in scallops

from areas off Los Angeles , California where sediments are metal rich

and Kielor (Personal communication , University of Wisconsin , 1976) f inds
metal uptake from sediments by amphipods ir, a laboratory study . It

is obviously difficult to judge the possible effect of heavy metal rich

• bottom sediment on benthic organisms. Nevertheless, because effects

have generally been minimal in laboratory and field studies using
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undiluted contaminated sediment , it seems likely that no effect would

occur in a typical deep ocean disposal operation where the sediment to

be discharged is unlikely to be highly contaminated to start with and

will be diluted by physical and biological mixing with the underlying

sediment in any case.

SYNTHETIC ORGANICS

Over the past 20 to 30 years the chemical industry has developed

literally thousands of new synthetic organic products and more

thousands of applications for existing synthetiL materials. Consumers

are nevertheless demanding more plastics, solvents, synthetic fibers ,

pesticides, cleaning products and the like, so there is little doubt

that production and use of such materials will continue to expand . A

• feeling for the magnitude of the potential problem can be obtained

from Table 18, compiled by National Academy of Sciences (1971), which

lists only a few of the compounds thought to be toxic to organisms

that are produced in large volumes. The sheer mass and chemical

complexity of synthetic organics makes the study of their environmental

impact difficult indeed , but much research is under way and better

assessments should be forthcoming soon. Meanwhile , it is essential

to at least establish their distribution in the marine environment.

The two groups of synthetic organics that have received the most atten-

tion due to concerns over their environmental impact are halogertated

hydrocarbon pesticides (e.g., DDT) and polychlorinated biphenyl

compo rnds (PCB). These groups are produced in very large amounts

• (Table 18), are persistent , and are known to be toxic . Like other

products of man they get into rivers from sewage outfalls and land

runoff and ultimately enter the ocean where they are strongly concen—

trated in nearshore sediments (McDermott et al., 1974) (a large

percentage of the continental supply of these compounds may also

enter the ocean from the atmosphere , but this rate is of less
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Table 18

Estimated Production and Environmental Leakages of
Some Synthetic Organic Chemicals

Estimated Leakage
Global Production to Environment

Annual Total Annual Total
Million Million Million Million

Chemical Tons Tons Tons Tons

DDT 0.1 2 0.25 —

Aidrin—toxaphene 0.1 1 0.25 0.5

BHC 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.25

PCB 0.1 0.5 0.025 0.25

1, 2 dichloroethane 5 — 0.5 —
Freons 0.4—0.6 — 0.4—0.6 —
Dry Cleaning solvents 2 — 1—2 —
Total synthetic light organic 20—30 — 2—3 —
Total synthetic organic 100 — ? —

From: National Academy of Sciences, 1971.
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importance in a dredging study). As with other toxic substances, then,

one must question the effect that dredging might have on the avail-

ability of pesticides and PCBs to marine organisms. To most people the

real question Is a simple “are pesticides and PCBs released to solu—

tion during mixing and dredged material disposal?” As noted below

this may not be the proper question, but it must be answered in any

case.

Pesticides, PCBs , and similar compounds can associate with a number of

phases in the sediments (various clays, natural organic substances,

organoclay complexes, petroleum hydrocarbons, etc.). Furthermore,

there is considerable evidence showing that different synthetic

organics associate with different phases of sediments and have dif-

ferent susceptibilities to leaching (Eader, 1962; Pfister et al.,

1969; Huang and Liao, 1970; Boucher and Lee, 1972 , and others). It is

not surprising, therefore, to find a poor correlation between the

amount of pesticide and PCE released to solution and that in the

bulk sediment. An elutriate test is the best available tool for

evaluating release and has been used by Lee et al. (1975).

Lee et al. (1975) worked with four different sediments from various

locations in the U.S., one of which was highly contaminated with pesti-

cides and two others of which contained detectable amounts. They also

used , in the elutriate test, water contaminated with pesticides, as
well as pesticide—free water. They found little or no release of

pesticides in the elutriate test and , in fact , found some uptake from

contaminated water. On the other hand, PCB8 were released from some

of the sediments but retained by particulate oil and grease.

There seems to be no consistent correlation between the initial concen-

tration of PCBs in the test water and extent of release or sorption

in the elutriate test. The PCB concentrations detected in all samples

of water and elutriate, did not excced the aqueous solubility of
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56 jig/9~ for Aroclor 1254 at room temperature (Haque et al., 1974).

However, whether the PCBs detected were soluble or associated with

suspended solids that could not be removed by the centrifugation used

was not determined .

Fulk et al. (1975) collected water and sediment from five different

areas around the United States and from a variety of environments.

PCBs were found in 59 of the 64 sediment samples analyzed , and dieldrin

and DDT compounds were also conmion. Other pesticides were found in

only a few samples. Water column samples also contained PCBs and

dieldri~ , but associated with particles, not as dissolved species.

In desorptlon tests, desorption occurred only when sediment—water ratios

were 1 to 5 or higher, with no measurable release to water with 1—to—

10 ratios. The amount of pesticide in the sediment was more important

to release than TOC or grain size, but oil and grease was also impor-

tant. The amount of PCB remaining In the water column after settling

of sediment was directly related to the oil and grease and suspended

sediment in the water.

The above studies indicate that little of the PCB and pesticide content

of sediments will be released to solution upon mixing with water as

in dredged material disposal. However, the suspended sediment parti-

cles, especially if they have oil and grease associated with them,

contain measurable PCBs and pesticides and probably even scavenge

these compounds from solution. Unfortunately, from an environmental

quality standpoint, contaminated particulates may be at least as

harmful as dissolved compounds. For example, Nimmo et al. (1971)

• found crabs and shrimp could take up PCBs from sediment, and Odum

(1969) made similar observations. Boothe (Unpublished Data) found that

copepod larvae took up DDT almost exclusively from particles in the

water, not from solution. This much of the elutriate test work may

be relatively meaningless because only release to solution was

L considered , whereas the fine particulates may be more important, as
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might association with oil and grease, which could form a surface

slick.

PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS

From television news coverage, the general nublic is well aware of the

impact of petroleum hydrocarbons (PHC) on the marine environment from

the several spectacular oil spills, which have occurred in recent years.

However, large episodic discharges from tanker and oil well accidents

account for only 1 percent or so of the total PHC entering the marine

environment. Table 19, reproduced from a National Academy of Sciences

(1975) study , shows that most of the PHC enter by river and urban

runoff and from other sources that constantly add these compounds to

the coastal ocean.

Most of the PHC added to the ocean either dissolves in seawater or

floats to the surface. In either case physical , r~hemical, and bio—

chemical processes then start to degrade the petroleum, ultimately

reducing it to carbon dioxide and water. However, in the processes

of degradation a more dense residue is produced , and agglutination

forms semisolid lumps called “tar balls.” At the same time, the

petroleum tends to adsorb or otherwise be taken up by suspended

particulate material (L. M. Jeffrey , Personal Communication, Texas

A&M University, 1977). Tar balls and oil—containing particles settle

to the bottom , thus enriching the sediments in oil residues, especi-

ally near areas of major inputs such as harbors of industrial cities.

Investigators of the Sandy Hook Laboratory found petroleum in the

dredged material discharged in the New York Bight (Sandy Hook Labora—

tory , 1972) and Pearce (1969) reported 0.5 to 5.0 percent hexane

extractable material in the New York dredged material disposal site.

Blumer and Sass (1972) found petroleum in the sediments two years

after an oil spill, which occurred near Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

Farrington (Unpublished Data) (Figure 43) found high concentrations of
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- 
New York Bight .~~~..

I 
(1)lj.... .

• FIgure 43. Hydrocarbon concentrations in sediments (micrograms per
gram dry weight), including alkanes, alkenes , and two to six—ring
aromatic hydrocarbons. Station numbers are In parentheses. (Tarring—

ton, Unpublished Data).
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petroleum in many nearshore sediments. There is thus no doubt that

petroleum hydrocarbons exist in nearshore sediments and in material

that has been or will be dredged. As with other toxins , however, the

question is, “will dredging make the material more available to

organisms?”

The National Academy of Sciences study referred to above (National

Academy of Sciences , 1975) adequately documents the potential adverse
effects of petroleum on marine organisms. Connel (1971), Ehrhardt

(1972), Farrington and Quinn (1973), and others have shown that

organisms do take up petroleum from contaminated sediments and sea—

water. Much of the recent work on sublethal effects of petroleum on

marine organisms is summarized in Parker (1974), where it can be seen

that most investigators are concentrating their efforts on the water

soluble fraction of petroleum, reasoning that it is more toxic and

more available to organisms. It may be, then , that much of the petro-

leum residue found in sediments is relatively inert, especially that

which has gotten to the sediment through the prolonged weathering

and agglutination process discussed above. If the petroleum is

relatively inert and non—soluble then it should cause relatively

little environmental impact during dredging and disposal.

OTHER TOXINS AND SYNERGISMS

The “Synthetic Organics” (page 287 ) section of this report has dis-
cussed the organic compounds produced in large qualtities that are

thought to be most toxic and most persistent in the environment. A

very large number of other organic compounds are produced that may be

toxic to marine organisms and may be released to the marine environ-

ment in significant quantities near their source of manufacture or

transport, thus creating local problems. An example of a local , but

important problem is the kepone contaminated sediments in the James

River , Virginia (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency , 1976). These
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sediments are probably more toxic than anything that has yet been

dredged from any river or harbor, and unusual precautions will have

to be taken during their removal and disposal. If such an unpredic.tr.

able occurrence can happen once, it can happen again, thus one should

be prepared , insofar as it is possibie to prepare, for unusual local
concentrations of little known synthetic organic toxins.

Among other groups of compounds that can be locally important are

antibiotics, vitamins, and other medicinal wastes. While hospitals

and clinics are the obvious sources of such materials, they are not

the most important in many cases. Tetracyclines and other antibiotics,

for example, are used in large quantities in animal feeds to promote

more rapid growth. This latter use probably accounts for a large part

of the increased production of tetracycline in recent years (Figure 44).

It is known that animals release tetracyclines in active form. Elmund

et al. (1971) found that 75 percent of the amount administered in

feed could be found in fresh manure, thus there is the potential for

introduction into rivers and the ocean. In the particular case of

tetracycline, release to the environment may not be very significant,

because it seems not to remain active very long. Nevertheless,

tetracycline provides a good example of a class of compounds that are

produced in large quantities and for which the environmental impacts

are not well known. These compounds should be considered in dredging

and disposal operations, and research as to their impact should be

encouraged.

Pulp mill wastes and effluents are significant pollutants in many

coastal waters. Wood chips, fibers, and wastes from the particular

process used are common in nearshore sediments, where they not only

produce a large oxygen demand but release toxins associated with the

sulfate or sulfide liquors and cations involved. Few of these toxins

have been studied , but they def initely affec t marine organisms and
must be considered if sediments rich in pulp mill wastes are to be
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dredged.

As has been mentioned above, many chemicals can cause local pollution
problems. Waste organic sludges and solvents, chemicals that strongly

taint seafood (e.g. chlorophenols), chlorine, cyanide, radioactive

wastes, and others may be locally released in large quantities.

Furthermore, it is essentially impossible to predict how a mixture of

heavy metals , pesticides, petroleum, and other toxins will behave,
even if accurate information were available on the behavior and

environmental impact of each acting individually. In some cases

toxicity is greater than the sum of the individual components (Gray

and Ventilla, 1971) whereas in others it is less. In many cases the

causative agent or combination can not even be identified. For

example Young and Jon (1976) have noted fin erosion of Dover Sole

due to the sediment from the Palos Verdes, California area, but have

eliminated most common toxins as a cause. It may well be, then, that

bioassays will have to be conducted using the actual material to be

dredged and organisms from the disposal site in order to make a

judgment as to likely environmental impacts. In the context of

dredged material disposal, it is suggested on page 9 of the implemen-

tation manual for Section 103 of Public Law 92—532 (Engler and Wilkes,

1977) that “liquid phase bioassays can aid in evaluating the importance

and the total net impact of dissolved chemical constituents released

from the sediment during disposal operations.” The methodology for

conducting such bioassays is provided in the manual.

D. BIOLOGICAL IMPACTS

WATER COLUMN EFFECTS

L 

IMPACTS ON PHYTOPLANKTON

Turbidity
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Increased turbidity as a consequence of dredged material disposal will

certainly reduce the penetration of light through the water column.

It follows that a reduction in the amount of light available for

photosynthesis would result in diminished primary production in the

affected area. However, laboratory experiments have not consistently

corroborated this relationship. The effects of kaolinite suspensions

on the primary productivity of Skeletonema costatum were found to be

contrary to expectation (New England Aquarium Corporation, 1974). Over

~ wide range of concentrations, the addition of kaolinite suspensions

brought about increased values in a number of parameters used to

measure primary productivity. Cell counts, C
14 uptake, and the ratio

of chlorophyll per cell number increased over the range of kaolin
concentrations of 0 to 1000 ppm.

Utilizing laboratory cultures of four phytoplankton species, Sherk

et al. (1974) demonstrated a 50—90 percent reduction in carbon

assimilation as light was attenuated using suspensions of fine silicon

dioxide. While these reductions may seem significant , similar drastic

reductions under in situ conditions are seldom observed . Ingle (1952)

reported limited reductions in primary productivity in close çroximity

to dredged channels. Others have found no significant chan~~s in

primary productivity in areas of increased turbidity associated with

— dredging (Odum and Wilson, 1962; Taylor and Saloman, 1968). More-

over, considering the nature of phytoplankton populations and produc-

tivity variability, these slight reductions induced by light attenua-

tion are likely to be only short—term effects. Indeed , investigators

of the Chesapeake Biological Laboratory (1970) demonstrated that

reduction in light penetration from overboard disposal had only short—

term effects on the phytoplankton, and that no long—term impact on

primary productivity had occurred .

Nutrient Enrichment

In explanation of the lack of observed reductions in primary produc—
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tivity associated with dredged material disposal, it has been suggested

that reduced photosynthetic activity resulting from light attenuation

is offset by the stimulation from nutrient enrichment. Significant

enrichment of ammonia was found during estuarine dredging and disposal

operations in the southeastern United States (Windom, 1973). Eleva—

tions in the concentrations of total phosphate (1000 times greater

than normal ambient concentrations) and total nitrogen (50 times above

ambient) were observed shortly following disposal in the Chesapeake

Bay (Chesapeake Biological Laboratory , 1970). The remobilization of

nutrients during dredging operations was thought to account for the

observed 3— to 13—fold increases in primary production in a tropical

coastal embayment (Subba Rao, 1973). Dredging activities in a small

shallow bay at Gooseneck, New York , brought about significant in-

creases in particulate phosphorus, silicates, and chlorophyll a (as

indicative of phytoplankton biotnass). When dredging was completed

the concentrations of dissolved phosphorus and nitrates continued to

increase; however, concomitant increases in the phytoplankton were not

observed (Kaplan et al., 1974).

Stimulation of photosynthesis through nutrient enrichment, hence an

enhancement of primary productivity , may be considered a beneficial

impact. However, overenrichment can result in an algal bloom with

adverse consequences. Although algal blooms in coastal waters have

been attributed to nutrient enrichment occasioned by municipal sewage

discharges and agricultural and feedlot runoff , such drastic responses

are not typical side effects of dredging or disposal activities. Over

enrichment would be more likely to occur in the shallow restricted

environment of estuaries and coastal embayments than in the open ocean.

Considering the low levels of phytoplankton standing crop , low nutrient

concentrations, and the great capacity for dilution that characterize

the open ocean, it appears that the nutrient enrichment from disposed

dredged material, as it quickly transits the euphotic zone and dis-

perses in the open ocean, would have only minor localized effects on

phytoplankton production . As with any decreases in production due

to turbidity , these localized increases would quickly disappear as

nutrients are utilized and the resultant phytoplankton population and
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nutrient supplies are diluted through lateral mixing and sinking out of

the euphotic zone.

Flocculation

The settling of sediments, especially the flocculation of the very

fine fractions, can mechanically trap phytoplankters (Brehmer , 1965).

As these particles sink, the adhering phytoplankters are physically

removed from the euphotic zone, resulting in a relatively rapid ,

though short—term, decrease in phytoplankton standing crop for the

limited area affected .

Contaminant Effects: Bioaccumulation

Chemical contaminants introduced with contaminated dredged material

also present a potential for affecting the food chain at the first

trophic level. It Is apparent that no simple direct relationship ex-

ists between bulk chemical properties of dredged sediments ~‘nd the

changes in water quality that occur during dredging and disposal

operations (Boyd et al., 1972; Windom , 1973; Keeley and Engler, 1974;
Lee and Plumb, 1974). The effect of a particular contaminant on any

organism is a function of both the nature of the contaminant and

its mobility and biological availability within the sediment. Mobility

and biological availability in turn are a function of where and how the

contaminants occur within the sediments as well as their chemical

form .

• These variables preclude a precise assessment of the physiological
• effects of a milieu of contaminants. However, the nature of

phytoplankton populations would suggest that, for the most part ,

impacts on phytoplankton populations would be insignificant. Acute

toxicity, resulting in leath of the individual phytoplankters, would

be a short—term impact. As the source of contaminants rapidly sank
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below the euphotic zone and the infinite dilution capacity of the open

ocean rendered the contaminants innocuous, the high reproductive rates

of phytoplankton would quickly return the population to previous levels.

The sublethal effects of contaminants present greater potential for

long—term adverse impact. The uptake of contaminants and their

incorporation into the phytoplankters may have no apparent effect on

the organisms or on primary production. However, as the plankters

are consumed the contaminants are transferred to and concentrated in

the consumers at the next trophic level. This transfer and concentra-

tion of contaminants continues throughout the food chain to higher

trophic levels where the effects may become more manifest.

IMPACTS ON ZOOPLANKTON

Availability of Food Supplies

As zooplankton are the primary consumers of phytoplankton, any changes

in phytoplankton abundance will affect the zooplankton through a reduc-

tion in their food supply. Whereas It was shown that, in the worst

case, reductions in phytoplankton abundance and production would be

short term and very localized in extent, the potential for adversely

affecting zooplankton by diminishing their food supply would seem

remote.

Introduction of Suspended Solids

Fine sediment fractions slowly sinking through the water column may

adversely affect the zooplankton through an impairment of the feeding

process and an interference with their capacity to control buoyancy and

— thereby to maintain themselves in the more productive parts of the

ocean.

During exposure of two species of calanoid copepods to suspensions of
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natural silt, Fuller ’s earth, and sand, Sherk et al. (1974) observed

significant reductions in the ingestion of food cells, i.e. phyto—

plankton. In addition to physical dilution of food particles in the

suspension, it has been suggested that suspended sediments could re-

duce the effectiveness of, and even damage, feeding appendages

(Sullivan and Hancock, 1973).

Similar to the flocculation and entrapment of phytoplankton, the

resuspended sediments can remove the zooplankton from the water

column. The specific gravity of individuals can be increased to

the point of sinking by ingestion of solids in the feeding process

and by entrapment or adhesion of particles to the projections on

the zooplankters.

Oxidation of Dredged Material

Numerous investigators have reported that dredging and disposal

activities cause at least temporary reductions in the dissolved oxygen

(DO) concentrations in the water column overlying dredging or disposal

sites (Brown and Clark, 1968; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1969;
Servizi et al., 1969; Pearce, 1972; Hopkins , 1972; Slotta et al., 1973;

Maurer et al., 1974). On several occasions no changes in the DO

• concentration were observed in the vicinity of dredging and disposal

operations (Chesapeake Biological Laboratory , 1970; Shelton, 1971;

• May , 1973). Rarely, DO concentrations were found to increase in the

vicinity of the disposal site (Windom, 1973; Wakeman, 1974). Obviously

the effect on dissolved oxygen concentrations in the water column

varies with the nature of the dredged material.

The physiological stress of a diminished oxygen supply is not liml .ed

to adversely affecting the zooplankton. The benthos and nekton are

affected as well. However, unlike the nekton, the zooplankters are
not capable of moving out of and avoiding low oxygen areas. In
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addition to their inability to escape affected areas, the zooplankton
represents an especially vulnerable stage in the life cycle of many

organisms in the sea. Thus, any diminution of zooplankton standing

stocks is likely to affect recruitment to the nekton and benthos.

Meroplankton, being eggs, larvae, and developmental stages of nektonic

and benthonic organisms, are only temporary constituents of the

zooplankton. These sensitive stages are more abundant in neritic

waters where conditions favorable to their development prevail. Poten—

tial impacts resulting from oxygen deficiencies will vary seasonally

with respect to the zooplankton. Impacts would be more severe at

those times corresponding with an abundance of meroplankton. However,

the potential impacts are of less significance in areas of low

meroplankton abundance, i.e. the open ocean beyond the nerltic zone.

Moreover, as a significant depletion of dissolved oxygen in the water

column of the open ocean appears implausible (see Part 3C), it is

anticipated that zooplankton will not be adversely affected through an

oxygen deficiency.

Contaminant Effects: Bioaccumulation

As was the case with phytoplankton, the effect of contaminants and

toxicants on the zooplankton Is regulated primarily by the nature of

the material and its availability to the organisms. The effects may

assume greater significance with the zooplankton due to several

• factors. The availability of contaminants is greater when incorporated

into the food organisms of the zooplankton. Through the process of

bioaccumulation, the zooplankton may concentrate the contaminants at

levels far exceeding those found in the phytoplankton or in the sur-

rounding water column. The sensitivity of larval stages also makes

the meroplanktonic component of the zooplankton especially vulnerable

to ambient concentrations of contaminants and more so to the effects

of ingested pollutants. Relative to similar impacts on the phyto—

plankton, these impacts may be long lasting and widespread as
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meroplankton losses or disabilities will affect recruitment to the

H benthos and nekton. Because of the longer regeneration times required

for both the holoplankton and the meroplankton , the impacts on zoo—

plankton tend to be longer lasting than similar effects on the

H phytoplankton.

IMPACTS ON NEUSTON

Because neuston is largely composed of the same species that consti—

tute the underlying zooplankton populations, except that the relative

species abundances may vary, the impacts of disposal of dredged

material will be similar to those discussed for zooplankton. The main

difference, however , is the fact that neuston occupies the top 1O~-15 cm
surface layer of water, an area that is particularly susceptible to

certain environmental stresses such as the lnf low and accumulation of

dead organic matter, biological activity of the foam, presence of

ultraviolet and infra—red rays from solar radiation, temperature

extremes, wave action, currents, and man ’s contaminants (e.g. pelagic

tar, plastic , DDT , and PCBs).

During ocean disposal of dredged materials, the greatest potential im-

pact will be the fine materials, which do not settle out as readily as

the heavier materials. These fines might be retained in the surface

layer for some time, float back up, or be carried back up to the

surface by currents or turbulence. Maclntyre (1974), in discussing the
top millimetre of the ocean , states that this microlayer concentrates

heavy metals such as lead , mercury , copper , etc. and also retains

slow—degrading chlorinated hydrocarbons such as DDT and PCBs. There-

fore , depending upon the composition of the dredged material , there

will be a greater or lesser potential impact on the surface layer and

its fauna.

Because of the greater abundance of larval forms in continental shelf

neuston versus oceanic neuston, and because many of these larvae are
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important links in the life cycles of the commercially important fish

and shellfish species on the continental shelf, there would appear to

be less deleterious impacts if the disposal of dredged materials

occurred in oceanic areas, i.e., beyond the continental shelf zone.

Neuston concentrations have been shown to be relatively impoverished in

off—shelf areas compared to those above the shelf and compared to the

zooplankton concentrations beneath them (Morris, 1975; Berkowitz, 1976).

IMPACTS ON NEKTON

It is difficult to discern the effects of dredging or disposal on

motile organisms since the composition of the population and the

concentration of organisms vary considerably with time and space. As a

result, few in situ studies have been conducted to determine the impact

of dredging or disposal activities on the nekton. Of these, most have

been limited to the effects in coastal or estuarine areas where organ-

isms encounter significant amounts of natural turbidity on a regular

basis.

In offshore areas , naturally turbid conditions are uncommon and
consequently the nekton found therein would be expected to exhibit a

lesser tolerance for the high turbidities associated with dredged
material disposal than would their estuarine counterparts. Thus, it

is not possible, with a great deal of certainty, to extrapolate from

estuarine studies to offshore areas where naturally turbid conditions

are uncommon .

It is anticipated that organisms capable of relatively high mobility

would be least affected by dredging and aquatir disposal activities

since they can avoid the areas of disturbance. A possible exception to

this would be conditions in which a nektonic population is restricted

to or obliged to inhabit a small geographic area that is totally

affected by the disturbance . As an example , dredged material disposal

activities in a river may effect a significant increase in suspended
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solids throughout an entire cross section of the river. Anadromous

fish, unable to find alternate passage and thus obliged to enter the
affected area, may be impaired in their migration to freshwater

spawning areas. The widespread impact on the population is obvious.

Similar conditions can be envisaged for coastal embayments or passes

whereby species dependent on estuaries to complete their life cycles

are adversely affected in their passage to or occupancy of vital

habitats.

However , such exclusionary conditions in the open ocean exist rarely ,

if they exist at all. Unique habitats or migratory pathways in the

open ocean lack the confining boundaries common to riverine or

estuarine habitats. Moreover, they tend to be of a much greater size

than their coastal counterparts. Due to the great disparity between

the size of unique habitats in the open ocean and the areal extent of

areas affected by dredged material disposal , it seems implausible that

such an exclusionary effect would result from open ocean disposal.

Given that proper site selection procedures are employed in the de-

signation of a site, such exclusionary effects on any areas unique to

the maintenance of the nekton can be eliminated .

Availability of Food Sources

A reduction or elimination of food supply in an area affected by open

ocean disposal probably would not result in death of the nekton, but

rather it would cause displacement of the individuals into other

unaffected areas in search of food . Pelagic fish feeding on the

phytoplankton or zooplankton would not be affected significantly as

their food sources would not suffer permanent or long—term reduction.

Short regeneration times and lateral mixing would ensure rapid

replenishment of planktonic food organisms to the affected water column

following disposal.

• Demersal fish, feeding on the benthos, are likely to be affec ted over
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a longer term. The destruction and loss of benthic communities

eliminates a food source for many fin fish and invertebrates. In

areas where reestablishment of the benthic community is rapid , the

effect is transient. Where sediments are altered sufficiently to

prevent recolonization by the benthic communities , fish populations,

which feed thereon probably, will not return.

Introduction of Suspended Solids

Chronic exposure to relatively high turbidity may adversely affect

fish. However, short—period exposure in open areas where fish are free

to vacate affected waters will likely result in insignificant impact

on the nekton.

Fish were observed to avoid areas of high turbidity occasioned by

dredging or disposal operations (Ingle, 1952; Ingle et al., 1955 ;
Stickney, 1973). Although no mortalities occurred during field

observations, mortality attributed to suspended solids is common in

laboratory studies. Gill clogging and subsequent suffocation were

observed where fish were exposed to high concentrations of suspended

solids (Ingle et al., 1955). Rogers (1969), investigating the effects

of varying concentrations of suspended solids, found sensitivity to

be species specific with lethal concentrations varying approximately

six fold. Damage to gill epithelium also was reported to be a function

of the presence of large angular particles in suspension rather than

the optical turbidity of the suspension.

Ritchie (Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, 1970) attempted to monitor
gross impacts of dredging and disposal on 44 fish species. No gross

adverse effects nor any damage to gill epithelium was observed in 11

species sampled from the disposal site. Of the fish species held in

cages at the disposal site, effects ranged from neat total mortality

on striped bass to near complete survival for the channel catfish. A
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comparative assessment of mortality due to disposal was not possible

as control data for the study were lacking. Unfortunately , the field
approarh used was insensitive to the more subtle impacts, which may

have occurred.

Sherk et al. (1974) conducted extensive laboratory studies of lethal

and sublethal effects of suspended solids on estuarine organisms,

including fish. Utilizing varying concentrations of minerals of

known composition they were able to elucidate the effects of particle

size distributior and concentration without interference from compli—

cating factors inherenr to natural sediment, e.g. sorbed toxic metals,

high BOD, and organic material. Lethal effects of suspended solids

were most acute on fish of the lower tropic levels. Different toler-

ances were evident for various life stages of the same species as well

as for different life habits and habitat preferences of the organisms.

“Tolerant” species exhibited a habitat preference for the mud—water

interface, where the concentration of suspended solids tends to be

higher than elsewhere in the water column. Common features of the

“sensitive” species were not readily apparent. Although “sensitive”

species were not restricted to filter feeders, menhaden and anchovy

(both deriving their sustenance by filtering plankton from the water)

were found to be sensitive to the effects of suspended solids. A

high potential sensitivity of filter feeders to suspended solids is

inferred by their feeding habit (O’Connor and Sherk, 1975).

Fine particles were found to coat the gill epithelium thereby effecting

a reduction in respiratory exchange with the water. Larger particles

were entrapped in gill lamellae, and water passage across the secondary

lamellae was blocked . Eventually, asphyxiation results from the

creation of these dead spaces at the sites of gas exchange (Sherk

et al., 1974).

Among the sublethal effects of suspended solids on fish observed by
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Sherk et al. (1974) were a hematological compensation for the reduced

gas exchange at the gill s, abrasion of the body epithelium , accumula-

tion of large quantities of ingested solids in the gut, disruption of

gill tissues, and reduction of stored metabolic reserves. Behavioral

changes attributed to the suspended solids were also noted . Exposure

to highly turbid waters usually induced violent displays of escape

behavior in the fish.

Field and laboratory studies at San Francisco and San Pablo Bays,

California, in addition to delimiting tolerance levels of various

species to turbidity , also revealed that as turbidity increased , f ish

exhibited an increasing tendency to concentrate DDT and its metabo—

lites in fat tissues (U. S. Department of the Interior, 1970a).

Effect on Demersal Eggs

An indirect effect of dredged material disposal on the nekton is

through the destruction of demersal eggs. Significant reductions in

the reproductive capacity of a species due to spawning bed damage

could have greater adverse effect on species survival than the effect

of a loss of part of the existing population (Ricker, 1945). A

change in sediment composition and particle distribution at the dispos-

al site could interfere with or prevent fish reproduction by destroying

demersal eggs (Huet, 1965). In laboratory experiments Bayliss (1968)

reported hatching variability of striped bass eggs to be a function

of sediment composition.

The potential for adversely impacting the nekton through egg loss or

spawning bed damage is much less offshore than it is for inshore or

estuarine waters. Most of the marine teleost fishes spawn eggs that

float freely in the surface waters. A few such as the herring, e.g.

Cyclopterus lumpus, Liparis sp., Blennius pholis, and other inshore

species stick their eggs to objects on the substratum (Newell and
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Newell , 1963). Deeper water species, whose spawning is related to

type of bottom, are primarily demersal species such as the hakes , cod ,
cusk, and haddock (Waif ord, 1938). Eiasmobranchs lay eggs in a horny

capsule bearing coiled filaments for attachment to the substratum

(Newell and Newell, 1963).

Oxidation of Dredged Material

The high motility of the nekton will mitigate to a large degree the

temporary reductions of dissolved oxygen concentration as dredged

material transits the water column. In contrast to inshore disposal

sites the vast openness and depth offshore would allow for rapid

dispersion of the oxygen depressed waters. Compared to the size of the

area affected , the open ocean provides essentially unlimited space into

which the nekton may move in avoiding areas thus affected. Moreover,

the range of the oceanic populations of fish is so great that the same

individuals are unlikely to be exposed repeatedly, much less contin-

ually, to the same stress, as is often the case at estuarine and

nearshore disposal sites.

It should be emphasized at this point that depressed oxygen concentra-

tions are very unlikely to result from the disposal of dredged material

in the deep ocean (see Part 3, Section C). In short, the degree of

oxygen depression in the water column and resultant impacts on the

nekton are likely to be far less in offshore areas than if disposal
were to occur in estuarine or shallow nearshore environments.

Contaminant Effects: Bioaccumulation

As low levels of contaminants are incorporated into organisms of the

lower trophic levels the concentrations increase through each step in

the food chain. The end result of this accumulation through the food

chain is that higher trophic levels may exhibit concentrations of
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contaminants far in excess of the ambient levels at which they are

introduced into the environment. The effects of these contaminants

are of immediate concern to man as fish of various trophic levels are

consumed directly as well as used for food production in agriculture.

Contamination of a fishery constitutes an economic loss as well as a

potential health hazard through the human consumption of contaminated

fish.

Although it is impossible to specifically predict the effect of a

milieu of contaminants on the nekton, several characteristics of the

nekton suggest that offshore disposal would tend to mitigate the

effects of contaminants on this group of organisms. The initial

dilution of contaminants is great, both in the physical sense in the

water column and biologically through the higher trophic levels. Un-

like many nearshore and estuarine species with stocks and spawning

populations confined to relatively small geographical areas, the dis-

persed distribution and wide ranging horizontal migrations of the

epipelagic nekton tend to retard the accumulation of contaminants in

the nektonlc populations through a spatial and temporal separation of

the consumers and their “contaminated” food sources.

The breat majority of contaminants introduced with contaminated dredged

material will remain tied up with the sediments and will rather

quickly settle out to the sea floor. In the open ocean where depths

are in excess of 1000 metres the pelagic fishery is limited to

planktophages and predators , which feed almost exclusively in the

epipelagic zone with few ranging into the mesopelagic. Also, there is

essentially no existing or potential exploitation of demersal fish in

depths greater than 1000 metres (see Part 6). Thus, the fish har—

vested from the open ocean do not feed on the substratum where the

greater concentration of contaminants are found . Moreover, the

trophic links from the benthic to the epipelagial are quite far removed

both spatially and temporally.
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Relative to the fisheries of the continental shelf, the open ocean

provides little In the way of fishery resources. The pelagic fishery

of the open ocean contributes only approximately 3 percent to the

total marine harvest (see Part 6, Table 6—3). In view of the enormity

of the open ocean and the effect that past disposal practices have

had on the fisheries of the continental shelf , widespread contamination

of the pelagic fishes of the open ocean seems inconceivable. Yet as-

suming such an unrealistic effect would occur, the direct impact to

man in loss of fishery resource would be far less than from contamina-

tion of the shelf fisheries.

Finally, it should be noted that disposal of dredged material in

nearshore waters, as has been practiced for decades, does not preclude

contamination of the nektonic species of the open ocean. Physical

mixing of the waters, as well as migrations of epipelagic species into

shelf waters and the trophic links between the epipelagial and neritic

species will insure eventual exposure of oceanic species to the con-

taminants as trace amounts in the water column and as passed through

the food chain.

BENTHIC EFFECTS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The benthic environment includes the bottom surface and the subsurface

to a depth of about a metre and also the water column above the bottom

to a height of a few metres . Organisms that live in association with

the bottom or in the near—bottom waters are all dependent , one way or

another , upon the integrity of the bottom environment. The effects of

disposed dredged material upon such organisms will depend upon several

factors.

The physical nature of the material will be important . Particle size
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is known to play an important role in determining the habitability of

benthic environments by organisms. The angularity of suspended

particles has been cited as causing gill damage and digestive tract

damage to some aquatic species.

The quantity and rate of disposal will determine the degree to which

many species can handle the material and survive in the affected

environments. Also involved is the extent of the bottom area affected.

The chemical nature of the disposal material may be a factor in species

survival. Materials rich in organic matter, as they decompose on the

bottom , may create high oxygen demands, and they may release toxic

products such as hydrogen sulfide. If the disposal materials have high

concentrations of heavy metals, organochlorides, or other toxic

substances, they may also be expected to have deleterious biological

effects.

The nature of the pre—impact environment is another factor to be

considered . If the benthic area receiving the disposal material is

characterized by low flushing and mixing rates, then noxious materials

may accumulate and create greater biological damage than would result

in areas of greater circulation and higher dilution capacity .

Finally, the nature of the benthic species themselves will be an impor-

tant factor . Almost nothing is known about the tolerances of deeper

water benthic species to the various factors listed above. However,

studies on shallow water species, both in the laboratory and in the

field, demonstrate great variability among species in their suscep—

tability to damage from suspended and sedimented materials.

EFFECTS IN THE SUPRA-BENTHIC WATERS

Respiration
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Most aquatic animals require free oxygen for respiration, and they are

very sensitive tc oxygen reduction below critical minimum levels.

Gradual reduction of oxygen levels would be ex~~cted to selectively

eliminate species in sequence, based upon minimum levels of oxygen

• tolerance. It would be anticipated that deepwater benthic species

have little tolerance for reduced oxygen tensions. Complete remrval
• of oxygen would , of course, eliminate all but the anaerobic species

(primarily bacteria and small infaunal invertebrates).

Wallen (1951) and others have shown that extremely high levels of

suspended materials can suffocate fishes by clogging the gill fila-

ments and filling the opercular cavity. Sharp and angular stony

materials are abrasive to soft tissues and can directly damage the

delicate gill filaments (Kemp, 1949) , reducing the effective respira-
tory surface, lowering respiratory efficiency , and leading to microbial

infection (Ellis, 1944). Gill clogging and tissue damage may affect

mollusks and other invertebrates, as well , but little information is
available on this topic.

Feeding and Nutrition

Suspended sediments have been shown to interfere with feeding and

nutrition of aquatic animals. Many benthic marine invertebrates feed

by straining and filtering food particles from the water . High

levels of suspended sediments can clog such mechanisms and lead to

starvation (Darnell et al., 1976). Studies by the New England

Aquarium Corporation (1974) on two bivalve mollusks subjected to high

levels of turbidity showed evidence of starvation (loss of body

weight) and feeding impairment associated with modifications of the

-• digestive tracts.

Behavior

High levels of suspended sediments would reduce visibility and could
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decrease an animal’s efficiency in locating food . Silt particles are

known to be very effective in removing organic compounds from solution,

and they could play a role in reducing feeding efficiency by removing

the chemical odors important in guiding aquatic animals to the

appropriate food sources.

• Other Metabolic Effects

It is clear that suspended solids may tax an animal’s metabolism and

energy resources, even though they do not directly induce mortality.

Loosanoff and rommers (1948) found that pumping rates of adult oysters

were reduced by 57 percent when they were subjected to silt loads of

100 ppm and by 94 percent when exposed to loads of 3—4,000 ppm .

Pumping provides for respiration and nutrition, and prolonged reduction

of pumping could be expected to induce metabolic stress. Decreased

oyster growth in areas of high suspended solids has been reported

by Wilson (1950). Sublethal effects of suspended solids on two

additional bivalves (Placopecten magellanicus and Arctica islandica)

n ave been reported by the New England Aquarium Corporation (1974).

Exposure to high levels of suspended solids was found to induce in-

creased mucus cell proliferation, increased mucus secretion, high

rates of pseudofecal production, and an apparent decline in feeding

activity. Filtering rates also declined dramatically. They concluded

that these factors resulted in increased energy demands and eventual

metabolic stress.

Indirect Effects Through Modification of the Chemical Environment

In shallow water areas suspended solids, especially if they contain

significant quantities of organic matter , tend to increase the levels

of bacterial activity greatly (Darnell et al., 1976). This may result

in oxygen depletion, carbon dioxide buildup , and lowered pH. As

the environment becomes anaerobic, quantities of hydrogen sulfide
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and other toxic products may be released. The more acid conditions

also favor solubility and release of heavy metals, often as sulfides.

If the dredged material contains other toxic chemical materials,
these may also be released into the suprabenthic waters.

EFFECTS ON BOTTOM—DWELLING AN IMALS

To the extent that the bottom animals feed by filtration or respire

in the suprabenthic waters, they may be affected by the factors dis-

cussed above. However, the bottom—dwellers are also subjected to

any additional effects due to modifications in the substratum. These

additional effects are discussed below.

Smothering

Any organism in the direct path of the disposal material will be

subject to burial, and the effect of this burial will relate to the

nature of the disposal material, its rate of accumulation, and the

burrowing capabilities of the individual species. The subject of

response to burial has been reviewed by Morton (1976) and by Saila

et al. (1971, 1972). Sessile or attached organisms are killed outright

by direct burial. Small animals tend to be more vulnerable, when

sediments are anoxic, because of their inability to reach the surface
• before they suffocate. Crustaceans respond to oxygen deficiency by

increased ventilation, and if the pressure of the sediments interferes

with this activity , they will quickly die. Some bivalve mollusks can

incur an oxygen debt, and certain polychaetes can reduce their

metabolic activity when oxygen levels are low, thus increasing the

time available for escape.

• Great variability among species in the ability to withstand and to

escape from burial conditions have been noted . Large active poly—

chaetes such as Nephthys incisa may burrow rapidly to the surface.

• Other polychaetes such as Streblosp~ç benedicti form tubes that can be
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extended to the surface fairly rapidly if the overlying sediment is

not too deep. Some of the larger more active bivalves such as Macoma,

Yoldia, and Nucula can move laterally out of the area, whereas others,

which are smaller and less mobile , may succumb .

• Change in Sediment Particle Comp~osition

Numerous studies have demonstrated that grain size of bottom sediments

is of utmost importance in determining the distribution of microscopic

bottom animals (Sanders, 1958; Wleser , 1959; Rogers, 1976; and others),
mollusks (Harman , 1972) , and other invertebrates (Pennak and Van

Gerpen, 1947). Smith and Moyle (1944) have pointed out the importance

of bottom type in the production of aquatic invertebrates of importance

as fish food. In general, a change in the bottom composition may be

expected to be followed by a shift in species composition and likely

a change in the standing crop. The nature of such changes, however,

will depend upon the compo8ition of the original bottom and the nature

of the new sedimenting material.

Toxic Effects Resulting From Decomposition

Organisms that are trapped and die beneath the sediments will undergo

decomposition . In the process they will release acids and other toxic

decomposition products that may reduce the habitability of the area

for some months. Stagnating sediment—water samples have been shown

to release heavy metals (iron, manganese, zinc, and others) as soluble

• organo—metallic complexes (Schindler et al., 1972). McNeil et al.

• (1964) have shown that riffles contaminated by decomposing salmon

eggs may remain toxic for over a year.

• CONCLUSIONS

The above analysis, based upon shallow water species , indicates in
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some detail the types of biological effects likely to occur in the

suprabenthic water and on the bottom itself within the areas most

heavily impacted by disposal materials. To the extent that the

impacted bottom area is small, the effects will be local. To the

extent that the area is subject to flushing and dilution, the

severity of the impacts will be lessened. To the extent that the

disposal material is low in organic matter and chemical contaminants ,
• the biological damage will be minimal and short—lived . Within the

disposal site area changes may be expected in the composition and

abundance of the benthic community. Whether such changes will be

locally advantageous cannot be predicted on a priori grounds. Smaller
• and less mobile species may be immediately killed , but these are widely

distributed in the benthic environment and many should be able to

recolonize the area within a period of a few months. Larger, more

mobile species should be able to tolerate the changed conditions or to

move out. For example, Saila, et al. (1968) demonstrated that the

lobster Homarus americanus was able to withstand prolonged exposure

to heavy suspensions of silt and dredged material sediment. From these

considerations it is concluded that, although some temporary and local

damage may occur to the benthic species, disposal of dredged material

in deeper waters of the oceans will not cause significant or long—

lasting damage to the benthic species of marine ecosystems.
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pA1~r 4. HYDROBIOLOGICAL ZONES AS DISPOSAL ENVIRONMENTS

A. NEARSHORE - OFFSHORE TRENDS

Being bathed by a single body of water, all the marine environments

are in potential continuity with one another. Yet the sea is not

homogeneous. Nearshore waters are influenced by the continental

climate, they are modified by the proximity of estuaries and coastal

lagoons, they are freshened and nourished by runoff from streams, and

their bottoms are not far removed from the sea surface. Proceeding

away from shore the continental climate gives way to the maritime

climate; the influence of estuaries, lagoons, and streams becomes less

pronounced; and the depths become progressively greater until the

abyssal plain is reached. These basic factors are reflected in the

nature of the water columns and the benthic environments, each zone

being characterized by its own suite of temperature, salinity,

turbidity, nutrient, current pattern , and sediment conditions. Some

of the changes occur gradually, while others are more abrupt.

As the environments change with depth and distance from shore, so do

the living systems that inhabit the environments. Dramatic shifts

are observed in species composition, abundance, diversity , and produc-

tion. Such changes in the environments and the biological systems

they support must be taken into account in any consid eration of the

effects of disposal in the marine environment, because the effects

will vary depending upon which systems receive the materials. In

the present section some of the more important ecological trends will

be examined to provide a basis for the zonal analysis that follows.

TREND S IN ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The environment of the continental shelf is highly variable on a

seasonal and shorter term basis. Proceeding seaward and deeper, the
• environment tends to exhibit less extreme variation and a greater
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regularity in the occurrence of this variation. Water masses of the

continental shelf are driven by winds, tides, and some influence

of the oceanic water. Offshelf the oceanic currents prevail, and

although tidal and other influences are felt , they are less extreme

• in their effects. Water temperature of the shelf follows that of the

atmosphere, whereas at sea, less extreme annual variation is noted.

Temperature of the deeper water tends to be more or less constant.

Due to the influence of rivers, estuaries , and coastal lagoons, the

shelf waters tend to be fresher, and this grades to the full marine

salinity as one proceeds offshelf. Salinity of the deeper water tends

to remain rather constant. Turbidity of the shelf waters is variable ,

and on the average, much higher than that of the oceanic water.

Surface sediments of the continental shelf vary from one region to

another. In some instances there may be rather smooth transitions

from the sandy nearshore bottoms to the fine clays and silts of the

outer shelf. In other cases the outer shelf may be predominately sand

or shell. Near the mouths of large rivers the entire shelf may be

blanketed with fine sediments for some distance downstream. In other

regions where there are active currents, the shelf sediments may display

wide local variation in grain size and texture. Proceeding offshelf

to the slope, the sediment tends toward uniformity with fine particles

prevailing, and from the shelf break to the abyssal plain there tends

to be a rather smooth trend in the very fine particle sizes.

TRENDS IN BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

The distribution of the living resources of the sea is far from uniform,

and both horizontal and vertical trends are present.

• PHYTOPLAN1(TON

Geographically, high phytoplankton production is limited to three
types of areas:
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a. upwelling regions and divergences off the western subtropical
continental coasts (e.g., California, Peru, northwestern and
southwestern Africa, and along the equator);

b. temperate and subarctic waters of the Southern Ocean, North
Atlantic, and North Pacific;

c. shallow waters over parts of the continental shelves.

These areas of high production are shown in Figure 45, which also
exhibits the horizontal variation in this parameter. On the average,

nearshore areas support far larger standing crops of phytoplankton

than do the oceanic waters. As seen in Table 20, phytoplankton biomass

of the continental shelf (of the Pacific Ocean) averages around

1,000 mg/rn
3, whereas for most of the vast oceanic areas the standing

crop averages less than 10 mg/rn3. The geographic distribution of zoo—

plankton, nekton, and benthic biomass closely parallels the distribution

of the phytoplankton.

ZOOPLANKTON

The world distribution of zooplankton biomass is shown in Figure 46.

The parallel with that shown earlier for phytoplankton is obvious.

This relationship is further demonstrated by reference to Table 20.

Here it is shown that the zooplankton standing crop of the continental

shelf averages over 500 mg/rn3, while over most of the open sea it is
3less than 50 mg/rn

Another interesting relationship exists in the patterns of depth

distribution. Because of its immediate dependence upon sunlight, the

phytoplankton is restricted to the surface layers of the sea. The

euphotic zone rarely exceeds 100—140 metres , and the bulk of the

phytoplankton is found in the upper 50 metres. Zooplankton organisms

L 

subsist mainly on the phytoplankton, and they also are largely confined

to the upper layers of the water column. This is well illustrated by
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Table 20

Areas of the Pacific Ocean with Different

Zoo— and Phytoplanktonic Biornass in the 0—100—rn Layer

Area

Zooplankton, mg/m
3 Phytoplankton, mg/rn3 106 km2 Percent

>500 1,000 3 2

500—200 100 6 4

200—100 25 19 11

100— 50 10 35 20

50— 25 2 48 29

<25 0.6 58 34

Source: Bogorov (1966)
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the data of Brodskii (1952) that shot~ the vertical distribution of

copepods, the most abundant and important component of the zooplankton

(Table 21). Copepod density in the top 150 m of water varies from

5,000 — 15,000 per cubic metre , but below that depth it ranges from

about 300 to less than 1 per cubic metre. Vinogradov (1955) has

calculated the zooplankton biomass for the different layers in the world

oceans. It was estimated that 65 percent (by weight) of the meso—

plankton (zooplankters less than 30 mm in length) is contained in the

upper 500 metres of the ocean, and that approximately 35 percent of

the biomass is found in the layer between 500 and 4000 metres. The

planktonic biomass below 4000 metres is only 1/150—1/800 of that found

in the upper 500 metres. Although the zooplankton concentration is

subject to diurnal and seasonal migrations extending through hundreds

of metres, but especially vigorous in the upper 50—100 rn, the vertical

distribution of zooplankton is approximately the same in all oceans.

Bogorov (1966) computed areas of the Pacific Ocean with different

planktonic biomasses (Table 20). Relatively productive regions

(biomass >100 mg/rn
3
) constituted only 17 percent of the total area,

while regions of very high production (>7500 mg/rn
3) accounted for only

2 percent of the area. By contrast, 63 percent of the total area was

considered to be depleted (<50 mg/rn3), and over half of this area was

depauperate (<25 mg/rn3).

From Bogorov ’s (1966) estimates of zooplankton biomass in the Pacific

Ocean, zooplankton rich areas (>100 mg/rn3) were shown to contain

705 x 10 tons of zooplankton, i.e. 17 percent of the area contained

56 percent of the total plankton biomass. The remaining 44 percent of
the total plankton biomass (540 x io6 tons) was dispersed over 83
percent of the total area. Within these low biotnass areas, regions were
found to exist wherein zooplankton biomass was very low (<50 mg/rn

3
).

These depleted areas occupied 63 percent of the total area, yet con—

• tam ed only 22 percent (270 x io6 tons) of the total zooplankton bio—
mass. Moiseev (1971) contends that “such dispersion renders the
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Table 21

Vertical Distribution of Copepods

in the Northwestern Pacific

Number of specimens
Layer, m Number of species per m3

25— o 7 15,240

50— 25 7 8,160

100— 50 9 5,040

200— 100 10 320

500— 200 28 84

1,000— 500 30 65
4,000—1,000 8’

Source: Brodgkii (1952)
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zooplankton practically unavailable as food for other animals and is

evidently hardly exploited at higher trophic levels.” Reference to

Figures 45 and 46 suggests that approximately the same distributions

apply in the other oceans as well.

• NEKTON

Marine nekton is far more abundant on the continental shelf than it is

in the open sea, and at sea it is far more abundant near the surface

than it is in deeper water. Whereas there are no available figures

on the total nektonic blomass, useful information can be obtained from

the distribution of the world harvest of pelagic fishery resources

(excluding whales). Such data have been provided by Moiseev (1971)

(Table 22). The total catch of pelagic resources from the shelf zone

is an order of magnitude greater than from the open sea, and the catch

per unit area is almost 150 times as great on the shelf as it is at

sea. This difference is more striking when one realizes that the

oceanic catch (primarily tunas and sharks) is limited almost entirely

to the upper 150 metres——in a region where the average water column

depths exceed 3,000 metres . Most of the open ocean and all the water

below the euphotic zone is devoid of pelagic fish harvest potential.

BENTHOS

In 1843 Edward Forbes, a pioneer in marine biology , observing the
diminution of the number of animals with increasing depth of water

• beyond the littoral zone, established an “azoic” zone covering the

ocean floors from depths below 300 m (Sverdrup et al., 1942).

It was not until the Challenger Expedition of 1873—76 that samples

were taken from greater depths to disprove the notion of an abiotic

sea floor. Since that time, with increasingly sophisticated research

techniques such as giant cameras mounted on submersible research

vessels, much has been learned about benthic life in the deep sea.
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Table 22

Distribution of the Production of

Aquatic Items (Not Including Whales) Over

Different Depths in 1966

Area Catch Catch, kg/krn’

An~rnals Oceanic region Depth. m 

— 
I

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  
~~ 
j~’! 

‘
~2 ~e

Demenal Shelf 0—200 26.66 7 .4 21.6 16.14 32 .6 602 746
Slope (bathyal) 200—

3,000 51.42 15.9 14.1 2.42 4,9 35 170
including

200—
1.000 15.14 4.2 12.1 2.42 — 159 200

1.000—
3.000 42.28 11.7 2.0 — — — —

Ocean floor more than
(abysial) 3.000 276 .14 16.7 — — _. — —

Pelagic Netttic zone — 26. 7 7.4 21.6 15.52 31.3 579 720
Outer neriric

zone — 60.2 16.6 35.0 14.11 28.6 245 400
Pelagic zone — 213.3 16.0 253.0 1.32 2.6 5 5.2

Total . , , , , ,  — 360.22 100 318.0 49,51 100 138 156

Source : Moiseev (1971)
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As the quality and amount of research on the benthos has increased ,

certain general trends have become evident . It may now be said with

• certainty that with increasing depth or distance from shore , the

numbers of larger animals (the invertebrate macrofauna and the benthic

• and demersal fishes) decrease steadily. The weight of animals per unit

area is as much as 10,000 times greater in inshore waters as it is in

the abyssal plains of the deep ocean (Thiel, 1975).

Even with the great decrease in numbers of animals, the diversity, or

numbers of kinds of animals tends to remain fairly constant with changes

in depth (Hessler and Sanders, 1967). However, there are changes in

the kinds of animals found at different depths that tend to fall into

regular patterns of zonation. In all areas of the world ocean a

distinct change in the faunal composition is found between the conti-

nental shelf and the continental slope. This break occurs between

depths of 100 to 200 m depending on the region. Another distinct

transition occurs at about 1000 m between upper continental slope

faunal assemblages and those of the lower continental slope. The

transition from continental rise to abyssal zones at depths greater

than 3300—3400 in is reflected in another change in faunal composition.

The fauna of the continental shelf is separable into distinctive

assemblages or biotic units, which correspond to the zoogeographic

provinces of the terrestrial ecologist. The slope assemblages are

less distinctly regional, and the fauna of the abyssal zones are
truly cosmopolitan , certain species occurring at great depths in all

oceans.

L Distribution of Biomass

The general trend of a decrease in the numbers of animals with increas—
• ing depth and distance from land is emphasized when the distribution

of biomass is examined. The smallest component of the benthic
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ecosystem, the bacteria in the sediment, ranges from 1 g/m~ on the

outer continental shelf to 0.003 g/rn2 on the Mid—Atlantic Ridge

(Table 23).

The distribution in biomass of the meiofauna is less clearly related

to increasing depth and shows greater variability between regions

than between different depths in the same region.

More data have been published on the biomass of macrofauna from both

shallow and deep—sea regions than on the microbial populations or the

rneiofauna. The inacrofauna can be conveniently separated into two

groups: the infauna that live in the sediments and the epifauna that

live on the sediments. The biomass of the larger, motile epifauna is

much lower than that of the infauna. Estimates of the difference

would be 8:1 (Wigley and McIntyre, 1964) in the outer continental

shelf , to approximately 3:1 or 2:1 on the upper slope, diminishing

with depth to the same levels as the tneiofauna in the abyssal zones.

Since both the density and the average size of the macrofauna diminishes

with increasing depth, the biomass decreases over several orders of

magnitude (Table 23). Thiel (1975) points out that this is a conse-

quence of decreased food supply with increasing distance from conti—

• nental influences. The only exceptions are areas under highly

productive waters, such as the Peru upwelling (Rowe, 1971) or in areas

where submarine canyons or trenches serve to channel or trap the organic

matter that is the basis of the food chains.

Regional differences are important. The macrofauna of the outer

continental shelf of the East Pacific (off California) is incredibly

rich with higher blomass values, 240 g/m2 (Barnard et al., 1959),
for natural aquatic communities than is usually found at these depths.

This is probably related to the upwelling that occurs off the California

coast resulting in high productivity generally throughout the water

column .
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The Atlantic shelf averages four times the biomass of the Gulf shelf ,

and the continental slope average differs by a factor of ten ,

Biomass of benthic and demersal fishes shows the same trends toward a

decrease with increasing depths. Struhsaker (1969), reporting on the

demersal fish resources of the continental shelf off the southeastern

United States, found that shelf—edge fisheries yielded only one percent

of the total catch. However, these connnercially valuable catches of

black sea bass , snappers, and groupers represented 3 percent of the
total monetary value of the landings.

Diversity of the Benthos

Measures of species diversity are influenced by the species richness

(the actual number of species present in an area), the species abundance

(the number of individuals in each species), and the sample size.

Comparisons of diversity made between samples of shallow water benthos

and deep—sea benthos have led to some seemingly contradictory state-

ments concerning the apparent diversity present.

Little is known of the diversity of the microbial components of the

benthos. The principal differences appear to be related not to the

species present, but rather to the numbers present, and to their rela-

tive productivity .

Similarly , diversity of the meiofaunal components of the benthos cannot

be discussed with any degree of confidence since riematodes are the

dominant organism of this category , and measures of their diversity are

rarely made.

• Diversity of the macrofauna has been well, studied . Although species

diversity of the benthic macrofauna appears to remain fairly constant

along the gradient of depths being considered (Hessler and Sanders,

1967), the fact remains that the number of species present decreases
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with increasing depth similarly to the decrease in absolute numbers and

in biomass. Ecological measures of species diversity remain high

because the few animals present in the abyssal zones are quite evenly

distributed among the few species present. Greater than 99 percent

of the benthic and demersal species (excluding fish) are confined to

shallow regions. Of the more than 181,000 benthic species, approxi-

mately 180,000 live in the shelf zone. Approximately 1,080 species are

found at depths greater than 2000 metres , and only about 189 species live

In excess of 4000 metres (Moiseev, 1971).

Fish are the most diverse of the benthi.c megafaunal taxa (Grassle

et al,, 1975) , however, the megafauna, or larger epifauna , are

consistently less diverse (and less numerous) than the infauna.

Benthic Production

New production in animal populations includes both the growth of

individuals in the population and the reproduction of new individuals.

Microbial production in the benthos at all depths is considerably

greater than any other size class of organisms, although the standing

stock is much lower, except in abyssal depths.

Standing stock of the meiofaunal populations is 10 times that of the

microbial populations. However, since generation times are so much

shorter in the bacteria, their turnover rate is much higher and their

total production in g/m
2/yr would exceed that of the tneiofauna by an

order of magnitude. This relationship holds at all depths considered .

• Continental shelf macrofaunal populations have a standing stock from

20 to 50 times that of the meiofauna. The meiofauna , however , have
F very diversified reproductive patterns with anywhere from 2 to 40

generations per year. Gerlach (1971) uses an average turnover rate of

9 to show that macrofauna production exceeds meiofauna by only a factor
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of 5. Macrofaunal production decreases with depth far more than meio—

faunal production does. In the abyssal zone production is limited

by the scarcity of food , and microbial production exceeds that of the

meiofauna and macrofauna by an order of magnitude.

Production of benthic and demersal fishes is relatively high on the

outer continental shelf. The total annual catch of benthic and demersal

• fishes on the continental shelf is at least equal to that of pelagic

fishes, and if commercial catches of invertebrates (shrimp, crabs,

mollusks) are included , it exceeds the pelagic catch in some regions.

The fisheries of the upper slope are not as well developed for benthic

species in all areas. Northern regions produce large catches of cod

and halibut. Struhsaker (1969) points out that large unexploited

stocks of conmiercially important fish such as sea bass , snappers,

groupers , and porgy exist on the outer shelf of the southeastern

United States , which could be harvested with the use of roller—rigged ,

New England-type fish trawis or the more conventional handlining

methods.

Fishes of the lower slopes make up a much smaller percentage of the

epifauna. Haedrich et al. (1975) found fish comprising only 27

percent of the epifauna of the lower slopes, with a standing stock

less than that of the infauna or tneiofauna. Production rates of

benthic and demersal fishes of the lower slope, continental rise,

and abyssal depths are negligible compared to other groups, amounting

to one percent of that of the microbiota , or to ten percent of that

of the meiofauna or macrofauna.

B. ZONAL ANALYSIS

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF ZONE
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Definition

The continental shelf is the submerged margin of a continent, and , by

extension, it is also considered to include the shallow margins of

oceanic islands. Officially, United States laws define the continental

shelves as the seaward extension of the coast to a depth of 600 feet

(100 fin, 183 in). From a geological or an ecological standpoint the

outer edge of the continental shelf is more difficult to delineate,

and the landward edge of the outer continental shelf zone must be

defined in somewhat arbitrary terms.

By and large, the continental shelf slopes gently from shore at an

average drop of 12 feet per mile (0.23 percent), although the actual

slope varies somewhat with locality. From an ecological standpoint ,

three shelf zones are generally recognized : the inner, middle, and

outer continental shelf zones. Although no precise definitions of these

three zones have achieved universal acceptance , they may be roughly

defined in terms of hydrographic conditions and biological compositions.

The inner continental shelf, being closest to the shore is greatly

influenced by rivers and estuaries. Hence, the salinity tends to be

lowest in this zone . The area is shallow, and the water temperature

closely parallels that of the atnx sphere at all seasons . Most of the
migratory fishes and invertebrates that spend parts of their lives

in estuaries spend the remainder of their lives in the inner shelf zone.
In the northern Gulf of Mexico this zone extends to a depth of about
22 in (Chittenden and McEachran , 1976).

The middle continental shelf zone , being far ther  from shore and deeper
than the inner zone , is less influenced by the estuarine waters ,
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and far fewer estuarine—related species occur here. Water temperature

tends to parallel that of the atmosphere to a reduced degree, and this zone

is subject to some influence from water masses and species of the

outer shelf. In the northern Gulf of Mexico this zone extends to a

depth of about 70 m.

The outer continental shelf is only lightly influenced by coastal

phenomena. Salinities more nearly approximate those of the open ocean,

and bottom temperatures are nearly uniform the year around . For

example, Pequegnat et al. (1976) provide seasonal data on the depth

distribution of temperature in the northern Gulf of Mexico, and at about

70 m the annual temperature tends to be relatively uniform (near 200 C).

The outer edge of the shelf Is marked by a “shelf break” where the slope

increases greatly. This break may occur anywhere from 110 m to 146 m .

On the northern continental shelf there is a faunal break at 118 m

(Pequegnat et al., 1976), and for practical purposes in the present

report the l18—m contour will be considered to be the outer limit of

the continental shelf.

The outer continental shelf in most areas of the United States is a

relatively flat plain with some low relief features , which vary region-

ally. Off New England ridges and valleys characteristics of glacial

moraine topography are observed. Off the southern and western coasts

of Florida drowned reefs are seen. In the northern Gul f diapiric

hills punctuate the otherwise flat plain. Of f the west coast thrust

fault blocks are not uncommon . Of f the Hawaiian and Caribbean islands

drowned reefs and some submarine volcanic features are observed . The

outer continental shelves of nearly all coasts are incised by the upper

reaches of submarine canyons.

Geologic Nature

Finery (1968) has noted that most of the continental shelves of the
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world were exposed during the last major period of continental

glaciation and that as late as 19,000 years ago the sea level stood as

much as 90 in below the present datum (maximum sea level lowering to

—134 m took place during the past 25,000 years). Therefore, most of the

continental shelves are covered by sediments, which were subject to

subaerial weathering. Such materials (coarse sands, etc.) are referred

to as “relict sediments.” Of f the entire Atlantic coast these relict

sediments represent the predominant exposed sediment type , although

landward and locally on the outer shelf this may be overlain by finer

materials of more recent origin. The southern and western shelves

of Florida are composed largely of calcareous reef al detritus , which

grades into the sands and finer silts and clays of the northern Gulf.

Of f the west coast the finer materials are locally mixed with rocks

and rock fragments arising from tectonic activity. These sediments

grade into ice—influenced sediments of the northwest where glaciers

and icebergs have deposited many rocks. Hawaiian and West Indies

shelves contain mixtures of calcareous sediments intergraded with finer

volcanic materials and some terrigenous sand . The outer shelves of

the Atlantic and , to some extent , the Gulf of Mexico contain occasional

deposits of peat, estuarine shells, river—borne rocks, and terrestrial

fossils, indicative of the lower stand of the sea during the past

several thousand years.

Currents, Tides, and Circulation

Irrespective of specific geographic locations on the continental shelves

of the United States, the outer continental shelf contains a wide

spectrum of structural and dynamic features that interact often with

complex results. Directly off the shelf major current regimes are

present, some seasonal in nature, which provide intrusions of clearly

oceanic conditions on the shelves. The meso—scale turbulence generated
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by instabilities in these currents can provide relatively long—lived

structural changes and eddy currents at the shelf. Patterns of mean

and transient circulation are definitely impressed by meteorological

forcing as well. The shallow depths of the shelves enhance this effect

and bring to the shelf break region considerable influence from the

coastal direction. As a result, the prospective disposal sites are

found to lie in the most active boundary of what is normally

acknowledged to be a transition zone of the ocean.

The wave—like phenomena propagating within this boundary have a spectrum

similar in terms of diversity. The astronomical tides present con-

tribute to the energetics of the region directly as well as serving as

a forcing function that excites modes of motion linked to the density

structure. In addition, long—shore wave components are present that are

generated by traveling meteorological disturbances. Theoretical

evidence has been advanced for the propagation of topographic Rossby

waves that move up the continental rise in the boundary region. At

long periods, in the vicinity of 30 days, the waters over the shelf

break will be found to respond to macro—scale movements of the major

boundary ~u~rents in the sense of mass conservation. In essence, this

is a -
~~ ‘~~~ ring or sloshing of the entire shelf—slope water body. At

shortet ne iods, inertial oscillations, most probably wind induced , will

be present in surface waters. The generation of transient Ekinan

responses by the wind will develop under sustained forcing and produce

the well—known upwelling conditions that bring water through the deeper

portions of the boundary region and move water shoreward while surface

waters are transported seaward.

Other Characteristics

For practical purposes the outer continental shelf has been defined

and described , but in a real sense it is a zone of transition between

the shelf proper and the deep sea. It is influenced , on the one hand ,

• by the hydrography and organisms of the shelf and by the hydrography
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and life of the open ocean. Although faunal breaks may be defined on

the basis of the benthic organisms, there is considerable mixing of

the faunas on a local or seasonal basis. As efforts are made to

exploit the resources of the outer shelf and to consider the area in

terms of a disposal environment for the wastes of civilization, it

should be kept in mind that the outer shelf is in physical and bio-

logical continuity with the zones on either side.

BIOTA OF THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF ZONE

Pelagic Life

Phytoplankton. The most obvious, and often the most numerous of the

phytoplankton forms, are the diatoms. Although phytoplankton organisms

as a group are microscopic, some diatoms such as species of

Coscinodiscus and Rhizosolenia can be relatively large, approaching

1 mm . Others can be quite small, approaching a few microns. Diatoms

tend to predominate in the neritic phytoplankton with Skeletonema

costatum being ubiquitous in most coastal waters. In some regions

however, dinoflagellates, which are present in all seasons, will become

dominant during the summer.

Dinoflagellates constitute the next major component of the phyto—

plankton. Unlike the diatoms, many dinoflagellates are capable of move-

ment and some species undergo diurnal migrations to the sea surface

in response to light. Dinoflagellates and diatoms account for 80—95

percent of the more than 2000 phytoplankton species. Other groups which

make up the phytoplankton include coccolithophorids, silicoflagellates,

euglenids, blue—green algae, and many micro—flagellates .

Differences in species composition and abundance occur regionally and

seasonally. Differences in the parameters also occur between the

neritic and oceanic environments. Geographically , phytoplankton species

may be classified as arctic , antarctic , temperate, and tropical
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(Raymont , 1963). Within each of these regions some species are more

typical of coastal conditions and are classed as neritic, e.g.,

Astrionella, Skeletonema, and Thalassionema nitzschioides, although

they may occur in reduced numbers at considerable distance from shore.

Neritic species are usually more euryhaline and eurythermal than their

oceanic counterparts.

Diatoms are overwhelmingly important in high latitudes , and especially

so in polar waters. Diatoms also dominate the neritic phytoplankton

during most of the year, with dinoflagellates increasing in importance

in the summer. In the tropics some blue—green algae, for example

Trichodesmium, may be important, however, the Cyanophyceae are usually

rare outside of tropical regions.

As light is the limiting factor controlling the vertical distribution

of reproducing phytoplankton populations in the sea, phytoplankters are

by necessity restricted to the surface layers of the ocean. In neritic

waters light is attenuated rapidly in the water column due to the

greater preponderance of suspended particles of detrital and terrigenous

origin as well as a higher plankton biomass. Thus, in neritic waters

the euphotic zone may range from 1 m or less in turbid estuaries to

10—20 in in waters over the outer shelf. By contrast the euphotic

• zone of the open ocean often exceeds 100 in. Generally speaking the

depth of the euphotic zone increases with distance from the coastline .

As a corollary to this the depth at which the phytoplankton maximum

occurs varies with depth of the euphotic zone . In coastal waters,

the phytoplankton maximum is likely to be near the surface. Because

of vertical mixing above the thermocline, the vertical distribution

of phytoplankton is irregular with significant numbers of phytoplankters

occupying a transient position below the euphotic zone. By contrast,

• the open ocean plankton usually exhibits a subsurface abundance maximum ,

which may be as deep as 50—100 m , and then tapers off toward the bottom

• of the euphotic zone.
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The greatest difference between neritic and oceanic phytoplankton

is in the abundance and productivity of their two zones. Except in

regions of upwelling or divergences and at high latitudes, great

abundance of phytoplankton and consequently high primary productivity

are limited to waters over the continental shelves (Figure 45).

The number of phytoplankters declines in a seaward direction. Cell

concentrations of lO~ to io
6 
per liter are common in coastal waters,

while concentrations of lO~ to per liter and lower are character-

istic of the open ocean. Primary productivity parallels the trends in

phytoplankton biomass. Neritic waters are approximately an order

of magnitude higher than offshore waters in primary production.

Zooplankton. The neritic zooplankton community, as opposed to the

oceanic zooplankton community, is that floating animal population

in the relatively shallow zone over the continental shelf. Although

these plankton communities are not sharply separated , differences in

the neritic and oceanic groups are apparent. The most obvious of these

differences is the greater abundance of zooplankton in waters over

the continental shelves (Figure 46). The distribution and abundance

of zooplankton biomass closely follows that of the phytoplankton, as

the latter is the primary food source of the former. It has been

estimated that zooplankton—rich areas contain 56 percent of the zoo—

plankton biomass (Bogorov, 1966). These areas constitute approximately

17 percent of the oceanic area aul are made up in large part by waters

overlying the continental shelves and slope. If the distribution of

zooplankton biornass is considered on an areal basis, one finds from

these estimates that the ratio of biomass to area in productive waters,

i.e., over the shelf, is about 3.2, whereas in the vastness of the open

ocean the ratio is only 0.5. Thus, as an estimate, neritic zoo—

plankton biomass tends to be slightly less than an order of magnitude

• greater per unit area than the oceanic biomass. The differences are

even greater if the concentration of biomass is considered on a volume

basis.
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In addition to horizontal differences in abundance distributions,

neritic and oceanic zooplankton exhibit differences in their vertical

distribution in the water column. This also reflects the distribution

of their food items, the phytoplankton, but is modified somewhat by

the restrictive depths of the neritic zone. In the open ocean, vertical

segregation of species with depth occurs throughout the water column

to great depths. Zooplankton biomass and the number of species show

general trends of decreasing with depth. Such gradients are attenuated

in the neritic plankton, as the blotic and abiotic factors controlling

their distribution are more uniform and conducive to life in the shallow

waters over the continental shelf. Patchiness in the distribution

of zooplankton both horizontally and vertically is more evident in neri—

tic waters. Over the shelf, species composition of the holoplankton

may vary as much as 100 percent in 1—2 metres , and variation in the

species composition of the meroplankton may exceed 1000 percent over

the range of just a few metres .

Vertical migration is less pronounced among the neritic plankton.

However, seasonal changes in the composition are very great especially

in neritic waters due to the high contribution of the meroplankton.

Where seasonal changes are marked by great variation in abiotic factors

such as light and temperature, the zooplankton also shows seasonal

variability in composition and abundance. At high and mid—latitudes ,

seasonal changes in the zooplankton are very great in contrast to the

• seasonal monotony of the tropics.

Because of the high contribution of meroplankton forms, almost every

animal phylum is represented in the neritic zooplankton . The mero—

plankton does not always form a conspicuous part of neritic zooplankton

communities. In high latitudes of the Arctic and Antarctic , benthic

animals tend to develop directly or to have only brief larval stages

(Thorson, 1950). Even in more temperate latitudes the neritic

plankton is not always dominated by meroplanktonic forms. Several
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species of copepods, which as a group are the most abundant zooplank—

ters, occur only in neritic waters and do not extend far into oceanic

waters, e.g., Acartia tonsa, A. discaudata, Temora longicornis,

Labidocera wollastoni, Anomalocera patersoni, and several species of

Eurytemora (Raymont, 1963).

Although different communities of zooplankton exist in neritic and

open ocean waters, it is difficult to make a sharp distinction between

the communities. The distance to which neritic plankton extends sea-

ward is highly variable and depends on the topography of the coast,

the depth of water, and local water currents. Neritic plankton tends

to be more eurythermal with tendencies toward warmer water than the

oceanic species. Neritic plankters also are more euryhaline. Thus

oceanic plankton, to some degree, is prevented from colonizing neritic

waters, due to the more variable temperature and salinity conditions

found over the shelf (Raymont, 1963).

The reasons why neritic forms do not spread over the open ocean are

even less clear. Meroplankters are obviously restricted to the favor-

able waters over the shelf in order to complete their life cycles.
• However, holoplanktonic species appear able to withstand considerable

changes in temperature and salinity and it is not readily apparent what

precludes their invasion of oceanic waters (Raymont , 1963). Some

species such as the ctenophore Pleurobrachia occur both in neritic

and oceanic waters.

Neuston. Neuston organisms are frequently indistinguishable from the

underlying plankton organ thms , except for some of the larger epi—

neuston , i. e. ,  those organisms living in or above the air—water inter—

fa ce, partially in air and partially in water, often possessing some

type of gas flotation device, and mainly distributed by the direct

action of the wind. Examples of larger epineuston organisms are the

coelenterates, ~~ysalia (“Portuguese—man—of—war”), Velella (“by—the—

wind—sailor”), and the sea—snail , Janthina (“purple storm snail”) .
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The remaining neuston category , the hyponeuston (i.e., organisms living

in the surface layer, but below the interface) is often composed of

the same species that are found in the underlying plankton, but in

different relative abundances.

Particularly distinctive of the continental shelf neuston are the

H larval forms of benthic animals, especially the decapod crustacean

larvae, which have strong diurnal and seasonal fluctuations in

numerical abundance and biomass in the surface waters. L. Pequegnat

et al. (l976b , 1977 a, 1977b) report consistently higher numbers of
decapod larvae in night samples versus day samples at stations in the

Gulf of Mexico on the South Texas outer continental shelf and higher

numbers in the Spring (especially April) than in any of the other

monthly samples during a 1976 study. The dominant decapod larvae

were portunid crab zoeas and megalopas. Larvae of other invertebrates ,

i.e., mollusks, echinoderms, barnacles, etc., as well as fish eggs

and larvae are present in varying amounts in continental shelf

neuston. The latter are especially important constituents of conti-

nental shelf neuston, particularly in view of the fact that most of

the commercially important species of fish on the continental shelf

pass the egg and larval stages of their development in the continental

shelf plankton and/or neuston.

Copepods are generally the dominant organisms in continental shelf

neuston. In the studies of L. Pequegnat et al. (1976a , b , l977a, b)
off South Texas, pontellid copepod genera such as Pontellopsis,

Pontella, Anomalocera, and Labidocera are dominant as are other

calanoid species such as Centropages furcatus and Temora stylifera.

Hyperiid amphipods are extremely abundant at certain times , i.e.,

100—350/in
3 
at night during the spring and fall periods. The sergestid

shrimp , Lucifer faxoni, is also abundant at certain times in spring and

August in continental shelf neuston off Texas (up to 185/rn3), whereas it
is rare in oceanic neuston, where Lucifer typus takes over.
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Neuston biomass varies greatly diurnally, seasonally, and geographi-

cally on the outer continental shelf area. In the South Texas

outer continental shelf study mentioned above (L. Pequegnat et al.,

l976a , b, l977a, b), dry weight biomass ranged from 0.6 g/I000 in3

in a fall and a winter sample to 121 g/l000 in3 
in a spring sample.

The spring dry weight average for 24 neuston samples was 29.8 g/l000 m3

compared to the November average of 7.7 g/l000 in
3
.

Shelf areas seem to have a greater abundance of neuston than oceanic

areas, and the night neuston of shelf areas is enhanced by migration
of the benthic species (Morris, 1975).

Nekton. The fauna comprising the nekton may be grouped into three

major categories:

1. neritic or shelf nekton

2. pelagic or open ocean nekton

3. nekton of the deep sea.

Within each group are various subdivisions based upon vertical zonation,

habitat, mode of feeding, etc. By far the major contributor to the

nekton is the fishes. Cephalopods (primarily squids) are second in

importance, yet make only a diminutive contribution relative to that

of the fishes. Thousands of species are represented in the neritic

fishes. By contrast, Lipka (1975) reported only 66 pelagic species

of cephalopods for the entire Gulf of Mexico, and of these only 5 were

• typical of neritic waters.

The neritic zone is characterized as being well lighted but with marked

seasonal variations in the abiotic factors, i.e. light, temperature,

L 

salinity, dissolved oxygen, nutrients , turbulence, and currents.

The most important factor governing the distribution of the neritic

nekton is temperature. Other limitations are: (Lagler et al., 1962)
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~bro..... expanses of deep ocean water

~nature of coastline configuration and submarine contours

salinity variations

currents, both direction of flow and the temperature of
their waters.

The neritic zone is ricnest in variety of biotopes and its nekton is

of the greatest abundance and variety. The shelf fish include well

over half of the known fish species. Within the limits set by

temperature, the range of neritic fish is largely limited by the extent

of available coastline and archipelagos.

Neritic habitats include shorewaters, kelp beds, estuaries , coral

reefs, submarine plateaus, banks, and varying widths of the continental

shelves. The most characteristic of the fish of the neritic zone are

the herrings (Clupeidae) (Lagler et al., 1962). Among many others are

the barracudas (Sphyraenidae), mackerels (Scombridae), bluefish

(Pomatomus), needlefish (Belonidae), tarpon (Megalops), eels

(Anguilla), butterfish (Stromateidae), porgies (Sparidae), grunts

(Pomadasyidae), snappers (Lutjanidae), and sea trout (Cynoscion).

The number of neritic fish species increases in moving from polar to

temperate waters. The increase continues into warm temperate waters.

The greatest diversity of nekton is found in tropical neritic waters

• (Marshall , 1966). The greater part of this diversity is found in areas

where coral reefs flourish. Coral communities, among the most productive

natural communities , are restricted to waters where the water

• temperature does not fall below 18° C. Because of this special need

for warm water the fish of the tropics hardly penetrate the sub-

tropics to the north and south. Consequently,  there exists a high
• degree of endeinism among the tropical neritic fishes.

• Those tropical species occurring throughout the tropics in both the

Pacific and Atlantic are termed circumpolar. Tropical neritic faunas
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exist in four major regions: Indo—Pacific, West African, West Indian,

and Pacific American or Pan American (Lagler et al., 1962). All are

relatively distinct in species composition and have some distinctive

genera. However, the similarities between the four are greater than

the links to their respective neritic faunas to the north and south.

The subtropical faunas are considered diluted tropical faunas, whose

distributions are limited by yearly minimum temperatures of 16—18° C.

They more closely resemble the tropical faun a than the neighbor ing faun a

of the temperate region.

Temperate and boreal neritic nekton is characterized by much less

diversity and fewer species. However, in this region neritic fishes

are often present in tremendous numbers. The most important commer-

cial fisheries, e.g. codq (Cadidae) , herrings (Clupeidae), and flatfish

(Pleuronectiformes) cent :r in temperate to boreal waters. Warmer water

fisheries include the sardine (Sardinella) and the anchovy (Anchoa) .

In temperate waters the great yearly range of temperatures profoundly

affects the neritic fishes. The available food is subject to drastic

fluctuations. High peaks of primary production and phytoplankton

abundance are followed by periods of low production and sparse

phytoplankton populations. The abundance of zooplankton , though

lagging behind in time , follows the same pattern as the phytoplankton.

Zooplankton abundance also fluctuates with the seasonal influx of

meroplankton. Temperature also affects temperate neritic fish directly.

Species such as mackerel, silver hake, scup, and weakfish migrate to

the coastal spawning grounds in spring and summer. ~Then inshore waters

cool, they migrate seaward again to warmer, deeper water. Other cold—

loving species, e.g. haddock and pollock, migrate from warm inshore

waters in the summer to colder deeper waters offshore. Because of the

rigorous fluctuations in the physical environment , neritic fishes of

temperate regions are the most adaptable fish in the sea (Marshall,

1966).
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Benthic Life

The benthic couinunities of the continental shelf may be characterized

as being as rich and varied as the pelagic communities in the water

column above them. The microbial populations in the sediment may

equal the production rates of the phytoplankton, which drift above

them. The flow of detritus and dissolved organic matter from the off— -

shore water masses enriched by continental sources, and the drift

of particulate and dissolved organic matter from the surface waters

serve as a substrate for the rapidly multiplying microbiota, which, in

turn, serve as a food source for the “grazers” among the meiofauna.

Reid (1970) reports meiofaunal numbers equal to zooplankton numbers

in the water column above them. The meiofauna serve, in the same

fashion as the zooplankton of the surface waters, as food for the smaller

carnivores. Large predacious polychaetes, small shrimp , cumaceans,
tanaids, and other crustaceans, and small fish feed on the meiofauna,

and are itt turn fed on by larger carnivores, including fish (Bright,

1970). Fish production as measured by commercial fish catches annually

show as high a catch of benthic fishes from the shelf as pelagic

fishes. Commercial catches of invertebrates (shrimp, etc.) are

important economically in many areas of the continental shelf.

The biomass of the benthos varies not only with depth but exhibits a

geographic variation also. On the Atlantic coast the Georges Bank

area has the highest biomass (1300 gum
2
; Bureau of Land Management,

1977). A direct correlation is found between populations of commercially

important ground fish and the invertebrate inacrofauna of this region.

• Animal densities and biomass also vary markedly with ecological

conditions. Rowe (1971) points out that although depth exerts the

most stringent effects, surface productivity ranks second in controlling

benthic blomass. Just as high phytoplankton productivity (Figure 45)

is reflected by the high zooplankton densities of the same regions

• (Figure 6—2) so would benthic productivity reflect this geographic
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trend were sufficient data available to construct a map. A recent

review of all published studies (Thiel, 1975) of benthic productivity

documents those trend.

The kinds of animals, or the species distribution, also varies with

depth and with geographic location. A third factor , the type of

substratum, is strongly related to the distribution of species in

shelf communities. Although there is a range of substratum types ,

a few broad classes are sufficient to define the habitat of most

species: silt—clay (mud), sand, gravel or shell , and rock. For

instance, Ampelisca (a tube—dwelling amphipod) communities have been

described in similar sediments at similar depths on both the east

coast and the west coast of the United States. Wigley (1968) describes

communities of A. vadorum numbering thousands per square metre in

silty sand off South Georges Bank, and Barnard et al., (1959) describe

a similar community with A. cristata on the shelf off San Diego.

CONTINENTAL SLOPE ZONE

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Definitions

The continental slope zone may be characterized as a transitional

zone between the shallow, highly productive waters of the shelf, and

the less productive waters of the deep oceans. The gently sloping

shelf , with grades seldom exceeding 2—3°, is succeeded by the more
rapidly descending slope zone with grades over 3° and sometimes as

high as 25°. This characteristic, rapid increase in depth , from 200 m

to 3000 m, is then replaced by the gentler grade of the continental

rise at its base (see Part 5, Figure 50, of this section)

The area of the continental slope, worldwide basis, is nearly twice
that of the continental shelf, occupying 15.3 percent of the total
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area of the oceans (Sverdrup et al., 1942). The more productive upper

slope (200—1000 i n) ,  comprises an area of only 4.3 percent as compared

to the shelf’s 7.6 percent of the total area. The difference in the

areas of the continental shelf and continental slope may be noted

in the figures of the continental margins ifl Part 5.

Geomorphology and Geologic Nature

The continental slope is the most significant topographic discon-

tinuity of the earth’s crust because it marks the general positl-rn

of the contact between low—density rocks of the continents and the

high—density rocks of the ocean floor (Emery and Uchupi, 1972).

However , the contact itself has largely been obscured by extensive
prograding of the continental slope and by deep burial of its base by

detrital sediments from the land and pelagic sediments from the ocean.

The contact is further blurred by topographic irregularities such

as submarine canyons, growth of organic reef darns, diapiric intrusions,

and fault blocks. Instability of the environment also adds to the

quite varied configuration of the edge of the continental crust.

In general, continental slopes range in overall elevation from about

1 to 10 km and are normally considered to have a declivity of 3 to 6°;

• however, extremes of more than 15° exist (e.g. Campeche, Florida, and

Blake Escarpments) as do those of less than 1° (e.g. portions east

and west of Florida). Most profiles across the continental slope

generally show two types of bottom: a steep , irregular upper slope

and a smocth lower slope. Such are the cases for the northwestern

Gulf of Mexico continental slope with its upper “hummocky zone”

(aptly named by Cealy , 1955) of diapiric structure origin and those

of the Atlantic seaboard that possibly reflect a change from an

erosional slope to a slumped and debris—covered slope (Pratt , 1968).

Directly off southern California and within the continental borderland

the slope is a dip slope (Moore, 1960) while off Oregon and Washington,
the slope is broken by normal faulting parallel to the shoreline
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(Menard, 1964). These descriptions attest to the complexity of

continental slopes that form the topographic boundary between the

continent and the ocean basin.

Sediments from the continental slope have probably been studied less

than those collected from the continental shelf, continental rise, or

abyssal plain. In general, these sediments are of a smaller grain size

than those collected from the shelf but contain a higher percentage

of organic matter than those on the shelf or on the deep—sea floor.

Mass movement of these sediments may be common because the steepness

of the slope is probably near the angle of repose of the sediment.

Currents and Circulation

The waters overlying the continental slope represent a transition zone

in both a dynamical and a structural sense. This region is subject to

changes that can be generated by shelf water movement or temperature/

salinity changes as well as the intrusion of oceanic boundary currents

or eddy structures associated with their instabilities. While there

appears to be a cyclic behavior in thermohaline modification and

circulation on the shelf keyed to the progression of seasons, the

effects of the boundary currents are known only by isolated , docu-

mented observation; predictability is beyond present means.

In the surface waters of the slope zone the currents react quickly,
relative to oceanic currents, to changes in driving mechanisms.

Atmospheric generation of motion may result in overall Ekman seaward

transport with attendant deeper motion landward or an alongshore trans-

port due to the maintainence of a quasi—geostrophic balance depending

on initial creation of an across—the—shelf pressure gradient

established by Ekman transport. On a smaller scale, the subsidence

of a rapidly established pressure gradient may permit the generation

of inertial motion, which will be superimposed on a background drift.
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Mixing and cooling also take place in the surface region during

autumn with an associated and widespread vertical motion. The effects 
-

of this mechanism operating on the shelf are reflected in the

thermohaline structure over the continental slope.

The waters of the slope region respond not only to the shelf region

but, dynamically , to the offshore oceanic current and, structurally,

to mixing processes related to their turbulent behavior. Undoubtedly,

a certain amount of surging and movement takes place in concert

with lateral adjustments of the boundary current path. Shoreward

movement of this current could enhance entrainment of the water over

the continental slope, and its removal tends to import a different

water mass to a given geographical location. Conversely, considerable

offshore movement of the path would delay export of the slope water.

Genuine intrusions of the boundary current can occur, possibly on a

regular basis since stream instabilities are exhibited in terms of

lateral meanders from the mean stream path. Some geographical

locations, and, in fact, whole segments of the United States

coastline, exhibit strong topographic control on the lateral movement

of the boundary current, and semi—permanent eddy structures driven

by the main flow can result.

In recent years attention has focused on the meso—scale eddies that

are either driven by the current or are introduced over the slope

region by an instability growing to the point of its turbulent release

by the current. In the latter case direct exchange of boundary

current, shelf , and slope waters is achieved over significant portions
of the slope region as the eddy vortex drifts along in the background

motion. In this case the circular motion associated with the vortex

continuously exchanges waters around its periphery, which could

extend over the slope and onto the shelf.

The slope region is slightly stirred horizontally by the periodic

barotropic movement of the astronomical tide. However, the nominal
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motion for this feature would be a closed orbit in the vertical

plane. The tide has further implications in association with motion

at depth and the thermohaline structure .

At depth and over the slope, water motion takes place primarily in

response to sustained and generally longer and possibly periodic

mechanisms. A general delineation of the spectrum of phenomena

can be given at present, however, the interaction of these middepth

features is largely unknown. Evidence is present that indicates that

motion in this portion of the water column is primarily in terms

of a spectrum of internal wave modes. The orbital paths in this

case are ellipses with the major axis in the horizontal direction.

The periods range between the local inertial and Vaisala periods

although the diurnal tide period could form an upper bound. In the

latter case, internal wave motion would be present and initiated

by an interaction of the tidal motion with a strong pycnocline repre-

senting a definite layering of the water mass.

Below the major thermocline in the slope region the presence of a

counter—current that interacts with the oceanic boundary current must

be considered. This semi—permanent feature over the slope can extend

down to the abyssal depths and can often achieve speeds that match

those of the surface boundary current. In some instances, the counter-

current is generated, in a direct sense, by the same forces that pro-

duce the boundary current and is closely associated with the surface

flow both temporally and spatially. However, the counter—current

can conversely be a response to driving mechanisms that are linked

to the boundary current in a macroscale (or whole ocean) circulation

picture. In this case the counter—curren t is more independent of the

surface boundary current although it does interact in an only vaguely
understood manner. This type of counter—current often extends from

middepths on the slope downwards to the foot of the continental rise

and spreads laterally into the abyss. In most cases, the counter—

r.urrents essentially flow along isobaths on the slope. Although this
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is so, evidence has been found that prompts the suggestion that inter-

action with the lower limits of the surface boundary condition can

steer the deep counter—current.

Other Characteristics

The major portion of the continental shelf waters lie within the

euphotic zone. The consequent productivity of an area of the shelf

will be influenced by the insolation regime of the latitude of the

area. In addition, coastal influences such as the presence or absence

of nutrient export from terrestrial sources via rivers or marshes,

or upwellings can be identified. The abyssal depths must depend

on whatever particulate organic matter drifts down through the water

column to the cold, dark unproductive bottom waters. The factors

affecting productivity of the slope zone, however, are not so clearly
defined.

Down—slope currents from the outer edge of the shelf may bring some

organic matter with them. Recent research (Karl et al., 1976; Devol

et al., 1976) has identified a microbial population between 650 and

1040 m at the level of the oxygen minimum. This population has been

identified as bacteria (Sorokin, 1971) and as small, biflagellated ,

pigmented cells (Fournier, 1971). This layer impinges on the slope

providing a distinctly increased food supply to the benthos at those

depths.

• The slope zone is not only physically a transition between shelf and

abyss, but also dynamically a transition zone. The upper slope

receives some organic matter from the shelf and shares some species

with the shelf; the middepth slope, with its own faunal assemblages,

L 

receives its organic matter from mesopelagic sources, and the lower

slope, below 1000 m , is influenced by deeper currents and has yet

another faunal assemblage.
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The characteristics that might serve to distinguish the continental

slope from the contiguous shelf and rise, other than geomorphological

features, would include the presence ~f the oxygen minimum layer and

an associated increase in certain other parameters (ATP and total

phosphorus, Karl et al., 1976; ATP, ETS activity, and nitrite,
Devol et al., 1976), distinct faunal zonation along isobaths
(Haedrich et al., 1975; Grassle et al., 1975; and Pequegnat et al.,

1976) and the unpredictable, weakly defined interactions of the sea-

sonal influences from the shelf cn the one hand and the steady—state

abyssal system on the other hand .

BIOTA OF THE CONTINENTAL SLOPE ZONE

Pelagic Life

Phytoplankton. The microflora of the slope zone is not distinct from

the vaguely distinguishable neritic and oceanic phytoplankton

communities. Except where upwelling occurs over the slope thereby

stimulating primary production, the slope phytoplankton may be consid-

ered transitional between neritiL and oceanic with respect to

composition, abundance, and productivity.

Zooplankton. Whereas neritic and oceanic zooplankton are distinguish-

able as communities, no separate and distinct community exists for

the zooplankton over the continental slope. The slope zooplankton

is made of a mixture of both neritic and occanic forms and possess

some characteristics of both the neritic and open ocean biotopes.

Prevailing currents are likely to be the single most important factor

regulating the relative composition of the slope zooplankton .

Because of its proximity to the more productive neritic waters ,

zooplankton biomass over the slope would be expected to be somewhere

between that of the adjacent neritic and oceanic zones.
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Because of the greater depths involved, more vertical structuring of

the zooplankton community would be expected. Similarly, the distribu-

tion of species and biomass would become more regular, tending to

decrease with depth following subsurface maxima. With the introduction

of many oceanic species such as euphausiids , vertical migration

becomes more predominant and extends over much greater depth ranges,

although remaining especially vigorous in the upper 50—100 m.

The composition of the slope zooplankton is a mixture of oceanic and

neritic species and varies with local conditions. Offshore zoo—

plankters, e.g., euphausiids, chaetognaths other than Sagitta elegans

and S. setosa, and siphonophores, will be mixed with holoplanktonic

organisms from the nearshore zone such as decapods (planktonic

shrimps), ntysids, isopods, amphipods, and other crustaceans (Newell

and Newell, 1963). Depending ott the season, larval stages of oceanic

and neritic organisms will be present, though not in abundance.

Neuston. Like the zooplankton beneath it, the neuston of the

continental slope zone is made up of a mixture of both shelf and

oceanic forms. Larval forms are generally not as abundant as in

shelf neuston.

The neuston, however, is much less abundant over the continental
slope area than the plankton beneath. Berkowitz (1976) in a com-

parison of neuston tows taken in the upper 9—19 cm and plankton tows

at a depth of one metre found that the neustonic zone of the conti-

nental slope of the northwestern Gulf of Mexico is a relatively

impoverished area. The large majority of the animals identified and

counted were between two and six times more abundant at one metre than

they were in the neuston at an average of 14 cm depth. This difference

occurred in both daytime and nighttime samples. Certain species,

however, were found in higher concentrations In the neuston than in
the plankton of one metre depth: the. pteropods Cavolinia longirostris
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and Diacria guadridentata, brachyuran megalops larvae, and copepods

of the genera Pontella and Pontellopsis.

Neus ton of the continental slope zone appears to show a more pro-

nounced increase in concentration at night as compared to day, than

in the shelf zone. Berkowitz (1976) reports a greater than tenfold

increase in concentrations of a majority of the animals at night

and attributes this to diurnal vertical migrations. Thus, any studies

of neuston over continental slope and deep ocean zones must be

conducted with an awareness that the time of day is a major factor

influencing the nature of the samples taken.

Nekton. The slope zone has been characterized as a zone of transition

between continental influences and oceanic influences with respect

to such aspects as currents, nutrients in the water, and temperature

regimes. The fauna of the water column overlying the slope strongly

reflect this transitional quality.

The uppermost layer, the epipelagic zone, is really a relatively

thin, offshore extension of the neritic zone, but it is bottomed by

water, not solid substrate. This zone is well lighted at the surface,

dimming toward its downward limit of about 200 m. Seasonal variations

are shown in temperature, light, salinity, oxygen, nutrients, and plant

and animal populations, quite similar to the variations in the

waters of the outer continental shelf. Fish inhabitants include

oceanward utilizers from the neritic zone as well as some mackerels,

bonitos, albacores, and tunas (Scombridae), some sharks, dolphins

L 

(Coryphaena ), flying fishes (Exocoetidae), mantas (Mobulidae),

eels (Anguilla), marlin (Makaira), sailfish (Istiophorus), bluefish

(Pomatomus), molas (Mola), lanternfishes (Myctophidae), the mouthfishes

(Stomlas), and the mouthfish relative Cyclothone (Lagler et al., 1962).

• In addition to fishes, other vertebrate groups occur itt the epipelagic

zone of the slope. Sighting of whales off Pacific coasts and dolphins
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off all American coasts are frequent. The cosmopolitan Tursiops

truncatus does not venture as far, perhaps, as the widely distributed

oceanic Delphinus delphis, but both are frequent over slope zone

waters (Marcuzzi and Pilleri, 1971). Large sea turtles are not

infrequently found in southern and Gulf waters, since they must

return to land to lay their eggs (Rebel, 1974).

Invertebrate nekton over the continental slopes include only mollusks

and crustaceans. The crustacean fauna of the epipelagic zone is, as with

the fishes, an extension of the neritic or shelf assemblage.

Epipelagic mollusks are the cephalopods. Squids of the species

Lo]4go peali and Doryteuthis plei appear to be ubiquitous in slope

zones of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts and are mentioned

as food sources for many epipelagic fish (Leim and Scott, 1966;
Hart, 1973).

Themesopelagic of the slope zone is more closely allied to the oceanic

than to the neritic zonation. The water is always cold, usually

around 10° C, the pressure is high and the light extremely dim or

absent. This division is inhabited by dark—adapted fishes, which either

bear light organs or are reddish or dark colored . The small lantern—

fishes (Myctophidae) are so numerous that sound reflected from their

gasbladders is responsible for the “deep scattering layer” (Lagler

et al., 1962). These small fish and their predators, the viperf ish
(Chauliodon) and the deep—sea swallower (Chiasmodus), undertake lengthy

vertical migrations nightly as the lanternfish rise to the epipelagic

to feed on plankton. The dark fishes, such as the anglemouths

(Gonostomatidae) and the large red fishes, such as the rockfish or

ocean perch (Scorpaenidae) are accompanied by many red crustaceans ,

such as the red prawn Acanthephyra. Many of the squid at these depths

have reddish coloration (Voss et al., 1913).

The-mesopelagic nekton are difficult to sample directly. More is known

about the species and numbers of the smaller fishes and invertebrates
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from the examination of the gut contents of commercially important

fishes. The mackerels and tunas (Scombridae) although epipelagic ,
• feed heavily on the small fish and squid of the mesopelagic at night

when they rise toward the surface. Swordfish are found to consume

quantities of hake (Gadidae) and rat—tails (Macrouridae) from the

mesopelagic. Other commercially important fishes, such as the halibut

and the witch flounder (Pleuronectidae) of the upper slope feed both

on these mesopelagic species and on the benthos.

In the bathypelagic division of the slope zone there are essentially

no seasonal variations in physical factors of the environment; the

water is very cold (between 2° and 4° F at 2000 m), pressures are very

great, and darkness prevails except for the bioluminescence arising

from the light organs of many of the inhabitants. Fishes are greatly

reduced in numbers and kinds below those of the mesopelagic or upper

slope areas but include most ceratioid deep—sea anglers, dories

(Zeidae), some rockfish (Scorpaenidae), the deep—sea swallower
(Chiasmodus), the gulpers (Eurypharynx), and deep water eels such

as Cyeina (Lagler et al., 1962). The bathypelagic squids, the chiro—

teuthids and cranchiids are much smaller than the giant architeuthid

squids of the mesopelagic regions of the slope.

In addition to the changes in coloration and development of light

producing organs noted in the mesopelagic nekton as adaptations to

dim or absent light, many of the bathypelagic fauna have tactile

structures. Many of the fish have elongate, threadlike structures on

the head , tail,or fins. The prawns at these depths also possess

extremely long tactile antennae, which in the penaeid An ‘taeus

aristaeopsis are twelve times the length of the body.

The nekton of the lower slope is sparse, probably a reflection of
the quite limited food resources at these depths.
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Benthic Life

Whereas continental shelf biomass values averaged for all areas under

consideration, and for all faunal groups, would be approximately
200 glut

2 
wet weight, the less productive slope regions would be nearer

10 to 20 g/m
2
. Rowe et al. (1974) investigating the macrofauna,

found 11 glut
2 
for the upper slope of the northwestern Atlantic Ocean,

and 5.9 g/ut
2 for the lower slope. For the Gulf of Mexico they found

0.5 g/m
2 

for the western slope and 0.15 g/m for the eastern slope.

These are values equaled by the meiofaunal values.

The epifauna of the slope is also characterized by its similarity

in all the world ocean. A brittle star Ophiomusium lymani and the

polychaete Hyalinoecia artifex are truly cosmopolitan species found

in continental slope communities the world over. Grassle et al.

(1975) found that five species overwhelmingly dominated the slope

epifauna, forming 97 percent of the animals counted. Two sea urchin

species and a cenianthid anemone were the three other ubiquitous

species.

Frequently found on slopes in the Atlantic Ocean (including the Gulf

of Mexico) is the red crab Geryon quinguedens. Although fish constitute

only 30 percent of the slope epifauna (Haedrich et al., 1975) , they

are the most diverse of the larger organisms present, with no single

species showing a high numerical dominance (Grassle et al., 1975)
such as Ceryon guinguedens does among the crustaceans, or Ophiomusium

lymani among the echinoderms.

Coull et al. (1977) found twice the amount of meiofauna at 800 m as

they did at 400 m. Thiel (1975) found similar increases at this depth

on METEOR Cruise 26. Rowe et al. (1974) show an increase in biomass

of macrobenthos between 500—1000 m. Faunal assemblages of the

L 

continental slope show zonation along gradients that correspond to

depth, to sediment type,and to food availability (Haednich et al., 1975 ;
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Grassle et al., 1975; Pequegnat et al., 1976). Most of the

demersal fish, which are commercially important in shelf

fisheries, also feed in the upper slope zones down to 700—800 m

(Moiseev , 1971).

CONTINENTAL RISE-ABYSSAL ZONE

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

• Definition

The continental terrace is constituted of the shelf and contiguous

~~~~~ The continental rise is a smooth apron that rises gently from

the true ocean floor or abyss to the base of the continental slope.

Ordinarily the rise is grouped with the shelf and slope forming with

these two the continental margin. However, its rather unique mode

of formation and its current regime seem to be more allied to the

abyss than to the shelf—slope complex.

Morphologic and Geologic Aspects

As a region of transition between continents and ocean basins, the

continental rise is characterized by low, elongate hills and shallow

channels. The hills may well be formed by input of sediments from

slumps on the slope; the channels are often connected to submarine

canyons.

• The continental rise appears to have been formed by the coalescence

of adjacent fans at the bases of submarine canyons (Menard , 1955),

although geostrophic currents may play some role in their definitive

• shape (Schneider et al., 1967).

The hills may prove to be giant ripples that are migrating down—

current (Ichiye, 1968; Ewing et al., 1971). In fact, Ichiye believes
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the ripples are formed by fallout from the nepheloid layer as a result

of stationary waves generated in bottom waters. The matter is still

debatable as to whether these features are depositional or erosional,

but there is no doubt that slumping Las played an important role

• in formation of the rise.

The abyssal plains are in the aggregate immense areas of very flat

ocean bottom lying near the continents. There is generally a gradual

• merging of the continental rise sediments and those of the abyssal

• pl~iin. The plain may in places have such features as low hills and

shallow channels , but their formation probably differs very much

from the processes involved on the rise.

Currents and Circulation

Knowledge of currents in the deep ocean is expanding but it is

still scanty. Pequegnat (1972) gave a history of the development of

knowledge of deep currents up to 1970. Data gathered since that

time verify the belief that near—bottom currents are a normal feature

of the rise and abyssal plain. It is not known in all cases what

their speeds may be, but photographic evidence indicates that many

are of sufficient magnitude to resuspend and transport some sediment

components. It is doubtful, however, that most actual bottom currents

are sufficient to erode clays in many areas. Lonsdale and Souttiard

(1974) found that the lowest speed necessary to erode red clay

varied with water content but the lowest velocity was 18.7 cm/sec

at the bed surface. Several investigators have reported velocities

of 20 cm/sec along the contours of the rise off New England (as

part of the North Atlantic Western Boundary Undercurrent).

BIOTA OF THE CONTINENTAL RISE AND ABYSS
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Pelagic Life

Phytoplankton. Comparative features of the oceanic phytoplankton are

discussed in the phytoplankton section of the outer continental shelf

zone. Only a brief summary will be reiterated here .

The composition of the oceanic phytoplankton differs from that of the

neritic zone. Dinoflagellates and coccolithophoids are of increasing

importance offshore. The number of phytoplankton species present in

the open ocean is greater than in shelf waters. The distribution of

individuals among these species is more even, i.e., diversity is

greater in the open ocean.

The depth of the euphotic zone is deeper in the open ocean, extending

as deep as 150 metres. Because of the decreased turbidity, photo-

synthesis occurs at greater depths in the open ocean. However , produc-

tion of the phytoplankton is still limited to the surface layers

(upper 100—150 metres). Phytoplankton are distributed more regularly

in the water column of the open ocean. A maximum in phytoplankton

abundance and productivity occurs below the surface. Below this point

both parameters decrease as the bottom of the euphotic zone is

approached.

Oceanic phytoplankton is less abundant by 1—2 orders of magnitude than

• phytoplankton of the shelf. Primary production is also less by about

1 order of magnitude in oceanic waters.

Zooplankton. The oceanic zooplankton has an extraordinarily wide

distribution and species are apparently present throughout all depths

in the oceans. The zooplankton iS comprised almost entirely of

• holoplanktonic forms. There are few meroplanktonic exceptions such as

the leptocephalus larvae of eels and phyllosoma larvae of lobsters .
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Expatriate species from the neritic zone occasionally are swept

by currents into the open ocean ; however, their chances for survival
and thereby completing their life cycle are low. Some species of the

oceanic zooplankton occur in all of the world ’s oceans. Such

cosmopolitan species include the ctenophores, Beroe cucumis and

Pleurobrachia pileus; the copepods, Oithona similis and Scolecithri—

cella minor; the polychaete worm, Tomopteris ligulata; and the siphono—

phore, Lensia conoidea (Raymont, 1963). On the other hand, many

species are restricted to and indicative of certain water masses,

the main factor controlling their distribution being temperature.

The variety of species of oceanic zooplankton is highest in tropical

regions with relatively few species preserLt in cold waters. Over

90 percent of all zooplankton species occur in warm tropical and
subtropical waters. Of the greater than 2000 zooplankton species,

copepods account for approximately 750 species. Amphipods are the

next most abundant group with over 300 species, while the euphausiids,

second only to copepods as a basic animal food source in marine

food webs, number approximately 85 species.

The vertical and horizontal distribution of zooplankton is irregular

and closely follows that 0C the phytoplankton, which serves as the

primary food source. The distribution is subject to diurnal and

seasonal vertical migrations extending over several hundred metres

for some species (primarily euphausiids). Migrations are especially

vigorous in the upper 50—100 metres of the ocean (Moiseev, 1971).

At mid and high latitudes the zooplankton exhibits marked seasonal

changes that correspond to variations in temperature, illumination,

and the abundance of food organisms , i.e., phytoplankton.

While tropical and subtropical regions are rich in the variety of
zooplankton, their zooplankton biomass is low, usually not exceeding

310—20 mg/rn (Moiseev , 1971). By contrast , surface zooplankton
concentrations in boreal (north of 40°N) and notalian (south of 40°S)
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waters often exceed 100 mg/rn3. Bogorov (1959) contends that wherever

zooplankton is scant in surface layers of the ocean , the deeper zones

are also considerably depleted. Most of the deep oceanic area (63

percent of the oceans surface) is zooplankton poor. Containing only

about 22 percent of the total zooplankton biomass, average zooplankton

concentrations are less than 50 mg/ut
3 
(Figure 46). Moiseev (1971)

contends that “such dispersion renders the zooplankton practically

unavailable as food for other animals , and is evidently hardly ex-

ploited in higher trophic levels.”

Vertical distribution of the zooplankton in the open ocean is more

predictable than in neritic waters and extends over a much greater

depth. The number of zooplankton species increases with depth to a

subsurface maximum perhaps as deep as 500 metres, then the number of

species drops off rapidly with increasing depth. Zooplankton biomass

decreases with depth ; the maximum occurring usually in the near surface

layers. For example, the predominance of copepods (primarily Calanus)

occurs in the euphotic zone, less than 100 metres. The concentration

of copepods is 15—50 times greater than in the 100— to 200—metre

layer and tens to hundreds times greater than in deeper layers (Moiseev,

1971). Vinogradov (1955) has computed that 65 percent of the zooplank—

tonic biomass is contained in the upper 500—metre layer. The 500—

to 4000—metre layer contains most of the remaining 35 percent of the

zooplankton biomass. Below 4000 metres the zooplankton biomass is only

1/150 to 1/800 of that found in the 0— to 500—metre layer.

Neuston. Oceanic neuston differs from continental shelf and slope

neuston in that it is generally less seasonal, contains fewer mero—

plankters, and contains more oceanic forms such as euphausiaceans and

certain characteristically oceanic species of sergestid shrimps, e.g.,

in the western Atlantic, Lucifer typus in place of the continental

shelf Lucifer faxoni, Sergestes spp., etc.
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W. Pequegnat et al. (1976) summarized information on previous neuston

studies from such widely separated regions as the Sea of Azov, the

Indian Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea, Norwegian Sea, and

subtropical Northeast Atlantic (Zaitsev, 1970; Hempel and Weikert,

1972; TerEco Corporation, 1974; and Jeffrey et al., 1974) and
compiled a table of common genera from neuston samples throughout

the world oceans (Table 24).

Very few detailed studies with complete faunal analyses of oceanic

neuston have been reported. Weikert (1972) presented a faunal survey

of the zooplankton in the neuston of the subtropical Northeast

Atlantic. Morris (1975), in a study of the neuston of the Northwest

Atlantic, including the Caribbean Sea and southeastern portion of

the Gulf of Mexico, asserts that oceanic neuston shows very little
difference in species composition from the plankton of deeper layers.

Neuston does, however, differ from the underlying plankton primarily
in the proportional abundances of the individual species. Fewer

species and individuals inhabit the surface neuston layer tha the

subsurface plankton layers, and there is no correlation between

neuston abundance and the abundance of zooplankton at 5—m depth in

the same area.

Morris (1975) also found that the only species to show consistently

greater abundances at the surface than below the surface was the

calanoid copepod , Pontella atlantica. All other species in the neuston

were of equal or greater abundance beneath the surface. Table 25

lists species encountered by Morris in North Atlantic samples, which

he reports as “day—positive” species (i.e., characteristic of daytime
neuston as opposed to nighttime migrators into the surface areas),

along with reports of day—positive notations for each species by

other investigators from other ocean regions.

As in the continental shelf and slope neuston , oceanic neuston is

greater at night. Examples of wet weight biomasses of day and night
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Table 24
Common Genera Collected From World Oceans in Neuston Samples

Siphonophora

Physalia, Porpita, Velella

Chaetognatha

Krohnitta, Pterosagitta, Sagitta

Polychaeta

Nereis, Nephthys. Phyllodoce, Platynereis, Tomopterus

Gastropod Mollusca

Atlanta, Cavolinia, Creseis, Glaucus, Hydrobia, Janthina, Styliola

Crustacea

Amphipoda

Caprella, Corophium, Gammarus, Nototropis

Copepoda

Anomalocera, Calanus, Candacea, Copilia, Eucalanus, Euchaeta,

Labidocera, Parathemisto, Pontella, Pontellopsis

Cumacea

Bodotria, Cumella, Cumopsis, Pterocuma

De capoda

Crangon, Latreutes, Leander, Lucifer, Palaemon, Parapeneus,

Planes, Portunus, Sergestes

Euphausiacea

Euphausia, Nyctiphanes, Stylocheiron, Thysanoessa

Isopoda

Eurydice, Idotea, Sphaeroma

Mysidacea

Gastrosaccus, Mysis, Pseudoparamysis, Siriella

tnsecta

Ha lob a te s

Pisces

Balistidae , Blenniidae, Carangidae, Engraulidae , Exocoetidae,

Gonostomatidae , ?tugil idae, !tullidae , Myctophidae, Sternopty~hidae

From : W. Pequegnat et al . ,  1976.
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neus ton from various regions are presented in Table 26. Hempel

and Weikert (1972) conclude that the magnitude of the nocturnal

increase depends on several factors such as the abundance and composi-

tion of the subsurface zoop lankton , hydrographic features of the water
column , and depth to bottom.

It is generally concluded that , compared to subsurface zooplankton

populations, the neuston is a depauperate fauna (Morris, 1975).

Nekton. Nekton of the open ocean exists in three relatively distinct

biotopes: epipelagic, mesopelagic, and the deep ocean including the
bathypelagic and abyssopelagic. Although separable by depth and biotic

compositions, considerable overlap exists between biotopes not only

at the boundaries but also through the biotope owing to diurnal

and ontogeneric vertical migrations.

In general the nekton of the open ocean is less abundant and more

dispersed than that found in shelf or slope regions. Within the open

ocean proper, nekton of the epipelagic is more abundant than meso—

pelagic nekton. Mesopelagic nekton, in turn, is more abundant than

the deep ocean (bathypelagic and abyssopelagic) nekton. Vertical

gradients in abundance follow distributional patterns of food items,

which are highest near the productive euphotic zone. The number of

species comprising the open ocean nekton is low. Deep—sea species are

about an order of magnitude less in number and epipelagic species

about two orders ~f magnitude less than nektonic species of the neritic

zone.

Despite the practical importance of some fish species of the epipelagic
ichthyocene, information is scant on the total epipelagic nekton.

Even less is available on the total nekton of the mesopelagic and

deep ocean biotopes. An excellent review by Parin (1968) on the ecology

of the epipelagic provides the greatest insight into the nekton of

the open ocean and accordingly forms the basis for the following
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Table 25

Comparison cf Daytime Classification of Species Reported

from North Atlantic Neuston with Reports of Day—Positive

Occurrence of some Species in Literature

Species Region

I. Day—positive species

Lepas cypris larvae Meditteranean Sea
Black Sea
N. E. Atlantic

Pontella atlantica Central Pacific
N. E. Atlantic
Indian Ocean

Idotea metallica Mediterranean Sea
N. E. Atlantic
N. Atlantic

Creseis virgula Mediterranean Sea

Exocoetid juveniles North Pacific

Colonial Radiolaria Gulf of Mexico

11. Day—neutral species

Fish eggs Black Sea

Spionid larvae Black Sea

Bivalve larvae Black Sea
Gastropod larvae Black Sea

Myctophidae larvae Nor th Pacif ic

From Morris, 1975.
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Table 26

A Summary Comparison of Regional and Diel Differences in

Neuston Biotnasses, as Wet Weights (!~ /m
3)

Region Day Night

Sargasso Sea (year) 23 16— 188

Sargasso Sea (winter) 22 16

Sargasso Sea (spring) 32

Sargasso Sea (summer) 23 88

Sargasso Sea (autumn) 17 9

Gulf Stream (summer) 50 99

Caribbean Sea (winter) 18 75

Scotian Shelf and Slope (autumn) 64 9

North Sea (autumn) 53—98 218— 263

Norwegian Sea (summer) 41 388

Black Sea, NW (summer) 610 9

Black Saa (summer) 14 54

Tyrrhenian Sea (summer) 9 60

Ligurian Sea (summer) 25 120

lonian Sea (spring—summer) 12 208

Mediterranean Sea, central (summer) 14 92

Slack Sea (summer—autumn) 0.4—20 8—1479

B1a c~ Sea (summer) 320 9

~~r i~~~ Mi ,rrlis . 1975.

-
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discussion , which will concentrate on the fish component of the nekton .

The invertebrate component will be discussed separately at the end of

this section.

Epipelagic Nekton. The biotope nf the epipelagic fish and large

invertebrates is the upper mixed layer of the ocean having the thermo—

d ine as the lower boundary. Characterized by high illumination it

is essentially the productive euphotic layer. The lower boundary is

not a plane of division but rather a zone of overlap wherein the

mesopelagic and epipelagic biotopes are linked by distinct trophic

relationships. The limits of vertical distribution of the epipelagic

and mesopelagic biotopes are determined by temperature conditions and

as such vary regionally. In high and temperate latitudes the epi—

pelagic biotope develops only in the summer and is restricted to the

upper 10—20 metres . Where development of the thermocline is vague

or weak, mixing of the mesopelagic and epipelagic is facilitated.

In tropical regions the epipelagic may extend to 200—250 metres.

Epipelagic fish constitute the last levels of the productive process

taking place in the open ocean. Their numbers are directly dependent

on a supply of forage items. This in turn depends on the magnitude

of primary production of organic matter in the region. However, the

role of epipelagic fish in present day fishing is relatively unimportant

when compared to pelagic fish production over the shelf or slope

(Table 27). This meager contribution of the epipelagial total fish

production (< 3 percent) is due to the low productivity of the open

ocean and the lack of dense concentrations of fish in the zone.

Distribution of the epipelagic nektonic biotnass is heterogeneous in

the oceans, corresponding to the distribution of biogenic elements,

primary production, and the production of zooplankton. Areas richest

in ichthyofauna generally coincide with the biologically productive

areas (Figures 45 and 46),  although the abundance maxima of the

nekton and zooplankton are shifted down current from zones of upwelling
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and high primary production. Of great Importance to the epipelagic

ichthyofauna are regions of upwelling and the productive waters of

the temperate zone. The extensive oligotrophic waters of the major

subtropical circulations have very sparse fish stocks and are of little

value as far as commercial exploitation is concerned .

Nektonic communities of the epipelagial are characterized by well

balanced trophic cycles. The trophic links of the epipelagic fishes,

especially in tropical regions, are highly complex. This results in

a very dispersed distribution of fish in the epipelagial. In the

less well—balanced communities of high and temperate latitudes,
epipelagic fish form dense feeding aggregations, although much smaller

than the concentrations of pelagic fish over the shelf.

The epipelagic ichthyofauna is not as varied as that of shelf waters

or even that of the deep ocean. Epipelagic species are present in

12 out of 37 elasmobranch families (sharks and rays) and in only 59

out of over 400 teleost (bony fish) families. Of the approximately

400 fish species found in the epipelagic only about 150 are endemic to

the biotope. By contrast the neritic zone contains thousands of teleost

species and approximately 500 elasmobranch species . The relative

variety of the nekton in the neritic , deep ocean, and epipelagic biotopes

is approximated in Table 28.

The epipelagial is characterized by a predominance of phylogenetically

young fish and the virtual absence of ancient groups. This suggests

a rather recent origin of the epipelagic ichthyofauna , being younger

than either the neritic or deep ocean groups. The principal source

for formation of the epipelagic ichthyofauna is the neritic ichthyo—

fauna; however,a few have originated from deep ocean ancestry .

True epipelagic species, e.g., sauries, tunas, and marlins, have pelagic

(or floating) eggs and spawn in the open ocean hundreds to thousands

of miles from shore. Fecundity and mortality in early developmental
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Table 28

Relative Abundance of Nektonic Groups

in Different Biotopes

B iotope
Group

Neritic Deep Ocean Epipelagic

Families 200 100 20
Species Thousands Hundreds Tens

From : Moiseev , 1971.
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stages are extremely high among epipelagic fishes. Embryonic develop-

ment is completed in a short time. The number of species spawning

in the open ocean is small in comparison to those species depending

on or spawning in the shelf waters or neritic zone. Only a very

few commercially exploited fish species spend their entire life in the

open ocean, e.g., several tunas, sailfish, swordfish, flying fish,

sauries, and some squid.

Epipelagic nekton may be classified according to their time of

occurrence in the epipelagial:

Holoepipelagic — nekton inhabiting the epipelagic throughou t

an entire life cycle.

Meroepipelagic — nekton spending only a portion of time in the

epipelagial, and which can be further subdivided into:

Epheboepipelagic — only adult stages inhabiting the epipelagic.

Brephoepipelagic — early development occurring in the

epipelagic.

Nyctoepipel~~~ c — occupying the epipelagic zone during

nocturnal migrations from depths to the surface.

Xenoepipelagic — a special group of nekton that normally do

not constitute part of the epipelagial but rather form

isolated pseudopopulations whose individuals are incapable

of completing their life cycles in the epipelagic zone.

Most fish of the neritic zone never pass into the waters of the

epipelagic. Similarly most epipelagic fish do not enter neritic

waters . However , mutual invasions between the epipelagic and n er itic

nekton do occur. Either on a regular or fortuitous basis the migra—
tions are always carried out by specific species of the Interfacing

ichthyocenes.

Fish typical of the epipelagic, but which also frequent neritic waters

especially near islands Lndlude the skipjack tuna (Euthynnus pelamj s)

(Waldron, 1963). Many epipelagic sharks are also common in neritic
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waters. Other tuna, especially Thunnus albacares, go through a period

of their life cycle in the pelagial over the shelf. In the tropical

Atlantic , small individuals of this species aggregate in considerable

concentrations off the coasts of Africa and America in the region of

the 200—metre isobath (Zharov and Torin , 1964).

Larvae and fingerlings of neritic fish , including some demersal fish

with pelagic stages of development are transported passively into the

epipelagic zone of the open ocean. The capacity of these young for

exist ing In the conditions of the epipelagial varies greatly among

species. However, Parin (1968) believes these larvae and fingerlings

die off in large numbers , thus removed from the specific conditions

of the neritic and unable to withstand a prolonged stay ii the open

ocean.

Also passive ly transported into the epipelagial during earl y develop-

ment and at later stages are the poorly swimming fish of the trop ical

shallows such as: porcupine f1~,I (Diodontidae), tru-ik fish

(Ostracildae), and trigg er fish (Balistldae). Usually foragers among

the reefs , these species apparentl y change their diet while part at

the epipelagial and thus become primarily planktophages. Similarly

epipelagics that enter coastal waters also switch to food unchara Lter—

i~~t tc to the epi pe lag ic zone , in shallow water , tuna and swordfish

often feed on bottom and demersal fishes , sometimes even consuming

the benthos.

Trophically the epipelagic nekton are planktophages and predators .

Selectivity of feeding does not predominate as most fish have a broad

range of food, consuming any accessible food items of convenien t size.

Very few species (e.g., flying fish and sauries) feed on plankton alone ,

predation being more prevalent. Fish populating deeper layers of

the pelagial play an essential role in the feeding of many epipelagic

predators. Active migration allows the nekton to change location at

will , thereby finding optimum conditions for reproduction and feeding
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and somehow guaranteeing energy gains for the migrants. Thus the vtrtl -

cal and horizontal migrations of the nekton are significan t influences

on the process of redistributing organic matter in the ocean .

Migrations to lower horizons of the cpi pelagic (i.e., lower portion

of the isothermic surface layer and into th*~ upper part of the

thermocline) are regularly performed by many predatory fish of the

epipelag ic , e.g., tunas , swordfish , marlins. During C IC HI •i1~r -srl ons

they come into contact with populations - f the mesopelagi , feeding

directl y on species of the f amilies GbIa~ rn xiontidae, Paralepididac .

Caulolepidae , and t h i r - .

Due to the complex relat r04h1 1,4 b etween  meso— and epipelagi lchthy-

ocenes at the lower boundary of t he  upper mixed layer . it i. difficult

to assi gn guise species t~~ eithe r group. Lancetfishea (Alepi aur la.).

oarfishes (Regalecldae), 1 I r ihhvnt ~~-.h, (Tr ichiprerilse ) are ne1the~
t rue ~p ipe1.agic nor true nwr~opu l ~g i .~r ~~~~~~~ ~l ul h l ancet fish at.

usuall y considered a deepwater group . i.... mesopela gic . ttw y are a

coranon catch in the oco in tc set ll t w f t  s i t .  C V (Race . 1 9 , 1 )

Nocturna l mi grations into the uppe r layer by 4ubsurface lantern fishe s

(Mv~ toj 1 tt m , ‘~ym h ’Ioj’hurrt s , and Centrob ranchuR ) oc or regularl y , thus

precluding th ui r classification into eithe r epipelag ic or mesopr~~.gl

proper , as they occur in both to i i i  equa l degree.

True mesopelagic and even bath ypelag ic species some t im es penetr ate the

ep ipelag ic , however these mi grations are not r eg u l a r .  As an •x~~ple ,
the Jarly developmental stages of som’.~ deepwater fish , e.g., the

anglerfish (Ceratioidei) occur in the epipelagic as the species alters

their depth of habitat ‘in the .ourse of ontogenetic vertical migrations.

L 

Mesopelagic Nekton. Mesopelagic nekton is distributed during daylight

hours between the depths of 200 and 1000 m. Accordingly this biotope

• begins over the continental slope and extends throughout the open ocean.

. • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -. . r n .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :lrn ~ 



Howeve r , depth l imi ta t ions  usually preclude the appearance of meso—

pelagic f orms in neritic waters in spit e of the fact that many
mesopelagic fish make diurnal ml~~rat1ons to the near surface waters

at night.

~Ove Y mesopelagic fish include the f iill ’s Gonostomatldae (light—

I I~~~i I l -. ; , Chaultodont i I.- *e (viperfishes ), Bathylagidae (deepsea smelts),

and some Nyctophidat. (lanternfiahes). These ti sh rarely penetrate the

halocflne and thu. d ’ not migrat e Into t)o - epipelagic at night.

tipper meuti pelagic t s h  occur r e g u l a r l y  above 200 ‘i. t ree at ni ght and are

co.pri..d pr imaril y ~ y t r I i d c  (Pearcy. °~~~~~
). l.anternf ish ascend

r egt 1- 41 I ‘~ t hroig h the ha In I n. and the rri~ it. Line tid are in Important

S ui t? for somi ep t pe lagIc  f t  s~ Vert tea I —‘ ~.r . t Ion Is I a r ~~ . I v

confined ? ,  sopelag ic (and epipe l ag ic) species as the h .p scat’t rt n g

L,v. r t~ r a r e ly  obser’ei below 700 metres M.u’1 all , 1971).

cp.c lee e nmp ’s I t ion of ‘he “. -. opi~ 1 agi c . ‘on appar.’ n i v  doss not

chang&~ seasona l l v .  Yet qe js u u , . I  changes In i-el.’ lie ab .indanc .’ of

th~ dom i nant fIsh .~~r. ind i cated by large i t t - hi’s du r ltl f~ the uiuamer and

sm. 11 cr at cf.” at • 0 her r tm.- , (lest ‘ . l 9 S .

flu.’r. is n ’ dir ect •.ploitat ion 1 mesopelagic fI~.Ic~ by man no~

h. exploitat ion Iik..ly t o  increase In the future . The eco logical
Imp irE anti’ of this group lies in their ut I lizat b i t  as a h u t 1  source

by epipel aglu species and ritu ni.,Ints’iance or enhancement O f  trw r~ v

flow in the surface layers of the oc&’ tn.

Nekton of the Deep Ocean. Fishes of th . deep sea show a greater

variety of species than Is found in the epipelagic or mesopelagic zones

L 

(Table 28). Rags (1959) considers 72 families to have representatives

in the deep sea, e.g., Macrouridae (grenadiers), Myctophidae (lantern-’

• f ishes), Stomiatidae , and Alepocephalidae. Secondary deep—sea fishes

are represented in 30 additional families; e.g., Liparidae, Zoarcidae

(eelpouts), and Brotulidae (~‘0phidiidae : cusk—eels and brotulas).
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The deep—sea fauna is rich in tropical latitudes, but the number of

species is reduced in high latitudes where the secondary deep—sea

fauna predominate. Bioma~s also exhibits some variation with latitude.

Increases are noted from tropical to northern temperate waters; however,

• nektonic bicutnass is never abundant at depths exceeding 1000—1500 is.

Fish of the deep ocean, as well as mesopelagic fish , tend to be smaller

than epipelagic or benthonic representatives. Because of the scarcity

of food in the bathypelagic and abyssopelagic zones, the principle

of large predator—small prey does not hold . As good example, the

viperflsh , Chauliodus sloanei, can engulf prey larger than itself by

opening its mouth and distending its stomach. Various other degrees

of specialization make these fishes well adapted to the rigors of

deep ocean life. Besides luminescent organs along the body , which

are coninon to many species, some have luminescent organs on their

barbels , which may act as lures for attracting prey.

Most common of the bottom living fishes in the deep ocean are the

rat—tails (family Macrouridae) (idy ll , 1964). Macroun ds usually live

in close association with tile bottom , plowing through the ooze to feed

on crabs , shrimps , many other crustaceans , sea squirts , sponges, and

foraminiferans . They also have hucti recovered from midwater where

their food includes pelag ic organisms such as euphausiids , prawns,

copepods , lanternfish , and even ot~ter macroun ds .

Young macroun ds live in shallowe r water than adults. Seeking great

depths as they mature , they retain the ability to swim upward at will.

They have well—developed swim bladders to assist in the vertical

migrations.

Next to the macroun ds, fi8hes of the family Brotulidae (ophidiidae)

are the most numerous in the deep sea. Brotulids are among the most

successful of all fishes in adapting to a variety of habitats. Most

-

• 

species inhabit the deep ocean although a considerable number of
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species are found in shallow waters up into the intertidal zone.

There are even a few freshwater cave—dwelling species in the West

Indies (Idyll , 1964).

Unlike many other deep ocean animals, young brotulids apparently develop

at approximately the saute depth as where the adults live instead

of higher in the water column. With the exception of eye development,

brotulids are morphologically similar to the m acroun ds, yet the two

families are not closely related . Macroun ds are relatives of the cods.

Brotulids are closer relatives to the live—bearing blennies of shallow

water , and as a result many species bear their young alive. Some

brotulids, however, lay eggs like most fish.

Other fish of less numerical significance in the deep ocean include

the ray f ins (subfamily Sudidae),  chimaeras , and some eels.

Like nekton of the mesopelaglal , no deep ocean species are utilized

in any existing fishery. Moreover, Moiseev (1971) contends that the

ocean depths show virtually no promise whatsoever for contributing to

the f u t u r e  marine harvest because of the low concentration and dispersed

!~ature of the deep ocean biomass.

Invertebrate Nekton. Two main inverteb rate groups, the cephalopod

mollusks (squid and oct opi) an d crus taceans (decapod and mys idacean

shrimps ) are strong enough swimmers in the adult stages to move in-

dependently of currents and thus form a part of the nekton at various

depth levels above the continental rise and abyss. Many of the nektonic

invertebrates , pass through planktonic developmental stages. In some

cases, long—distance migrations occur for reproductive or feeding pur-

poses. In the case of midwater or bathypelagic species , these

mi grations are vertical t oward shallower water at night.

The distribution of open—ocean invertebrate nekton is mainly limited

by barriers at temperature and food , although these barriers are not
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as apparent and have not been as completely investigated as in the

case of the benthos and the plankton, especially for deep—sea species.

As in the case of the benthos , the numbers of species and the quantity

of pelagic organisms are inversely proportional to depth. All nekton

living in the deeper zones below the epipelagic are ultimately dependent

on production in the waters above .

l~k s t  of the invertebrate nekton species over the deep ocean areas are

relatively sparse in abundance, especially in the bathypelagic areas.

The bright red shrimps of the bathypelagic zone, primarily canidean

and mysidacean shrimps, although large in size , are not abundant

enough or live too deep to be economically feasible for  commercial

harvest , and thus are not fished commercially and probably will not

be in the future.

Benthic Life

An exponential decrease in the density and biomass of benth ic organ isms

occurs between the shallower continental shelf environments and the

deeper continental rise and abyssal zones. The patterr~s of abundance,

however, found on the continental shelf, remain consistent in the

abyssal zones. Biomass is higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic

and lowest in the Gulf.

Griggs et al. (1969) give values of 5.57 glut2 for the continental rise ,

0.98 glut2 for the abyssal zones, and 2.2 glut2 for the Cascadia Channel
off the coast of Washington and Oregon. The Cascadia Channel traps

organic rich sediment from the mainland and , despite the fact that

it lies deeper than the abyssal plains to either side of it , has a

benthic animal population four times that of the abyssal zones.

Thiel (1975) lists abyssal zone (4350 m depth) values off the California

coast of 3.5 glut
2 . These are all consistently higher than data given

for the Atlantic. Rowe et al. (1974) give values of 0.2 to 1.5 glni2
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for the continental rise off the Massachusetts coast, and 0.2 g/ut
2 

for

the abyssal zone. Thiel (1975) cites a value of 1.8 glut2 for rise

and 0.7 glut
2 
for the abyss off North Carolina.

Rowe et al. (1974) give values for the Eastern Gulf of Mexico

continental rise of 0.06 glm 2 and 0.03 g/ut2 for the abyssal zone.

For the Western Gulf abyssal zone, 0.08 to 0.15 g/m
2 would indicate

slightly higher benthic productivity than in the Eastern Gulf, while

still less than in the Atlantic or Pacific.

Thiel quotes a figure of 0.2 g/ut
2 
as an average value for abyssal

zones. If all the bacteria , the meiofauna , the macrofauna , and fish

in an area the size of six king—size beds were carefully collected ,

the total biomass would hardly fill a teaspoon. The diversity within

this spoonful is quite high, however, because of the necessity for

the organisms present to partition the scarce food resources presen t

in the abyssal zones .

C. ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS

As discussed earlier , marine communities consist of aggregations of

living organisms (plankton, neuston, nekton, and benthos) linked to-

gether through the exchange of matter and energy in the food chains

and food webs of the sea. Such aggregations live and operate within

prescribed physicochemical environments, to which they are evolution—

arily adapted and with which they also exchange materials and energy .
In classical ecology , the organisms together with their environment

constitute an ecosystems. This basic notion also holds true for the

sea, but the problem in the marine environment is that there are no

barriers, and in a very real sense all the world ’s oceans represent
one grand ecosystem. Therefore, for practical purposes, in the
present discussion, it is desirable to consider only a single section
of the ocean, one which may be thought of as ten to twenty miles wide

and extending across the outer continental shelf and into the abyss.
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THE WATER SECTION AS AN ECOLOGICAL UNIT

The section under consideration is conceptually divided into three

zones, the shelf , slope, and rise/abyss. Vertically , it is also divided

• into three units, the euphotic, aphotic , and benthic environments.

These nine parcels of water form the functional ecological unit, since

all the basic processes of any portion of the greater marine ecosystem

occur in this ocean section.

EXCHANGE PROCESSES

Within the section, waters of the three zones are in physical continuity

with one another, horizontally and vertically. Exchange takes place

¶ within the section. However, the section is also in continuity with

adjacent sections, and exchange also takes place with these bodies of

water. As the water masses move into and out cf a section, they

transport chemical materials as well as living organisms. These

processes are shown diagrammatically in Figure 47.

RESIDENCE VS. TRANSIENCE OF SPECIES

Planktonic organisms are carried passively by water currents. Hence,

they are swept into and out of the area with the water masses. How-

ever , since planktonic species typically exhibit rapid reproductive

response to favorable environmental conditions , those species that find

a particular zone especially favorable are able to maintain resident

populations, even though many individuals do get swept away by the

current.

Nektonic species are free—swimming and are capable of maintaining

themselves in an area despite the currents or of migrating to more

favorable areas. It seems likely that some nektonic species inhabit
-

• each of the zones as year—round residents, but little direct information

on this point exists. However, a great deal of information points tc ’
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the fact that many of the predatory species are seasonal transients in

the area, appearing primarily during the warmer months. These include

the bilifishes, tunas, dolphins, wahoos, Jackfishes, mackerels , and

other highly mobile forms.

Benthic and near—bottom species must be primarily, if not exclusively,

resident. Their ability to populate other areas rests largely in the

production and transport of planktonic larvae.

The open nature of the marine systems is, thus, reflected in the plank-

ton, and to some extent, the benthic species. In all three instances,

however, there is apparently a resident group of species that constitutes
the true local biota. The percentage of true resident species likely

increases with depth, reaching its maximum in the benthic inhabitants.

INTERNAL DYNAMICS: PRODUCTION, CONSUNPTION, AND DECOMPOSITION

Biological production involves the creation of living organic matter

through photosynthesis (primary production) or through consumption

of pre—existing organic matter (secondary production). In all the

zones of the section, as elsewhere in the world oceans, primary pro-

duction is limited to the euphotic zone. Such material may then be

consumed locally, transported out of the area horizontally, or traits—
ported to deeper layers of the system. In addition, organic matter

produced elsewhere (especially on the nearshore shelf) may be imported

into the system.

Consumer species are foun d at all levels of the water column as well
as on the bottom. Those species inhabiting the euphotic zone may

utilize locally produced or imported food resources , but those inhabiting

the aphotic and benthic areas are dependent entirely upon production

that comes from the upper layers or from outside the system .
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Decomposition of non—living organic matter (corpses of dead organisms,

fecal material, shed exoskeletons, secretions, etc. ) takes place
primarily through the action of bacteria, fungi, and protozoans.

Such microbes themselves become food for larger consumer species that

feed upon decomposing organic matter (organic detritus). Although

likely of some importance as a food source for consumer species in the

euphotic zone, organic detritus assumes a prominent role in aphotic

waters, and it must be the chief Food resource in the benthic environ-

ment. The rate of decomposition is inversely proportional to the

temperature. Therefore, microbial action is greatly retarded in the

chilly environment of the aphotic zone, and organic matter imported

from above must have quite a long residence time, especially in the

benthic sediments.

INTERNAL DYNAMICS: VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORT

Transport of nutrients and organisms involves the displacement of

materials from one area to another. It may take place by a variety

of means. Horizontal transport may involve the passive movement of

dissolved and suspended matter by wind or water currents, or it may

entail active swimming by nektonic species.

Vertical water currents may transport dissolved and suspended materials

upward (through upwelling) or downward (through water mass sinking).
Materials may also be transported upward by gravitational floating

(if particles become lesE dense than water , as through the incorporation

of gas bubbles in the carcasses of dead organisms) or by gravitational

sinking of dense particles and dead organisms. In addition, vertical

migrations of animals in the water column are known to occur on daily

and seasonal bases, and large amounts of organic matter may be trans-

ported by this means. Finally, it may be noted that some benthic
organisms may pass portions of their life cycles in the water column.
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SYSTEM COORDINATION AND REGULATION

Ecosystem processes cannot be based upon random events. Environmental

signals, however subtle, serve as cues to initiate biological activities,
insuring simultaneous response of different members of the same species

and coordinating simultaneous and sequential activities of different

species in the system . In all ecosystems so far studied, the general

signals are provided by the physical environment, and specific recognition

cues are provided by individuals in each species. The former often re-

late to seasonal and daily weather phenomena, and the latter may be based

upon visual display , behavior pattern, sound or light production , release
of specif ic chemical cues , and the like.

Very little is known about the signals and communication devices in the

life histories of most organisms on the outer shelf , slope, and abyssal

environments. On the outer shelf and within the euphotic layer, such

factors as light, seasonal storms, and other well-known atmospheric

phenomena supply the primary information required. Although such infor-

ination becomes subdued with depth , at least some of the seasonally in-

duced changes of the surface waters must reach the bottom in “coded”

form. Slight modifications of currents, nutrients, or sediments from

above may supply the information needed to trig~er breeding, spawning,

release of larvae, feeding, etc. Individual species recognition may be

accomplished through photophores , specific chemicals (taste and odor),

sound and other vibrations, and touch. These modifications or adapta-

tions are only hints at what must be a very complex and sensitive com-

tnunication system in the deeper waters of the slope and abyssal environ-

ments.

• GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION

On a broad geographic basis, the marine coastal environments change in
relation to latitude and longitude. Patterns of solar radiation,

climatic conditions , and oceanic circulation impress upon the coastal
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waters a general regional differentiation. Within each region the

submarine topography, river influence, water mass characteristics , and

available sedimentary material may play major roles. As a result of

the interplay of these factors , the waters bordering each section of

the coastline are characterized by their own locally peculiar combina-

tion of factors involving temperature, salinity, and circulation

patterns, chemical make—up, and bottom types.

In response to these regionally different environments, biological
conmiunities vary in composition on a geographic basis. From sector to

sector the variation may be slight, but along a large stretch of Coast-
line the changes are of sufficient magnitude to permit the delineation

of rather distinct faunal assemblages, especially among the benthic

species (Defenbaugh , 1976). Whereas many of the faunal changes are

gradual, abrupt community changes are observed in certain areas where

the environment shifts sharply. Cape Cod , Cape Hatteras, and the

southern tip of Florida, for example, all constitute rather sharp

faunal barriers.

Coastwise geographic variability in biological communities is most

pronounced on the continental shelf and least evident in the deeper

waters, where geographic and seasonal changes in the environment are
much less pronounced. Accordingly, on the continental shelf, indivi-

dual species tend to have more restricted distributional ranges,

whereas in the abyss, many of the species are worldwide in distribution.

• Those of the slope tend to be intermediate in distributional range.

D. CHAPTER SUMMARY

In the present chapter the environments and the biological components
of the marine ecosystem have been analyzed in terms of their potential

as sites for the disposal of dredged material. Two perspectives have

• been developed: the examination of onshore—offshore trends and the
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analysis by zones.

From eith~er perspective the environment of the continental shelf

appears highly variable, and the hydrographic regimes, which are
influenced by a variety of factors, are relatively unpredictable.

Biological diversity and production and the human harvest of fishery

resources are all far higher on the continental shelf than elsewhere

in the sea. The inner shelf zone, in close proximity to civilization

and utilized by society for many purposes including food harvest, is

not a preferred candidate for disposal of contaminated dredged material.

The continental slope zone is environmentally less variable and biolo-

gically less diverse and productive than the continental shelf. It is

further removed from civilization, and it is less utilized in the

harvest of food resources. However, water masses of the upper slope

may move onto the shelf and influence the shelf environment. Further-

more, some harvest of living resources of the slope does currently

take place, and the potential for increased harvest clearly exists.

The environment of the continental rise and abyssal plain is, for all

practical purposes, constant. Deep oceanic water generally does not

affect the continental shelf environment (with the partial exception

of some upwelling areas). The bottom of the sea is extensive, occupy-

ing over three—quarters of the surface of the earth , and it is far

removed from the surface layers. The dilution capacity of this large

volume of water is very great. Due to density stratification of the

water column and long residence time of the bottom waters, any materials
entering the abyssal environment will be effectively locked away from

civilization for hundreds, perhaps thousands of years. Biological
diversity and production of surface, intermediate, and bottom water is

extremely low. Although benthic diversity may be locally high, the

species tend to be of very widespread distribution, and damage to the
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local populations cannot be considered to be of major import. Although

some fishery harvest does take place in the deep oceans, this activity

is limited to certain specific geographic areas and all of it takes

place in the upper hundred meters of the water column .

For all these reasons , the continental slope, continental rise, and
abyssal plain stand out as the logical environment to receive extensive
quantities of dredged material , even if such materials contain fairly
high levels of toxic constituents.
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PART 5. REGIONAL ASSESSMENT OF DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL

RECEIVING ENVIRONMENTS

A. INTRODUCTION

NEED FOR REGIONAL ORGANIZATION

The coastlines of the United States differ markedly in appearance along

a circuit of the coastal perimeter from Maine southward around Florida

to the Texas—Mexico border and thence from southern California to Puget

Sound and on to the Gulf of Alaska . During a f lying trip following

this route one could easily see certain geomorphic differences from the

rocky shores of Maine along the drowned river mouths and broad shelves
of the mid—Atlantic, narrowing from Cape Hatteras to a mere strip of a

shelf off Miami, broadening again as a wide carbonate shelf off Tampa,

to the grea~ Mississippi delta and the expansive muddy shelves off west-

ern Louisiana and much of Texas. At times along this flying course one

might see differences in coloration of the circulating waters, giving

some clues as to their origins and differences. But it is what an

observer can not see from the air that both requires and permits this

section of the report to be organized on a regional basis. Suffice it

to say that above and beyond the geomorphic there are major regional

differences (1) in currents and water circulation, both inshore and well
offshore , (2) in the nature of the bottom of the receiving environments

for dredged material, and (3) in the pelagic and benthic comunities,
including the fisheries. Moreover, it is soon apparent to anyone

delving into the dredging—disposal problem that there are marked regional

differences in dredging needs and in the ease with which solutions, at
least for now, can be found to the problem of disposing of the dredged
material.

In sunm ary, then , it is apparen t that the rece~ving environments have

regional characteristics, not only along the shore and in shallow water
but also , albeit to a somewhat lesser extent , in the deep ocean. The
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following sections provide a synthesis of these regional similarities

and differences.

APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION

There is a remarkable concurrence among the geographic limits that have

been arrived at independently and , indeed , at different  t imes by various

authors for the establishment of

1) Geomorphic Regions

2) Circulation Regimes

3) Biological Provinces

Circulation regimes, constituted of water masses and currents, are

fundamental determiners of the other two , but circulation is in turn

clearly affected by visible and submarine geomorphics. Thus, there are

geometric constraints to circulation provided by the topography of the

cont inental margin. As Mooers (1976) has pointed out , all anomalies

in bottom and coastline topography have an influence on the circulation.

Of interest here is the outer shelf circulation regime and beyond, and

the influence this has on the distribution of organisms in the biologi-

cal provinces. Also, this is generally a region of strong density

stratification, implying considerable differences in temperature and

salinity, which controls the survivability of adult marine organisms and

their larvae. Frequently the Outer shelf—upper slope regime is very

much influenced by the adjacent general oceanic circulation. If so, a

major boundary current (e.g., the Gulf Stream) is generally present.

These powerful boundary currents, especially on the eastern continental

boundaries, can and usually do induce a steady circulation in the slope
and outer shelf regimes.

It is productive to tabulate these three diverse entities (geomorphic,

physical oceanographic, and biologic) in a single display (Table 5) ,
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which indicates not only fundamental interrelationships but also a

certain internal constancy. Mooers (1976) noted that the concept of a

regional circulation regime implies some continuity of flow within the

regional regime and some separation from “or only partial coupling” with

contiguous regional regimes. As is often the case, two adjacent circu—

• lation regimes are separated by a prominent geologic feature, such as

Cape Hatteras, with which they interact. Essentially the same statement

can be made in regard to the biological provinces, viz., there is a

considerable regularity of occurrence of marine organisms within a

biological province (assuming sampling in similar habitats). However,

there should be considerable differences among a given province and the

adjacent ones on each side of it. Occasionally two widely separated

biological provinces can have very similar faunas. For instance, the

Louisianian of the northern Gulf of Mexico shares many species with the

Carolinian of the South Atlantic Bight. As a result, Hedgpeth (1953)
considered them to be the same, making peninsular Florida fall into the

Caribbean Province. There are then unifying factors operating within

these geomorphic—oceanographic complexes that once comprehended will

permit one to understand the basic workings of the marine system off his

coast no matter where he lives. In a word what is being dealt with is

that dimensionless term “ecosystem.”

All of the units can be considered to be ecosystems whose frameworks are

basically the same but whose specific building blocks are different.

Stressing differences, however , can be overdone: it is essential to

understand that for all of their complexity the oceans surrounding the

North American continent have sufficient regularity of components that

what deep ocean disposal of dredged material will do in one place, it
will tend to do (or not do) in another. There are certainly more common

factors than differences, a fact that makes it reasonable to predict the

effects from known causes. Accordingly, and this is the essential point

• to grasp, no matter how different offshore waters may appear to be from

one region to another, the important factors controlling the behavior of

dredged material dropped in deep water will not differ in kind but only
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• in degree from place to place.

SECTOR SYNTHESIS

A term is needed to pull together all of the above entities (geomorphic,

• oceanographic, biologic) into a coherent unit and relate all of them to

the relevant Corps Districts. The term sector appears to meet this

need .

DEFINITION

A sector is a part of the coastal zone, continental shelf, and contiguous

slope , In this case of the United States , v.iose land boundaries are

marked primarily by prominent capes or other geomorphic features, whose

current regime differs from that of adjacent sectors, and whose biota

has the status of a biogeographical province. It is also considered

that a sector includes the encompassed Corps District and their dredging

activities.

DESCRIPTION

A sector is somewhat wedge—shaped in that its landward boundaries are

narrower and more clearly demarcated than its seaward boundaries. This

is to be expected since the lines of demarcation between sectors can be

more easily drawn in the varying coastal zone than in the more uniform

and expansive environment a hundred or more miles to sea. Frequently,

also, the oceanography of a sector will be controlled more by phenomena
• occurring on a line normal to shore than on a line parallel to shore .

• RELATIONSHIP TO CORP S DISTRICTS

Most sectors encompass one or more Corps Districts. The relative

• importance of the sector to the problems at hand is based upon three
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factors :

1. Volumes of dredged material generated in the sector

2. The probabilities of deep ocean disposal in the sector

3. The number of Corps Districts within the boundaries of

the sector.

B. OCEAN DISPOSAL SECTORS OF THE UNITED STATES

The limits and geographic extent can be ascertained from Table 5 and

Figure 8 and 48. Also, the Corps Districts in each sector will be H
found in Figure 49. The sectors are rank ordered below in regard to the

volume of dredged material generated. Each is numbered in accordance

with its designation in the above figures.

GULF COAST (Sectors 4 and 5)

Projected average annual
volume for l974_76*

5. Northern Gulf Sector

New Orleans District 145,610,000 cu yd

Galveston District 70,364 ,000 Cu yd
Mobile District 35,600,000 Cu yd

4. Peninsular Florida

Jacksonville (Gulf of Mexico)
District 12,807,000 Cu yd

• ATLANTIC COAST (Sectors 1, 2, and 3)

*From Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1974 (see also Table 1)
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3. South Atlantic Bight

Jacksonville (Atlantic) District) 15,298,000 cu yd

Wilmington District 13,270,000 cu yd

Charleston District 10,510,000 cu yd

Savannah District 8,990,000 cu yd

2. Middle Atlantic Bight

New York District 12,560,000 cu yd

Philadelphia District 10,048,000 cu yd

Norfolk District 4,420,000 cu yd

Baltimore District 1,674 ,000 cu yd

1. Northeast Coast

New England District 2,397 ,000 cu yd

PACIFIC COAST (Sec tors 6, 7, and 8)

8. Northwest Shelf

Portland District 16,433 ,000 cu yd
Seattle District 3,786 ,000 cu yd

7. Northern California Shelf

San Francisco District 10,063 ,000 cu yd

• 6. Southern California Bight

Los Angeles District 3,298 ,000 cu yd

SECTORS OF MINOR IMPORTANCE

On an annual basis all of these produce under one million cubic

yards :

9. Alaska

10. Hawaii
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11. Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands

It should be pointed out, however, that in certain years, the Hawaiian

Islands will produce well over a million cubic yards. In fact , that is

true of 1977. However, some of the harbors involved only require main—

tenance dredging every fifth year.

C. GULF COAST ( SECTORS 4 AND 5)

GEONORPHOLOGY

GEOLOGIC NATURE OF THE GULF

The Gulf of Mexico basin is one of the world’s oldest ocean basins

having formed some 160 million years ago (Dietz and Holden, 1970).

Those rocks that floor the basin are probably of late Pennsylvanian age

(Lehner, 1969) and although the Gulf is classed as an enclosed sea, it

appears to have had continuous, although for long periods restricted ,

connection with the world ocean. Garrison and Martin (1973) state that

the Gulf of Mexico basin “... is underlain by oceanic crust... depressed
substantially below the levels of equivalent crustal layers in normal

ocean basins,” and “has gained its present form wholly from a combination

of sedimentary and intrabasin tectonic processes.” Harding and Nowlin

(1966) describe the Gulf of Mexico as a relatively shallow, oceanic—

type basin containing no large submarine trenches or ridges.

This semi—enclosed sea is relatively small, having an approximate sur-

face area of over 1.6 million square ki lometres and a maximum depth of

about 3840 metres. Its opening to the At lantic Ocean and the Caribbean

Sea is confined into two narrow passages, the Straits of Florida (less

thar 160 kin wide and only about 500—800 m deep) and the Yucatan Channel

(about 160 km wide and 1500—1900 m deep). Significant characteristics

of the Gulf basin are the great width of the shelves , the steepness of
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the lower part of the continental slope (the scarps), and the flatness

of the floor of the main basin with its e~xceptiona11y thick sequence of

sediments. Those sediments of the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain are reported

to be nine or so kilometres thick (W. Pequegnat et al., 1976), and their

great influx since the close of the Cretaceous has consider.ibly dimi—

nished the size of the old basin proper. During the elastic deposition

in the north, the carbonate platforms of Florida and Yucatan continued

their upward growth in pace with subsidence and maintained their tops

near sea level (Garrison and Martin, 1973). The continental margin of

the Gulf thus developed into two major provinces: (1) a southeastern

region of shallow carbonate banks and (2) a northwestern region of

terrigenous einbankments.

Further topographic division of the Gulf of Mexico follows Ewing et al.

(1958) and Uchupi (l967a), including the following physiographic

provinces: The continental shelf (sub—divided into West Florida Shelf,

Texas—Louisiana Shelf, East Mexico Shelf, and Campeche Shelf), the

continental slope (including the Sigsbee , Florida, and Campeche escarp-

ments), the Mississippi Fan, the continental rise, and the Sigsbee

Abyssal Plain, or floor of the main basin (Figure 50). Antoine (1972)

divides the Gulf into seven geologic provinces (Figure 51). For his

distinction , shallow seismic reflection methods were utilized to demon-

strate unique characteristics of the following provinces ; (1) Gulf

of Mexico Basin, (2) Northeast Gulf of Mexico, (3) South Florida

Continental Shelf and Slope, (4) Campeche Bank, (5) Bay of Campeche ,

(6) Eastern Mexico Continental Shelf and Slope, and (7) Northern Gulf

of Mexico.

CONTINENTAL MARGIN, NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO

The northern Gulf (Sector #5), at least from a structural point of

view, consists of the continental shelf and slope of Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Alabama. According to Ewing et al. (1968), it is
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I
bordered on the east by DeSoto Canyon , on the south and southwest by

the bottom of the Sigsbee Scarp , and at the United States—Mexico border

by the beginnings of the anticlinal folds that more or less parallel

the shcreline. The major structural element of the continental margin

is the Gulf Coast Geosyncline . This extends southwestward from Alab ama

toward northeastern Mexico and contains upward of 20 ,000 m of sediment.

The geosyncL.Lne is underlain by varying thicknesses of salt , probably

of latest Triassic—Jurassic age (Jux , 1961). Antoine (1972) emphasizes

that the widespread salt deposit provides a dynamic sculpturing agent

acting throughout the entire northern Gulf region. Deep—seated salt

pillows have arched the Tertiary formations, which otherwise have a

gentle southward dip; tall slender columns of salt have pierced the

Tertiary beds ; and evaporitic material has migrated laterally and dis-

placed and rearranged the thick elastic deposits by processes of fault-

ing, slumping, and local thickening or thinning of beds. The offshore

area of the northwest Gulf, which incl udes the major portion of the geo—

syncline , is characterized by diapiric structures from the coastline to

the Sigsbee Scarp. On the continental shelf most of these features are

covered by sediments, whereas on the slope they are evident in the

varied topography that Cealy (1955) aptly described as “hummocky .”

The continental shelf in the northwestern Gulf ranges in width from about

100 km off the Rio Grande in Texas to more than 200 km south of the

• Texas—Louisiana boundary (Figure 50). Farther east, it is again

narrowed by the Mississippi River Delta, whose presently active lobe

almost entirely crosses the shelf southeast of New Orleans to empty

• directly onto the continental slope. The break in slope that marks the

outer edge of the shelf is difficult to define throughout much of this

region, but on the average it is at a depth of about 120 m (Curray , 1960;
W. Pequegnat et al., 1976). This is the point where the bottom begins

to dip gradually and then more precipitantly toward the Sigsbee Abyssal

Plain. Overall, the continental shelf of the Northwest Gulf can be

described as a smooth, gently sloping sediment—covered plain , interrupted
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by occasional hills or banks. Other subdued topographic features

include stream channels and shorelines relict from times of lowered

sea level and low fault scarps associated with salt structures (Ballard

and Uchupi, 1970).

Curray (1960) describes the sediments on the shelf as products of

marine transgression following the Wisconsin glaciation. These recent

sediments are divisible primarily into nearshore sands and shelf facies

muds (silty clays and clayey silts); however, extensive areas are

• covered by alternating sands and muds. Basal sands are exposed at the

surface near the shoreline, across most of the shelf off the Rio Grande,

and much of east Texas and western Louisiana, although here there tends

to be more alteration of sands and muds. The shelf fad es overlies

the basal facies off central Texas, particularly in a band extending

from Freeport to Aransas. (The importance of this sedimentary feature

to the Texas shrimp fishery is discussed in a later section). Most

of the sand—sized particles in the outer shelf silty clays are formnini—

ferans or echinoid fragments (Curray, 1960; W. Pequegnat et al., 1976)

whereas glauconite is locally abundant in the relict basal sands of the

outer shelf.

A feature peculiar to the shelf break in the northwest Gulf is a series

of prominent banks or topographic highs rising abruptly from the general-

ly smooth, sediment—covered bottom (Parker and Curray, 1956). Several

investigators have offered explanations for their origin, dating from

F 

Shepard (1937) who suggested that these banks may be related to salt

dome structures. One of the more interesting and i itensively studied of

the banks is the West Flower Garden, a possible element of a discontin-

uous arc of reefal structures occupying the Gulf’s southern and western

cont inental shelves (Edwards, 1971; Br ight and Pequegnat , 1974). It and

the similar East Flower Garden Bank are capped by what are considered

to be the northernmost thriving tropical shallow water coral reefs on

the eastern coast of North America. In the near vicinity of these
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prorninences there are many submerged topographic highs that extend 3.5

or more metres above the surrounding bottom and crest at depths less F

than 180 m. The majority of these banks occur seaward of the 55—rn

isobath in two linear groupings. The first group forms a broad arc

starting southeast of Brownsville and terminates near the Mississippi

Delta; the banks are widely spaced and occur between the 45— and 85-.-m

contours . The banks of the second group are closely packed between the

90— and 365—rn isobaths and extend from 95°W longitude to the Mississippi

Delta . This latter group is only the northern half of a series of

F banks that continue out to the 1100—rn line (Carsey, 1950).

The continental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico represents the

seaward part or the growing margin of the Gul f Coast Geosyncline

where geologic proces ses that helped to shape the basin are active

today (Lehner, 1969). The dimensions of the slope off Texas and

Louisiana are about the same as those of the adjacent shelf (Figure 50).

The greatest slope width is about 240 km at a point south of eastern

Louisiana , and its least width of 110 km is seaward of the Rio Grande,

off southern Texas . The average gradient of this vast area , according

to Shepard (1968), is slightly less than 1°; however, the slope is made
up of two segments —— a wide upper huinmocky zone with a gentle average

seaward slope and the steep lower scarp, the Sigsbee Escarpment, which

abuts a well—developed continental rise. Salt structures on the slope

occur in a great variety of sizes and shapes, ranging from slender,

rodlike forms that have pierced thousands of metres of sediment in

reaching the surface, to elongate ridges that arch the overlying

sediments into broad anticlines. In general, diapirs in the upper slope

seem to consist of ridge—like masses having thick spines thrusting

upward a kilometre or more above the main structure . Small depressions

on the crests of salt structures and basins between salt spines are

usually filled or partially filled with flat—lying beds possibly derived

from sediment sheds off the tops of adjacent peaks.
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The lower slope , in contrast , is a region about 50—75 km in width that

has a smoother topography and separates the upper slope from the Sigsbee

Escarpment. Even though smoother , the surface of the lower slope is

uneven, consisting of pillows and shallow depressions that reach a

common elevation and tend to create a terrace—like topography of broad

sedimentary troughs. Such relief is the topographic expression of what

appears to be a single large salt mass, the seaward face of its southern

wall forming the Sigsbee Escarpment with a height in excess of 900 in.

The continental rise is a broad sedimentary apron onlapping the base

of the Sigsbee Escarpment and sloping gently (about 6 rn/kin) to merge

with the flat floor of the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain generally around the

3500—rn contour. It stretches westward from the Mississippi Fan to south-

east of the Rio Grande Delta where its topographic definition gradually

diminishes.

The Sigsbee Plain occupies the deepest part of the Gulf basin where the

abyssal floor is essentially flat, having a slope of less than 1:8000

(Uchupi, 1967a). Except for the prominence of the Sigsbee Knolls, it

is featureless. The knolls stand 100—200 in above the level of the plain F

and are primarily clustered near its center.

Toward the Mississippi Delta, the upper slope, lower slope, and Sigsbee
Escarpment merge into a relatively smooth incline known as the

Mississippi Fan (or Cone). The fan laps across continental slope and

continental rise and joins with the abyssal plain, thereby masking all

topographic discontinuities, and covers a 160,000 kin area of the Gulf

floor (Garrison and Martin, 1973). Its apex is the Mississippi Trough

southwest of the delta front , from which point the fan t rends southeast

for more than 600 km to near the southwestern limits of the Florida
• platform . It can be subdivided into upper and lower fan regions on the

basis of a change in slope near the 2700—m isobath, and on a corres—

ponding change in bottom topography (Huang and Goodell, 1970). The
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gradient of the upper fan is about 40 rn/km . but it gradually diminishes

to less than 1 rn/km on the outer margins of the lower fan. The upper

fan is described by Huang and Goodell (1970) as being indented by
digitate leveed valleys and canyons cut by transverse rid ges , whereas
the lower section is characteristically smooth —— a reflection of the

underlying structure. The lower fan is composed of relatively flat—

lying beds while, in contrast , the upper cone has many internal irregu-

larities, probably caused by gravity sliding, folding, slumping, and

possibly by diapiric salt intrusion. The Mississippi Fan has been

built from voluminous quantities of sediment delivered to the Gulf

by the Mississippi River since early Pleistocene times. Holeman (1968)

estimates that quantity to average 310 million metric tons annually.

Such quantities of deposition have caused the fan’s depocenter to

continuously shift basinward as the Delta has prograded gulfward .

The slope is broken in many places by ridges, knobs, canyons, troughs,

and basins. In the northeastern section of the Gulf it is interrupted

by DeSoto Canyon, a trough that heads near the 440—m contour and

terminates near the 950—rn isobath. Unlike most submarine canyons

(Shepard, 1963) , DeSoto Canyon has a comparatively gentle gradient ,
is S—shaped , and has a closed bathymetric low in its southern extremity .

Harbison (1968) describes this topographic feature as being shaped by

erosion , deposition , and st ructural highs associated with at least five

domes. Geophysical data of Antoine and Bryant (1968) from the DeSoto

Canyon indicate that erosion has played an important part in its deve—

lopment.

CONTINENTAL MARGIN, N ORTHEASTER N GULF OF MEXICO

The northeastern Gulf of Mexico is a region of structural and lithologic

transition . At the juncture of western clastic deposition and the

eastern carbonate einbankmant , it has been included in Sector #4 for the

purpose of this study. The continental margin in this part of the Gulf
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attained its present form when outbuilding of terrigenous sediments from

F the northwest buried the old Cretaceous reef off northern Floridi and

• intertongued vith the later Cenozoic carbonate deposits of the west

Florida platform.

On the lower continental slope, the change in lithology is marked by a

broad structural valley. The northwest wall of the valley is the face

of the gulfward—prograding clastic embankment and is composed of great

thicknesses of unconsolidated Tertiary sediments . Martin (1972)

describes the slope as relatively narrow (<70 kin), having an inclina—

don of 2°—3° and merging imperceptibly westward into the Mississippi

Fan. The southeast wall of the valley is formed by the West Florida

Escarpmen t, which eventually is buried beneath the spreading clastic

deposits to the northeast. In this region , the scarp is a smooth, steep

declivity at the base of an upper slope having a width of more than 100

kilometres . The only significant feature that mars the smooth topo-

graphy of the upper slope is the S—shaped DeSoto Canyon previously

mentioned.

CONTINENTAL MARGIN, EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO

A profound lithologic change occurs in the continental margins of the

Gulf across a line extending from DeSoto Canyon on the northeast to

Campeche Canyon in the southwest. While land—derived Tertiary sediment

filled the subsiding Gulf Coast Geosyncline in the northwest , carbonate

sediments were accumulating on shallow shelves southeast of the line.

Therefore, the principal direction of growth for the continental margin

in the eastern Gulf was vertical. The resulting carbonate bank of West

Florida is characterized by a steep , seaward— facing escarpment and great
thicknesses of limestone and evaporites . The vast thicknesses developed

as the upper surface remained essentially at sea level while the base

subsided.
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The surface of the West Florida Shelf is one of low relief broken only

by reef structures or shoreline features associated with former periods

of lower sea level. Drowned barrier spits, lagoon complexes , and small

F 
reefs are shown by Ballard and Uchupi (1970) to be grouped around the

60— and 160—rn depth contours. The West Florida Escarpment forms the

western boundary of the continental margin off Florida and separates the

slope from the abyssal floor.  The northern portion of the scarp has a

smooth, steeply sloping face whereas south of 27°N latitude the face is

gullied and has lesser gradient. Cores and dredged material samples

recovered from the face indicate that its lower slope originated as a

Lower Cretaceous reef that has subsided approximately 2.5 km since time

of its origin (Antoine et al . , 1967). The Florida Middle Ground , a

living reef having an area of more than 750 km2 is prominent on the

shelf nor thwest of Tampa. Except for this evident feature, the western

shelf is practically devoid of prominent relief.

The unconsolidated sediments over the west Florida Shelf are thin and

discontinuous. The vast majority of this sediment veneer is biogeneous

(i.e., coral debris, mollusk shells, foraminifera tests) in origin and

represents various stages of decomposition or disintegration. Scattered

low outcrops of limestone and chert provide a substratum for coral and

sponge growth.

• OCEANOGRAPH Y /METEOROLOGY

CIRCULAT ION AND THERMAL ST RUCTURE

Loop Curren t

The c i r c u l a t i o n  in the eastern Gulf o f Mexico is dominated by the Loop
Current whose relative northward penetration tends to vary seasonally.

An example of a well developed spring intrusion of the Loop Current is

shown in Figure 52 (Austin , 1955 ) , which depicts the surface current
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streamlines based upon a composite of three cruises. The major portion

of the water entering through Yucatan Channel from the Caribbean Sea
(-at a rate of about 30 x io6 m3/sec) is contained in the Loop Current ,
which ultimately exits through the Florida Straits (whose sill depth

is about 500 i n) .  Since the sill depth is much deerer (about 1500 m)

• F 
at Yucatan Channel , some return flow of the deeper wate r s can occ ur

there, but the bulk of the flow and the major current speeds occur in

the upper 500 in. In the core of the current, surface speeds as high as

150 cia/sec (about 3 knots) are not uncommon , particularly for the enter-

ing Yucatan current and the exiting Florida current. Moreover, the

core of the entering current tends to flow close to the western side of

the straits while the exiting current tends to run close to the Cuban

side of the Florida Straits, at least during times when the Loop Current

has penetrated well into the Gulf as shown in Figure 52.

Typical vertical profiles of temperature and salinity on the right hand

side and the left hand side of the northward moving portion of the Loop

Current are shown in Figure 53 (Leipper, 1970). A typical east—west

cross—section of the thermal structure in the Loop Current is shown in

Figure 54 (Leipper, 1970). This is based upon bathythermograph obser-

vations whose maximum observational depth is limited to about 275 in.

The Loop Current encloses a core of relatively wa rm Caribbean water

whose salinity is higher than that of the west Gulf or continental shelf

regions. The depth of the thermocline in the Loop Current is close to

that of the 22°C isotherm shown as the heavy line in Figure 54. In this

cross—section the northward flowing part of the Loop Current occurs in

the region of the upward sloping isotherns on the west, while the south-

ward branch of the Loop Current occurs in the region of the upward slop—

ing isotherms on the east side. A typical east—west cross—section

• showing current speeds in the Loop Current are shown in Figure 55

(Nowlin and Hubertz, 1972), based upon data from a cruise in June 1966
at which time the Loop Current extended far northward into the Gulf.
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Figure 52. Dynamic topography of surface relative to lOO—db surface in
the Gulf of Mexico . Alaska Cruises 1—lA , 2—lB and 3—lC , 22 April—21 Aug-
ust, 1951. (After Austin 1955; From Nowlin, 1972). (From Contributions
on the Physical Oceanography of the Gulf of Mexico, L.R.A. Capurro and
Joseph ~~~. Reid , Editors. Copyright ~~ 1972 by Gulf Publishing Comp any ,

Houston , Texas. Used with permission . All rights reserved.)
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Figure 53. Comparative characteristics of water on the right—h and and
the left—hand side of an observer facing downstream in the East Gulf
Loop Current . The left—hand water is the colder , lower—salinity water .
(Top) Temperature—depth; (Bottom) Sal inity—depth.  (From Leipper . 1970,

Unpublished manuscript).
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the 22°C isotherm. (From Leipper , 1970, Unpublished manuscript).
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Figure 55. Isotachs of geostrophic speed (cm/sec) , relat ive to 1350—d b
surface , running nearly east—west across the Loop Current. Also shown
are normal components of GEK measurements relative volume transport (106

F m 3/ sec).  ® Lndicate s flow into the section . Øind [cates flow toward
the reader. (From Nowlin and tiuberts , 1972. In: Contributions on the
Physical Oceanography of the Gulf of Mexico , L.R.A. Capurro and Joseph
L. Reid . Editors . Copyright 0 1972 by Gulf Publishing Company . Hous’-

ton , Texas. Used with permission. All rights reserved.)
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Intrusion of the Loop and Detachment of Rings

The evolution of the Intrusion of the Loop Curr ent , which generally

occurs during the spring, has been studied by Leipper (1970) and

Cochrane (1972). Figure 56 (from Leipper, 1970) illustrates the intru-

sion of the core of the current (as depicted by the 150—rn contour of the

22 °C isothermal surface) based pr :Iinaril y on data for 1966 but supplement—
ed with data from 1964 and 1965. Starting in the fall, the Loop Current

is usually in a state of recession in which the inf low takes the least

path from Yucatan to the Florida Straits. This is followed by a pro-

gressive intrusion of the Loop to the north.

During some year s the spring intrusion produces a Loop Current that

tends to become distorted into a dumbbell shape (see the curve for

Augus t 1966 in Figure 56). Such conditions can lead to the detachment

of an isolated anticyclonic (clockwise) eddy. Figure 57 shows the exis-

tence of such an eddy near the parent Loop Current as deduced from data

taken in June 1967 (Nowlin et al., 1968). Both thermal measurements

and direct surface current measurements confirmed the existence of this

eddy. Cochrane (1972) documents an exceptional case for May 1969 in

which measurements were made before , during , and after the separation

process.

Such eddies, or rings as they are more coninonly called , contain entrapped
Caribbean type water. Their horizontal diameter is generally of the

order of 200 to 300 km and their internal thermal structure is comparable

to that of the parent Loop Current (Figure 44). These eddies contain

considerable energy (both potential and kinetic) and are considered to

be one of the dominant sources of energy of circulation to the western

Gulf where they tend to drift and ultimately decay.

Wes tern Gulf Circulation

Much less can be stated conclusively about the circulation in the western
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• Figure 56. The spring intrusion of 1966 as indicated by overlays of the
150—metr&’ contour lines from the 22°C topographies of all spring cruises
of 1966. May 1964 and November and December 1965 are included for supple—

mental information. (From Leipper , 1970, Unpublished Manuscript).
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Publishing Company, Houston , Texas. Used with permission. All

rights reserved.)
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Gulf of l4exico because of sparsity of oceanographic cruises in that

region and because of the highly transient character of the flow regime

caused by the westward drift of rings. Some information ~an be obtain—

ed from the Pilot Chart monthly averages of estimated surface currents

published by the Oceanographic Office of the U.S. Navy. These have becn

deduced from observations of the apparent set of ship motion, due to

current, with apnroximate correction for the set due to direct effect

of wind. The resulting mean monthly currents tend to indicate a conver-

gence of currents into a region centered somewhat offshore of the south-

west coast of Texas. The currents deduced from existing oceanographic

cruises in the west Gulf do not support the patterns given In the Pilot

Charts. The discrepancy might be due to the fact that the latter

includes the direct, wind—induced current, while the deductions from the

oceanographic observations generally yield currents appropriate to con-

ditions well below the wind—induced Ekinan layer (of the order of 10 to

30 m). A recent study by Lynn (1975) sheds some li ght on this question.

It is clear from the existing oceanographic observations in the western

• Gulf that the current patterns (at least below the wind—driven Ekman

layer) are highly variable. Figure 58 shows a winter circulational

pattern observed in March 1962 (Nowlin, 1972). This should be contrast-

ed with that shown in Figure 52. Clearly these are totally different.

It is, therefore, virtually impossible to make any generalization in

regard to the mean structure of the currents over the deep region of

the western Gulf of Mexico, other than to say that it is probably

dominated by the presence of anticyclonic rings, which drift into this

region from the east Gulf. The expected duration of a given ring is of

the order of two or three years, so that it is expected that at least

two or three such rings will be found i:~ this region as indicated in

Figure 52. The situation depicted in Figure 58 might represent two

young rings reinforcing each other in the central region plus an older

v.~ak ring present of f the Texas coast.
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Figure 58. Dynamic topography of sea surface relative to the l000—db sur-
face In the Gulf of Mexico in March 1962. Hidalgo 62—11—3 ; x’s indicate
some extrapolation. Contour interval, 0.05 dynamic metres. (From Nowlin,
1972. In: Contributions on the Physical Oceaongraphy of the Gulf of
Mexico, L.R.A. Capurro and Joseph L. Reid , Editors. Copyright®l972
by Gulf Pub lishing Company, Houston, Texas. Used with permission. All

rights reserved.)
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Currents in the Shelf Regions

The currents in the shelf regions are partially controlled by the deep—

water circulation (particularly in the eastern Gulf), partially by out—

falls from major river systems such as the Mississippi (in the north

central Gulf), and partially by the prevailing winds, which for the most
of the year are dominantly from the southeast, except during the occur-

rences of the winter northers during the months of November through

March.

Upwelling of water frequently occurs near the outer edge of the contin-

ental shelf during times when the Loop Current or currents associated

with rings exist over the continental slope. This has been documented

in studies by Cochrane (1965) for the Yucatan shelf and the Florida

shelf where the upwelling at times of strong Loop Current over the

continental slopes gives rise to surface waters. The vertical speed

in the upwelling regions is of the order of 3 m per day (l0~~ cm/sec).

In the northwestern regions of the Gulf, northers can give rise to up—

welling on the continental shelf (Nowlin and Parker, 1974).

The most actively studied areas of the Gulf shelf are the west Florida

shelf and the northeast shelf area east of the Mississippi River. Gaul

(1966) presents results of current and thermal structure measurements

conducted over the period 196 3—1966 in a region extending from the
Mississippi delta to Cape San Bias and offshore to about the 2000—rn

depth contour. In the region offshore of the 200—m depth contour he

fo und that the Loop Curr ent tended to control the circulation, the

dominant flow being eastward , but with occasional reversals during times

of the recession of the Loop Current . At such times the prevailing

winds out of the southeast induce an eastward component of flow. During

1963 and 1965 Gaul carried out a large scale drift card study with

releases confined to the region of DeSoto Canyon at about 29°N latitude

and due south of Panama City, Florida . The results of this study are
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summarized by Ichiye et al. (1973). These show that of a total of 1426

recoveries , about 10 percent occurred along the west coast of Florida,
23 percent along the Florida Keys, 41 percent along the east coast of
Florida , and the remaining 26 percent elsewhere along the Gulf coast.

Earlier studies by Chew et al. (1959) employing drifters released at

various stations on the West Florida Shelf indicated that out of 336

recoveries about 54 percent occurred on the west Florida coast, 11 per—

cent along the Keys, 28 percent along the east coast of Florida , and

the remaining 7 percent elsewhere along the Gulf coast. Thus, there

can be litt le doubt that the Loop Curr ent exer ts a major impact on the

east regions of the Gulf shelf. More recent intensive studies for the

west Florida shelf by Rinkel (1971) tend to support these findings.

In the shelf and slope region to the west of the Mississippi River, the

discharge of this major river system together with the Atchafalaya River

and the prevailing southeast winds have a major impact. The flow is

generally towards the west from the Delta to Galveston, then continuing

southwest parallel to shore and ultimately to the south along the west-

ern Gulf shelf. However, reversals in direction in the southwest coast

of Texas tend to occur in the summer, or during times when anticyclonic

rings in the deep water of the western Gulf tend to invade the shelf

regions. During the latter episodes, one can also expect to find up—

wellings of water along the continental slope. Typical speeds of the

longshore flow are less than one knot.

WIND S AND STORMS

The climatic conditions of the Gulf region are broadly determined by the
huge land mass lying to the north , it s subtropical lat i tude , and the
strength or intensity of semi—permanent pressure rid ges. At least two

pressure ridges dominate weather conditions along the coast. One ridge,

the Bermuda high , is centered over the Bermuda—Azores area of the
Atlantic and the other is the Mexican heat low centered over Texas during
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the warm months . Pressure changes associated with these ridges set up

winds that prevail from an easterly direction, with southeasterly winds

predominating. During thE winter months, cold fronts from the northwest

move southward to the Gulf of Mexico; these “northers” are on the

au-erage the highest winds of the year with speeds ranging up to 60

knots.

Average monthly wind speeds for the Texas coast, Sector 5, range from

8.4—12.8 mph (TerEco Corp., 1972). These southeast winds normally

predominate during the spring and summer months at velocities ranging

on a daily basis from 4 to 30 knots. Winds in the eastern portion of

Sector 5, i.e., central Gul f , are very similar in velocity but tend to

have a more easterly component. Winds for this sector are the calmest

• during July and August with average speeds of 7—10 knots (U.S. Navy

Hydrographic Office, 1972). Wind speeds increase somewhat during

September—October having average speeds of 10—12 knots. Wind speeds are

highest in November—February , averaging 13—15 knots. Winds tend to

subside in March—June and by July—August they are back to their lowest

average velocity.

Sector 4, consisting of the eastern Gulf and specifically western

Florida, is influenced more by the Bermuda high and its position than

is Sector 5. Southerly components in the summer and northerly components

• in the winter are more evident in the wind directions along peninsular

Florida. The mean annual wind speeds range from 7.4-11.7 knots with a

maximum average of 5 .9—8.2  knots. The offshore marine region south of

27°N latitude differs only slightly from that region north of the
specified latitude as can be noted in the following wind tabulation :

North Area South Area 
—

Wind Speed Sept.—Apr. May—Aug. Sept .—Apr. May—Aug.

Mean speed (1cm) 12.6 8 .4 12.0 8.5

Less than ~ acm 19% 38% 19% 40%

Greater than 16 km 22% 6% 20% 6%
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For those offshore regions the wind has a northerly component 52 percent

of the time and southerly component 37 percent of the time during the

fall—winter interim. For the spring—summer period the northerly com—

ponent is 28 percent while the southerly component is 42 percent.

Abnormally high speed winds may occur within the Gulf region during

winter (as “northers”) or late sunnier (as tropical storms or hurricanes).

A norther is a strong cold wind coming from the northeast—northwest

and may extend Into the Gulf area between November and April. This cold

air mass is usually preceded by a warm and cloudy or rainy spell with

southerly winds. From one to six northers are likely to be severe over

the Gulf during individual years . They generally last about a day and

a half , but severe storms may endure for three or four days (Brower et

al., 1972).

Tropical storms (winds of 34 to 63 knots) and hurricanes (winds of 64

knots or higher) are more active in the Gulf during the months of August

and Sep tember. The great majority of the Gulf’s tropical storms and
hurricanes originate in the Caribbean or lower Gulf and move at a mean

speed of approximately 10 knots. Figure 59 shows the number of times

that hurricanes have occurred in coast—to—offshore zones within the Gulf

of Mexico during the period from 1900 to 1956. The eastern portion of

Sector 5 reveals the maximum of offshore occurrences; however, that

region is almost equaled in frequency by all of the subzones displayed

for Sector 4. Tropical storms and hurricane frequencies for specific

areas of the Gulf (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1973) are given in the

tabulation below.

L 

Recurrence Interval in Years

Area Storms Hurricanes

Panama City 1.4 3.8

• Mobile — Pascagoula 1.8 4.9

Southwest Pass 1.5 4.1
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I
Bayou Lafourche 1.6 4.1

Sabine Pass 2.3 4 .9

Galveston — Freeport 2.1 3.2

Corpus Christi 1.8 2.9

For additional data concerning environmental conditions in the Gulf of

Mexico, one can refer to Marcus (1973).

FISHERIES RESOURCES

The Gulf fishery is dominated by shellfish , primarily shrimp, crabs,

and oysters with smaller amounts of clams and scallops. The catch of

finfish is dominated by the menhaden both in volume and value. Although

the volume of the finfish catch greatly exceeds the catch of shellfish ,

the value of the shellfish catch is 3 to 4 times more valuable. The

main shrimp fishery includes the brown shrimp (Penaeus aztecus), the

white shrimp (P. setiferus) and the pink shrimp (P. duorarum). Sea bobs

(Xlphopenaeus kroyeri) and the deepwater royal red shrimp (Hymenopenaeus

robustus) contribute only approximately 3 percent to the shrimp catch.

The Gulf fishery concentrates around the Mississippi Delta, clearly the

most productive region in the Gulf. Approximately 30 to 40 percent of

the total fishery production is taken on the eastern side of the Delta

(Juhl, 1974).

The dependence of the Gulf fishery on the coastal environment is unparal-

leled , as Gunter (1967) estimates that 97.5 percent of the total com-

mercial fisheries catch for the Gulf is estuarine dependent, i.e., made
up of species spending all or part of their lives in estuaries. More—

F 
over , nearly all of the Gulf coast catch, including most of the menhaden,

is made within a few miles of the coast. Of the important commercial

L 

fish, only groupers and red snappers are caught primarily beyond the
12—mile limit; combined they constitute only approximately 1 percent of
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the volume and 2 percent of the value of the total Gulf catch.

• The average ranking of the most important commercial finfish for the

Gulf coast is shown below (U.S. Dept. of Interior, 1976):

By Volume By Value

Menhaden Menhaden
Mullet Red Snapper

• Croaker Mullet
Red Snapper Spotted Seatrout

• Groupers Croaker
Spanish Mackerel Groupers
Spotted Seat rout Pompano
Red Drum Spanish Mackerel
Flounders Red Drum
Black Drum Flounders
King Whiting King Mackerel
Whit e Seatrout Black Drum
Sheepshead White Seatrout

Sheepshead

Gulf fisheries currently contribute approximately 25—37 percent to the

total U.S. landings. Average landings for the combined (finfish and

shellfish) Gulf coast fishery during 1973—74 are estimated to be 1,660

million pounds valued at $254 million.

• The almost total dependence of Gulf fisheries on the coastal and estuar—

m e  waters would argue in f avor of the disposal of dredged material in
the deep ocean areas beyond the shelf. AL present the only commercial

fisheries on the outer shelf and upper slope are the red snapper and
royal red shrimp. An open—water fish , the red snapper (Lutjanus ~~~~~~
is usually associated with reefs , banks or other structural features in
the environment. The bank dwelling snappers also figure significantly

in the coastal sports fishery , which is confined largely to nearshore

regions. Commercial snapper fishermen utilize banks out to the edge of
the shelf.

The royal red shrimp (Hymenopenaeus robustus ), a trawlable species of
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• the upper continental slope , is of limited importance to the Gulf shrimp

fishery. Bullis (1955) reported on extensive trawling by the OREGON

• throughout much of the Gulf in the 185 to 550 m depth: “The distribu-

tional picture that emerged from this work shows royal red shrimp to be

present throughout the Gulf of Mexico on all types of bottom in a depth

range of 190 to 270 fms (348—474 m) ,  with a maximum range of 150 to 400

fms (274—732 m).” The species is concentrated on trawlable bottoms

southeast of the mouth of the Mississippi River and some commercial

fishing for the species has been carried out in this area. Whereas the

royal red shrimp is found off the Texas coast, present indications are

that its harvest is not economical in this area.

The fishery potential of the Gulf slope has been reviewed in detail by

W. Pequegnat et al. (1976). At the present t ime the commercial fishery

potential of the continental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico is

not being exploited in any systematic way.

Results of exploratory bottom longline operations in the western and

eastern sections of the continental slope of the northern Gulf were

reported by Nelson and Carpenter (1968). The most abundant fish species,

by number and weight, was the tilefish , Lopholatilus chamaeleontic~p~ .

This valuable food fish has been removed from the commercial market of

the middle Atlantic states since the early 1900’s (Bigelow and Schroeder,

1953) where annual landings had reached 12 million pounds. The total

depth range of the species in the Gulf was 165 to 410 m with primary
concentration between 275 and 365 m. Highest catches of tilefish were

made off the Texas coast where catches averaged about 1/2 pound per hook

(at 365 m). All six longline sets between 275 and 365 m off Texas

caught tilefish. In the eastern Gulf, longline sets caught tilefish with

less frequency. The most abundant single catch in this sector consisted

of 104 pounds per 300—hook line set at 320 m along the eastern edge of
DeSoto Canyon.
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Besides the tilefish, the other foodfish taken in abundance was the

yellowedge grouper , Epinephelus flavolimbatus. Again, the highest

catches were made off the Texas coast. Fishes taken in lesser quanti-

ties included the warsaw grouper (Epinephelus nigritus), the red

snapper (Lutjanus campechanus), vermilion snapper (Rhomboplites

aurorubens), wenchman (Pristopomoides aguilonaris), scamp (Mycteroperca

phenax), red grouper (Epinephelus mon o), black grouper (Mycteroperca

bonaci), porgies (Sparidae), and Gulf hake (Urophycis cirratus). Sharks,

which are at present of no commercial value, made up about a third of

the total bottom longline catch.

In summary, the most productive longlining area was the Texas coast

where peaks of foodfish abundance were noted at about 183 mu (several

species of grouper, of which the yellowedge grouper predominated) and

365 ma (where the tilefish was most abundant). Nelson and Carpenter

(1968) concluded that the Texas coast is the only part of the Gulf that

appears to offer commercial potential for bottom longlines, especially

since such gear can be fished ofl both rough and smooth bottoms. They

suggest that a trawling potential appears likely throughout the depth

range of the northern Gulf where the bottom is not excessively rough .

Since most of the area appears trawlable by the roller—rigged fish

trawls, they conclude that, “certainly a tilefish potential exists.”

Hook and line snapper fishing was formerly limited to banks and irregular

bottom areas in relatively shallow water of the shelf. However, during

• the 1950’s snapper fishermen equipped with power reels, stainless steel

wire lines, and electronic aids for determining position, depth , and
• likely fishing areas, extended the depth range of their fishing activi-

ties to at least 275 m . The catch consists of a variety of excellent

food fishes including the red snapper (Lutjanus campechanus), red

• grouper (Epinephelus mon o), and gag (Mycteroperca microlepis). In

deeper water the Brazilian snapper (Lutjanus aya) is taken in quantity ,

especially in 73 to 137 m on Little Campeche Bank south of Freeport ,
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• Texas.

Ab ove the outer continental shelf and upper slope in the general region

from central Louisiana eastward to about the level of Pensacola, Florida

large schools of clupeids and carangids have been reported . One such

report (Anonymous , 1969) indicated that the exploratory vessel OREGON II

had encountered large schools of round herring (Etrurneus teres) and

rough scad (Trachurus lathami) just off the bottom in 200 am of water off

the Louisiana coast. Bogdanov (1969) reported taking two tons of round

herring in 1/2 hour of t rawling in deep water south of Pensacola. He

noted that sonar recordings indicated large dense schools of round

herring over a significant area and that during the day these fishes

remained somewhat above the bottom at a depth of 80 to 93 m, but that

during the night they rose to within 10 to 17 mu of the surface . From

such reports it would appear that a significant fishery potential exists

in the northeastern Gulf for these commercially valuable species if they

can be captured.

Iwanmoto (1965) reviewed che results of surface school sightings and long—

line fishing by the exp Loratory vessel OREGON in the northern Gulf of

Mexico and assessed the fishery potential of the tuna stocks of the area.

Commercially exploitable stocks of four species of tuna are found in the

northern Gulf area. These include the skipjack tuna (Euthynnus pelamis),

a yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares), blackfin tuna (Thunnus atlanticus),

and bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus). The area of principal sightings and

longline catches lies in the water above the 183 to 1830—rn depth con-

tours. Tuna schools were found to be present at all seasons of the year,

but they seem to be more abundant in the northern Gulf during the summer

and fall months. Tuna schools have been located most frequently east and

southeast of the mouth of the Mississippi River , but this may be related

to the fact that exploratory operations have been most extensive in this

area.

Over the continental slope , both east and wes t of the mouth of the
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Mississippi River, there is clearly a commercially exploitable pelagic

fish population consisting primarily of tunas and their relatives, but

including other species. American efforts to exploit this resource

have not be very successful (Iwamoto, 1965). Antiquated longline gear

was tried, and this produced only moderate results. Purse seines,

very successful elsewhere, have yet to be tried. Meanwhile, Japanese

• and possibly Cuban fishermen have been making good catches of the larger

pelagic fishes.

Although considerable exploratory work remains to be carried out, the

principal features of the commercial fishery potential of the outer shelf

and slope waters of the northern Gulf coast may be stated with some

precision and assurance. In the eastern sector (essentially, from mid—

Louisiana to the vicinity of Pensacola, Florida) three basic fishery

types are supportable : these include bottom trawling for royal red

shrimp, maidwater trawling for clupeids and carangids , and surface long—

lining and purse seining for tunas and other large pelagic species. In

the western sector (from mid—Louisiana to the south Texas border) the

most effective fishing is for bottom and near—bottom species. This

includes bottom trawling for snappers and groupers (at about 183 mu) and

tilefish (at about 366 m), bottom longlining, and hook and line fishing

on the snapper banks. At present, none of these fishery potentials is

being fully exploited.

D. ATLANTIC COAST (SECTORS 1, 2, AND 3)

GEOMORPHOLOGY

The Atlantic Continental Shelf represents a natural seaward extension of

the onshore Atlantic Coastal Plain, which stretches from southern New

England to southern Florida. Offshore, the continental shelf, slope,

and rise comprise the Atlantic continental margin of North America. In

general, the relatively smooth , gently dipping shelf extends seaward to

a depth of 100—200 am where the break in slope marks the beginning of the
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more steeply inclined continental slope as the seaward dip increases

to 3°—6° (Uchupi, 1968). The continental slope has been described by

Emery and Uchupi (1972) as being the most significant topographic

discontinuity of the earth ’s crust because it marks the general position

of contact between continental and oceanic basement rocks. The boundary

between the shelf and slope is often cut by submarine canyons of varying

dimensions and numbers, thereby adding to the complexity of slope topo—

graphy. This is characteristic of the slopes of the Atlantic coast of

North America , which are discussed in more detail under the following

individual sectors. At the foot of the continental slope, around 2000

• m , regional declivity decreases onto the continental rise that continues
• down to abyssal depths exceeding 5000 m. Figure 60 shows the physio—

graphic provinces of the continental margin off the east coast of the

United States.

SECTOR 1 (NORThEAST COAST)

Continental Shelf

The Northeast Coast Sector extends southward from Cape Sable to Cape Cod

and is commonly recognized as the Gulf of Maine. This gulf region

derives its form from Georges flank to the south and the Scotian Shelf to

the north. Georges Bank, the easternmost part of the United States

continental shelf, is separated from the Scotian Shelf by Northeast

Channel (Figure 61). The Gulf consists of flat—topped banks, low swells ,
and numerous basins with varying sill depths . These shallow basins

• (maximum depth 377 am) occupy 30 percent of the area of the Gulf and most
are compound structures enclosing several separate deep areas (Uchupi,

1968). The deep areas are flat plains that contrast with undulating

basin floors and the gently sloping basin sides. Between the basins the

floor of the Gulf of Maine is irregular due to outcrops of bedrock and

concentrations of boulders , the latter being a result of glacial acti-

vity. Pleistocene glacial and fluvial action were the primary forces
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that shaped the present Gulf (Emery and Uchupi , 1972) and furnished the

wide variety of sedimentary types, ranging from clays to boulder tills,

found there.

The Bay of Fundy (Figure 61), a tributary of the Gulf of Maine, is a long

straight trough that contains several basins but as a whole is relative-

ly flat—floored. Two other features branch from the Gulf: Northeast

Channel and Great South Channel (Figure 61). Northeast Channel is a

U—shaped, curving channel with a deep hummocky floor that provides a

deepwater connection between the Gulf and the open sea. Great South

Channel is a broad , triangular reentrant into Georges Bank that nearly

separates the bank from the true continental shelf on the southwest.

These three physiographic features either originated or were modified by

glacial erosion. Most of the ice entered the Gulf of Maine directly from

the north—northwest and through the Bay of Fundy and escaped through

Northeast Channel, which possesses characteristics of a typical glacial

trough (Spencer, 1962). Some of the ice probably exited via Great South

Channel —— as im t ‘Lated by its topography and material taken from the

sea floor near ~... t~erminus.

Terraces have been recognized at depths of 40 and 60 m around the sub-

merged higher parts of the Gulf of Maine. Such topographic features

point to lower sea levels during postglacial times. It has been pro-

posed that the continental shelf down to what is now covered by 120 mu of

water may have once been exposed land (Bureau of Land Management , 1977).

Evidence for the assertion was in the form of deeply submerged shore

deposits of shells, peat, and remains of terrestrial animals.

Georges Bank is regarded as a coastal plain cuesta that was separated

from the mainland by stream and glacial erosion of the Gulf of Maine

and then slightly modified by glacial deposition that was ultimately

reworked by tidal currents atop the bank. This topograph high, 150 km
— wide and 280 km long, is one of a chain of banks extending from

p. 
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Nantucket Island to the Grand Banks. Two different types of topography

are noted across its top. The southern half is essentially smooth sand

sloping gently toward the south whereas the northern half is irregular,

having very large sand shoals that trend northwesterly and are separated

by flat—floored troughs (Uchupi, 1968). The shoals are about 10 km

apart and are as long as 75 km. Many are so near the ocean surface that

they cause storm waves to break and at all times produce turbulence

readily detected from aerial and shipboard observation.. Secondary and

tertiary sand waves on the tops and side slopes of the shoals exhibit

great variety in size, shape, and spacing. The shallower parts of the

top of Georges Bank, especially Georges Shoal, is undergoing constant

reworking by tidal currents. As a result, sand waves of all but the

deepest and largest class are continually being shifted and reworked.

Glacial till, with its numerous boulders , is confined to the northern

half of the bank while outwash deposits occupy the southern half of the

bank top .

Surficial sediments on the shelf region of Sector 1 are primarily well—

sorted sands composed largely of quartz and feldspar plus some glaucon—

ite, heavy minerals, and rock fragments. Shepard (1963) reports similar

deposits for Georges Bank where, in addition, gravel and even boulders

have been recovered by fishermen (Schlee and Pratt, 1970). The large

basins of the Gulf of Maine have sediments that are high in silt and

clay but have also a scattering of gravel and stones of various sizes.

Continental Slope

The continental slope between the Grand Banks and Cape Hatteras is most

likely the classical concept of a continental slope where the degree of

declivity increases from the outer shelf to that degree marking the

continental rise . The most obvious characteristic of the slope in that

region is an abundance of submarine canyons. Emery and Uchupi (1972)
state that there are at least 190 canyons between Labrador and Cape
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Hatteras. Some of the major ones within or near Sector 1 include

• Corsair, Lydonia, Gilbert, Oceanographer , and Hydrographer Canyons
(Figure 61). The base of the slope is found at depths ranging from

• 1000—3400 m with a median of 2000 am. In Sector 1, Northeast Channel

tends to be a site whe -e the slope changes in appearance. North of the

c mel the base of the slope is at a depth of 1000—1200 mu. Its low

relief is believed to be due to the deposition of a large volume of

sediment removed from the Gulf of Maine and the Scotian Shelf by pro—

glacial streams and Pleistocene glaciers. Seaward of Georges Bank the

slope increases in declivity and relief. Here the slope can be divided
A 

into an upper and a lower shelf break to a depth of 400 mu with a decli-

vity of less than 2° and the lower slope extending from 400—2000 mu with

a declivity of 6° (Uchupi, 1968). Both segments are cut deeply by the

aforementioned canyons and innumerable smaller gullies.

Continental Rise and Abyssal Plain

Extending from the base of the continental slope to the western margin

of the abyssal plains north of Cape Hatteras is a wide sedimentary

apron known as the continental rise. Its greatest width is off New

York City where it extends for almost 800 km. Over this distance , local
relief is generally less than 40 mu whereas its overall depth range is

from 1000—2200 tn at the base of the slope to about 5000 am at the seaward

edge of the rise . Most of the canyons on the adjacent slope have

channel—like expressions that cross the rise and disappear on the

abyssal plains farther east.

South of Georges Bank a chain of seamounts extends across the continen-

tal rise and the Sohm Plain, forming an arc more than 1800 km long

• (Figure 60). The seamounts seem to be on a fracture zone that possibly

was active as late as Eocene time (Uchupi, 1968).

L 

SECTOR 2 (MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT)
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Continental Shelf

From Great South Channel to the Florida Keys is a seaward dipping plat-

form extending from the shore to the continental slope in the north, to

• the Blake Plateau and to the Florida—Hatteras Slope farther south .
• Uchupi (1968) suggests the name East Coast Shelf for this province

(Figure 60). The continental shelf within Sector 2, extending from

Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras, may be characterized as a relatively smooth,

seaward—dipping platform disrupted by sand swells, channels, coral

mounds, and terraces. These surface irregularities generally have less

than 10 m of relief and produce moderate changes in the overall decli-

vity. T~e shelf area is 190 km wide south of New York City and narrows

to 23 km wide off Cape Hatteras. Seaward dip of the platform varies

from 0°09’ off Cape Hatteras to 0°93’ off New York. The continental

slope flanks the platform to the east of the shelf break where the sea-

ward dip increases to 2°—6° (Uchupi , 1968).

Present features of the continental margin are basically of Pleistocene

• age although they have undergone modification by post—Pleistocene

marine processes (McCleiland , 1974). For example, fluctuating sea

levels associated with glacial activities during the Pleistocene Epoch

resultec~ in a series of erosional terraces paralleling he present

shelf break, each terrace representing a stand—still of sea level. From

deepest to shallowest the linear features are termed the “Nicholls,”

“Franklin ,” “Fortune , ” and “Black Island” shor es (Emery an d Uchupi ,

1972). Features such as these terraces in some places have been obscur-

ed by reworking and redistribution of the surficial relict sediment.

These marine processes coupled with deposition of modern sediments have

been sufficient to partially bury or modify old stream channels that

aerially developed on the present shelf surface during low sea level

stands , which accompanied various glacial stages (McClennen , 1973).

Major well—defined channel passes with in Sector 2 include Delaware,

Hudson , and Black Island Chan~~~,, the latter two each having built a

delta at its mouth whe.i sea level stood about 70 m below the present
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level at the Fortune shore (Emery and Uchup i , 1972). In addition,

the Hudson Shelf Valley is one of the largest erosional features on the

East Coast Shelf. Figure 62 shows the relative position of these

physiographic features with respect to the shoreline and shelf break.

• Most of the Hatteras—Cape Cod shelf is mantled by fine to medium quartz

and feldspar sands that are, in places, interbedded with silt and clay

layers. Currents, both tidal and oceanic, have extensivdly reworked

the sand deposits and have formed several kinds of sand waves or ridges

on the continental shelf. Some of the ridges extend for tens of kilo-

meters and are up to 10 m hi gh. The shallower features change their

shape or their cover of sand ripples with each tide or tidal cycle. A

huge area of the features is represented by Nantucket Shoals, an area

of sand shoals and smaller sand waves that are closely akin to the ones

atop Georges Bank. Sand waves even occur throughout most of the open

continental shelf where tidal currents are not particularly fast. Their

shoreward movement is at a very slow rate whereas those sand waves in

deeper waters of the shelf are remaining essentially static, an indica-

tion that the deep ones probably are relict from a post— glacial time of

lower sea level. As the sea level rose they became isolated remnants

on the shelf surface.

All of the shelf sands are believed to have been extensively reworked

by ocean currents as sea level rose to its present position probably

accounting for the observed increase in grain size in a seaward direc-

tion (McClelland , 1974). Modern sedimentation in Sector 2 is occurring

primarily in a narrow nearshore belt  area in sediment traps such as
those created by lagoons and estuaries (Figure 63). It is of interest
that a significant portion of modern nearshore sediment may derive from
landward movement of fine—grained sediment from the central and outer

shelf (Milliman et al., 1972).

L 

The southwesternmost part of the Hatteras—Cape Cod shelf contains a

different type of topographic feature, a submerged irregular calcareous
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reef made of algal and coral growths. These low banks along the

Carolina coast extend from shore to the outer edge of the continental

shelf. Such features are more coimnon farther southwest and will be

described more fully in the Sector 3 discussion.

• Continental Slope

The continental slope between Georges Bank and Hudson Canyon is made up

of two segments, as was the southernmost portion of Sector 1. South

of Marth’s Vineyard the upper slope extends to a depth of 1000 m and

has a declivity of about 1°; the lower slope, which extends to a depth

of 2200 m , has a gradient of 3° (Uchupi, 1968). Here, as noted in

Sector 1, the slope is entrenched by submarine canyons. The upper

portion of the continental slope south of Black Island has a larger scar,

probably formed by slumping. Hudson Canyon, the Largest canyon off the

east coast of the United States lies along the western margin of this

part of the continental slope and is continuous in a seaward direction

across the continen tal rise. On the slope Hudson Canyon is 100—600 m

deep and about 12—15 km wide (Uchupi, 1968).

From Hudson Canyon to Cape Henry the continent~~1 slope is very irregular

• and has an average declivity of 4° . Major submarine canyons that  extend

part ly into the continental shelf in this reg ion include Wilmington ,
Baltimore , Washington , and Norfolk Canyons . These do not extend onto

the adjacent rise . South of Cape Henry to just below Cape Hatteras the

continental slope has a declivity between 40 and 5° and a height of

2000—2400 am. No major canyons are present but the scarp is cut by

innumerable small gullies (Uchupi, 1968). 0ff Cape Hatteras the gullies

tend to coalesce toward the base of the slope to form Hatteras Canyon

that extends across the rise onto the Hatteras Plain.

Continental Rise

The North American Rise begins at the base of the continental slope in
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II
depths that average about 2000 m between Cape Hatteras and Labrador

(Emery and Uchupi, 1972). On the seaward side it merges with the Sohm

Abyssal Plain (previous ly discussed) and the Hatteras Abyssal Plain at
depths between 5000 and 5450 m. Declivities are similar in the rises ,

decreasing from about 10 near their landward edges to less than 0.10

near their junctions with abyssal plains.

• On the North American Rise near its boundary with the Hatteras Plain ,

a range of asymmetric hills 10—110 m high and 2—12 km apart are

recognizable. Some of the hills, particularly those nearest the abyssal

plain, appear to be in an inactive stage and to be in the process of

being buried by sediments (Emery and Uchupi, 1972). Satisfactory con-

clusions about their origin have not been reached.

Abyssal Plain

The Hatteras Abyssal Plain is only about a third as large as the Sohm

Plain. It is about 700 km long and extends from a depth of 5200 to

5550 m. At the south end it is connected to the Blake—Bahama Abyssal

Plain on the west and to the Nares Abyssal Plain on the east by narrow

gaps. From west to east , each of the three plains is progressively

deeper. The progressive deepening, flat floors, and connection by

cl.annels provide topographic support for sedimentary evidence that the

abyssal plains are huge turbidite deposits derived trom North American

land areas.

SECTOR 3 (sOUTH ATLANTIC BIGHT )

Continen tal Shelf

This sector encompasses that portion of the Atlantic coast extending

from Cape Hatteras to Cape Canaveral. In this region the shelf Is

separated from the true continental slope by the Blake Plateau , the
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Florida—Hatteras Slope, and a small portion of the Florida Straits

(Figure 60). From Cape Hatteras to Cape Lookout the East Coast Shelf

is flanked by the Blake Plateau and south of Cape Lookout by the Florida—

Hatteras Slope. Of f Cape Hatteras the shelf break is at a depth of

55 am; it increases to 70 am off Jacksonville, Florida. South of

Jacksonville the shelf break becomes progressively shallower to a depth

of less than 10 in in the vicinity of West Palm Beach. Variation in

depth along the shelf break is due to sediment upbuilding off Cape

Hatteras and to calcareous deposition of i south Florida.

The Florida—Hatteras Shelf is neither traversed by shelf channels nor

incised by heads of submarine canyons. If channels or canyons are

present , they are inadequately portrayed on the basis of existing

aoundings (Emery and Uchupi, 1972). Most prominent of the topographic

features are long sinuous shoals that reach most of the way across the

continental shelf from the major projections of the coast. Diam ond

Shoals extends southcastward from Cape Hatteras, Cape Lookout Shoals

from Cape Lookout, and Frying Pan Shoals from Cape Fear; smaller unnamed

shoals are present of f Cape Romain and Cape Canaveral. Sand waves are

also prominent features on the Florida—Hatteras Shelf especially in

embayments formed by the coastal projectior.s. Small negative topo-

graphic features are present in the form of spring holes such as the one

about 5 km off Crescent Beach, Florida. This spring is approximately

30 am in diameter and has a depth of about 42 in below the general shelf

level. Water ~it a temperature of 22°C rises to the ocean surface from

the Eocene Ocala Limestone , carrying with it much sediment and forming

a surface boil.

Included with the depositional forms atop the shelf are the low circular

algal banks along the Carolina coast that extend from shore to the

outer edge of the shelf and the active and dead coral reefs south of

West Palm Beach (Uchupi, 1968). Some calcareous reefs are within a

L few ki l ometres of the shore , but more of them are the ancient algal
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reefs that border the shelf break. These reefs are at depths of 80 to

100 am of f Cape Lookout and have been shown to extend more or less

unbroken from Cape Hatteras to Miami (Emery and Uchupi, 1972). A

general southward shoaling of the reef is probably the result of more

active growth of calcareous reef—building organisms in warm southern

waters rather than the result of tectonic tilting .

The sand cover on the continental shelf of Sector 3 is well sorted and

has a symme trical grain—size distribution curve. These shelf sands

south of Cape Hatteras contain an appreciable amount of calcium carbonate

but are still texturally similar to those sands consisting mainly of

quartz and feldspar north of Cape Hatteras. Thus, it does not appear

that composition influences grain—size distribution on the East Coast

Shelf. Most calcium carbonate on the shelf is biogenic and of local

origin (Pratt, 1968).

Intermediate Provinces

Florida—Hatteras Slope. Adjoining the continental shelf , the Florida—

Hatteras slope occupies the usual position of a continen tal slope

(Figure 60), but differs from slopes in its low gradient , low relief ,

and interruption by a broad flat terrace (Blake Plateau) at depths less

than 700 am. The landward edge of this slope appears to be those algal

reefs that border the shelf break. Beyond the reefs, the slope has a

declivity angle of about 30~~ Emery and Uchupi (1972) interpret the

Florida—Hatteras Slope to be a sedimentary apron that prograded across

Blake Plateau strata eroded by the Gulf Stream rather than a fault scarp.

Blake Plateau. The Blake Plateau is a broad platform extending from the

northern tip of the Straits of Florida to Cape Lookout, where it merges

with the continental slope. Depths on the plateau range from 60—750 in

along its western margin and from 800—1000 in along Its outer edge with

an average depth of 850 m. Uchupi (1968) describes the area north of
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I
• latitude 32° as relatively smooth, dipping seaward with a gradient

between O°47’ and 0°20 ’ and forming a transitional zone between the
continental slope to the north and the broad, flat plateau proper to

the south. The plateau is widest south of latitude 30° (Figure 60);

this segment of the plateau is relatively smooth, except for a rough

zone near the base of the Florida—Hatteras Slope, which extends from

the Straits of Florida to Cape Romain.

Between 300 and 32°N latitude the rough topography extends across the

plateau. Broad benches are separated by slopes that are 100—200 m

high and that have declivities of about O°15’. The surface of these

benches are slightly warped and contain many boxlike depressions with

steep side slopes. Around the margin of the lows separating the

benches are depressions, some of which are fringed by coral mounds that

reach heights upward to 160 am (Uchupi, 1968). Seaward of the benches ,

the plateau is relatively smooth. Within this smooth zone is a north-

east trending projection, the Blake Spur.

From latitude 32° to latitude 28°, contact between the Florida—Hatteras

slope and the plateau is very ragged with isolated depressions abutting

the base of the slope. The depressions are linear and may have resulted

from erosion by the Gulf Stream. Low conical hills are scattered over

both the depressions and the separating spurs. These hills are inferred

to be coral mounds similar to those near the edge of the Blake Plateau

(Emery and Uchupi, 1972).

Continental Slope

From Cape Hatteras to the Blake Spur the top of the slope is at a depth

of 1000 m and its base is at depths ranging from 2000 to 2600 m. Here

the slope descends directly onto the crest of the Blake Ridge. The

continental slope south of the Blake Spur has the steepest declivity of

any segment off the east coast. This part of the slope, known as the
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Blake Escarpment has a gradient at least as steep as 150 with parts so

steep that they cannot be measured with ordinary echo—sounding equipment

(Eme ry and Uchupi, 1972). The Blake Escarpment at the edge of the Blake

Plateau extends almost north—south except where it is interrupted at

30°N latitude by the Blake Spur.

The continental slope off the Carolinas is covered by sand and sandy

silt. North of this area, the slope is covered by clayey and sandy

silt. These deep sands, basically carbonate in content , m.iy be dis-

placed shallow—water sediments from reefs or banks or may be the remains

of pelagic organisms in the ocean.

Abyssal Plain

The Hatteras Plain, which constitutes the abyssal plain in this sector,

was discussed under Sector 2 (Middle Atlantic Bight).

OCEANOGRAPHY/METEOROLOGY

• GENERAL CIRCULATION

The general circulation of the north Atlantic Ocean is shown in Figure

64. The North Atlantic Ocean is dominated by a clockwise gyre. This

gyre may be considcred to start with the North Equatorial Current , which

is driven by the northeast trade winds. This current is joined at

about 1O°—l5 °N latitude by part of the South Equatorial Current , which

has turned north across the equator into the North Atlantic. Outside

the West Indies, these combined currents are known collectively as the

Antilles Current. Of f the Coast of Florida the Florida Current , which

comes from the Gulf of Mexico, is joined by the Antilles Current , and

this admixture forms the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream breaks away from
the coast at Cape Hatteras and flows northeastward to the Grand Banks
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of Newfoundland. From there it becomes diffuse and is known as the

North Atlantic Current. The northern edge of the Gulf Stream forms a

weak polar front against the southeast flowing Labrador Current.

In general , from Cape Hatteras northward the admixture of the Labrador

Curren r with continental freshwater runoff forms the Shelf or Coastal

Water, while the admixture of the Labrador Current with the Gulf Stream

forms the Slope Water (Figure 65).
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Figure 65. Surface water provinces between the
New En gland coast and Bermuda (after Iselin , 1936).

WATER MASSES

There are three water masses that contribute to the physical structure
of the water overlying the continental slope on the east coast of North
America. Shelf water (SW) and North American Slope Water (NASW)

normally cover thi.~ region with somewhat periodic intrusions of the Gulf

Stream (GSW) , which add to the complexity of the structure .

Shelf Water
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Shelf water can be identified in terms of its Temperature/Salinity (T/S)

relation by a mode that exists from 3° C, 32.6 ppt to 11° , 35.0 ppt in

the volumetric T/S diagram for the mid—Atlantic Bight (Nantucket Shoals

to Cape Hatteras )~ This mode represents the dominant water mass on the

• shelf , 31 percent of the total volume during the winter (December ,
January, February) season (Wright and Parker , 1976). The summer diagram
(July, Augus t , September) has more scatter but similar composition.

Along this modal line variations in the salinity partial sums are evident

with a maximum from 32.6—32.8 ppt , a minimum from 33 .6—33.8 ppt and a

gradual increase to 35 ppt. The minimum marks the transition between

shoreward coastal water (32.6 ppt) and the outlying shelf—ed ge waters
(35 ppt) .

A strong correlation exists between the identified subclasses of shelf

water and the underwater topography. Water with salinity less than

33.8 ppt constitutes 88 percent of all the water shoreward of the 60—rn

depth contour. Only 7.5 percent of water in the salinity range 33.5—

35 ppt occurs at depths shallower than 60 am and 87 percent of this water

occurs in water depths greater than 100 am. From their analysis , Wri ght

and Parker (1976) have determined that the volume of coastal water is
3 .  . 3 .remarkably constan t , varying from 4945 km in winter to 5147 ~~~ ~ n

summer.

North American Slope Water

The volumetric T/S diagram for the mid—Atlantic Bight exhibits another

modal line that joins the shelf water line at 5° C , 35 ppt and extends
to 14°C, 35.2 ppt.  These indices mark the main range of NASW in the
Bight .  The slope water T/S relation closely parallels the North Atlantic
basin relation (Wright and Worthington , 1970) but  is fresher . Iselin

* 3The volume of this region , inshore of the 200— m isobath , is 7786 km

L (Wright and Parker , 1976). For comparison , the volume of the North
Atlantic Ocean is 137,222 ,000 kin3.
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(1936) considered it 0.02 to 0.04 ppt fresher. The slope water is

actually a mixing zone for shelf and Gulf Stream waters. At middepths,

the relatively cold waters are quite consistent in character. Slope

water was so named by Huntsman (1924) and is indistinguishable in terms

of T/S from North Atlantic waters below 900 m. The T/S relation is

variable in the surface waters , a fact that reflects the mixing process-

es that exist in the region. It appears that local climatic conditions —

affect the structure to a depth of 150—200 m. The mixing mechanisms are

then atmospheric and intrusions of shelf and Gulf Stream waters.

Movement of shelf water out over the 200—am contour (over the continental

slope) occurs in three ways. Delineated by the 10°C isotherm , the

shelf water front actually extends into the slope region above a deeper

intrusion of the saltier slope water. During summer the 10°C isotherm

Is skewed seaward near the surface and shoreward at depth. The offshore

movement of the shelf boundary actually represents a 10 percent increase
iii the shelf water region in a vertical section (Wright , 1976). Com-

plicated temperature and salinity gradients exist in this region. The

horizontal exchanges are, therefore, vertically structured and a definite

influence is made on the Bight circulation by fluxes along this boundary~
Wright and Parker (1976) state that over half of the shelf—edge water

extends over the shelf break in this situation. Shelf water has been

found embedded in NASW, and Wright (1976) has broken the occurrence of

such “calvingt’ into two classes, which he calls types A and B. The

calves are thin lenses of shelf water, approximately 20 to 80 am thick,

10 to 20 km in length , and are defined by temperatures of 10°C or lower

and salinities of 34.5 ppt or fresher. Type A has a surface expression

of low temperature and is isothermal to 50—80 am. B— type lenses have a

minimum temperature at 50 am and may have temperatures of 13° C to 24°C

above and 13° C to 15°C below them. (Possibly Type B represents the edge

of a Type A lens). These lenses probably form a portion of the

*There exist~ an unpublished T/ S analysis of the slope water region by
Worthington and Wright.
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filamental structures that are often seen on satellite photographs of

this region .

A second mechanism for the export of shelf water into the slope water

region is entrainment at Cape Hatteras along the northeastern side of

the Gulf Stream . Thus , it is not out of the question to have mixing of

shelf and slope water on both sides of the slope water region and with-

in the region itself.  The mixing process is also augmented by the

intrusion of the Gulf Stream into ~he slope water as it f lows along the

continental slope and through the means of mesoscale anricyclonic eddies

(Figure 66) called rings, which are formed nominally at the longitude of

Georges Bank and transit the slope water to Cape Ha tteras where they

are entrained back into the Gulf Stream (Richardson, 1976). In terms of

the physical structure of the mid—Atlantic Bight , these r ings can sweep

shelf—edge water of f  the shelf into the slope water region. Further ,

they are composed essentially of Gulf Stream waters, warmer and more

saline than SW and NASW, and reach down to depths of 1000 am with a

characteristic ‘dishpan ” lens shape of isotherms and isohalines.

The Gulf Stream

The Gulf Stream, the major boundary current in the western North Atlantic

Ocean, represents a band of swiftly flowing waters between NASW and the

waters of the North Atlantic central gyre. It forms a continuous move-

ment northward from the Straits of Florida and then northeasterly from

Cape Hat teras  to Grand Banks (Iselin , 1936). The Stream is approximately

130 n . mile wide and generally no warmer than a correspondin g depth in
the Sargasso Sea on its eastward and southwestward sides. Occasionally

thi s generalization is broken by the presence of advected waters in its

surtuce layers that have been brought from lower latitudes . There is

a considerable gradient in temperature and salinity across the Gulf

Stream with , for instance, a cooling of 6° to 7°C in a vertical distance

of 400 to 500 m. The Gulf Stream executes small and limited meanders
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south of Cape Hatteras and east of 70°W much larger meanders take place

(Hansen , 1970) that can eventually progress to comp lete instabilit y and

produce mesoscale rings (both north and south of the main current)

(Parker , 1971) . The characteristic (or parent wave) T/S index for the

- 
- Gulf Stream is generally taken as 25°C, 36.3 ppt. The Gulf Stream

undergoes zonal transformation as it flows northward by mixing with

waters on its shoreward side and from underneath as it proceeds into the

Nor th American basin northeast of Cape Hatteras . In addition , cooling

and some desalinization occurs due to interactions with the atmosphere.

NESO-SCALE CIRCULATION FEATURE S

The dynamic features presen t at the edge of the continental shelf and

over the slope are correspondingly as complex as the physical structure.

Movement off , on , and alongshore may be present in addition to advected

vortices that circulate water toward and away from the shelf province.

The shelf circulation is certainly responsive to local wind systems and

the passage of major winter storms. In the winter , nor ’easte rs can

develop a considerable horizontal pressure gradient by setting up water

against the coastline. The results are strong south—southwest currents

probably in the order of 50 to 75 cm/sec, which would decrease in mag-
nitude toward the shelf break. The period associated with this flow is

two or four days (storm passage). This is in contrast with the general

drift figure of 5 cm/sec (in a like direction) that is reported by

Bumpus (1973) for the background motion from Nantucket Shoals to Diamond

Shoals. Winds of this nature endure for up to a week. At Cape Hatteras

the slow flow is entrained in the Gulf Stream excep t in certain instances
when meteorological conditions permit the inshore passage of water around

the cape to the south . Mixing and convective motions on the inner

portions of the shelf are generated with the development of wind systems

during the fal l  and by spring warming and freshwater runoff. These

motions are directly correlated to the maintenance of the T/S structure
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of the region. Superimposed on this possible pattern are the semi—

diurnal and diurnal tidal motions that ef fec t ively su rge the bight

rhythmically at 12 .4— and 24—hour periods, respectively . These tidal

components are linked to the generation of internal wave motions of the

same periods. The internal waves propagate shoreward in the slope water

essentially following the density structure onto the shelf. Breaking

has not been directly observed , but satellite evidence has been cited

for their existence on the shelf. At the shelf edge, wind—driven

inertial motion should be present and contributes to swirling, mixing

motions in the surface layers.

Kroll an~ Niiler (1976) have discussed the possibility of topographic

— Roesby waves , which would move upslope onto the shelf and bring longer

period motions of the order of one month into play in the region. The

motion of the Gulf Stream also plays a part in these longer per iod

motions or surges at the shelf break. Gulf Stream meanders have been

observed in satellite photographs to regularly move shoreward and

retreat at time intervals of weeks to a month. Given a sufficient

departure from its mean path and a sustained growth, these intrusions

into the slope water region can break off and become separate dynamic

entities known as anticyclonic rings (Saunders, 1971). Trapped in the

slope water and bounded by the coastline and the Gulf Stream, these

rings transit the mid—Atlantic Bight in two to three months serving as

significant mixing mechanisms. Anticyclonic rings rotate in a clock-

wise manner and bring slope water onto the shelf while transporting

cold , fresh water off the shelf in their lee. In addition , by turbulent

transfer, their initial Gulf Stream water mass is introduced into the

environment at its periphery. The swirl velocity around the ring can

amount to 50 to 100 cm/sec.

WINDS AND STORMS

Sector 1 (Northeast Coast)
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1~ Winds. The surface winds over the North Atlantic area (both onshore and

offshore) generally come f rom a prevailing westerly direction throughout

the year . There is an overall shift to the northwe8t during winter

months and to the southwest during summer (Brower et al., 1972; U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, 1973). Annual average onshore winds in Sector

1 range from a high of 11.5 knots at Boston , Massachusetts to a low of

7.3 knots at Brun swick , Maine (U .S .  Depar tment of Commerce , l976a).

Offshore wind conditions for the Boston Sea area show an annual mean of

14.2 knots from the southwest. The offshore winds are, for the most

part , higher than those reported for onshore stations ; however , direc-

tions are basically the same —— northwest component in winter and south--

west in summer. The winter months, i.e., December through February ,

have the greater average velocities whereas the minimum average speeds

are noted during July and August. Maximum annual wind speed for Boston

is reported for the month of August when velocities reached 56 knots

from the north—northwest. Additional data concerning wind conditions

within Sector 1 are shown in Table 29.

Storms. Storms passing through the North Atlantic area are of either

the tropical or extratropical type. The low pressure center of the

extratropical storm enters the region from the west, coming through the

St. Lawrence Valley or New England , or the southwest, coming from of f—

shore. The tropical storms form over the warm waters of the Caribbean ,
Gulf of Mexico , or the Atlantic south of Cape Hatteras and move into the
area of Sector 1 along the Atlantic coast or from offshore.

The extratropical cyclones (“Nor ’easters ” ) ,  which move through the area
from the southwest (with northeast winds), may be more severe in terms

of precipitation and winds than those moving in from the vest. These

storms can form at any time but are more frequent and intense between
October and April (Brower et- al . ,  197Z) with maximum severity near New
England and Canada. Heavy snow or rain may be extensive before the storm

— center passes and gales of hurrican e force can occasionally occur (U.S.
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Table 29

Wind Conditions Within Sector 1, Northeast Atlantic Coast

Mean Speed (Knots) and Direction
Month Brunswick~ Maine Boston , Massachusetts Gulf of Maine

January 7.3 N 12.4 WNW 18.8 Nw

February 7.7 N 12.6 WNW 18.3 NW

March 8.4 N 13.2 NW 16.9 WNW

April 8.9 SSW 13.0 WNW 13.5 W

May 8.5 SSW 11.9 SW 12.0 SW

June 7.6 SSW 10.8 SW 11.4 SSW

July 7.1 SSW 10.2 SW 9.9 SW

August 5.3 SSW 10.0 SW 10.9 SW

September 6.7 SSW 10.3 SW 12.0 SW

October 6.6 S 10.8 SW 14.1 SW

November 6.5 N 11.6 WNW 16.8 NW

December 7.0 N 12.0 WNW 18.3 W

ANNUAL 7.3 sSW 11.5 SW 14.2 SW

From U.S.  Depar tment of Commerce , 1975; 1976a
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Department of Commerce , l9 76a) .

Tropical cyclones are most likely to move north into the area during

late summer and autumn, though the frequency is low. These storms

generally travel through the area in a northeastern direction towards

and across Nova Scotia or over adjacent waters and are usually much

more severe than extratropical storms that have occurred in the same

season. However, many are less intense upon arrival in Sector 1 than

they originally were in southern latitudes. Tropical cyclones with

winds of 34—63 knots are called tropical storms while those with winds

greater t~~3-~ 63 knots are hurricanes.

The northeastern United States has been severely affected by hurricanes

five times between 1938 and 1963. Their frequency can, therefore, be

estimated to average approximately one per six years, whereas nor’easters

with storm surges of two or more feet occur at least once or twice per

year. The approximate paths of all hurricanes that passed through the

North Atlantic region between 1901 and 1963 can be found in Cry (1965).

Thunderstorms usually occur during the summer months (U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers, 1972) but they have occurred in New England during every

month of the year. Boston averages 19 days per year with thunderstorm

activity while Portland averages 18 days.

~‘ector 2 (Middle Atlantic Bigh t)

Winds. Surface winds over the Middle Atlantic region are very similar

to those discussed under the Northeast Coast Sector ; that is to s.~y,

they generally come from a prevailing westerly direction throughout the

year , and they experience the same winter and summer shif ts  to the north

and south , respectively. Also , the average wind speeds are generally
lower dt ring the warmer months than those during the colder months. The

offshore winds , however , do exhibit a tendency to be slightly stronger
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than onshore winds during winter but exhibit little difference during

- : the summer (U.S. Department of commerce , 1975 , l976b , 1976c).

The position and intensity of the Bermuda—Azores high pressure system

primarily controls the Atlantic coast’s general surface wind pattern.

Its characteristics and location are quite variable through the year.

Dur ing the winter, the system is centered far to the southeast, which

causes maj or low pressure storm systems to move through the mid—Atlantic

states. In the spring, its migration northward begins to affect the

southeastern United States. The northernmos t position is attained

during the summer and at this time the entire eastern seaboard is with-

in its circulation, causing frequent showers and thunderstorms and

fairly low wind speeds. Finally, in the fall, the Bermuda—Azores high

moves southward and eastward with the weather gradually returning to its

winter pattern .

Table 30 presents average wind speeds on both a monthly and annual basis
for selected offshore regions. Observations by ocean vessel station

“Hotel” is probably most representative of the full range of weather

conditions since weather is its primary mission, and the other regions

rely on ships in passage for data (Havens et al., 1973). Figure 67

shows locations of the offshore regions under consideration.

Storms. Most storms that occur throughout the mid—Atlantic region are

either of the transcontinental or of the tropical type (U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 1972). In general , the tropical storms occur in the fall

or early winter (and are more extensive) while the transcontinental ones

occur primarily in the spring. In New Jersey, severe tropical storms

causing significant destruction can be expected to occur , on the average,

once every five years (EG & C Environmental Consultants , 1973).

According to Cry (1965) the regions of maximum tropical cyclone

(hurricane) activity have been Florida, Texas, the middle Gulf coast,
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Table 30

Wind conditions Within Sector 2, mid—Atlantic Bi&ht

Mean Speed (Knots) and Direction
Month New York* Atlantic City* Norfolk* “Hotel”*

January 15.1 W 16.5 NW 16.1 NW 21.0 NW

February 15.3 W 16.1 NW 15.7 NW 22.0 NW

March 17.7 W 15.1 NW 15.4 NW 22.0 NW

April 12.5 W 13.1 S 13.8 S 19.0 SW

May 10.2 S 10.9 S 11.8 S 17.0 SW

June 9.8 S 10.3 S 10.9 S 13.0 SW

July 9 .3  S 10.5 S 10.7 S 12.0 SW

August 9.2 S 10.7 S 10.9 S 15.0 SW

September 10.9 S 11.8 S 12.2 S 16.0 E

October 12.1 NW 13.8 N 13.9 N 15.0 E

November 14.5 W 15.2 NW 14.7 NW 18.0 NW

December 15.4 W 15.6 NW 15.2 NW 21.0 NW

ANNUAL 12.2 S 13.2 S 13.4 S 18.0 SW

*
Locations of these offshore weather data regions are mapped in Figure
67.

(Fro m Haven s et al. ,  1973; U.S. Department of Commerce, 1975 , 1976b).
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and the Carolinas . Cry (1965) has illustrated the approximate paths

of all hurricanes that have passed through the mid—Atlantic region

between 1901 and 1963. The period from November 1 to Nay 31 is the

least active in terms of hurricanes, with only two having occurred over

the 63—year span. On the other hand, the period from August 21 to

September 10 is the most active with a total of 17 hurricanes occurring

over the 63 years.

Thunderstorms account for the majority of the precipitation in the

mid—Atlantic area from May to September. These are generally localized

and tend to be spotty, but they are most frequent over land or near

coastal waters in the afternoon, while at night they are more common

over the open ocean.

Extratropical storms, north’easters, occur throughout the year but with

greater likelihood during the winter. These storms normally enter from

the west and pass through the northeastern states and down the St.

Lawrence Valley , or they enter from the southwest with their centers
offshore.

Sector 3 (South Atlantic Bight)

Winds. In winter over the northern part of the sea area of this sector

(north of latitude 30°) predominant winds are from the western quadrant

with northwest and southwest winds being quite frequent. Along the

Florida coast , south of latitude 30°, easterly winds are predominant

throughout the year. Winds from the southwest, south , and northeast

are equal in frequency over the northern portion in the spring, whereas
along the middle coast of this sector south and southwest winds pre—

dominate. In the summer the Bermuda—Azores high causes southwesterly

winds over the northern and middle portions of the coast in Sector 3.

Recession of the high pressure system in the autumn results in an

increase in the frequency of northerly winds from the middle part of the

coast northward .
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Wind velocities over Sector 3 are generally moderately light , averaging

7—10 knots over the year (Table 31) . Monthly averages vary in summer

from 6—10 knots and 8—12 knots in winter. North of Cape Hatteras

the frequency of calms is less than 1 percent , but over the majority of

the South Atlantic Bight Sector it ranges from 15—20 percent during the

year . Though winds greater than 34 knots are comparatively infrequent,

they have been recorded at the stations listed in Table 31 at almost any

time of the year (U.S. Department of Commerce , l976c).

Storms . Cry (1965) reports that the Florida—Georgia region has been

significantly affected by 43 hurricanes between the years of 1901 and

1963. Wi thin that period the two—state area encountered 51 tropical

storms. During the same 1901-1963 interim the Carolinas were affected

by 27 hurricanes and 15 tropical storms .

The coas tal region of Sector 3 has general ly exper ienced t ropical

cyclones of one type or another as early as May 28 and as late as

December 2. That portion of the region near Miami is most likely to

experience a hurricane in any one year (16 pe rcent probabil i ty) .

Prob ability drops to less than 2 perct~nt farther north in the Jackson-

ville area , rises back up to 8 percent in the Charleston area , and stays

uniformly high, peaking again at 11 percen t probability at Cape

Hatteras .

FISHERIE S RESOURCES

SECTOR 1 (NORTHEAS T COAST)

Traditionally, the northwestern Atlantic Ocean has been considered one

of the more productive fishing grounds in the world. The fishing indus-

try of the northeastern U.S. is large and varied , operating both near—

shore and considerable distances offshore , although the bulk of the catch
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comes from waters over the continental shelf. Before 1960 the offshore

fishing grounds between Nova Scotia and the Hudson Canyon had been

exploited almost exclusively by U.S. fishermen. Since that time,

foreign vessels have greatly expanded their exploitation of the area to

the point where the foreign annual harvest is 2 to 5 times greater than

that of U .S .  fishermen. During this time of increased exploitation by

foreign nations, the total annual catch of fish has increased while U.S.

landings over the same period have declined.

The average annual landings of fish and shellfish in the northeastern

U.S. is presented in Table 32. Representing mean values over the period

1970—73, the northeast landings includes catches brought to port in

New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, and Maine. Some contribution from the mid—Atlantic Bight

f isher ies to these values Is inevitable.

Table 32

Annual Average Fish Landings in the

Northeastern U.S. for the years 1970—73

(Values 10 ’ pounds and lO~ dollars.)

— 
Fish Landings

Catch Basis Finflsh Shellfish Combined

weight 573,681 128,268 701,949
value $52 ,707 $83 ,716 $136 ,423

Adapted from: U.S.  Department of Interior , 1976

The contribution of these northeastern states is approximately 15—20

percent of the total U. S .  f ish production . However , these percentages
do not ref lect  the true productivity of the region especially (‘.eorges

Bank , because the landings by forei gn vessels are not included.
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Most of the major fishing areas of New England are banks or shoals,

ranging in size from a f’~w square kilometres to large plateaus, e.g.,

Browns Bank, George~ Bank. The relative importance of Georges Bank to

the northwest Atlantic fishery is evident from records of the Inter—

national Commission for the Northwest Atlantic fisheries. For the years

1968—72, 57 percent of the total catch was taken on Georges Bank, 22

percent was taken to the west of Georges Bank in the Rhode Island Sound

vicinity, 19 percent was taken in the Gulf of Maine, and the remainder

was taken from peripheral areas. Also important to the fisheries are

the deep basins in the Gulf of Maine and to the north of Georges Bank,

which provide refuge for species such as the longf in hake and redfish.

Of nearly 200 species of fish reported to range within the area, less

than half contribute to the commercial or sport catch. Less than 30

are of significant commercial value.

Two particularly important aspects of the northwestern Atlantic fishery

are the numerical contribution of the demersal finfishes and the

economic significance of the shellfish (crustaceans and molluscs). The

American Lobster (Homarus alnericarlus) and hard clam (Mercenaria

mercenaria) provide the greatest dollar value, together accounting for

an average of 41 percent of the northeast U.S. fishery production in

1970—73.

Demersal f ishes, which are important to the northeastern U.S. fishery,
are primarily the cod, haddock, hakes , and flounders. Ocean perch,

scup, and pollock also make a significant contribution. Herring and

menhaden dominate the pelagic catch , and although the pounds landed of

menhaden and herring are number 1 and 2, respectively, their contri-

bution to the total fishery value of the northeast is quite small.

Because of the preponderance of demersal fishes whose close association

with the bottom makes them more susceptible to impacts from dredged
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material disposal, the New England fisheries constitute a significant

biological concern in selecting a dredged material disposal site. It

is fortunate in considering deep ocean disposal that these deinersal

fisheries are largely confined to the waters overlying the continental

shelves. The continental shelves in the northeast U.S. are very wide,

and fishing efforts extend over their entirety. Although greatest

fishing efforts are in depths less than 200 m, the range of many impor-

tant demersal species extends below 200 m into the upper slope zone.

Those species of commercial importance, whose range extends to the edge

of the continental shelf and on to the slope and thus would be of

primary concern in deep ocean disposal, are presented in Table 33.

SECTOR 2 (MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT)

Of approximately 300 species of marine fishes reported to occur in the

mid—Atlantic Bight, less than half consistently occur on a yearly basis

(Saila and Pratt, 1973). Although about 80 species are considered

commercial species, almost the entire present commercial catch is made

up of approximately 30 species.

In the mid—Atlantic states the relative importance of shellfisheries is

greater than in the northeast. Hard clams, lobsters, surf clams, and

oysters continue to be the top four fisheries providing the greatest

dollar value. The contribution of demersal finfish to the mid—Atlantic

fishery production is reduced from that in the northeast, and the

importance of pelagic fisheries is increased , e.g., bluefish, bluefin

tuna, seatrout, striped bass, mackerel, and others.

Owing to the proximity of Georges Bank to some of the northern mid—

AtI3nLic states, a portion of the landings credited to the mid—Atlantic

production are inevitably taken in the prolific fishing grounds imme—

dlately to the north . This overlap in mid—Atlantic and New England

‘s.h.rtes notwithstanding, the mid—Atlantic states (Rhode Island ,
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Table 33

Deniersal Finfish and Shellfish of the Outer Continental
Shelf and Upper Slope of Commercial Importance to the

Northeastern U.S. Fis~~~y

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Cod Abundant off Nantucket, north 90—310 m
Gadus morhua of Cape Cod , and southeast of spawns 200 m

Nova Scotia to Newfoundland
and Greenland

Haddock North of 4l°N, abundant on 30—410 n-.
Melanogrammus northern edge of Georges Bank
aeglefinus and Browns Bank

White hake North of 4l°N, abundant along 30—410 m
4 Urophycis tenuis northeastern edge of Georges

Bank and in Gulf of Maine

Squirrel hake Nova Scotia to Cape May, N.J. 30—370 m
Urophycis chuss abundant south of Cape Cod

Longfin hake Deep waters of Gulf of Maine 150—410 m
Urophycis chesteri at northern edge of Georges

Bank

Silver hake Nova Scotia to New Jersey, 30—410 m
Merluccius abundant west and southeast of
bilinearis Georges Bank and south of Cape

Cod

Redfish Eastern Georges Bank and Gulf 50—600 m
Sebastes mentella of Maine, north to Greenland,

abundant in deep basins in
Gulf of Maine

Longhorn sculpin South of 42°N, abundant on 37—370 m
Myoxocephalus Georges Bank and southeast of

octodecimspinosus Cape Cod

American goosefish Nova Scotia to Hudson Canyon 30—310 m
Lophius americantis abundant on north edge of

Georges Bank

(Continued)
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Table 33 (Concluded)

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Butterfish South of 4l°N, abundant south 30—270 in
Poronotus triacanthus of Cape Cod to Hudson Canyon

Scup South of 41°N, abundant south 30—170 m
Stenotomus versicolor of Cape Cod

American pollock Gulf of St. Lawrence to New 30—370 m
Pollachius virens Jersey, occasionally to Chesa-

peake Bay; abundant near and
west of Nova Scotia, and in
Gulf of Maine.

Gray sole (Witch Gulf of St. Lawrence to Cape 35—1500 m
flounder) Hatteras, abundant in Gulf of

Hippoglossoides Maine and southeast of Nova
platessoides Scotia along outer shelf and

slope

Yellowtail flounder Eastern Georges Bank south to 30—190 m
Limanda ferruginea Hudson Canyon, north of Cape

Cod

Fourspot flounder South of 42°N, abundant from 30—130 m
Paralichthys oblongus eastern Georges Bank to Hudson

Canyon

American plaice (dab ) North of 4l°N , abundant inshore 30—330 m
Hippoglossoides north of Cape Cod and southeast
platessoides of Nova Scotia

Ocean perch Iceland to New Jersey on outer 70—330 m
Sebastes marinus shelf and upper slope

American lobster From Labrador to North Carolina, Nearshore and at
Homarus americanus at edge of cc-~ tinental shelf edge of contin—

south and east of Georges Bank, ental shelf
also common nearshore

Deep sea prawn Deeper parts of Gulf of Maine , 200+ m; most
Pandalus borealis at edge of continental shelf abundant at 100—

north to Greenland 250 in

L 

Compiled from: Fritz, 1965; Food and Agriculture Organization, 1972; and
U.S. Department of Interior, 1976.
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Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland , and Virginia)

contribute about 7—10 percent of the total U.S. fishery production . The

average annual landings of fish and shellfish in the mid—Atlantic states

is presented in Table 34.

Table 34
Annual Average Fish Landings in the Mid—Atlantic States

(exclusive of Chesapeake Bay) for the years 1970—73

(Values ~~~ pounds and l0~ dollars)

Fish Landings
Catch Basis Finfish Shellfish Combined

weight 278,892 103,385 382,278
value $18,167 $41,417 $59 ,585

Adapted from: U.S. Department of Interior, 1975.

With the exception of the Georges Bank contribution , the mid—Atlantic

fishery is more coastal than the New England fishery. With the abundance

of shellfish in estuarine and coastal waters, the increased importance

of pelagic fisheries, and the diminution and shoreward tendencies of

demersal fisheries, deepwater disposal of dredged material presents

relatively few problems with regard to mid—Atlantic fisheries. Those

commercial species whose range extend over the shelf are presented in

Table 35. It should be noted that most of these species occur primarily

in the New England area (cf . Table 33) and that the mid—Atlantic area

constitutes the margin of their range .

Unique or highly productive biotopes are not common to the offshore

mid-Atlantic area. Productive banks and basins, which typify the New

England area are lacking in the mid—Atlantic Bight. Canyons , which

incise the continental shelf , e.g., Hudson and Baltimore Canyons, are
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Table 35

Deinersal Finfish and Shellfish of the Outer Continental Shelf and
Upper Slope of Commercial Importance to the Mid—Atlantic Fishery

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Sea scallops Labrador to Cape Hatteras most 3 to 200 m most
Placopecten abundant off New Jersey to the abundant at 80—
magellanicus Hudson Canyon and south, also 100 m

off the Virginia capes

American lobster Labrador to North Carolina 80—460 m
liomarus ainericanus largely on offshore population

in mid—Atlantic

Silver hake Nova Scotia to New Jersey pri— 30—410 in
Merluccius parily an inshore fishery in
bilinearis mid—Atlantic

Yellowtail flounder Southern New England to Hudson 30—190 m
Limanda ferruginea Canyon

Fourspot flounder Southern New England to Hudson 30—130 in
Paralichthys Canyon

oblongus

American goosefish Nova Scotia to Hudson Canyon 30—310 in
Lophius americanus abundant north of Georges Bank

Squirrel hake Nova Scotia to Cape May , New 30—370 m
Urophycis chuss Jersey, abundant south of Cape

• Cod

Longhorn sculpin South of 42°N, abundant south— 30—370 in
Myoxocephalus east of Cape Cod and on Georges

octodecimspinosus Bank

Butterfish South of 42°N, abundant south 30—270 in
Poronotus of Cape Cod to Hudson Canyon

triacanthus

Scup South of 4l°N, abundant south 30—170 in
Stenotomus of Cape Cod
versicolor

L 

(Continued)
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Table 35 (Concluded)

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Pollock Primarily north of 41°N, occas— 30—370 in
Pollachinus virens ionally as far south as

Chesapeake Bay

Red crab Nova Scotia to Cuba shallower 100—150 m
Geryon quinguedens off Nova Scotia deeper than

300 m south of New England ,
tends to congregate near
canyons (This species is not
presently harvested, but is con-
sidered to have good commercial
potential.)

Compiled from~ Food and Agriculture Organization, 1972; Fritz, 1965;
Saila and Pratt, 1973; U.S. Department of Interior, 1975.
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thought to have unique faunal assemblages and provide important migra—

tion pathways for fish and shellfish.

SECTORS 3 AND 4 (SOUTH ATLANTIC BIGHT AND PENINSULAR FLORIDA)

The fisheries of the south Atlantic states rely heavily on shallow

coastal and estuarine areas for the bulk of fishery production. Commer-

cial fisheries are almost totally limited to shoreward of the lOO—m

isobath north of Cape Hatteras and shoreward of the SO—rn isobath to the

south. Shrimp constitute the most valuable fishery in the area. The

area is second only to the Gulf of Mexico in value of the shrimp fishery.

Other shellfish include crabs, oysters, scallops, and spiny lobster.

Major finfish species include menhaden, flounder, spoi , alewives,

mullet, seatrout, mackerel, sea bass, croaker, and bluefish .

The south Atlantic fishery contributes only 6—8 percent to the total

value of U.S. landings. The average annual landings of fish and shell-

fish in the south Atlantic states of North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, and the Atlantic coast of Florida, are presented in Table 36.

Tabl e 36

Annual Average Fish Landings in the

South Atlantic States for the years 1972—74
3 3(values = 10 pounds and 10 dollars)

Fish Landings
Catch Basis Finfish Shellfish Combined

weigh t 189,656 70 ,169 259 ,825
value $14,713 $33,413 $48,126

Adapted from: U.S. Department of Interior, 1977

In the southeast Atlantic States there is a pronounced paucity of
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demersal fisheries , which range to depths of the outer continental

shelf and slope . The royal red shrimp (Hymenopenaeus robustus) is a

deepwater species found off Florida between Cape Canaveral and St.

Augustine. However, their commercial importance at present is very

limited due to the great depth at which they occur (350—600 in). The

red snapper (Lutj anus ~~
) is common to the South Atlantic Bight and

the Gulf of Mexico. Occurring at depths from 20 to 200 in , 90 percent of

the catch comes from rock outcrops , reefs , and banks between North

Carolina and Florida. These outcrops are considered to be unique or

productive biotopes in the South Atlantic Bigh t , and as such should be

given prime consideration in selecting dred ged material disposal sites.

Examples of these features include the Lithothamnion reef at the 80— to

110—rn isobath between Cape Lookout and Cape Fear (Menzies et al., 1966) ;
Black Rock reefs (Roberts et ai . ,  1975); the hard bottom communities

and sports fishing grounds along the 100— to 200—in isobath off Capes

Hatteras , Lookout , and Fear (U.S.  Department of Interior , 1977).

E. PACIFIC COAST (SECTORS 6 , 7 , AND 8)

GEO~DRPH0LOGY

SECTORS 6 AND 7 (SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BIGHT AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SHELF)

The geographic limits of Sector 6, the Southern California Bight , extend

from the California—Mexico border north to Point Conception. Sector 7,

the Northern California Shelf , occupies the coastal region on northward
to Cape Mendocino. The continental margin of that reg ion of the United

States has a complex topography that d i f fe rs  markedly from those of the

Gulf of Mexico or Atlantic seaboard .

Continental Shelf

The marginal continental shelf of southern and central California is
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narrow within the 200—in isobath , rangin~; from less than 2 km to about

50 kin wide (Emery, 1960 ; Rusnak , 1966) . From Poin t Conception north-

ward (Sector 7) ,  the continental shelf is normal , in the sense of its

being somewhat broad and relatively flat. Islands, such as the

Farallons of San Francisco , rise above the geneLa]. level and many

submarine canyons incise it below the general level. The continental

shel f forms a broad plain in this region ranging from 30 to 40 km in

width. Declivity of the shelf is gradually seaward with average

inclinations of less than 0.5° . At dep ths of 125 to 150 in the slope
steepens to 4~~~50 forming the shelf break and the beg inning of the

continen tal slope. Erosive forces during periods of glacially lowered

sea level contributed measurably to its formation . Sediments on the

continental shelf tend to be shallow detrital sands containing various

amounts of organic and authigenic sand—sized material (Moore and

Shuinway , 1959). The outermost portion of the shelf and the adjacent

slope reveals sandy silts that grade to fine silts seaward . Many more

submarine canyons occur north of 36°N latitude than farther south. Some

of the canyons , e.g., Delgado and Monterey, are traceable across the
• continental shelf and slope into the continental rise. Others ,

e ’pecially in the San Francisco region , are confined to the outer edge

of the shelf and slope. Bodega Canyon, unusual in that it changes

course from an east—west trend on the slope to north—south near the

shelf break, is an example of the confined canyons (Uchupi and Emery,
1963) .

South of Point Conception (i.e., Sector 6) the area usually occupied by
the continental shelf is so different  from typical shelves that it was
given a special name, continental borderlands, by Shepard and Emery

(1941). In this borderland (Figure 68) are more than 20 basins as deep

L

as 3000 m and separated by submarine ridges, banks, and even islands

that rise upward to 500 m above sea level (Uchupi and Emery, 1963). The

basins contain thick sediment fills of late Cenozoic age whereas the

-• high areas consist of middle Cenozoic to middle Mesozoic sedimentary,
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Figure 68. Continental borderlands off southern California showing basins,
canyons, and escarpments (modified from Uchupi and Emery, 1963).
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igneous, and metamorphic rocks. Shelves around the islanus and along

the mainland coas t are comparable with typical continental shelves ,

except f or being narrower . Many of these shelves are notched or cut by

submarine canyons. The seaward edge of this province, between 250 and

• 300 km from shore , is the continental slope , which is separated from

the westernmost basins of the borderlands by a ridge 8—20 km wide and

400—1600 m deep. From the crest of this ridge the continental slope

drops abruptly to a depth of 3400—3800 in.

The mainland shelf of Sector 6 ranges in width from about 1 km to 23 kin,

averaging 6.5 km. Maximum widths (>12 kin) occur at four places, the

U.S. — Mexico border , San Pedro Bay , Santa Monica Bay, and east of Santa

Barbara. Although each area is at the mouth of a main river, the added

width cannot be attributed to delta formation since rocky bottom prevails

at each site. Irregular rocky bottom, present at many places on the

mainland shelf, is even more common on the island shelves, a~ 1 is most

abundant on the flat bank tops. In addition to these rocky areas, the

shelves and bank tops have a series of step—like terraces similar to

those on adjacent land areas (Emery, 1960).

The abundant outcrops of sedimentary , metamorphic , and igneous rocks on

the mainland and island shelves show that the terraces are erosional

rather than depositional in origin. Erosion is also indicated by the

• presence of rounded gravels derived from local highs that once were

islands or similar topographic features. There are several lines of

• evidence that part of the submerged terraces off southern California are

no older than middle Pleistocene (Emery , 1960).

L 

The southern California coast has been dynamically active throughout its

history. Seismic activity, i .e . ,  earth movement , over large as well as

small segments of the area have changed the position and shape of the

coastal area while variations in sea level played their significant

role . Erosion of the rugged hinterland has contributed vast quantit ies

-

• 
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of sediments to the coastal waters with ultimate deposition in the deep

basins. This detritus was , in part , afforded passageway to the deeper

realm via numerous canyons incising the mainland shelf . Major submarine

canyons in Sector 6 include Scripps, La Jolla , San Gabriel, Redondo ,

Santa Monica , Dume , Mugu , and Hueneme (Figure 69). Of all the sediments

of the mainland shelf those composed of detrital fragments are by far

the most common. Stevenson et al. (1959) speculate that 80 percent of

the shelf surface is covered by these sand—sized sediments. Authigenic

(g lauconite sand) , organic (shelf fragments), and relic (red sand)

sediments are minor constituents that vary in abundance along the

southern California seaboard. Overall, the southern California shelf

sediments have low average carbonate content that tends to increase

gradually in an offshore direction. Silts tend to be winnowed from

terrestrial detritus by long—shore currents prior to deposition in

quiet areas such as north—northwestern portions of bays or on the outer

shelf (Allan Hancock Foundation , 1959 , 1965).

Continental Slope

Of f southern California, Sector 6, the continental slope descends from

an outer deep ridge of the borderlands to a depth of about 3400—3800 m

(Uchupi and Emery, 1963) . Much of the slope is continuous from the

crest of the ridge down to the continental rise; however , in some areas

it is discontinuous with breaks marked by spur—like ridges 50—100 m

high. The continental slope of Sector 6 has an average width of about

10 km and its gradient ranges from lO° —1 7° , averag ing 12° . The slope

has a northwest trend and is in line with those to the north and south.

Submarine canyons have not been recognized on the slope but several gaps
and offsets are present. At each offset the northward continuation lies

t~ the west , thereby increasing the slope width . A gap in the ridge

atop the continental slope occurs at each offset. The gaps are oriented

northwest—southeast and range from 10—40 kin in width.  The floor of the

• gap is relatively featureless and has the appearance of a sedimentary
f i l l .
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Figure 69. Relative positions of maj or submarine canyons in Sectors 6 and
7 (Southern and Northern California Bights). (After McManus, 1964).
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In Sector 7, beyond the continental shelf off Point Conception, is a

plateau about 50 km wide with an outer edge at a depth of about 600 in.

This plateau, the Arguello, tends to divide the slope (Figure 70) into

a gentle, shallower part and a steep, deeper part that is about 2600 in

high with a declivity a-:eraging 80 . This deeper slope trends northwest—

ward for 160 km where if is offse t  200 km to the east. Beyond this

point the escarpment resurnes its northwesterly trend with no added

conspicuous breaks. The slope off San Francisco is more irregular than

that to the south because of the presence of submarine canyons . Its

width ranges from 30—50 km while having an average gradient of 6.5° .

Just south of San Francisco the escarpmen t consists of two segments:

1) an upper one extending from the shelf break at l~ O in to 900—1400 m

with a gradien t of about 1° (possibly an extension of the Arguello

• Plateau) and 2) an irregular lower slope whose gradient ranges from 4°

to 8° .

Three seamounts occur at the base of the slope off San Francisco. Guide

and Pioneer have similar dimensions , about 1000 m high and 13 km long,
whereas Mulberry is only about half as large while having equivalent

relief. Uchupi and Emery (1963) relate the seamounts to the continental

slope in view of an unstable area favorable for igneous activity.

Continental Rise

Off southern California the rise is poorly developed or missing, and its
positic n at the slope’s base is occupied by a shallow marginal trench.

Where present , the rise is only a few tens of kilometres wide and very

irregular.  In this region the surface of the rise is broken by possibly
three seamounts . Only the largest , San Juan , has been surveyed and
named. It is 33 km long, 3000 m hi gh and trends northeastward. Deep—

sea channels are also present on the continental rise but are not common .

The continental rise is well developed in Sector 7. Giant submarine fans
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have spread out from the mouths of Delgado, Monterey, and Arguello

Canyons. Arguello Fan has buried part of the Murray Escarpment, spill-

ing over into the Baja Seamount Province and filling several basins at

the base of the slope. Deep—sea channels cut the continental rise;

from the mouth of Delgado Canyon, one extends across the rise for about

450 km (Menard, 1960). The main channel from Monterey Canyon trends

for 310 km , is 5 km wide and 230 m deep, and is bordered by levees

along a portion of its course.

North of the Murray Escarpment , the continental rise extends seaward

165 km where it grades into the Deep Plain of the Northeastern Pacific.

Depth of the rise ranges from 3000 m at the base of the slope to 4000 m

at its seaward edge. Except for a few seamounts and the many channels,

the relief is low, essentially a featureless plain grading seaward with

a declivity of about 1° (Uchupl. and Emery, 1963). The largest seamount,

near the base of the slope where the rise is more irregular, is the

Davidson Seamount , which rises 2130 m above its surroundings.

Abyssal Sea Floor

The topography of the abyssal sea floor off California is of diastrophic

origin (volcanic, faulting, and folding) except where sediments have

blanketed it (Finery, 1960). Off northern California the deep plain is

composed ot sediments contributed from shore. South of Point Conception

smoothness ceases and the topography is highly irregular due to sediment
from the land being intercepted by the basins of the continental border-

land. Numerous seamounts are also present on the abyssal floor. One

of these , San Juan Seamount (near 33°N, 121°W), has the appearance of a
volcano; however, others have flat tops (Finery, 1960). Since erosion is

virtually nonexistent on the abyssal floor , the flat tops suggest planing

off during a lower relative stand of the sea.
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SECTOR 8 (NORTHWEST SHELF)

This sector occupies that portion of the Pacific Coast of North America

extending from Cape Mendocino, California to Cape Flattery, Washington.

Western Oregon, Washington, and the adjacent continental margin occupy

the site of a Tertiary geosyncline, its oldest lithology being early

Eocene volcanic rocks (Braislin et al., 1971). McManus (1964) concluded

that at least three physiographic provinces can be distinguished in that

area: 1) the continental terrace (comprised of shelf and slope), 2)

Cascadia Basin, and 3) “a province of irregular topography on the western

flank of the basin.” Gross (1965) further divided Cascadia Basin into

eastern and western portions on the basis of Vancouver Valley and the

southern trend of Cascadia Seachannel (Figure 71).

A major bathymetric feature, the Mendocino Ridge—Gorda Escarpment strikes

east—west into the continental margin and separates Sector 8 from Sector

7. This feature marks a change in the regional depth of the se.a floor ;

to the south the sea floor is several hundred metres deeper than the

floor to the north of this fracture zone (Dehlinger et al., 1970).

Continental Shelf

The width of the shelf in Sector 8 is relatively narrow and generally

steep in comparison with average shelf characteristics. Northward from

Cape Mendocino the shelf tends to become increasingly wider. That

portion off California averages less than 30 kin, off Oregon about 40 kin,

and off Washington about 50 km. The widest regions of the shelf, 65—70

kin, are the Ileceta Bank area off central Oregon and at the mouth of the

Columbia River, whereas the narrowest segment, less than 10 km, is off

Cape Mendocino. The seaward gradient averages less than 0.5° and is

generally uniform to near the shelf break, which occurs at depths ranging

from 145—183 in.

A number of submarine canyons incise the seaward edge of the continental

shelf in Sector 8; however, none have been surveyed off the Oregon coast 
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except for Rogue Canyon off the Rogue River (Burk and Drake, 1974).

The major topographic features of the Oregon outer shelf consist of

submerged banks, e.g., Heceta and Stonewall Banks (Burk and Drake, 1974).

Heceta Bank is a linear feature occupying approximately 175 n. miles

and has a relief of about 145 in with the shoalest depth being less than

in. Stonewall Bank is a submarine peninsula of about 115 n. miles

with a relief of about 35 m, and the shoalest depth is less than 35 in

(McManus, 1964). Canyons cutting the northern California shelf include

Mendocino and Eel Canyons while Astoria, Guide, Grays, Juan de Fuca, and

Nitinat Canyons are found off Washington (Figure 72). Apparently,

glacial activity did not extend to the Washington shelf and affect the

topography as it did just north of the trough that crosses the shelf at

the Strait of Juan de Fuca. However, not only has the Oregon shelf been

the site of post—Pliocene deformation, but the Washington shelf has

also had post—Pliocene piercement folding and faulting (Grim et al.,

1968) and broad open folding (Bennet and Grim, 1968).

Surface sediments of the nearshore zone of the shelf in Sector 8 are

primarily sands consisting of detrital quartz and feldspar. This sand

zone extends from the shoreline out to a water depth of about 90 in off

the northern and central Oregon coast. Of f southern Oregon the sand

forms a narrow belt along the coast in generally shallower water (50 m

or less) while the sand zone of the Washington coast extends to a depth

of 50 m or more. Seaward of the sand zone the sediments consist of

patches of mixed sand and mud , modern mud , and exposures of bare rock

(Kuim and Fowler, 1970). Onshore—offshore transport rate of sand is

greatest during the winter when longshore transport is to the north ;

in the summer longohore transport is to the south. Ripples in the bottom

sediment have been found at water depths of 80 in in the winter and 30 in

in the summer (Oregon State University , 1971).

Continental Slope

Of f Oregon and Washington, the slope is broken by normal faulting
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parallel to the shoreline with an end result of a number of structural

benches and basins similar to those associated with the side slopes of

deep trenches (Menard, 1964). Just north of the Gorda Escarpment the

continental margin is very narrow and as the terrace widens farther

north, a step develops on the slope at about 900 in. Seaward of the

step is a marginal ridge that drops down to the deep—sea floor, a

characteristic that generally applies to the continental slope along

most of Sector 8.

Off Oregon, Byrne (1962, l963a, l963b) describes a slope with steps or

benches (except off the region of banks on the shelf) that extends to

the widening of the shelf just south of the Columbia River. Here the

steps of the slope give way to ridges and troughs that parallel the

shelf break with the marginal ridge becoming very pronounced. Shepard

(1963) details the Oregon slope as being almost entirely gentle, rarely

exceeding 20 of declivity. The upper continental slope (180—900 in),

according to Burk and Drake (1974), is characterized by benches and low

relief hills. The largest bench, Cascadia Bench, occurs between Cascade

Head and Tillamook Bay and is between 400—600 in deep. Another prominent

bench is located between Cape Sebastian and the California border at

depths of 500—700 in.

Narrow benches, small hills, and valleys are typical of the lower slope

of f northern Oregon whereas a steep escarpment replaces these features

of f central Oregon. The most striking features of the lower continental

slope are the prominent N—NW trending ridges and troughs extending off

northern Oregon northward into Washington. The ridges are from 10 to

75 km long and have as much as 1150 m of relief. Astoria Canyon meanders

through this topography to connect with the Astoria Fan, but it extends

to a depth of 3100 in off southern Oregon. With the exception of the fan,

the slope and abyssal plain meet at a rather large angle with no inter-

mediate continental rise.
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Of f Washington, the slope is footed by the continental borderland

(HcNanus and McGary, 1967) whose features are suggestive of relative

tensional forces. The continental slope extends from the shelf break

to a depth of 1800 or so metres in the south and 1400 in in the north.

Large submarine canyons notch the slope and extend down to the border-

land at the seaward edge of the continental slope. This borderland is

approximately 50 km wide with narrow north and northwest trending ridges

and a marginal ridge. Between these ridges are low—gradient areas rep-

resenting basin fills that are now crossed by valleys that drain the

submarine canyons and pass onto the deep—sea fans. The ridges and

sediment—filled basins suggest a borderland similar to the continental

borderlands off the Southern California Bight, Sector 6, but on a lesser

scale. This borderland is developed at the change in trend of the con-

tinental terrace from north—south off Oregon and northern California to

that of a northwest—southeast trend off British Columbia.

The irregular width of the shelf with its submarine banks, coupled with

the abundant benches and linear ridges of the slope suggest strong

structural control of the morphology and general configuration of the

continental terrace in Sector 8.

Continental Rise

Mendocino and Gorda Escarpments are major bathymetric features that

strike east—west into the continental margin. As previously stated,

south of these fracture zones the sea floor is several hundred metres

deeper than the floor to the north. A 300—km—long segment of the oceanic

rise, Gorda Ridge with its crestal mountains and median valley, lies
just north of the Mendocino Escarpment. The northern limit of Gorda

Ridge is formed by Blanco Fracture Zone, a 20— to 75—km wide system of

ridges and troughs that have an average relief of about 900 m, although

depths exceed 5100 m in some troughs, and relief exceeds 2750 in
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(Dehlinger et al., 1970). The rough topography of the zone that

trends for 460 kin, acts as a barrier to turbidity current dispersal

reflected in the deep—sea fans and plains in Cascadia Gap, therefore,

much of the sediment of Tufts Abyssal Plain must have used that corri-

dor. A northern continuation of the Bianco Fracture Zone, Juan de Fuca

Ridge, is more of a low rise than a well—developed ridge. Seamounts

and furrows are major topographic elements of this ridge.

Abyssal Plain

Depositional topography of deep—sea fans and Tufts Abyssal Plain are

seaward of the ridges and fracture zones. Deep—sea channel systems

that played a major role in construction of the low, smooth topography

(average bottom gradient 1.4 m/km) cross this region. Gorda and

Astoria Basins are sites of major deep—sea fans (e.g., Astoria Fan and

Nitinat Fan, respectively). These topographic features are depicted in

Figure 73.

Fiords

Howell (1957) defines a fiord as “a narrow, deep, steep—walled inlet of

the sea, formed by the submergence of a mountainous coast that previous—

ly was the site of glacial activity.” Puget Sound , a bay with numerous

channels and branches, extends 90 miles south from ~he Strait of Juan

de Fuca to Olympia , Washington . The body of the sound is subdivided

into four subregions by Friebertshauser and Duxbury (1972) into Whidbey

Basin, Puget Sound Basin, southern Puget Sound , and Hood Canal.

Somewhat deep water and strong currents characterize these waters; the
currents follow the general direction of the channels and have consid-

erable velocity, up to 7 knots in some areas (U.S. Department of Corn—

merce, 1976e). Winds are mainly southeast to southwest from fall

through spring and northwest to north in the late spring and summer.

Internal storms can generate sustained south winds of 40—50 knots over

~ 
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the area in the winter. In the Seattle area , winds of 56 knots with

gusts of 60 knots have been recorded.

OCEM~OGRAPHY/METEOROLOGY

CIRCULATION MiD THERMAL STRTJCT1JRE

The Pacific coast oceanographic regime differs in certain important

aspects from that of the Atlantic or Gulf coasts. Because of the

relatively narrow continental shelf and the strong influence of region-

ally local wind conditions, the Pacific coastal area is subject to

major upwelling events, which can produce associated marked changes in

the circulation pattern on and near the continental shelf.

Mean Circulation Regimes

The general nature of the circulation regime near the Pacific coast is

controlled by the weak eastern extension of the Kuroshio current, which

impinges on the west coast of North America. Figure 74, taken from

Wyrtki (1975), shows the mean annual dynamic topography of the sea

surface of the whole Pacific Ocean. The contours of dynanic topography

can be considered as streamlines of flow in the sense shown by the

arrows (high values to the right of th*.~ flow in the northern hemisphere).

The strength of the flow is inversely proportional to the spacing. As

can be seen from this figure, a separation occurs in the vicinity of the

U.S./Canadian border with generally equatorward surface flow along the

coasts of Washington, Oregon, California, and Baja California. Along

the Canadian coast the mean flow is generally poleward , turning to the

west off the Alaskan coast.

Seasonal changes in the general oceanic circulation occur in response

to changes in the general atmospheric wind patterns. The effect of

such changes on the currents near the Pacific coast is that the separa—

tion point is shifted equatorwards in spring so as to occur off
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Washington or Oregon, while in late fall the separation point is shifted

to a point off the north end of British Columbia (Wyrtki, 1975). The

details of the f low near the Pacific coast are subject to strong

influence of local winds since unlike the Atlantic coast or east Gulf ,
the mean currents are generally weak (less than one knot) .

Variability of the Current

The region off California and Baj a California is one of the most

routinely studied areas In the world from the standpoint of the physical

and biological oceanography. Since 1949 , routine surveys of this reg ion

have been carried out by the California Cooperative Oceanic and Fisher—

ies Investigation (CALCOFI). Some of the early surveys included the
region of Washington and Oregon as well. Two sample patterns of flow

from individual multiship cruises for the region from the Columbia River

to Punta Eugenia are shown In Figures 75 and 76. These are from CALCOFI
Atlas No. 4 compiled by Wyllie (1966) from the first 17 years of hydra—
graphic data. The sample patterns , one f or April—May 1949 the other for
September 1949 , were selected to illustrate two quite different regimes .
Figure 75 illustrates a typical regime during the late spring when

extensive upwelling occurs along the coast in response to sustained

winds out of the north or northwest associated with the presence of the

Pacific high pressure area offshore. The upwelllng brings dense water

toward the south close to shore . In contrast to this , Figure 76 illus-
trates a typical fall regime in the absence of upwelling. In this

regime, surface countercurrents (polarward flow) occur close to shore,

wi th the cor e of the California Curren t well offshore .

The vertical structure of the currents near the coast during times of

sustained upwelling is of considerable interest. Studies by Paviova

(1966) and Mooers et al. (1976) indicate that during such periods a
relatively strong (for this region) southward current occurs within

about 50 km from shore and above 100 in, below which is a weaker but
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more extensive region of poleward flow. In the surface flow speeds up

to 25 km/sec (about 0.5 knots) occur, while in the poleward undercurrent

the speed is generally less than 10 cm/sec. Mooers et al. (1976) show

a vertical cross—section with isolines of longshore flow off Oregon

during an upvelling event.

The region off Oregon has been the subject of extensive cooperative

field studies of upwelling and associated variations of horizontal

currents since 1970. Two very comprehensive field experiments CUE—l

and CUE—2 were carried out on the continental shelf off Oregon during

the summers of 1972 and 1973. Direct current measurements were made at

multiple levels at eight different stations along and across the shelf

during each experiment. The results of a detailed analysis of this data

are given by Kundu and Allen (1976). The mean current structure sup-

ports the earlier findings for current structure during the upwelling

season with maximum mean surface flow to the south of about 20 cm/sec

at about 15—20 km offshore and with weaker mean poleward flow in the

deeper layers. The measurements also indicate a large variability of

the current both along shore and normal to shore. The standard devia-

tion of the longshore flow was generally 8 to 16 cm/sec and for the

flow normal to shore about 2 to 7 cm/sec. Spectral analysis of the

results by Kundu et al. (1975) indicates a dominant peak at a frequency

of about 0.1 cycles/day , whi ch is also indicated in the wind stress

spectrum .

WIND S MiD STORMS

Sectors 6 and 7

Winds. Along the southern California coast the basic air flow is from

the west to northwest; a result of the semi—permanent east Pacific

high pressure area. This anti—cyclone is most dominant in the warmer

months of the year , May—September , with stronger and more constant

L 
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northwest winds during that time . From October through April the high

pressure diminishes and the center moves and thus reduces the flow of

air. During these cooler months an air movement from the land Is

somewhat common .

Winds near Point Conception, the northern limit of Sector 6 , have a

more northerly component than those to the south off southern California.

Wind velocities are rarely greater than 27 knots and the most frequent

velocity ranges between 1 and 16 knots (Table 37); velocities tend to

increase with distance from shore (Figure 77). At Point Conception,

velocities of 30—35 knott. occur occasionally in the summer, but for the

rest of the year high velocity winds in any part of Sector 6 occ ’r only

with frontal passages (Allan Hancock Foundation, 1959; U.S. Department

of Commerce , l976e) .

The Santa Ana condition is an offshore northeast desert wind that

occurs primarily in the southern California coastal areas . While

infrequent , it may be violent ; speeds have been measured at more than

50 knots (U.S. Department of Commerce , 1976e) . These winds diminish

little, if any , immediately af ter  passing over water , and can extend up

to 50 miles out to sea. They are considered to be local strong winds ,

capable of generating gales, which are most likely in late autumn or

winter . Effects of a Santa Ana can be noted in both Sectors 6 and 7.

In Sector 7, winds are more var iable than in Sector 6 , yet in early

winter they are still often northwest, becoming west—northwest in mid—

L 

winter with occasional weak east winds. In the spring a wind direction

change from north to south takes place gradually, with northwest winds,
reinforced by the sea breeze, most common. Wind speeds of 20 to 30

knots occur 10—20 percent of the time, attesting to this reinforcement.

• Autumn brings a gradual return to winter conditions with the winds

becoming a mix of south and north ; north gaining the edge as fall turn s

toward winter. Mean wind speeds and prevailing directions for selected
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onshore sites within Sectors 6 and 7 are shown in Table 38.

Storms. About once or twice a month a storm moves into northern

California offshore waters. While these lows are often weaker than

those farther north, some cause gales and rough seas. Gales blow on 4

to 5 days per month, and seas reach 12 feet or more about 8—16 percent

of the time . Gales and rough seas are rare south of Los Angeles, but

between Los Angeles and San Francisco gales blow on or about 1 to 4 days

per month, while seas of 12 feet or more occur about 4—8 percent of the

time.

Tropical cyclones originate south of Sectors 6 and 7, off the western

Mexico coast, in summer and autumn. About 15 form each season, of which

7 reach hurricane intensity (U.S. Department of Commerce, l976e). Few

come far enough iorth to affect U.S. coastal waters, and those that do

have usually lost their hurricane intensity and are short—lived.

However , these storms can be dangerous and have generated winds of more
than 120 knots.

Sector 8

Winds. The Washington, Oregon , and upper California coasts are located

approximately in the center of the zone of prevailing westerlies with

local winds varying from northwest to southwest throughout most of the

year. The seasonal cycle of winds on the Pacific northwest coast is

• largely determined by the circulation about the North Pacific high

pressure area and the Aleutian low pressure area. During the summer

the North Pacific High reaches its greatest development while the

Aleutian low is weak; these conditions favor the development of summer

winds generally from the northwest to north over the nearshore and

coastal waters of Washington and Oregon. During winter the North Pacific

high weakens while the Aleutian low intensifies; resulting winds ,
• frequently of gale force , approach the Washington—Oregon coast from the

southwest.
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Table 38
Monthly Average Wind Conditions for Onshore Sites

in Sectors 6 and 7,

Southern California Bight and Northern California Shelf

Mean Speed (Knots) and Direction

Month

San Diego Los Angeles San Francisco Eureka

• January 4.8 NE 5.8 W 6.1 WNW 6.0 SE

February 5.5 WNW 6.3 W 7.4 WNW 6.2 SE

March 6.2 WNW 6.8 W 8.9 WNW 6.6 N

April 6.6 WNW 7.3 WSW 10.5 WNW 6.9 N

May 6.6 WNW 7.1 WSW 11.5 W 6.8 N

Juna 6.5 SSW 6.8 WSW 11.2 W 5.0 NW

July 6.1 WNW 6.6 WSW 11.8 NW 5.9 N

August 6.0 WNW 6.5 WSW 11.2 NW 5.0 NW

September 5.7 NW 6.1 WSW 9.6 NW 4.7 N

October 5.4 WNW 5.9 W 8.1 WNW 4.8 N

November 4.8 NE 5.7 W 6.1 WNW 5.2 SE

December 4.7 NE 5.8 W 5.9 WNW 5.5 SE

Annual 5.7 WNW 6.4 W 9.1 WNW 5.9 N

From U. S. Department of Coimuerce, 1976e.
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Offshore winds in the northern reaches of Sector 8 shift from south—

southeast in the fall and winter to west in early summer and then

reverse the cycle. The same pattern is observed in the central and

• southern sections of Sector 8, except that during summer the winds

continue their clockwise swing and arrive from the northwest and north,

respectively. Table 39 gives wind data derived from lightships off the

Pacific Northwest coast in the approximate locations of Cape Flattery,

the Columbia River, and Cape Mendocino.

Storms. Winter storms usually work their way from the central Pacific

northward into the Gulf of Alaska or to the coast of British Columbia.

Two or three times a month, on an average, a storm will move directly

through the seas off the Washington—Oregon coast. Seas of 12 feet or

more are generated 15—20 percent of the time (U.S. Department of

Commerce, 1976e). Gales occur on about 3—5 days per winter month and

may whip up seas to 20 feet or more up to 4 percent of the time.

Toward the end of the summer the North Pacific high weakens and wind

patterns are dominated by a continuing series of low pressure systems
migrating from west to east across the Washington—Oregon coast. These

occur as individual storms Spanning 3—7 day intervals during which time

average wind speeds are approximately 10 to 20 knots with maxima of

50—55 knots.

FISHERIE S RESOURCES

SECTORS 6 AND 7 (CALIFORN IA)

Almost all of the sport and commercial fisheries of southern California
are comprised of pelagic fish or inshore predatory fish , e .g . ,  halibut
and rockfish . Bottom fish caught by trawling represent an insignificant
fraction of the total catch. By contrast , in northern California and
the northwest U .S . ,  trawling and bottom longlining constitute a large
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Table 39
Offshore Average Monthly Wind Speed (Knots)

for Sector 8, Northwest Shelf

Mean Speed (Knots) and Direction
Month

Cape Flattery Columbia River Cape Mendocino

January 18 S 18 SSE 18 SE
February 16 SSE 16 S 19 E
March 14 SW 15 SSW 18 NNE
April 15 SW 13 SW 18N
May 13 W  12 W  18 N
June 12W 1O WNW 15N
July 10 WSW 10 NW 16 N
August 75W IO NW l6N

September 8 S 11 WNW 14 N
October 13 SSE 14 SSE 13 NNE
November 16 SSE 17 SSE 16 ESE
December 17 SSE 17 SSE 17 SE

From Or egon State University, 1971.
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portion of the fish landings. The commercial catch in southern Califor—

• nia consists of pelagic species such as sardine, anchovy, Pacific

mackerel, jack mackerel, and tunas. Tunas account for most of the

California catch. In 1971 tunas made up 63 percent of the volume and

83 percent of the value of California’s total landings. However, about

94 percent of the tuna catch is made outside of California waters, to
the south and southwest in the tuna grounds off Mexico and Central

America.

On the whole, commercial landings in California have declined over the

last 20 years whereas landings from sports fishing have increased.

Declining from about 25 percent of the U.S. total in 1950, California

fisheries have an annual value of approximately $89 million, represent-

ing roughly 18—23 percent of the U.S. Total.

Demersal fisheries, being more prevalent in central and northern

California than in the south, include several species that range out

over the shelf and onto the slope. Those commercial species most

likely to be impacted by deep ocean disposal are presented in Table 40.

SECTORS 8 AND 9 (NORTHWEST SHELF AND ALASKA)

Fisheries of the northeast Pacific are very diverse and exhibit consid-

erable overlap with fisheries to the south along the California coast

(Tables 40 and 41). Diversity is especially pronounced among the shell-

fish and demersal finfish. Pelagic fisheries are dominated by five

species of Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka, 0. tshawytscha, 0.

gorbuacha, 0. kisutch, and 0. keta), which make great oceanic migrations,

and the herring (Clupea pallasii), which overwinters on the outer shel.~
and migrates into nearshore waters in the spring.

From the northeast Pacific, Canadians and Americans annually harvest

approximately 1.3 billion pounds valued at about $220 million. While
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Table 40

Demersal Finfish and Shellfish of the Outer Continental Shelf

and Upper Slope ~f Commercial Importance to California Fisheries

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Dover sole Baja, California to Bering Sea 80—820 in
Microstomus
pacificus

English sole Baja to Alaska, commercial abun— shore to 370 in

Parophrys dance centered between Santa
vetulus Barbara and Hecate Strait, B.C.

Petrale sole Baja to Alaska, fishery exists 18—370 a
Eopsetta jordani between Santa Barbara and British

Columbia, California fishery most
abundant from Ft. Bragg to
Crescent City

Rex sole Canada to Santa Barbara most shore to 650 m
Glyptocephalus abundant fishery in Eureka —

zachirus Crescent City, California area

Bocaccic Baja to Kodiak Island, most 75—365 m
Sebastes abundant trawl fishery from
paucispinis Santa Barbara to Ft. Bragg,

California; occurs on rocky and
smooth bottoms

Chilipepper Baja to Vancouver Island 75—33 in , most
Sebastes poodei abundant from

182—304 m

Pacific hake Gulf of Alaska to Baja, major 50—550 in

Merluccius concentrations from Vancouver
productus Island to Baja over shelf and

slope

Ocean pink shrimp Aleutian Islands to San Diego 50—360 m
Pandalus jordani most abundant

from 100—180 m

- • Spot prawn Aleutian Islands to San Diego, 50—500 m
Pandalus abundant in canyons off Monterey
platyceros and Catalina Islands

Compiled from FAO, 1972; Frey, 1971; Horn, 1974.
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Table 41

Demersal Finfish and Shellfish of the Outer Continental Shelf and

Upper Slope of Commercial Importance to the Northeast Pacific Fisheries

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Pacific ocean perch Entire west coast through Gulf 150— 450 in
Sebastes alutus of Alaska into Bering Sea

Pacific hake Gulf of California to Gulf of 50— 550 in
Merluccius productus Alaska

Sablefish (Black cod) Northern Baja through Gulf of 50—1000 in
Anoplopoma fi~bria Alaska into Bering Sea

Alaska Pollock Gulf of Alaska into Bering Sea 50— 450 in
Theraga chalcogramma including Aleutian Is lands

Pacific Cod West coast through Gulf of 50— 450 in
Gadus macrocephalus Alaska into Bering Sea

Pacific halibut West coast through Gulf of 50— 450 in
Hippoglossus • Alaska into Bering Sea

s tenolep is

Arrowtooth flounder West coast through Gulf of 50— 650 m
Atheresthes stoinias Alaska into Bering Sea

Flathead sole North of Vancouver Island 100— 450 m
Hippoglossoides through Gulf of Alaska into
elassodon Bering Sea

Dover sole Baja to Bering Sea 80— 820 in
Micros tomus
pacificus

Ocean pink shrimp San Diego to Aleutian 50— 360 in
Pandalus jordani Islands

• Tanner crab West coast through Gulf of 200—1500 m
• Chionectes opilio Alaska into Bering Sea, most

C. bairdi abundant at 500—730 m off
Washington but moves to shal—

• lower water less than 200 m in
Gulf of Alaska and further north

(continued)
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Table 41 (conclud ed)

Species Occurrence Depth Range

Deepwater prawns West coast through Gulf of 50— 200 in
Pandalopsis dispar Alaska into Bering Sea
P. borealis

King crab Southeastern Alaska through shallows to
Paraljthodes Gulf of Alaska to Adak in the 270 in

camtschatica Aleutians and into Bering Sea

Compiled from Browning, 1974; FAO, 1972; and Frey, 1971.
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this accounts for approximately 25 percent of all Canadian and U.S. fish

• landings, it does not adequately reflect true productivity of these

• waters as foreign fishing annually accounts for 2 to 3 times as much as

the Canadian — U.S.  catch .

In consideration of the great and varied contribution of the demersal

fish to the northeast Pacific fisheries, their extension into slope

depths is a major concern in selecting a deep ocean disposal site for

dredged material. Those demersal fish of commercial importance are

presented in Table 41. It should be noted that some species that occur

primarily in the California area also extend northward into the North-

west Shelf and Alaska (Table 40).

F. SECTORS OF MINOR IMPORTANCE

ALASKA (SECTOR 9)

GEOMORPHOLOGY

In general , the floor of the Gulf of Alaska is a smooth southwest slop-

ing plain with contours roughly parallel to the western coast of Canada

and southeastern Alaska . Many seamounts rise above the plain , some with
a relief of more than 3000 in (Menard and Dietz, 1951) . Moore (1974)
characterizes the continental margin of southwestern Alaska as a magma—

tic arc plus derived sedimentary deposits, and a parallel eugeosynclinal

sequence.

Continental Shelf

-
• 

A generally wide continental shelf that narrows in approaching the

Aleutian Islands is found along the northern and western margins of the

Gulf of Alaska. Its width ranges from less than 20 km in the north—

eastern reaches through about 75 km of f the tip of the Alaska Peninsula
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to a maximum of about 275 km on the Schumagin—Kodiak Shelf south of

Kodiak Island (Full ard and Darby, 1970). Numerous rises originate from

the sea floor on the shelf portion of the continental margin; several

break the sea surface as islands, the most prominent ones being Kodiak

and Afognak Islands. Submarine troughs, such as Shelikof Strait, extend

transversely across the shelf whereas other minor troughs incise the

shelf edge for short distances, giving rise to the very irregular out-

line of the continental shelf’s seaward edge (Figure 78). Cook’s Inlet,

a shoreward extension of Shelikof Strait, lies between Kinai Peninsula

and mainland Alaska; Shelikof Strait is that deeper—water (more than 200

in) stretch between Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula. Another

entrance to Cook’s Inlet is shallower, less than 200 in, and lies between

Afognak Island and the tip of Kenal Peninsula.

Continental Slope

The base of the Canadian—Alaskan continental slope is ill—defined in

some places, i.e., northern Gulf of Alaska, but is sharp elsewhere,

particularly in the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Islands. The depth

at the base of the slope is generally from 2500 to 3050 in (Menard and

Dietz, 1951). From the seaward edge of the slope to a depth of 3600 in ,

the sea floor off Canada has an average inclination of about 12 feet

per tulle, 0.2°; from 3600 in to 4600 in, it slopes 9.5 feet per mile,

0.18°.

The descent of the continental slope and the north slope of the Aleutian

• Trench is illustrated as steplike on the transverse profiles of Gibson

(1960). Most prominent of the steps is the Aleutian Bench, approxi—

mately 30 km wide and extending for 115 km at a depth of about 2600 in.

This smooth, level plain narrows and becomes troughllke westward,

whereas its eastern end is broken by Unimak Seamount, a ridge—like
structure 16 kin wide and 48 km long. A very irregular bench of limited

extent lies in 2700—rn depths south of Middleton Island. Shuyak Seatnount
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I
and several lesser structures rise from this bench. Gibson (1960) notes

that although these benches lie well above the general level of the gulf

floor, they are roughly at a depth of the foot of the continental slope

in other areas.

The Aleutian Trench, a major topographic feature in the Gulf of Alaska,

is an asymmetrical depression bordering the foot of the continental

slope. This trench trends northeast—southwest with slight direction

changes near seamounts (Kodiak) or seamount. groups (Patton—Fan s Sea—

mount Groups). The trench floor grades downward to the southwest only

very slightly except for local steepening between 5400 and 6600 in,
beyond which it flattens to general depths exceeding 7100 in.

Abyssal Plain

The Aleutian Abyssal Plain lies between the Aleutian Trench and the

Surveyor Fracture Zone. The sea floor is essentially flat, with a small

southward dip of 2 in per kilemetre (Peter et al., 1970). A number of

knolls and seamounts that vary in heights from a few hundred to over a

thousand metres are distributed irregularly throughout the area . There

is no outer ridge associated with the Aleutian Trench u-i this area;
only a small swell separates the abyssal plain and the trench.

The Alaska Abyssal Plain lies east of the Aleutian Plain. The two

plains are topographically very similar in general flatness that is

Interrupted by seamounts and knolls. Deep—sea channel systems pass

across the plains, into the Tufts Plain where they continue to the south-

west (Dehlinger et al., 1970).

OCEANOGRAPHY /METEOROLOCY

Currents

L 

Studies of the geostrophic currents in the Gulf of Alaska provide a
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good estimate of the direction of the long—term flow patterns establish-

ed by mass and surface wind stress in the region (Rosenberg, 1972).

The general circulation can be described as the counterclockwise Alaska

Gyre, which is typically considered to be composed of two flows, the

• Alaska Current and the Subarctic Current. The Alaska Current is found

in the northern and western parts of the Gulf of Alaska. It parallels

the shoreline , flowing east to west and persists up to 200 miles or more

away from the shore . Farther offshore , in the reg ion lying from abou t

47° N to 52° N , the easterly flowing Subarctic Current is found. The

Council on Environmental Quality (1974) reported that current speeds

could not be calculated due to the basic nature of geostrophic calcula-

tions; however, they state that reasonable values for the offshore

currents would appear to be on the order of 1 knot for the region just

off Kodiak Island and 0.1 to 0.5 knots over the rest of the area.

Hydrology

In the estuarine regions of the Gulf of Alaska, shelf—slope areas have

two quite distinct water masses. The shelf water tends to be relatively

cold and of low salinity while the offshore Gulf of Alaska waters have

both higher temperatures and salinities. Typical values for shelf

waters would be a salinity of 30—31 ppt and a temperature range of 4—

7°C; the offshore waters are characterized by salinities greater than

32 ppt and temperatures ranging up to 10°C (Wright, 1970). The dominant

process influencing the water masses is the annual change in Ekman

• transport caused by the shif t  in the atmosphere from a low in the winter
to a summer high. Intense winter downwelling flushes the shelf with

relatively cold, low salinity waters , whereas weak summer upwrelling

brings warm, more saline waters onto the shelf (Royer, 1975). Typical

water column values of temperature, salinity, and oxygen are shown in

Figure 79 for the shelf—slope region of the Gulf of Alaska.
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__________________________________
Winds and Storms

Direction of winter winds in the Gulf of Alaska is variable. Gales ,

(winds of greater than 33 knots) which blow 10—20 percent of the time ,

are most likely in November and December. Wind speeds average 10—20

knots during the winter. Sustained winds from “willi waws” (winds tha t

blow down from the mountains) have reached 74 knots at Cape Spencer ,

66 knots at Anchorage , and 50 knots at Yakutat.  Gusts of 60 knots or

greater occur almost monthly during the winter season.

The changeover from winter to summer is subtle. Storms and strong

winds still come but become gales less often. During May—August

summer weather features become more apparent with July having gales

less than one percent of the time . September , having gales 5—10 percent

of the t ime , marks the transition month between summer and winter.

FISHERIES RESOURCES

The fisheries resources of Alaska are included in the previous section

(Section E, the Pacific Coast) along with the Sector 8 (Northwest

Pacific Coast) discussion.

HAWAII (SECTOR 10)

GEOMORPHOLOGY

The Hawaiian archipelago stretches across the central Pacific basin from

northwest to southeast for a distance of about 2600 km. The major

islands are at the southeastern end of the archipelago, spanning a dis-

tance of about 640 km, and the rest of the chain, on the northwest,

consist of widely scattered small islands, atolls, reefs, and shoals.

In essence, the archipelago consist of a tremendous mountain range

rising from the sea floor, at a depth of more than 4570 m to a maximum

height of 4200 in at the sunsuit of Mauna Kea, an extinct volcano, on the

• island of Hawaii (Peterson, 1971). Only the upper parts of this oceanic
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moutain range reach above sea level to form the islands, aad by far the

greatest part of its mass lies beneath the ocean surface; hundreds

of peaks rise high above the sea floor but do not reach sea level. The

total area of the eight largest islands is 16,666 kin
2
, whereas the area

occupied by the entire mountain range is greater than 578,000 km
2

(Peterson, 1971).

The Hawaiian Archipelago was built by molten rock extruded during

thousands of volcanic eruptions. As long as the volcanos remained

beneath the sea their growth was essentially unimpeded by erosion, but

when their summits reached the surface of the sea, destructive forces

of erosion counteracted the constructive forces of volcanism. Waves,

winds and weather dissected and reshaped these rock masses when volcan-

ism slowed or ceased. Where erosion continued long enough, it reduced

the islands to sea level.

The earliest activity of the Hawaiian Archipelago was probably at the

northwest and moved progressively southeastward, the main Hawaiian

Islands being the most recent products of volcanism. This possibility

is attested to by atolls, reefs, shoals, and submerged seamounts
• (remnants of previous islands) at the northwest end along with the fact

that the only two currently active volcanoes are located on the island

of Hawaii at the easternmost tip of the chain .

Shelf and Slope

The platforms bordering oceanic islands have been appropriately termed

insular shelves (Shepard, 1963). Such shelves do not exist around the

oceanic islands, but at least narrow platforms are commonly found. The

• islands lacking shelves include many of those that have had recent

volcanic activity; the island of Hawaii with its active volcanoes is

almost entirely free of marginal platforms, the widest region being

about 9 km off the northwest shore. A common shelf encompasses the
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islands of Maui, Molokai, Lanai, and Kahoolawe whereas Oahu, Kauai, and

Niihau possess individual platforms similar to Hawaii’s but greater in

average width. The common shelf averages about 18 km in width except

for that terrace—like projection that extends southwest of Molokai for

approximately 50 km (Fullard and Darby, 1970). Nalahoff and Woolard

(1970) report that, in general, the Hawaiian area is one of thin sedi-

mentary cover. Only in the trench area does so much as 1 km of sediment

appear to be present.

If the base of the slope is considered to be approximately 2000 in , the

Hawaiian Islands are footed by three different slope regimes (Figure

80). This topographic discontinuity provides depths necessary for

deepwater channels between the islands: Alenuihaha Channel separates

Hawaii from the four central islands whereas Kauai Channel lies between

Kauai and the center islands. These insular slopes are, overall, much

wider than are their adjacent shelves.

Abyssal Realm

Deep basins, with marginal depths ranging from 4650—5050 in, lie to the

north and east of the Hawaiian chain. Fan and Grunwald (1971) attribute

the clastic sediments (primarily detrital muds but with some silty

calcareous sands) that are shed from the Hawaiian Islands into such

features of oceanic depth, to transport and deposition by turbidity

currents. The Hawaiian Trench, a moat—like structure, is well developed
around the southeastern end and flanks of the Hawaiian Ridge and serves

as a catchment area for sediments eroded from the ridge (Malahoff and
Woolar d , 1970).

OCEANOGRAPHY /METEOROLOGY

Hydrography

Gordon (1971) shows the waters off the Hawaiian Islands consisting of
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three principal water masses: North Pacific Central Water, North

Pacific Intermediate Water, and Pacific Deep Water (Figure 81). The

upper few hundred metres is made up of the North Pacific Central Water,

which has a salinity maximum at 100 to 200 in of about 35.2 ppt . Besides

the halocline , the thermocline also is in this upper portion of the water

column (Figure 82). The salinity minimum (34.1—34 .2 ppt) at about

400 m marks the core of the North Pacific Intermediate Water and a few

hundred metres below it is a well—defined oxygen minimum zone (< 1 ml/ l) .

The very uniform Pacific deep water is foun d below about 1500 in. Except

for the expected seasonal changes in surface waters, temperature, salin-

ity, and dissolved oxygen, for the greatest part, remain essentially

constant with time.

Currents

Surface currents flowing around and between islands of the chain have

quite mixed speeds and direction both temporally and spatially (Figure

83). In addition , they are strongly influenced locally by tidal cycles

and physiography. Net movement, however, is to the west coinciding with

the west trade wind drift.

Studies conducted by Neighbor Island Consultants Inc. (1977) showed

currents in the Hawaiian Chain to be highly variable and not locally

predictable as one would assume based on winds. Their general conclu-

sions about currents around the islands are:

1. Currents will generally show strong tidal variations,

frequently including reversals of direction over a

tidal cycle.

2. Large non—tidal variations may be superimposed on the

basic pattern due to the wind driving, internal wave

motions , etc.
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Also included in the above report were bottom current measurements taken

at six proposed dredged material disposal sites with bottom depths rang—

ing from 200 to 600 in. Current direction was influenced by which side

of an island the measurements were taken and in some locations direction

showed a complete reversal. More importantly, however, were the peak

speeds they reported; peak speeds of 0.5 to 1.0 knots were reported for

the six sites. Some anomalous bottom speeds in the range of 2 knots

were attributed to instrument malfunction.

Winds

The trade wind influence is dominant in all seasons throughout the

greater part of the Hawaiian Islands. The prevailing winds are from

the east—northeast with mean speeds of 10—12 knots. In some local

areas, winds deviate from the general pattern because of topography .

Konas (south winds), which occur most frequently during October through

April, provide the major climatic variations of the Hawaiian Islands.

Storms

The Hawaiian Islands lie on the extremities of both the West North

Pacific typhoon area and the East North Pacific hurricane area; there-

fore, a tropical cyclone from either region is rare. Typhoons rarely

cross l80°W; thus, it is more probable that a hurricane would hit the

islands. Hurricanes are most prevalent from May through November but

most either recurve or dissipate before reaching the Islands.

FISHERIES RESOURCES

Hawaii fisheries are typically nearshore. About 3/4 of the catch is

obtained within 20 miles of the islands . An approximate area of 24 ,000
square miles is fished regularly; however, 25 percent of the catch is

usually made in two small areas comprising only 4.3 percent of the total
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area fished. Major fishing areas are near the two chief ports , Honolulu

on Oahu and Hiko on Hawaii. The intensity of fishing in these two areas

appears to be due to their convenience, as biological or oceanographic

explanations for their productivity are lacking. The most productive

area is the Waianae fishing grounds. Located off the small town of

Waianae, a few miles northwest of Honolulu, the area is on the lee side

of Oahu and characteristically offers calmer seas.

Per unit area the Waianae fishing area is relatively productive for the

open sea, yielding a pelagic catch of about 7 pounds per acre. Putting

this figure in perspective, the Iceland banks , although immensely rich

in demersal fish, produces about 5.3 pounds per acre. The South Pacific

albacore fishery averages 0.009 pounds per acre. For comparison at the

other extreme, the Peruvian fishery produces about 400 pounds per acre.

Demersal fish do not contribute much to the Hawaii fishery especially

in the two major fishing areas. Five species of tunas and tuna—like

fish account for most of the catch, 80 percent of the volume and 65

percent of the value. The Hawaii fishery provides approximately 0.3

percent of the total U.S. volume and 0.7 percent of its value.

The narrowness of the shelf, the steepness of the slope around the

Hawaiian Islands, and the paucity of fishing banks preclude a signifi-

cant demersal fishery. The islands rise steeply from the sea floor,

which averages 5000 m in depth. The 100—in coutour is reached just a

few miles from shore. Of the few fishing banks, Penguin Bank off the

western end of Molokai is most notable. However, the 334—square mile

area provides only about 1 percent of the Hawaiian catch.

Demersal fisheries include the snappers and black sea bass. Like most

other fisheries of coastal species, the catch of snappers and black sea

bass have declined since the 1950’s.
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The spiny lobster formerly was prominent in Hawaiian fisheries. It too

has declined and presently is not intensive - The fishery rarely reaches

below 30 in, although large lobsters have been reported at depths of
90—120 in off  Oahu.

CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES OF THE U .S.  (SECTOR 11)

GEOMORPHOLOGY

Puerto Rico together with St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John of the

Virgin Islands comprise territories of the United States within the

Caribbean Sea. With the exception of St. Croix, these islands rise

above the same bank, Puerto Rico—Virgin Island Platform (Griscom and

Geddes, 1966), but are separated by water depths of up to 30 in. St.

Croix is due south of the Virgins across a chasm , a great fault valley,

which at a distance of 36 km south of St. Thomas attains a depth of more

than 4600 m (Vaughan, 1916). Frasseto and Northrop (1957) refer to this

valley as the Virgin Island Basin and describe it as having a flat floor

more than 4300 in deep while being bounded on the north and south by

sea scarps having apparent slopes of 9 to 43 degrees. Mona Passage to

the west of Puerto Rico and Anegada Passage to the east of the Virgin

Islands provide unrestricted connections for the Atlantic Ocean with the

Caribbean Sea in Sector 11.

Shelf and Slope

These islands rise from a relatively shallow submerged bank , which f alls
away into the sea in an irregular pattern. This insular shelf is

extremely narrow along the north shore of both Puerto Rico and St. Croix

with the 200—rn isobath being scarcely more than two or three kilometres

from shore in most places. Even though the shelf falls away less

L rapidly along the south coast, that part of it within 200 in is still

• quite narrow, less than 17 km. Individual coral heads and coral banks
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are scattered over the shelf from very near shore to the seaward edge

of the shelf. Of f St. Thomas and St. John the northern insular shelf is

almost twice as wide as the southern one , which averages approximately

13 km in width.

• - The slope of the Virgin Island Platform is very precipitous. Meyerhoff

(1927) describes the gradient off northern St. Croix as dropping 13,656

feet in a horizontal distance of 5 miles; this exceeds 500 declivity.

Such a case is probably a maximum, but very deep water can be found in

close proximity to both Puerto Rico and St. Croix. Mona Canyon cuts

the slope region off northwestern Puerto Rico before fanning out over

the Puerto Rico Trench.

Abyssal Realm

The Virgin Island Basin, discussed earlier, and the Puerto Rico Trench,

with depths exceeding 8500 m, are included in the deeper aspects of the

abyss in Sector 11. Other abyssal features include Muertos Trench,

Anegada Passage, Jungfern Passage, and St. Croix Basin (Gr~scom and

Geddes , 1966).

OCEANOGRAPHY/METEOROLOGY

Hydrography

Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands are situated in the trade wind

belt, and, thus, have very steady winds from the east and east—north-

east. In the Caribbean region rainfall is heavier during the summer

months when more tropical weather prevails. The highest rainfall is to

the east of the Central American isthmus where more than 80 inches falls

in the 6—month period from June to November (Gordon, 1966). This

results in very high discharges by South American rivers (Amazon ,

Orinoco , and Magdalena). In addition , the doldrums region of the western
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Atlantic, whose surface salinity is relatively low, shifts in the atmimer

from lO°—15°N to l5°—20°N. The combined effect of these summer—fall

anomalies results in a tongue—like belt of low salinity water off east-

ern South America extending into the Caribbean and thus bathing Puerto

Rico and the U .S.  Virgin Islands with surface salinities in the range of

34 .5—35.5 ppt. In contradistinction, winter—sprin g river discharges

are lower and the doldrums are farther south; thus surface salinities

are higher , being in the range of 35.5—36.5 ppt (Wus t, 1964).

At depths between 100 and 200 m , salinity reaches an absolute maximum

in the water column of about 36.9 ppt (influence of the Subtropical

Underwater) then decreases to an absolute minimum of about 34.9 at 800

to 1000 m (Influence of the Subantarctic Intermediate Water) .  The
temperature structure is of tropical character , i.e. ,  warm surface

values and a well—defined therinocline at 100—200 in, which hinders
vertical mixing. From 1500 in to the bottom, Caribbean Sea temperatures

decrease to about 4°C; whereas, on the Atlantic side of the islands

temperatures decrease to about 2° C at 6000 m. It is evident from the

above mentioned temperature and salinity profiles that a strong pycno—

d ine exists at 100—200 in.

Circulation

The joining of the North Equatorial Current with the Guiana Current

forms the surface currents, which f low by the Puerto Rico — U.S. Virgin

Islands aroa. That portion of the current that flows through the

Caribbean Sea is called the Caribbean Current, while the part that flows
to the north side of the Caribbean island chain is called the Antilles

Current. Since these currents are mainly wind driven, the surface

curren t direction in this region is to the west—northwest.

Since the shelves of the Caribbean Islands are elongated on their east—

west axis , the major flow is to the west along the shelf edge; however,
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local physiography does influence current flow. Although occurring

only a few times a year , surface currents may flow easterly when the

trade winds are calm (TerEco Corporation , 1973). Tidal influences may

override wind driven currents especially in the passages, e.g., Mona

Passage, between Puerto Rico and Hispaniola , where north-south compon-

ent tidal currents may reach 3.5 knots.

Current speed generally diminishes with depth but direction is still to

the west (Wust, 1964); however , speeds of 14 cm/sec (0.3 knots) have
been reported at a depth of 6599 in on the north wall of the Puerto Rico

Trench (Hollister and Heezen, 1966).

Winds and Storms

Winds. Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands are located in the

“trade wind belt ” or belt of strong prevailing winds (blowing from the

northeast, east, and southeast). The major seasonal changes in normal

wind conditions are related to the normal variations in position and

intensity of the Bermuda high and equatorial trough. During December—

February trade winds reach their primary maximum in speed (about 25

percent exceed 19 mph). In March—May the trades attain a secondary

minimum in normal speeds (about 10 percent exceed 19 mph). During June—

• August the secondary maximum In normal wind speed occurs (about 26 per-

cent exceed 19 mph). In September—November the primary minimum in

normal wind speed occurs (about 7 percent exceed 19 mph).

Storms. Since the islands lie in the path of tropical storms and

hurricanes, occasional winds of extreme force are experienced. Although

hurricanes have occurred in this region during January, May ,  July ,

August , September, October and November, their occurrence in other than

July—November is negligibly small. At San Juan, Puerto Rico, during

the passage of a hurricane in September 1928, the National Weather

Services anemometer blew away after recording an extreme wind speed of
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160 mph. This is the highest value recorded in Puerto Rico to date.

FISHERIES RESOURCES

With a population density of over 700 inhabitants per square mile , food

is a problem in Puerto Rico. Although antiquated and underdeveloped ,

the fisheries are of local importance in producing food for the burgeon—

ing population. High per capita consumption of seafood (about 1—1/2

times that of the mainland U.S.) requires that fishery products be

imported to meet consumer demand (Shapiro, 1971).

Growth in the Puerto Rico fishery has been severely limited by a persL.—

tence in using outdated fishing practices . The most common gear is the

fish pot, utilized in waters up to a depth of about 60 in. Usually set

in reef areas, their catch includes bottom dwelling species such as

groupers, snappers , parrotfish , grunts, wrasses, and spiny lobster.

Bottom fish are also taken in reef areas using hand lines. Trolling

lines, towed behind boats, are used for pelagic species such as spanish

macker el, king mackerel, and others. Gill nets, weirs, cast nets, hoops,

and dip nets are also used in coastal waters.

The north and south shores have extremely narrow shelves characterized

by rough bottoms of coral and rock, conditions that are not conducive

to bottom trawling. Along the north shore the 200—rn isobath is rarely

more than l—2 miles from shore, and the slope drops steeply to a depth

of 5000 m. The southern slope is less steep; however, the shelf remains

quite narrow. To the east and west, miles of shallow water offer

workable fishing areas. A productive shelf area also exists to the

southeast. Banks , ranging in depth from 50 to 220 in, extend to the west
of Puerto Rico.

Wind and sea conditions especially on the north or Atlantic side of the

island are often apt to limit fishing. Inshore waters along the south
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coast are generally more conducive to small boat fishing.

The waters of the tropical seas that surround Puerto Rico lack the

productivity necessary to support an abundance of aquatic resources.

This is due primarily to the nutrient limitation of primary production

through the general absence of vertical mixing in the water column and

the minimal terrestrial runoff , both of which serve to provide nutrients

to the euphotic zone.

a
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PART 6. SUITA.BILITY OF SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS

FOR DISPOSAL OF DREDGED MATERIAL

A. INTRODUCTION

GENERAL VIEW OF SUITABLE VS. UNSUITABLE ENVIRONMENTS

RELATIONSHIP TO “RULES AND REGULATION ”

During the course of determining specific environmental areas to

recommend for deep ocean disposal of dredged material and to develop

criteria to be used by District Engineers in selecting specific dis-

posal sites within these areas, the general and specific criteria for

the selection of ocean disposal sites in Sections 228.5 and 228.6 of

the Environmental Protection Agency ’s “Regulations and Criteria for

Ocean Dumping” (Federal Register, Part VI, January 11, 1977) were

studied .

Apparently, the only designated waste disposal site in the deep

ocean In the United States today is the incineration site established

in the Gulf of Mexico primarily for the burning of toxic chemical

wastes.* The center of this site lies over 1372 in of water on the

continental slope about 305 kin south of Galveston, Texas. Thus, even

though the EPA criteria were developed without specific experience in

regard to the disposal of dredged material, they have provided useful

insights into EPA’s principal concerns for the welfare of the ocean.

Both EPA and the Corps of Engineers have vested interests in oce—m

disposal stipulated in the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries
Act of 1972 (MPRSA) , as amended . Section 103 of MPRSA vests responsi—

* Other deep ocean disposal sites are approved only on an interim basis,
pending completion of trend assessment surveys (Federal Register,
Jan. 11, 1977 , Pt. VI, Sec. 228.12(a) and (b).
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bility in the Corps , in cooperation with the Environmental Protection

Agency , for authorizing the transportation of dredged material for

the purpose of discharging it in ocean waters. The District  Engineer

will authorize such disposal only when he determines that it will not

unreasonably degrade the marine environment . He is guided in this

determination process by the EPA criteria .

EPA’ s ocean disposal permit program and its Ocean Dumping Regulations

and Criteria were authorized by Section 102 paragraphs (a) and (c) of

MPRSA, as amended . In general, the possible use of the deep ocean

for disposal of dredged material Is compatible with both the general

and specific criteria for site selection promulgated in Sections

228.5 — 228.6 of the “Regulations and Criteria.” The findings of th is

report one “general criterion,” Section 228.5 (e):

“EPA will , whene~er feasible, designate ocean dumping
sites beyond the edge of the continental shelf and other
such sites that have been historically used.”

In addition , se lection of deep ocean sites will generally minimize the

basis for concerns expressed in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of

Section 228.5. There is , however , one possible area of confusion in

paragraph (d) as to EPA ’s intent:

“The sizes of ocean disposal sites will be limited in order
to localize for identification and control any immediate
adverse impacts and permit the implementation of effective
monitoring and surveillance programs to prevent adverse
long—range impacts ——— .“

Some people have interpreted this to apply to the area covered by

dredged material on the ocean floor and thus have felt that it sup—

ported the opinion that disposal should be carried so as to achieve

minimal bottom coverage. Supposedly , this would make the task of

monitoring effects somewhat easier . As a matter of fact , however ,
T. A. Wastler (Chief, Marine Protection Branch of EPA) advised TerEco
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Corporation on 14 March 1977 that the stipulation was written with

particular reference only to limitation of the ocean—surface boundar-

ies of the disposal site and did not apply to the fate of dredged

material being dispersed during its fall through deep water .

An incineration site is essentia]ly a planar surface since during

incineration the components of the waste plume are gases that will

never reach the bottom . And to a large extent also the components

of sewage sludge will remain aloft for considerable periods. In

cont rast , a dredged material disposal site must be viewed as a column

that has an air—sea interface, a stratified and dynamic water column,

and the sea—sediment interface at the bottom.

When carried out in the usual manner by a hopper dredge or bottom—

opening barge the deep ocean disposal of dredged material should have

only minimal and temporary effects on pelagic life. During the intitial

part of the drop the material occupies a relatively small volume

until the “collapse” phase , which in many cases will occur at the
pycnccline. The coarser sedimental material and chunks will continue

rapid descent and be less affected by the currents , whereas the fine

edi,ent will be more widely dispersed at and below the pycnocline

(F~~ure 84).

The ptcture described above is essentially that of the majority of

marine scientists interrogated by TerEco Corporation regarding the

disposal procedure . It is well stated by Dr. William Newman of

Scripps Institution of Oceanography , who said during the Advisory

Committee meeting in San Diego, California in August 1976 , “Keep the

material as intact as possible through the thermocline and then let it

disperse .” This appears to be a rather straightforward account of what

actually happens even when the material has a high PCM. (See the

account of W. E. Pequegnat ’s observations aboard the hopper dredge

HARDING at work , Part 3 of this report).
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Figure 84. Schematic picture of the disposal of hopper—dredged material
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— d ine. Note the depth of high net primary production (25—50m) , the
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RELATIONSHIP TO OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS

If it is true, as seems to be apparent from the above discussion , that

deep ocean disposal can, under proper management , obviate most of the

• environmental concerns under the site selection criteria in the

Regulations and Criteria of 1977, then this report proposes to base

the weigh t of its decision, as to selection of suitable vs. unsuitable

areas and environments for dredged material disposal, on oceanographic
considerations. It must be remembered , however , that here we are
selecting areas , not sites , and that the ocean deeps are simpler and

far less variable than the shallow shelf and estuaries.

CATEGORIES FOR RANKING DISPOSAL AREAS

There seems to be no justif ication for creating an elaborate system f or

selecting or rejecting disposal areas in the deep sea. Accordingly,

it is proposed herewith that areas, in which the District Engineer may

wish to select a site for deep ocean disposal , be placed into one of

three categories of rank. These are “Favorable,” “Neutral ,” and
“Poor .” These are to be characterized , as follows:

Favorable: To the extent that an area meets all or most of

the oceanographic considerations hereinafter  established as

selection c r iter ia and does not possess serious deleterious

characteristics , then it shall be ranked as “Favorable.”

In most instances, but not necessarily in all, the area

considered to be favorable will be of sufficient geographic

extent as to give the District Engineer a considerable

geographic span in which to pinpoint the site that he

wishes to designate. These should be all—season sites.

Neutral : When an area has no serious deleterious oceanographic

• problems vis—a—vis ocean disposal of dredged material but does
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not meet a majority of the oceanographic criteria, it shall
be ranked as “Neutral .” This will mean that the area may
have good sites, but is not as uniformly favorable , as in

the top ranking. There may be some restriction as to season

for disposal.

Poor: When an area is identified that has serious deleterious

oceanographic problems and meets less than a majority of the

favorable oceanographic criteria, it shall be ranked as “Poor.”

Depending upon the size of the area, this ranking may carry with

it the implication that no sites should be located in any part

of the area.

NEED FOR CRITERIA AS GUIDELINE S

As indicated above, criteria are needed as guidelines for both selec-

tion of suitable areas and the final site—selection . Here the primary

concern is to determine appropriate deep ocean areas for designation

of dredged material disposal sites. Certainly many of these will also

be used for site selection. However, to select or reject an area may

require only a broad brush treatment of the issue, whereas selection

of a definitive site will require more detailed information . This is

the point at which the selection system is under considerable stress.

The amount of reliable and published data applying to the oceanography

of the shelf—break/upper continental slope environment is discouragingly

meager. Nevertheless, the authors have gleaned whatever useful

information has come to their at tention and are prepared to develop a

system of criteria .

L

B. DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR SITE SELECTION

PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATION S
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UNFAVORABLE PHYSICAL CRITERIA

Upwellin~g

Upwelling is the movement of cool subsurface water upward to form the
surface or near—surface layer. It occurs primarily along the eastern

sides of the oceans (western edge of continents), as along the west -

coasts of North America and South America , western and northwestern

Africa, and the western coast of India. In this report , upwelling is

judged to be an indicator of a poor place to locate a dredged material

disposal site , because of its impor tance to phytop lankton production
and ultimately to fisheries; however , it is seasonal and is most impor-

tant on the shelf.

Although upwelling can be caused by several phenomena, among them the

diverging of winds, or the coursing of tidal and internal waves up

submarine canyons , or from the driving force of winds blowing equator—

ward , the latter is by f ar the most signif icant  cause. Thus , it takes

place when the wind blows towards the equator along the coast and the

frictional stress of the wind on the water combined with the effect

of the rotation of the earth (Coriolis e f fec t)  causes water in the

surface layer to move away from the shore. It has to be replaced by

water which “upwells” from below the surface, but not from great

depths. Normally , it comes from depths around 200 in but may range

• anywhere from 50 to 300 rn . The upwelled water has higher concentra-

tions of such nutrients as phosphates , nitrates , and silicates than

the or iginal surface water that will have been depleted by biological

activity. Since one or more of these three nutrients can be a limiting

factor to phytoplankton growth, upwelled water is vital to continuing

phytoplankton production.

Even though this report has categorized upwelling as an unfavorable

physical oceanographic criterion , it should be noted that nearly
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everywhere in the world ocean it is a seasonal phenomenon. Hence,

off the west coast of North America it does not occur during winter.

Persistent Eddies

It is a characteristic of surface currents in the ocean that they fol—

low an irregular or meandering path. At times, the loops of these

meanders become highly constricted , similar to an ox—bow in a meander-

ing river on land , and pinch off to form either clockwise (anti—

cyclonic) or counterclockwise (cyclonic) spinning eddies or rings.

These eddies, which may be one or more hundred kilometres in diameter ,

move off from the parent current and often drift toward the continental

shelf and may actually “decay” on the shelf. Their present signifi-

cance is the fact that they are long—lived (1 to 2 years) and are

capable of transporting floatables and keeping fine sediments in

suspension and depositing them at the decay points. These are best

developed in the Gulf of Mexico and western Atlantic around the Gulf

Stream.

Circulation Patterns of Irregular Occurrence

There are areas of of~shelf U.S. waters where current patterns are very

changeable and are thus highly unpredictable. Such areas should be

avoided for establishing disposal sites.

FAVORABLE PHYSICAL CRITERIA

Downwell ing

Downwelling is the sinking of surface water to greater depths , the

opposite of upwelling . Downwelling is not as well known as upwelling

but it is associated with two phenomena , viz., Langmuir circulation

and Ektnan transport , where in both cases wind Is the forcing function
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(Figure 85). Ekman transport is the only one of interest to the

present discussion, It is related to the Ekinan spiral, discussed in

Par t 1 of this section. A steady wind blowing across an ocean surface

causes the surface layer to drift at an angle of l5_200 to the right

of the wind direction in the Northern Hemisphere . With increasing

depth , the water direction swings more and more to the right until at

a certain depth the water is moving opposite to the wind . The net

motion of the entire mass of moving water is called Ekman transport

and its movement is at right angles to the direction of the wind .

Ekman transport can , of course , cause upwelling or downwelling , de-

pending on the direction of the wind relative to the coastline . A

southerly wind on the west coast of any continent in the Northern

Hemisphere will cause surface waters to move toward a coastline . It

tends to pile up there depressing the pycnocline and holding river

discharges near the coast. Strong currents m oving with the wind can

result from this accumulation of water (such as the Davidson current

off California and Oregon).

Downwelling is considered to be a favorable physical criterion for

dredged material site selection because of low productivity of its

waters and because it can cause rapid dispersion of materials at the

pycnocline where turbulence may be advantageous. It should be noted ,

however , that dow-i- ~elling can be an unfavorable criterion for selec—

tion of a site for the disposal of low—density (floating) wastes.

Obviously , a steady northerly wind on the east coast might cause move—

ment of material to the shore in regions of low river discharge .

L Convergences

A convergence is an area where two currents  or flow regimes come

together. Often there is subsidence of surface water in the zone of

convergence. In some areas of the U.S. offshore waler (e.g. the

Northwest Gulf of Mexico) these convergences transport water rapidly
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to wind direction . Note also the Ekman spiral resulting in a progres—
sive shift of current direction to the right with increasing depth .
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offshore as well as causing some sinking of waters. These are

considered to be plus factors in establishing a disposal site.

Weak and Predictable Current Patterns

In general , predictauility of surface water flow is considered to be

a plus factor in locating a disposal site. On balance, it is consi—

dered advantageous for disposal to take place in a weak but predictable

surface flow that will permit fine materials to drop through the

thermo—pycnocline before wide dispersal.

CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS

UNFAVORABLE CHEMICAL CRITERIA

Oxygen—minimum Zone

Prior to disposal of dredged material, it may be advisable to deter-

mine the position of the oxygen—minimum zone. This zone is a hori-

zontal belt of low oxygen conditions that is formed where the oxygen—

minimum layer of the water column intersects the bottom . Since the

oxygen—minimum layer is an almost universal characteristic of the world

ocean, the zone encircles all the ocean basins though its depth is

normally uniform on the continental slope of large parts of a given

basin, it ranges in depth among all basins from 150 to 1000 metres.

Zones of Metal—rich Surficial Sediments

Prior to disposal of dredged material , it may be advisable to carefully

core a proposed disposal site , e~pecIa11.y on the continental slope

to determine the presence (or absence) or metal—rich surficial sedi-

ments. Preferably , this should be done with a box—corer that will

not disturb the uppermost centimetres of sediment. High levels of
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manganese , iron , or arsenic are indicators of areas to be avoided .

It is advised that dredged materials rich in organics not be disposed in

either of the above two zones. The BOD and COD of disposed material

could create reducing conditions that will facilitate transformation

of metals from the relatively insoluble oxide to the soluble metal ,
e .g . ,  Mn02 to Mn

’
~
’. This process can occur in other metals such as

arsenic , iron , etc. The solubilized metal ions will move upward

through the interstitial water and be incorporated into microfauna

and flora or be carried off with resuspension of the surficial

sediment. However, it sh~’u1d be noted that S~ will precipitate metals

as a poorly soluble salt under zero DO.

Conditions in an anoxic basin of the Gulf of Mexico illustrate the

point. Manganese ias a background concentration of 0.5 ppb in ambient

waters, whereas its concentration in the waters of the anoxic basin

increases to 10 ppm , a 20,000 fold increase.

Natural Oil Seeps

Regions of oil seeps should be avoided if the dredged material is

known to have aignificant amounts af such substances as DDT and PCB.

These are very soluble in oil, as compared with water , and could be

made available for incorporation into the food chain.

FAVORABLE CRITERIA

Dissolved Oxygen Sufffcie~~y~

In establishing a disposal site for contaminated dredged material , it
• may be advisable to determine that  it has reasonably high levels of

dissolved oxygen , i . e . ,  sufficient  to renew the DO utilized to

sa t is fy  the BOD and COD of the discharged material , even though these
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criteria are not as good indicators of sediment condition in marine as

in freshwater systems. Also, it should be noted that some contam-
inants , such as cadmium , are mobilized under aerobic conditions . This

is yet another instance of the need to know the nature of the material

to be disposed .

Bottom Current

At least for contaminated dredged materials , it appears that the dis-

posal environment should have a current of sufficient velocity

(4—5 cm/sec.) to carry off and disperse toxins released from the

compacting dredged material.

GEOMORPHIC/GEOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

UNFAVORABLE GEOLOGIC CRITERIA: LOW—OXYGEN SUBMERGED BASINS

Submarine basins ranging in depth from about 600 to 2100 in and

enclosing waters with dissolved oxygen levels varying f rom 0.2 to 1.5

mi/l exist in offshore regions of the United States. Frequently ,

these basins are separated from one another by tslands and surrounded

by submerged ridges. The deepest places on these ridges constitute

the sills (or threshhold) of the basin. Their depth in regard to

hydrographic conditions of the ambient water column determines the

amount and kind of subsill water that will be permitted to enter the

basin. Accordingly, the temperature and salinity in each basin is

about the same as that of the ambient water at sill depth , but the

dissolved oxygen (DO) level may be somewhat lower. In such basins off

southern California it was found that the lowest DO values were found

in basins whose sill depth was near the oxygen minimum layer at 500—600

m etres (Emery and Rittenberg, 1952). It is important to note that

even though their oxygen levels are low, these basins are usually not

without life , that is, they are not abiotic. Indeed , Hartman and
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Barnard (1958 , 1960) found life in all of the low—oxygen basins off

southern California.

Whether or not such basins should be considered favorable or unfavor-

able locations for the disposal of dredged material is a debatable

issue . They could be areas of maximum precipitation of metals as

meta l S .  And even though they are characterized by low biomass,
they are not abiotic and thus could be sites of maximum microbial

decomposition of chlorinated hydrocarbons . On the other hand their

oxygen values are low enough that the disposing in them of dredged

material with high BOD and COD demand s could reduce DO to the point

where the waters could not sustain l ife , the consequences of which

are not easily predictable.  For this reason , these basins are consi-

dered here to be borderline unfavorable as disposal sites for most

dredged material. The abyssal plain adjacent to the basins or the

continental slope above ~he oxygen minimum layer are considered to

be much better loci for disposal.

NEUTRAL GEOLOGIC CRITERIA: SUBMARINE CANYONS

Submarine canyons are viewed by some marine scientists as being rather

ideal locations for the establishment of disposal sites for dredged

material. On balance this report shares this view but with certain

provisos, namely , that consideration of appropriateness be given on a

more or less canyon by canyon basis. For instance , even though La

Jolla Canyon off southern California has a pius factor in that it

heads near shore, it is considered inappropriate because it lies less

than a kilometre off of one of the most popular recreational beaches

in the region. On the other hand , some of the canyons off both the

west and east coasts are in this regard much more suitable and

perhaps should be given serious consideration on more general bases.

As Emery and Hulsemann (1963) have pointed out , submarine canyons are
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intermediate between shelves arid basin floors. Their gradients tend

to be of intermediate steepness; their axes dissect the walls of the

basin; and their heads extend landward of the shelf break. As early

as 1955 , Menard (1955) had demonstrated that the quantities of sediment
in subsea fans and aprons far exceed the volume of rock removed during

erosion of the canyons. 3ince the fans consist mostly of sand , it is

evident that the canyons act as conduits for movement of sand from

near shore to deep water (Emery , 1960). This, then, is a plus factor

in favor of using submarine canyons as dredged material disposal

sites. However, some are concerned about the possibility of upcanyon

currents that could carry material back up onto the shelf.

It is now known that in the upper parts of canyons there are currents

strong enough (20—88 cm/sec.) to account for net downslope transport of

sediment (Lyall et al., 1971; Stanley et al., 1971). Currents do

alternate upcanyon and downcanyon with periods ranging from less than

one hour to near semidiurrLal tidal periods (Shepard and Marshall ,

1973; Shepard et al., 1974a , b), but Southard and Stanley (1976) report

that downcanyon velocities are higher and of longer duration than

upcanyon —— providing the basis for net downcanyon transport of
sediment in the form of migrating asymmetrical ripples . Such ripples

have been observed in canyons to depths exceeding 1000 in.

FAVORABLE GEOMORPHIC CRITERIA

Anoxic Basins

Unlike the low—oxygen basins considered moderately unfavorable for

dredged material disposal , the truly anoxic basins that exist off

some U.S. coasts may be excellent disposal loci. The reasons for

this decision are simply that these basins are not only anoxic but

also may well be abiotic . Some of those off the gulf coast have

salinities up to 264 ppt , almost seven times that of the ambient sea
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water (Shokes et al . ,  in press).

Prior to using such basins it must be determined that they are com-

pletely ridged so that the sill stands well above the halocline and

would preclude discharging material down the slope.

Shelf—Slope Junction

The junction between the continental shelf and the continental slope ,

which is marked by the shelf—break , is not only a significant geomor-

phic feature, it is also a very dynamic area. Unfortunately , defini-

tive information on physical processes is lacking.

The shelf—slope junction is considered to be a dynamic environment

because of assumptions that the terrigenous sediments now in the deep

sea have crossed this junction on their seaward transit. There is

apparently no documented justification for the assertion that sub-

stantial movements of sediments from shelf to deep sea is restricted

to canyons (Stanley et al., 1972). Then, too, the prevailing view is

that the shelf edge is characterized by stronger currents and resultant

turbulence than on the adjacent slope or shelf. This is supported

by the frequent absence of fine—sediment fractions and generally thin

cover of sediments.

There is some evidence that there is a maximum in tidal current

velocities near the break (Fleming and Revelle, 1939). Maximum tidal

velocities are proportional to distance from shore divided by local

water depth. Since this ratio Is ordinarily largest at the shelf—

slope junction, the strongest tidal currents should occur near the

shelf—break. The junction is also the shear zone between shelf cur-

rents and larger scale circulation in the open ocean. The resulting

shear between currents of different speeds and directions will produce

large eddies that will inevitably expose the outer shelf to temporarily
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stronger bottom currents.

Ther e is a great deal of indirect evidence that silt and sand—sized

sediments are transported across the shelf—slope junction from tempor-

ary resting places on the outer shelf. Stanley et al. (1972b) refer

to this as shelf—edge bypassing or spillover.

Since this is a normal process by means of which bottom sediment is

continually entrained and shifted on the outermost shelf and is

ultimately transferred across the shelf edge and onto the upper slope

or into the deep ocean, it appears reasonable to suggest that dredged

material could be disposed of just beyond the shelf break without any

interference with normal processes. Once past the shelf edge , sediment

can be transported down the slope by various gravity—driven systems of

transport, such as turbidity currents, slumping , etc.

BIOLOGIC CONSIDERATION S

UNFAVORABLE BIOLOGIC CRITERIA

Areas of Special Scientific Significance

It is to be expected that in the biologic realm , areas of concern in

establishing disposal sites will overlap between scientific and

commercial (fisheries) interests. Nevertheless, this report chooses to

discriminate between them and will discuss here those primarily of

scientific value even though they may have some fisheries value. In

the same way some biologic features will have both scientific and

aesthetic and even recreational value. Here again this report proposes[ to treat each under the category to which it is judged it primarily be—

L 

longs . Obviously, all of these would be much more serious concerns in

shallow water , which Is yet another substantial value of deep water

disposal . 
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Hard Banks with Reg ionally Unique Biota. Hard banks are submarine

topographic features that are marked elevations of either the shelf or

slope that rise to depths of less than 200 in. Frequently , they are

“drowned” coral reefs. In some areas, however, the upper reaches of

such hard banks may be capped with unique biotal components (Bright &

Pequegnat, 1974).

Sand Banks. These shoaling structures , typified by Georges Bank

forming the southern boundary of the Gulf of Maine, are important not so

much from the standpoint of their benthic biota (as is the case with

hard banks) but with their pelagic and demersal faunae. These banks

are often covered with thick layers of sand or other unconsolidated

sediments. Their importance stems primarily from the associated

upwelling caused by their shoaling and the rich ichthyofauna supported

by the biologic productivity.

Migratory Pathways. Many marine organisms, both invertebrates and

fishes, undergo regular movements between spawning grounds and winter

feeding areas. These are best known in relatively shallow water,

between the inner shelf and adjacent estuaries, but some are in deeper

water and cross the shelf, e.g., Hudson Shelf Valley , which inter-

connects Hudson Canyon and Hudson River. Disposal in these areas

should be avoided , especially during their use as migratory pathways.

- • However , because the dredged material might affect the little known

biologic cues by which the organisms are guided to their destinations ,

it is perhaps best to rule them out entirely as disposal areas.

Biological Features of Special Aesthetic and/or Recreational Value.

For the most part such features , which could include coral reefs or

other similar biological communities of interest to skin divers, occur

in shallow water, but since the communities ma~ be damaged by siltation,

care should be taken that it is understood that water circulation in

the area will not carry fine material onto the reef or related entity .
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FAVORABLE BIOLOGIC CRITERIA

Favorable biologic criteria are perhaps best treated as a listing .

Accordingly favorable biologic locational criteria are:

1) On the shelf—slope junction or upper slope where no deep

bottom fishery occurs.

2) Below the isobath on the slope that marks the deepest

penetration of a bottom fishery in a given area. In any

event it is generally understood that the 1000—rn isobath

marks the deepest commercial fishery in operation today. It

is not foreseen that the industry will penetrate into deeper

waters in the future .

3) Any general area of the shelf—slope junction or upper slope

tha t is noted for its depauparate pelagic and especially

benthic faunae .

4) Any specific area , such as an anoxic basin , that is known to

be azoic and which has l i t t le chance that its waters will

mix with ambient waters above it or that it will spill over

into bottom waters on the adjacent shelf or slope.

RESOURCE UTILIZATION CONFLICTS

As Wenk (1969) has pointed out , men have taken fish and salt from the

ocean for thousands of years, but only within the past couple of

decades have they begun to appreciate the full potential of the re-

sources of the sea. Three factors have generated this interest:

(1) oceanography has revealed what is in and under the sea, (2) new
technology has made it possible to exploit these resources , and

(3) increased population and consequent demand for raw materials have

made it economically feasible to meet these demands.

The mineral resources of the ocean floor are found in scattered and
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rather highly localized deposits and structures on top of and within

the sediments of the sea bed . Wenk (1969) organizes them into three

groupings (1) fluids and soluble minerals, such as oil , gas , sulfur ,
and potash , that can be extracted through boreholes; (2) consolidated

subsurface deposits , such as coal, iron ore, and other metals that are

so far mined only from tunnels originating on land , and (3) unconsoli—

dated surface deposits that can be dredged , such as heavy metals in

ancient beaches, oyster shell, sand and gravel, diamonds, and nodules

of manganese and phosphorite.

Economic exploitation of any of these materials has so far been con—

fined to the continent-il shelves. Although mining for manganese

nodules may commence within this decade, th productive areas of this

resource are far removed from potential deep ocean disposal sites.

Even the fisheries resources occur in scattered and highly localized

concentrations, although the loci or schools usually migrate. These

concentrations are produced primarily in divergences where upwelling

is known to occur. Here again no significant conflict is seen between

exploitation of these resources and utilization of the deep ocean for

disposal of dredged material. Nevertheless, each resource type is

considered briefly below.

FISHERIES

Under no conditions should fishing grounds, for either shellfish or

finfish , be affected either directly or (when discernible) indirectly

by the disposal of dredged material. These areas will he well known

to any District Engineer; hence there should be no difficulty with

direct effects (smothering, etc.). However, indirect effects may be

connected with the natural history of the species involved or with the

-
• bottom circulation patterns In the area . For instance , when a fishery

for a given species is seasonal , one should be certain that he is aware

-; whether in the offseason the species stays in the fishing ground or
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moves elsewhere.

Except in a few cases, which will be discussed in section C of this

part, no serious conflict with fisheries are forseen because this

report is addressing problems of the deep ocean.

MINERALS

Oil and Gas

Oil and gas represent more than 90 percent by value of all minerals

obtained from the oceans and will continue to have the greatest

potential for some time to come.

The technology permitting the industry to exploit these resources in

deeper and deeper ocean waters is gradually being perfected . It is

not anticipated , however, that exploitation of these resources on the

upper slope will take place in any substantial manner in the foresee-

able future. There are many areas of both the inner and outer con-

tinental shelves that have not yet been exploited . Moreover , it is

not apparent that there is any serious incompatibility between the

industry and selection of disposal sites. It might be that disposal

should not occur above a well head in areas where a disposal could

conceivably trigger slumping. It Is, however , inconceivable at this

time that such areal overlaps would need to occur .

Other Minerals

Sulfur. Sulfur is one of the leading industrial chemicals and it is

found in the cap rock of salt domes buried within continental and

seafloor sediments. Interest in offshore deposits of sulfur continues

to develop , especially off the gulf coast. As with the oil industry ,

no conflict with ocean disposal of dredged material is foreseen so
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long as producing or potentially producing salt domes are avoided .

Actually only 5 percent of the explored salt domes contain commercial —

quantities of sulfur.

Sand, Gravel, Diamonds, Tin, and Oyster Shell. Of these resources,

sand and gravel are the most important in dollar terms, and only these

and oyster shell are now mined off the U.S. coast. Presently, there

are no indications that such activities will be carried out in deeper

waters for a long time to come.

Phosphorite Nodules. These are found in deeper waters of the outer

shelf , upper slope, and submarine banks. Large deposits are found off

both Florida and California. However, large land deposits are also

available; hence offshore exploitation is unlikely.

Manganese Nodules. With the relatively minor exceptions of deposits on

Blake Plateau and the Great Lakes, manganese nodules occur only on

the Pacii ic Ocean floor at depths in excess of 4000 m .

~Recreation and Navigation. It is not anticipated that deep ocean

disposal of dredged material would have any deleterious effects on

either recreation or navigation. In fact , it is quite possible that

both entities could be benefitted by removing such practices from

shallow water where some impacts can occur .

CONFLICT BY PROXIMITY OF OTHER DISPO SAL SITES

It is advisable not to select an area and certainly not a site that

coincides with or overlaps an already established interim or designated

disposal site. Such an action could preclude effective trend --assess—

ment or baseline studies of either or both sites.
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C. ANALYSIS OF SUITABILITY BY SECTOR:
APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO SECTORS

GULF COAST (SECTORS 4 AND 5)

UNFAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Physical Criteria

Upwelling. This is not a criterion of major concern in the Gulf of

Mexico; however, the principal area of upwelling in the study—related
regions of the Gulf is off the West Florida Shelf. It is periodic ,

reaching its peak during the later seasonal phases of the northern

penetration of the Loop Current. It results from the piling up of

water (forcing it upward) where the eastern boundary of the Loop inter-

sects the continental slope. It is most prevalent during late summer

and is virtually non—existent in late fall , winter , and early spring.

Loop Current Rings. The separation of eddy rings from the Loop Current

in the eastern Gulf of Mexico has been observed by Cochrane (1972),

Leipper et al. (1972), and Nowlin and Hubertz (1972). Separation of

these clockwise spinning rings has been observed to take place any-

where from May to September . In general, the early season separations

occur too far south (toward Yucatan) to be relevant here. Also, these

early rings are known to drift only westward . It has been reported ,

however , that occasional rings that spin off after the Loop has moved
into the Northeastern Gulf move eastward and may impinge upon the

West Florida Shelf. The velocity at the core of the current in the

eddy may reach 113 cm/sec (2.17 kn) and the volume transport of water

may reach 40 mill ion m3/sec (Lelpper et al., 1972). Since this is a

highly seasonal event and apparently does not occur every year, it is

not considered to be a significant crIterion for site selection.

L 
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Chemical Criteria

Oxygen—Minimum Zone. In the Gulf of Mexico the lowest values of the

oxygen—minimum layer intersect the continental slope between depths of

about 300 and 600 m (W. Pequegnat et al., 1976). This coincides with

the zones of maximum organic content of sediments. The uppermost

limit of both these parameters parallels the 180—rn isobath (Richards

and Redfield , 1954). However, these do not reach their lowest values

(about 2.5 ml 02/1) until 300—rn depth in the western gulf and 600 in in

the eastern gulf.

Metal—Rich Zone. Prior to establishing a disposal site on the con-

tinental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico, especially west of the

Mississippi Delta, it would be worthwhile to check on the levels of

manganese dioxide in the surficial sediments. This is not considered

to be of major direct concern, however, since this enrichment is

likely to occur in the oxygen—minimum zone where one would probably

not wish to establish a site.

Geomorphic/Geologic Criteria

In the northern Gulf of Mexico the shelf—slope junction is generally

considered to be too shallow (118—135 in) for disposal, except in a few

areas that will be designated at the end of this section . Also , there

are some areas of special scientific value in the zone that should not

be jeopardized .

Biologic Criteria

In the northern Gulf of Mexico there are several ha~~ h~nks capped by

what are presently considered to be the northernmost thriving shallow

water coral reefs of this region (Bright and Pequegnat , 1974). Those

of particular interest and concern are the East and West Flower Garden

Banks , located roughly 107 nautical miles south of Galveston , Texas

(27°52 ’ north ; 93°48’ west) in over 450 ft of water. Since the currents
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are variable in the vicinity of these reefs, it would not be advisable

to locate a disposal site within 10—15 miles of these features.

Resource Conflicts

Although considerable exploratory work remains to be carried out , the

principal features of the commercial fishery potential of the outer

shelf and slope waters of the Northern Gulf coast may be stated with

some precision and assurance. In the eastern sector, essentially from

mid—Louisiana to the vicinity of Pensacola, Florida three basic fishery

types are supportable :

1) Trawling for royal red shrimp , which reach commercial poten—

tial along the western wall of DeSoto Canyon from 180 to 360 m.

2) Midwater trawling for clupeids and carangids.

3) Surface longlining and purse seining for tunas and other

pelagic species.

In the western sector, from mid—Louisiana to the South Texas border ,

the most effective fishing is for bottom and near—bottom species. This

includes trawling for snappers and groupers at 183 m and tilefish at

366 m , bottom longlining, and hook and line fishing on the snapper

banks. At present none of these fishery potentials is being fully

exploited (W. Pequegnat et al., 1976). Some attention should be given

to the tilefish potential as a fishery .

The red crab (Geryon quinquedens) is widely distributed on the con—

tinental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico , where Pequegnat (1970)

reports it reaches its maximum density of adults at about 900 m depth.

Other Conflicts

There arc several deepwater disposal sites , for other than dredged
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material, in use on an interim basis in Sectors 4 and 5. These will be

avoided in recommending areas for designation of sites.

FAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Physical Criteria

Convergence. A converging occurs in the northern gulf between a

current coming northward from the west coast of Mexi’-o and one coming

westward from the delta region of Louisiana . This converging stream

transports water rapidly offshore, carrying living and nonliving

organic materials southward across the continental shelf to the

abyssal plain. This convergence migrates on a seasonal basis from off

Brownsville in winter to off Galveston in summer. Its transit is

marked by a reversal of the coastal current off Texas.

Weak But Predictable Circulation Patterns. The flow of surface water

over the continental slope in the western gulf is somewhat less

dynamic and is thought to be more predictable than that of the eastern

gulf (Nowlin, 1972).

Chemical Criteria

Dissolved Oxygen in Bottom Waters. Everywhere tested in the northern

Gulf of Mexico (except, of course , for the anoxic basins) the dissolved

oxygen levels in the bottom waters begin to increase steadily with

depth from their minimum of 2.5 ml/l at around 350 in or more to a high

of around 5 ml/l at and deeper than 3000 m . Values of 3 ml/l or over

should be ample to meet the BOD and COD of the disposal material , es-

pecially if a bottom current exists.

Bottom Currents. Both Pequegnat (1972) and Moore (1973) have demon-

strated the existence of substantial bottom currents in of f shelf waters

of the Gulf of Mexico. Pequegnat (1972) established the presence of a
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substantial bottom current on the eastern distal portion of the

Mississippi Deep—Sea Fan at depths between 3074 and 3255 in. The

averages of current speeds at six stations ranged from a low of

6 cm/sec to 18 cm/sec (0.12—0.35 kn) . Moore ’s (1973) observations

were made on the upper continental slope of the northwestern Gulf of
Mexico . In general , he found that at depths between 400 and 700 in

the general trend was easterly at rates from 0.1 to 0.5 kn , and below

tha t the trend was westerly at an average of 0.3 kn. These observa-

tions at diverse depths in opposite extensions of the Gulf support

the conjecture that bottom currents of significant speeds are present

in the northern Gulf of Mexico . There is no indication that they

would in any way transport materials into unfavorable locations .

Geomorphic Criteria

Anoxic Basins. Unlike the low—oxygen basins considered moderately

unfavorable for dredged material disposal, the truly anoxic basins that

exist off the Louisiana and Texas coasts may make excellent disposal

sites. The reasons behind this decision are simply that these basins

are not only anoxic but also abiotic . Shokes et al. (in press) have

described a huge anoxic basin off Louisiana. Although it is not yet

fully explored , it is estimated that it may have an area of 800

Furthermore, the halocline that separates the ambient waters of the

gulf with a salinity of 35ppt from the basin waters with a salinity of

264ppt, is apparently located anywhere from 200 to 300 in below the

basin ’s ridge. At present there is no evidence to indicate that the

brine flows out of the basin at any point.

The one great disadvantage of this basin as a disposal site for dredged

material Is its long distance offshore (over 160 kin). Nevertheless,

if it proves not to have an outlet over the sill for the brine, it is

large enough to receive manifold high—density waste for decades with-

out , so far as is known, untoward effects on the marine environment.
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Numerous anoxic brine basins are believed to exist along the continen-

tal slope of the western Gulf of Mexico near the 100—ni isobath. Some

of these lie almost due south of Galveston and others are southeast of

Corpus Christi.  Their bathymetry should be investigated to determine

the position of the halocline relative to the sill.

Canyons and Troughs. Three canyons or canyon—like structures are

found in the northern Gulf of Mexico. From east to west there are

DeSoto Canyon , which lies some 34 miles southeast of the entrance to

Mobile Bay ; the Mississippi Trough located some 21 miles southwes t of

Southwest Pass; and Alaminos Canyon, the head of which is south south—

west of Galveston about 130 miles . Any one of these features would

provide excellent disposal sites for dredged material , but the last is 
-

particularly far offshore.

The Shelf—Slope Junction. Although the gulf is noted for its broad

continental shelves , especially off western Florida , central Louisi-

ana, and eastern Texas, there are several areas where the shelf—break

occurs at approximately the 60—metre isobath. One such area is due

south of Galveston Harbor. Another is due east of Corpus Christi

Harbor. The down slope areas between these two points has a relatively

depauparate fauna (W. Pequegnat , unpublished data) .

ATLANTIC COAST (SECTORS 1, 2, AND 3)

UNFAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Physical Criteria

Upwelling. Upwelling may occur in local areas under the influence of

periodic wind conditions , but it is not of major concern to site

selection along the east coast.
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I
Gulf Stream Rings. One of the characteristic features of the Gulf
Stream is the meanders of its transit path. Frequently these become

sufficiently large to pinch off from the main current to form large

eddies or “rings .” These form both to the north and south of the

northeasterly trending current , but none has been observed to form

south of 30°N latitude. In this report interest is in those on the

north tha t have a clockwise circulation and that tend to move back

shoreward (southwest). They appear to have two fates, viz., either

to move over the slope and onto the shelf to decay or to be entrained

by the Gulf Stream again at some southern point (say , near Cape

Hatteras).  This transit may take up to two years .

It is not certain what influence, if any, these could have on disposal

practices for dredged material other than possibly for entrapment

of fine sediments. The transport of low—density materials shoreward

may be more serious. Anywhere from 5 to 8 rings per year are formed on

each side of the Gulf Stream. Each may be from 150 to 300 km in

diameter . The tangential velocity in the core ranges up to about

100 cm/sec, keeping materials suspended . Since the rings can concen-

trate and hold aloft fine sediments with sorbed metals and organic

toxins and move them over the slope and possibly deposit them on the

shelf , it is perhaps advisable to locate disposal sites outside of

known southwesterly paths of these rings.

Circulation Patterns of Irregular Occurrence. There are many uncer-

tainties about the offshore circulation of waters beyond the continental

shelf but inside of the Gulf Stream. Patterns are best defined to

the north and become less so in the middle area and more clearly

defined below Cape Canaveral. Local oceanographic institutions should

be consulted for the most recent and complete information for a

specific site.
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Geomorphic/Geologic Criteria

Large Submarine Canyons. In Sectors 1 and 2 it appears advisable to

avoid the large submarine canyons that incise the continental shelf.
This is done largely for biologic reasons . No sizable canyons are
found in Sector 3.

Biologic Criteria

Submarine Canyons. In Sectors 1 and 2 it is to be noted that the

American Lobster and the Giant Red Crab inhabit the bases and immediate
vicinity of the large submarine canyons.

Hard Banks and Other Hard Substrata. On the very outer edge of the
Continental shelf in Sector 3 there are numerous hard—substratum
habitats (Lithothamnion, etc .)  that are favored sports fishing
locations .

Resource Conflicts

Distribution of Species of Established or Potential Commercial Value.

As noted above , the deep population of the American Lobster and the
Giant Red Crab indicate that disposal in the largest canyons should be
avoided . Also, the sports fishing banks are placed in the same

category.

FAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CRITERIA

Physical Criteria

Downwelling. Downwelling must occur at numerous places off the east

coaSt but it is not discussed to any extent in the literature. Appar-

ently, not enough is known about it to take advantage of its proper—
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ties. Also , if it does occur it is likely to be over the shelf and

not at the depths being discussed in this report.

Convergences. The waters adjacent to the east coast of the United

States are generally divided into four separate regimes, viz.,

(1) coastal water , (2) slope water , ( 3) the Gulf Stream , and (4 ) ocean

water. Convergences occur between eddies formed in these waters, e.g.,

between the Gulf of Maine Eddy and the Georges Bank Eddy and between

the latter and the Slope Water Current .

Predictable Circulation Patterns. Although it changes in force and

width seasonally (best developed in spring), there is usually an eddy

over Georges Bank that converges with south—flowing slope water. It is

thought that the shoreward part of the slope water mass flows south-

ward to Cape Hatteras where it turns seaward . This may be evidence of

a counterclockwise gyre , t.-ie seaward limb of which flows northward

only to turn shoreward north of Georges Bank and thence sou.hward again

to Cape Hatteras. Also , the Gulf Stream rings are involved as pertur-

bations in this circulation .

In the South Atlantic Bight , the movement of the slope water mass is

much influenced by the Florida current; hence there tends to be a net

northeasterly flow.

Geomorphic/Geologic Criteria

Shelf—Slope Junction. In the Sectors 1 and 2 the shelf—slope junction

areas appear to be satisfactory for establishment of disposal sites .

In Sector 3, the Florida—Hatteras Slope is appropriate.

Submarine Canyons. The submarine canyons that do not incise the

continental shelf are considered appropriate for disposal sites , but

the larger ones should be avoided .
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PACIFIC COAST (SECTORS 6, 7, AND 8)

UNFAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Physical Criteria

Upwellin.~~ Upwelling is a common feature of the coastal waters of

much of the U.S. Pacific Coast. It is most prominent when the coastal

winds are northerly or northwesterly, particularly in spring and

summer . However, upwelling associated with tides pushing deep water

up to the heads of submarine canyons is non—seasonal (Stevenson and

Gorsilne, 1958). Seasonal upwelling is most pronounced in southern

California in May and June and off northern California and Oregon in

summer and early fall. Upvelling in this region causes the formation

of a very strong pycnocline . In general , upwelling along the Pacific
Coast has its greatest influence on productivity from a distance of

about 10 km shoreward.

Unpredictable Currents. The coastal currents are influenced very much

by local wind , tides, and the of fsh~re geostrophic current direction.

There is a marked tendency for development of onshore surface currents.

Furthermore , during periods of weak wind the currents frequently reverse

direction . In summer , the current above the thermocline tends to move

eastward , whereas water below the thermocline moves westward .

Chemical Criteria

Oxygen—minimum Layer. The amount of dissolved oxygen drops rapidly with

depth from a high of about 6 ml/l  near the surface to 4 ml/l at 100 m.

2 ml/l at 200 m , and a low of about 0.5 ml/l  at 500 to 700 m.

Geomorphic/Geologic Criteria

Submarine Canyons. Submarine canyons are very numerous in the Southern

— 
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California Bight, are few in the region from Pt. Conception to Cape

Mendocino , and increase again in number from the latter cape to Cape

Flattery at the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Although it would seem that

such canyons would be good candidates for disposal sites, to use the

major canyons would draw criticism from diverse groups. Some of the

canyons of southern California are known to be spawning grounds for

some fishes and squids. Consideration can be given to use of canyons

for dredged material disposal only on a case by case basis.

Low—oxygen Submerged Basins. These basins , which are primarily located

in Sector 6 of f southern Calif ornia , may not make good disposal sites

(see discussion in Section B of Part 8)-.

Resource Conflicts

Problems with fishery resources along the Pacific Coast are very sector—

related . Deep ocean disposal will have l i t t le effect  on southern

California (Sector 6) fisheries, which are comprised primarily of

pelagic fish or inshore predatory species . In northern California

(Sector 7), on the other hand , trawling and bottom longlining consti-

tute a large portion of the fish landings. Some species (Table 5—12)

range down the slope. tn Sector 8 (Oregon and Washington) there is a

substantial demersal fishery that extends onto the slope and must be

considered on a local basis in making site selections .

FAVORABLE DISPOSAL SITE CONSIDERATION S

Physical Criteria

Downwelling. Downwelling is a seasonal phenomenon along much of the

Pacific Coast , but it becomes most prominent from north of Pt. Concep-

tion to Washington. It occurs primarily during the winter period when

southerly winds are more prevalent. The Davidson Current results from
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the downwelling phenomenon.

Other Favorable Currents. The California Current flows southward along

the entire Pacific Coast of the U.S. at varying distances offshore. It

is rather close to the coast in the north but from Pt. Conception

south , it is some 200 km offshore . However , near Ensenada , Mex ico

L it cour ses east ward toward shore and pa rt of its water turns to flow

northwest between the California Current and the coast as a counter-

current . In winter this flow will join the Davidson Current at Pt.

Conception, but some water turns back and flows southeast along the

continental shelf to complete the loop known as the Southern California

Eddy (Kindyushev, 1970). The water in it is a mixture of California

Cu rrent surface water and upwelled water .

The California Undercurrent flows north ~t depths between 150 to 800 m

in the southern California Bight (Reid , 1963 and 1965). The under-

current can be traced along the entire U.S. Pacific Coast. It is

divided into meandering Streams by the trough and ridge topography of

the Southern California borderland . It strongly influences the

continental slope seaward of the 200—rn isobath and also flows into

the offshore basins .

GULF OF ALASKA (SECTOR 9)

Deep ocean disposal of dredged material from Valdez and Anchorage in

the Gulf of Alaska is not considered feasible. Consider the fact that

it is abou t 260 kin from Anchorage to the entrance of Cook Inlet before

L 

the depth increases to 180 m. Moreover , in the United States Coast

Pilot 9 (U.S .  Dept. of Commerce , 1977) one finds the following : the

diurnal range of t ide is 29 f t ;  strong currents (1.7 to 6 kn) and

swirls near Anchorage make navigation d i f f i c u l t ;  Cook Inlet has numer-

ous shoals that are boulder strewn ; the waters are generally turbid , so

much so they are damaging to saltwater pumps and shaft  bearings .
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Some information on geology , biology, fisheries, etc. of the Gulf of

Alaska is provided in Part 5, Section B of this report, but it is not

discussed further in Part 3, Section A.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS (SECTOR 10)

There are five harbors in the Hawaiian Islands that are maintained by

the Corps of Engineers and Pearl Harbor for which the U.S. Navy is

responsible. The five harbors of princit’al interest are:

Port Allen (in Hanapepe Bay) on Kauai Island

Nawiliwili Harbor on Kauai Island

Honolulu Harbor on Oahu Island

Kahului Harbor on Maui Island

Hilo Harbor on Hawaii Island

Three of these harbors already have interim dredged material disposal

sites that are in deep water:

Ave. Depth (in)

Port Allen — 2l°50’l8”N, l59°35’30”W 1540

Nawiliwili — 2l°55’30”N, l59°l7’OO”W 1000

Honolulu — 2l°l4’30”N, l57° 54’30”W 460

Each of these is .n a 5—year dredging cycle for maintenance and all

will have been dredged during the first half of 1977.

Some studies of these deepwater disposal sites have just been comp leted

and are in draft form ; others are planned for the dredging of Pearl

Harbor beginning in May 1977. In view of this it seems premature to

discuss most oceanographic characteristics of these sites at this tim€ .

Perhaps , however , if the Honolulu Harbor interim site is to be moved ,
it is suggested that it might be moved to either a somewhat shallower
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or deeper depth, because at 460 in it is amidst the principal population

densities of some of the Caridean shrimps of the region that appear to

= have commercial poten tial , particularly to Heterocarpus ensifer and

H. laevigatus.

PUERTO RICO—U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS (SECTOR 11)

There are four harbors in Sector 11 that are relevant to the present

study :

Puerto Rico

San Juan Harbor

Virgin Islands

Water Bay, St. Thomas

Great Cruz Bay , St. John

Limetree Bay , St. Croix

These harbors and channels are under the jurisdiction of the Jackson-

ville District and were last dredged , according to available records ,

as follows (figures in cubic yards):

San Juan , 1976 877 .760 (Personal Communication ,
Jacksonville District , B.
Lancaster , 1977)

Water Bay , 1969 600 ,000 (VanEepoel , 1969)

Great Cruz Bay , 1969—1970 186 ,000 (VanEepoel and Grigg , 1970)

Limetree Bay 1965—1973 7,000,000 (Howard , Need les, Tammen
and Bergdoff , 1975)

The dredged material from San Juan Harbor was discharged in the interim

site at 18°30’lO” and 66008~ 29t~ — 66°09’3l”W in about 260—300 in of

water .

The dredged material from Water Bay was deposited on land over a

garbage dump .
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The material removed from Great Cruz Bay was deposited on land and

was put to multiple uses .

Most of the Limetree Bay material was placed on land in diked areas.

The dikes have contributed to a chronic increase in turbidity because

of wave erosion.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 21Th

( I )  1’or each aix-month period. U any, description of the cha r rtattc~ of the Engineers In accordance with 33 CFk
following the effective date Of the permit ; proposed disposal sl ’.e necessary for its II 209.120 and 209.145 .

(2) For any other period of less thai, designation pursuant to Part 228 of (hi It The decision of the Chlef of
six monthi ending on the expiration date this Subchapter H; migineer, is that ocean clumptng at the
of the permit; and <4> T1s known bist~r1caf uses of the designated si te Is required because of the

(3)As otherwise required In the COndI. proposed disposal site; unavailability of feasible alternatives , he
tions of ~ (5) ExIstence and documented ~~~. shai so certify and request that fJ~~ 5~~.(b) Reports 01 enzeroency dsmpi,to. ~ fects of Other authorized dumpIng, that retary of the Ah oy seek a asaver from
material Is dumped without a herm it PtiI have been made in the dumping area the Administrator of the Cr. erh. or of
suSelt to parag raph (C) (4) of 1220.1. the 

~~~~ heavy metal background 
- 
reading the tritfeal site des gi at ion is accord-

owner or opera tor of the vessel or aircraft and organic carbon content . tinge with * 223.4.
irom which such duniPtng occurs ciiali (SI An estimate of the let a t i ,  of time § 223.4 ~~‘.i,i,,r l,. Sd ,,ui. i.IraIo,.as soon as feasible inform the Adiniflis. during which disposal wil t  cont inue at The Admlnlttr s(or shall srant the re-trator. Regional Administrator, or the 

~~~ proposed site: quested salver unless within 30 days ofnearest Coast Guard district of the in-
cident, by radio, telephone, or telegraph 7) Characterishrs and rO. i pusitton his reeetpt of the noti.e . certificate
and shall within 10 days file a a-litton 01 the dredged nl3tei-isL and request In Secordance wi th  paragrsph
report wi th the Adm in istrator or Re. . (51 It statement concerning a pr ’ - lb ) of 1225.3 lie determines in ae~brd-
glona l Administrator conta ining the In- lumin ary  determination of the need f~ . r.r.ce with Ibis section that the pro;~-~~ed
formaUon required under I 224.1 and a and/or availab ility of an ~ uv ;~s .rncntni dump ing will have an unscceptat- ;c ad .
complete description of th~ cir cum- impac t statement. verve effect on municipal trate r stinitt ies ,
stances Ufider which t h e  dumping  oc- - b The R~ :;uon ,, i Adn.~un, - t i - a l O r  will sheltf.sh beds and fishery areas (luclu d-
curred. Such description shall explain a u t h u n  1) ila~ s of t h e  d,.le the pub lic log spawnuut g and breeding areas ) - wild ’
how human life at si- a was in danger and notice and other  m Oot mat ion requi red liii , or recreational areas. NoUce of the
how the ernv-~-gen cy dwnphrt c reduced las L,~ sulsn iitted by paratraph t a t  of Auh n hru is t ra t or ’s final determolnatuon tnt-

f 

that danger, If the xnater luti duniped in- I 2.3. 2 arc reni i \ed  by him, review the der this section chat) be given to the
eluded containers , the vcssel owner or m n,farm3t ion submitted and rcqucst from Secretary of the Army ,
operator shall lmrnmUatiiy reques t the the District F ngineer any additional In. 

—U.S. Coast. Guard to publish l;t the local formation t ie deenus nece- -~a :y or ap-
Notice to tufariner s the clumping location. pi op ru a t o  to evaluate flo e propose,1 PART 226—ENFORCEMENT
the typ e of containers , anti whether the dwnpin g
contents are toxic or expl orive. Nottflca- h - I  Using the lpformti ’ isis submitted ~~~ I Clu I . r cs~stt ta.

2-se 2 E.n. .r r , mrot tuo ’suig’tion shall also lie given to the Food and by the District En;:ineer , and any ot i - e r  226 3 Di,t.rm ln.Uov,Drat Administration, Shellfish Sanita . Information available to him . tie tie- 22 64 Fin d ..tn~,.tion Branch . Washington . DC. 20204 . ~~ ~1onal Administrator will w-ii ,h ln 10 days Aern o,,r,’ ’ 35 t.’ .&C 1412 and I S I Ssoon as Possible. after receipt of all reqoested In forma-
tion, make an inciependeist evaluation 224 .1 ( i , i l  prwillii’. .
of the propo’~r’.i .I.~ .nf , l .e  IS .u . ’u is .~ -u. - - PART 225—CORPS OF EN G INE E RS with the criteria and reattond t~ the l)- s- l • l  a,uo,~~ss, ta I,... ..

DREDGED MATERIAL PERMITS trict Engineer purnq ant  to ii r a c r s p u v p r o s or d  for In section i P 5 u b t  of t h e  Act.
the Administrator or hi, devucnre maySee, li f t  or I c )  of thus - c c t lon.  ‘l’h c RCvtonai
5s-’-i--~ a c ivi l  pen.sity of not more than225 1 Oeaerai. Administrator nisy request ton e’(lentlon

225 2 RevIew of Dredged Moterlat Pt-emIts , of this 15 day period to 30 days from tlu e $50,~~.O for each violation of the Act and
of th is  subchapter , Upon receipt of In-2253 i’eneadiuro Cult lnvcalng e,-onu tn ic Distric t Engineer, formation 1,hat any persor. has violatedimpact.

225.4 WaIter by A, .unini .trator, (if I When the Re°, tonai A d n u i , t ~ t i  ator any provis loD of the Act or of Li d s sub-determines that  the propo.r d dum t , ing  chapter. the Administrator  or his dcsig-Av’rnosrTs- 33 U.S.C. 1412 and 1418. will comply with the criteria , lie sill  so 
~~~ win notify suc h person in wr i t l u i g  of

in form the District Engin eer  tn writ ing,  the violation a. it l i  which he is cn unc cd5 223.1 GeneesI. let When the l(et’Ional Ad IuInlelr ,u or a,,d will convene ft oear0lg 00 soonerApplications and authorIzatIons for cictermun’s that the proposed dumpitu than GO dave a f t e r  .‘~~‘h notice . at a  Cull .Dredged Material l’u rnilt s under Section will not comply with the cri Lec~.s he velolci t jp custio;i , b elOr e a heat in g o: u c c r .103 of the Act for the transportation Of shalt  so inform the District l- t . t In eer in Stuch hearing shall be conducted in ar-dredged material for the purpo se of writing. In such esr~ - . no Dredged Mi) - c’ordance with the prOccuAires of I .2 2 4-dumping it in ocean Waters wiil be eval— Len til Permit for such dumping tt t , ull be
uated by the 135. Army Corps of F.i;~ i- Issued unless and until the provi sun of 221 .2 i’ n fo rr r i . u .  i i i
fleers in accordu c w i t h  the crilci-la 1 225.3 are fotlosed and the A dininst ra-  Hearir - i’s convened pur suant  (0 t 226 1.get forth in Part 227 and processed lii ac- Inc grants a waivur of the cilt et l~ pur - ,h ah% 1w hearing., on a record before acordance with 33 CFR 209.120 wi lh ape - snare to 1 225.4. he ar ing  officer Pnt’t ies may be ret ire-clal attenUon to * 209.120 gI 1171 and 33 senled by counsel and wil l havg the r i s iu tCFR 209 . 145. * 223.3 Prorednre (or insok in5 

~~~~ to sui,noIt motions , to present eviuigticc in
flO••~it- i.apsrl . their own behalf, to c r0 - s - exa mine  ad-

• 223.2 Ur ,iew of flrnI ~~.,J Msieei,,I ~~~ (a) When a Distr i ct Ensau cer ’ - deter- verve witnesses. to be sriprt sqd of all cvi-mu ,.
mhnat ion to Lssuc a Dredgcd MalerIsJ deu ce considered by the h ears t C i t  -er

45) The District F .ngir..’er shall 5100 Permis for the diunoplng 01 di - edged m a t e —  and to re ’eive cop es 01 the  t r at t s c u  pt of
a copy of the public notice to tlte ap- rlal into ocean waters lots Li-en reiccted the proceedings, F~.rmai r iles of evidence
propriate Regional Administrator, and by a Regional Administrator t own  appU . wilt h o t  spp v The hearing officer willget forth in writing alt of the followiiig Cation of the Criteri a, the Lh . I r c t  Emil- rule on ~ il evident-lacy matters, and on
Information: fleer may determine whether , u tu l i i ’c 0 103 all motions, which ‘s i t )  be siib~e~t to re-

I I )  The location of the proposed d~~- (dl of the Act , the. ,- is an eccunc uk ahhy vies puisuant to § ~126 1.
poaal site and lt~ phy,lcal boundaries : feasible alternative nuc tho d or sat e sv~ d- § 221.3 i) , ’ueu- n,in,lion..(2) A statement as to whether the able other than l i e  proposed otimpli le
site loss been designated for use by the in ocean waters. ;f the District Engineer Within 30 days fiullowi flg ad~out -nn sent
Administrator pursuant to section 102 makes any such prelimina ry ci c teu -uuil n a .  of the hearing, the healing officer will
(ci of the Act; lion that there is no ec o,io iuulu ’slly fet is h-  in all caves make findings of facts and

(3) II the proposed disposal site baa ble alternative method or site available, reconon,endat ions to the Administrator
not been designated by the Ad’ninlstra- he s)ialh so advise the Regional Adminis- including, when app ropriate, a recoin-
toy, a statement of the basis for the trazor setting forth his reasons for such Tner .ded appropriate penalty, alter con-
proVosed determination why no pre- determination and shall s,sbnsit a report sideraUon ci the gravity of th. violation.
,iotsly designated site Ia feasible said a .1 such determination to the Chief Of prior vIoiations by the pers~~ cha rged.
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a~d the demonstrated good faith by such ~~~~~~~ r-_.sjaou.u q fle..), (05 ~~~~~~ basis I cons Information aupplied by the
person in attempting to achieve rapid P n,-,fts nd.r S.dlas 102 .1 Ui• Lit applicant or othera-Lse available to EPA
compliance with the provisions 01 the EsC. or the Corps of Engineers concerning the
Act and this subchapter. A copy of the ~~~~~~ ~~ °t-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ characterIstIcs of the waste ~ nf other22724 CootIats of •avlr oom.nta l aaOenx-
findings and recommendations of the co~siderationa relating to the proposed
hearing omcer ahahl be provided to the 2272 0 coustu n l.. or plans dumping.
person charged at the sante tune Use, 2272e Implementatloft of plana . (d l After consideration of the provi-
are forwarded to the Administrator. ~ 

sions of ft 22 728 and 221.29. no permit
will be issued when the dump ing wouldWi thin 30 days of the date on shich the 227 27 LI mItin g PermIssIble Concentration result in a violation of applicable waterhearing c~~cer~s findings and recom- )L P C) .

mendat lons are forwarded to the Ad- 227.za Relea,. son, quality standards.
nstn istratOr . any party objecting thereto ~ ‘u ~~ Ini t ial  fuS I n g § 227.2 Mu.iru’i ala ahkh asuj 4r t h e  en.
mar file written exceptIon s with the Ad- 227,30 H Ig h-level radioactive waste sironnu, ’u,tusI i tf l pu,Ci erhirr is of S.d..
rnin istrtttor. 3273) Appli Cab le macth e wat er qualIty ccl. port ii.ten..
§ 226.4 Final an Ion. 327 vu LI q nt d . otiapended particulate , and (a) If tile applic ant sati sfacto ri ly

A final or de r on a Droceedlnh under soils phase. Or a matec isi demonstrates that the material proposed
this Part will hue issued by the Adnulna- Subpart A—Gena,aI for ocean dumpillg satisfies the environ-
trator, or by such other person de.2Ig- mental impact criterIa set forth In Sub-
nated by the Administra tor to take such § 227. 1 -tpp iie~biIii~ . part It, a permit for ocean dumping wIU
final action. 1)0 sooner than 30 days 101- (&~ Section 102 of the Act requires be issued unless :
lowing receipt of the findings ~nd,recom- that criteria for the Issuance of ocean ( 1 )  There is no need for the dump-
unendations of the hearing oil -er. A dispitital perm itS be promt ulga ted al ter my, slid alternatIve means of disposal
cop” of the final order will be served by consideration of t h e  environmental effect are availtoble , as determined in Sceord-
rega.ultered maal (return receipt cc- of the proposed dumplns; orierrition. the anco w t h  the criteria set forth In Sub-
qucsted ) On the person charged or his need for ocean dumping. ai l ernativcn,s to part C: or
represeritti tive, In the event the final ocean dumpIng, and the effect of the pro - 2 4  There are unacceptable adverse
older assesses a penalts’. It shall be pay— P050th action on esthetic, recreational effect-c on esthetic. reereat onal or ceo-
able within ItO clays of the date of ~e- and ecco iomlc values and on other uses nonh ic values as determined in accord-
ceipt ot the final order, unless jud icIal of the oc.-axu . Th is Part 221 find Part 228 aye wit h t h e  criteria set forth Ii, Sub-
review of (lie Snnl order Is sought by of this Subchapter H together constitute part 0: or
the person against whom the penalty is tAle criteria estuubl isiueet pUrsuant to see- (31 Th t’re lire unacceptable adverse
assessed. tlon 102 of the Act. Tu e  decision of the eitc. . ts 075 other ut-es of the ocean as

— Administrator, Regional Adnslntstra.toi deiorn-.ined In accordan ce with the cr-
or the District Engineer, as the case b a y  t orus set forth In Subpart 5.PART 221—CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUA . be, to issue or denY ft permit and to in,- I h I  if the noaleria l proposed for oceanTION OF PERMIT APPLICATIONS FOR

OCEAN DUMPING OF MATERIALS poce specific conditions on ally permit dumpi ng oati sf,es the environmental Ins-
fr.sued wifl be based on an evaluation of pact cr 1 Len a set forth Ira Subpart 03. but‘aSuPOe ..esl the permit applIcation pu rsuant tO 1210 the AdinIri ’astrator or the Regional Ad-Sec

227 . 1 APP I 4OSBIIR, ~ritei’Ia set horth In thus Part 22’? 011(5 mfnis tt: tor , as t i l e  case may be. detec.
2273 Moterislo wi~~Ch oatiofy the environ-  upon the requirements I or di,sPOeiuLl site mines tha t  any one of the considerations

mental impo~ ; crRwls of bsuhp.s-t fltaflhugeluiehit puu’suant to the criteria set set fc rt lu In parafsr on los lus t t 7 1  ( 94  n’l. 223 of U... Subuu iuupta’ r Il t 3  of ( i s  section ap plIes , li e Wi t i  deny
2273 Mstorl al s wh Ich, do not .unf cy the (h i  With respect to tile cr iler ia to be t u e  permit application: provided hoe ’-

cfl~ irohsnn~ ntii Impact erliCils of used In evaluating disposal of drt’dgc-d cvi r . that, he may issue an in i e r iuuu prr .Sslupart II , materials, th is section and Sulittart s C, mit , for  ocean clump ing pt ir sttant t~ pars-
S..bps.t g—Eon,,.nn,.ntsI Import I) . 5, and U apply in Uiesr entirety. ru r r ,u uIt liii of 1 220 .3 and Subpart F of

327 .4 crIteria for es.iuot ing coViZoO. determine whether the Prohirtiltoi dunsp- t h y  P a rt 227 shen he determ ines that :
naent0i tmpsct. lag of dredged material complies wIth 1) The material proposed foe ocean

227,5 ProhibIted mstseisl s. Subpart 13. only 1122 7.4 , 227.2 . 2276. dumping does not contain  any of t i t-
227.6 (SOita ’4tiilflt.a prohi tbitod as other 221,9 . 227.10 aind 221 13 aph itv An  appla- niatonals  listed in 1 227 5 or listed in

ths~, trace eont.mins~~ta, cant for a porm(t to thump cl redi:ed m u -  221 6. e x v ~ t as trace c ou t t a m in r t . s t n :
227 . 7 L ImI ts estasbilslsed foe flprclaz wastes ton al must comply with ahi of Subparts andor waste toostltuante . C, 0, E, 0 and applicable ,cOe t ons of Ii ,
3 2 7 5  LImitatIon , on the dlnp050l estee Of to be deemed to have met the EP A cri- 12 1  in accordance w i t h  Subpart C

there is a hire d to 0.-r a n i~-Jmp t’iut must,.-tOols W05tC5~ 1 m b  for dredged materia l dumping riusi s tud  no alternat ive’5 15cc- ava Ila b le to2279 1.Imit ,t)on ., on qu snUt lea of .sstl
inSiSt-isis prom ulcated pursuant to acct ion 1 C 2 ( f t )

527 10 P1s t -dC to 5501cc ciav t r sl ’~’O har e- of the Act . If .  In any case, the Chief st.. 1~ d u i nipi ng . SlId

h u n  or t,e ,te( ,r. of F.itogiiae~ rs fin ds that , i t t  t h e  dl’ pa - 13 The need for the dump ing sad the
22 7 .11 Cont t j uiuuaa d s ate .. Sihiori of d redged mater a!. there is rio i i t l S % U u i i I i i l i I Y  of alt er natIve , , as deis’r-
127 12 Inoshult Ie wastes ec’on ta m le.tlii feas ible mi-n I ’ d  or site mu ted Ii ’s accoi-datle’e with Subpart C. are
227 .17 Ilrt.dged M ater lot i . available 0111cr than a du iunhuu i lg  cite , Vie 0! greater stiznlfls’ane ’e t ,  the public in-

aapan c—N..d Geese GeewI~~ 
Util iz,t tion of ahich would r,,’.,u il t  In non- t er e’.t than the potential for ad t-er se

52 7 1 4  (‘r iCe r x Toe Iv~ Is.Ltutg the 5r~d foe com PlIance with the criteria estatll.slwd efTe ’ t on esthet ic , recreational or ceo-
S C a t  dumping and .Iler nus l,e, ~~ 

pursuant ti’s Stutg-,art 13 r vist .Ing io  t hy flonhiC va ltue . or on other uses of t he

~~~~ 
effec ts of dumping or with I-li e rett)rlc- ocean , as d e t ’ i  mIned In acet sr,h ance with

527,1’, F Sclrrs con oldered . )30IL% eststhllshed pursuant to section Subparts I) and E, respe-clIo’ely.
227 19 011.11 for deter minatIon ef flied fat ’ iO ite of the Al rel atintu to critical

oct-sn dihespuru g, area s, he chi llS .~~ certify arid request § 22 7,3 M .I g’ni. t I , wI, kI ,  .Io not
I I i i ~ ,‘,i, irnt u , ,u rnt el inipisri rr iln ri n 04’t

a,e,. t D—Iflup.sI ~ due P,s5~~.d G.uunpmg .. that the Secretary of the Army t~~~ ~ forth ,  in  Suul.pa.rI II.
£,iitetis, Rec,wsti~~ .I .ng g~,.,. ,ue V., ., waiver from the Adm)nttutrc tucr pnnr - ’,upnt

227 17 BasIs toe deisrminsUon to Part 225. If the material proposed for ocean
227 . 15 1- 5,4.-c, con.Id.,ed, IC) The CrIter ia of thi t Part 227 a re dumiunC does Clot lAtely the environ-
327 , 19 Mlesament or impact. eatablhuthed pursuant to sectIon 102 ‘f the mental Impact criteria of Subpart S. the
soap .4 ~~~~~~~~~~~ . ~~‘. ~~~~~~~~~ o,..~~~ ~~, Act and apply to the evalult lon 0( PrO- Administenioc or the Regional Admtnhs.

0mm u,., .q a,. Gees.. posed dtin opll ’sg 01 mtter’t*ls under Title ) tenSor . as the case nosy be, will dmy the
2272 5 liasla foe d,tlrmtnstion, of the Act . The Criteri a of (liEs Part 221 permit applIcatIon; provIded however ,
827.2 1 135,. cons~a.eea. deal with the evaluation of proposed that he may issue en interim permit per-
83722 A5,e~ m.at of tmpe.t dumping 01 m*teT’isis on I case- by-cisC mint to paragraph Id ) of * 220.3 end
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Subpart F of this Part 227 when he det’er- § 227.6 (‘..mea,a uenia pr ohI bited s. other able assurance, based on consideration of
mines th at : than trace .onIa.,m,asta. the al~ tlatbcal significance of elf eels at

(~~I The material proposed for dump- ~~ subj ect to the exclusions of ~~~~~ the 95 percent confldenee he ir S , tnt t .
ing does not contaIn any of the m aterials graphs If) . (g) and (is ) of this section. when Use materials are dumped, no sig-
listed in Section 221.6 except a.s trace t he pecan dump ing, or transportation for fltlicant Undesirable effects a-il’ occur due
contaminants, or any of tie materials dumping , of materials containing the either to thro t tle toxicity or to bioaecu-
listed In I 2275 ; following constituents as other thnn trace mutatIon of the constituent s listed itS

(b) In accordance With Stii,part C contaminants wil l not be approved on parag raph (a) of this are t lols: sinS
there is a need to ocean dump the mate- other thAn an eulergetscy basIs: (3 ) Bioos.sa3u results on the rolls phase’
rial : and ( I )  Organohalogen compounds : of the wastes do not Indicate occu rre Ilre

(C) Any one of the following futct.or a is ( 2 ’  Mercury and mercury compounds; ofaignificsintmorlallty o rr :.n i f lean tod .
of greater signifleance to the l,~u ’~lic in- I i )  Ca tistiwn and cadmium com- ver se sublethal effects tiue to the du m- -
temi than (lie potenti al for sther~e pauiid.s; ins of wactes contain ing Use e on ’iu t u ’uu
Impact on the marine envi roonr.rnt . a.c t~~i on of any kind or in any form , lLcied in par at a -aph t a t  of i l . .  ~ec1uou ,
determined in accordance wuth Subpart including but not limited to petroleum. These bioasva ’ss shall bit coiifs”tu ’rI a t t h
B; oil sludge , oil ref us e,  crude oil, fuel oil , sen.sa t as r  b en thu corg ausa sntc u anr  b~nt lu .c

I i )  The need for the dussipin g, as dc- heavy diesel oil , lubricating oils, hydr au- bioassay procedures appro ;-6d b;. I PA. or .
tcrmined in accordance with Subpart C ~~ fluids , and m y  mixtures containing for dredged mater ial . autyrco Pd by F-PA
or these , tranaspo t ted for the purpose of and the Corns of En g ineers. Procedures

(3) ‘The adverse effects of denial of doniping Insofar as t im e are not regal- approved for bioawcays under thIs ~ecti ,t n
the permit DII recreatIona l or economIc iatc’d wider the FWPCA ; will require exru050i -c of orga nisms for a
values as determined in accordan ce with 15) Known carc Inogens , mutagcns, or sumcuent I cr iod of time to prorle e tea-
Subpa.rtD; or - teratogeuss or nsaterlais s speetued to be soluable assurance , bared on cor- 1.1cc-a -

(3) The actrerse effects of denial of the carcInogens , inut .uugu ’ns. or teratogens by tioria of stat istical slunuillcanco’ oi effee L~permit on other item of the oresn . as dc- resius,n,’tb le scientIfic opinion . ~~ the 95 Percent eonfldence level,  that .
termined In accordance with S:it,part thi These vonst itt ients will be con- when the materuslo arc dumned . lao sIt ’-
E. aidered to be present usa trace contam- niflctunt undesirable effects will occur due

Subpart B—EnvIeonmenta~ lmpsc i Inants only when they are pr esent in either to chronic toxicity or to bio ecu-
materIals otherwise sccrptmsble for ocean hiIU iatlOIa of the eonstituent.s listed in

§ 2274 Collects lou’ e’*u.lnu ,Iio~ enri r on. dum p ing In such forms and amounts Sn paragraph h a l  of th is scetsols: stu d
menial tinPoiti. lIquid, suspended particulate, and solid (4 )  For persistent orcanolsoloc-ens not

This Subpart 13 sets sc.cc.i7c environ- phases that the dumping of the mate - inc-la ded in Ule al lu lir a b le mn rt uue v a s t e r
mental impact prohibitions . l u m u t.s , and d ais v-ill not cnu.ce significan t Underira- qua1u ~~’ cntcr -.a . b io i” ay restilta -si the
conditions for the dum p ing of r u at r r i a i s  ble effec ts, including the po.s.sibllity of liquid phase of Usa wast e show t u a t  so t,
into ocean w’stcei. I f the ap pl icobie pro- danger a,s.soclatecl with th eIr bionccurnu- comluoufids ar e not present In conccn-
hlbltlonc. limits, and conditions arc eat- latbon In marine organisms. lIatlons large enough to ei,use rta-n i ficu t ,t
isfied., it Is tile dctern-a laiation of EPA tel  ‘ri .. rt .s)uSntlSi ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~

. undc . .urab le elfectia due eith er i. ‘ iro,;ic
sisas the proposeo dIcpOslii W Ill  Clot Ufl desirable effects due to the presence of toxicIty or to bboacc’imuiat ion us un aru nc
duly degrade or endanger the marine ~~~ therg constituents shall be determined by organl ’ams if 5cr allot s-once for Ini t t a l
vironme nt anti that  the disposal wiul pre- applIcation of results of bloassaya on nthti ng.

(du Whr n the Ad mInI strat or . Regton-sent: liquId . su.spended pnrttculate , and solid al Administrator or District Engineer . as(a) No unacceptable adverna cffect.s On phases of wastes r ecordIng to procedures the case may be, has reasoiuctble cause tohuman hesait ti and no sign ifo-a nt dam- accento blc to EPA . nnd for dredged ma- believe that a na~ terial pro-toised forage to the resources of tile m.’sz-~u .y en- ter ial. acceptable to EPA anti Use Corp s
virocunen t; of ~.‘nglnee rs . Materials shall be deemed ocean dumpin g ec- n taslns compounds

(b) No unacc ep table adv cu- ve effo g on ens- trnnmgtttai iy acceptable fo r ocean Identified as car ctno te na . mut ngcns. or
terato rens for Wtibcla crIteria have riotthe m arine ecosystem: dumpin g only when tile following cofldI. been included In the appl icable mar ine(C) No unacceptable adve,-se pc-,’siot- l ions are met:

ene or permanent effects due ~~ tie water qualIty ceit e ri a . he may req ulr c
dumping of the particular volumes or w The liquid phase does not contalr. special studies to be done pru ’ar I. u.sr u.
concentration s of the se materials : amid any of these constituents in concentra- a~. -e of a permit to determine thu e li t-

t iolt s w h i c h  will exceed app l icable marIn e part -.1 dlvpo.snl on htunssss health snd ‘cr(d) No unacceptable adverse (ufl ect 015 water quali ty cr iteria after allowance asarine ecosystems. Such studies mn t v~tUse ocea n for other uses as a result of for inItial mixIng : provided that mercury lirovide information comparable to Ua atdirect envlionnsentai Impact, concentrat ions in, Use disposal site, alter required under ruaragraph t e l  (3 u of U uua
* 227.5 r r oluibu,m i n,.u’nsh. allowance for In itial mixing, may exceed ccct ion .

the average normal ambient concentra- r d The crite l- is elated In p arair rapits ,The ocean dumping of the following Uons of mercury in ocean Waters at or I c t  I?.  and (3)  of this sec-lion sill  be-nsaterlais will not be approsed by EPA or near Use dumping sIte which would be rom e mandate ry as soon as announce-the Corp.. of EngIneers under any cit. present In the absence of dumping, by melit of the Kos lhuS iu i l i ty  of ri”ceptatigcumst.alsce.s: not more than 50 percent: and p~~~edures as ma de Ill t h e  Fns~ est. RrG-(a) HIgla-level radloactlse va les 
~~ ( 2) I~~s’. - ,vsv re it l tus on the suspended lair s At that t o e  t ue  Inter im c - u u ts’t udefined in * 227.30: parllculat .e phase of the caste do not in- conlainad in Itruracra lsh cu  of t iu i ~ sec.(b) Mat erials In wltates’er form (i fl diciste occur r eisce of significant mortality ‘Ion shsll no longer be sp-’tleub le . A.’eluding without limIt a tion . srui: s0., hlq t i lds . or sIgn I ficant adverse sublethal effects intreunt measures tic- crit el us of pars-eerfll’iiqIllds . gases or organl-.nicu pro- iiscludir.is bioarcunst .ilation due to the grapho (ci (2 1 sta d (3 1 of tubs sectionduced or used for radiologIcal . chcnilcal dumping of wastes containing the con- may be applied on a ca se-by- c-ac e l t , su~or biological warfare ; sthtuenta listed In paragraph (ci of thIs where iuut erins guidan ce on tse r c5’t at,le

(C ) tufater iala InsuffIciently descrIbed ve ’clIon . These bboassays shall he con- bIoassay proc ediur es to prc ivldt-. by l u t e
by the applicant in terms of their couuipo-” dueled wIth appro pr iste sensitIve marine Re’ei nus l Admituis tr at or  or . in the c,~.se 0!
51(10155 and properties to permit ~ntpIi- organIsms as deflited In I 327 .27tcI tusI ng dredged mate1Ia , by tht - Diatnet En r u-
cation of the entironmental icn gact  t n -  procedures ft ,r suspended particu late r,eer ; or , In the absence of such autl daruc ’- ,
ten s of this Subpart B; phase bbo.aasya approved by EPA , or . for permits may be is.sued for the du mp ing  of

(dl Persistent inert synt .,eti c or f l a t -  d redged materIa l , app roved by tl ’A and any mates-Sal onl y  when t h e  tol l ’in tog
oral m aterIals whIch may float or r em is ln  the Corps of y t l eu ne e rs. Procedure. aD- conditions are met, except under an
In suspension in Pie ocean in auth a proved for bksassaya under this seclhon emereency permit:
manner tha t they may interfere materl . wiil require exposure of orga n isms for a ( 1 )  Mercury end Its compou nds ire
ally with fishing, nav igatIon , or other suMcieist period of time and us-den ant. preseni In any solId pha s.sb of a maletl al
lei1t~ nat. ui’esof the ocean. proprlate condit ions to provide mason- In concentrations less than t.75 mg/kg,
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or less than 50 percent greater than lisa {227.7 Limit, saoabloiu,erl (or sp erhf..- § 227.9 LiouiI.iu.uuns on qutantith’. of
avera ge tothsl mercury content of natural wastes or waste ronM itunsla. ossle ,ss.Ieriu.l. .
sedimen ts of alnslli,r hithologla chal’9~~ ~~~~~~~ containing the following Subs tances whic h may damage the
te rlatica as those at the disposal site ; sold

- I 
constituents must meet the additional ocean environment d ule to the quanti ties

(2) Cusdmiu,in and its compounds are limitations specified in Usia section to be in which they are dumped, or which may
present in any solid phase of a material deemed acceptable for ec-eara dum ping : seriou sly reduce amenities. may t.e
in concelutroitlotas Ic-so than 0.6 mg/kg. ta ) Uquid waste constituents lntml.s- dumped only when the quantities to be
or less Uteri 50 percent grea Ser the.n the cible with or slightly so).uble in seawater . dt.ansped at a single tIme and place ore
average total cadmium content of 5155s such as benzeuse. xylene. carbon disuifide controliad to prevent long-term damage
ural sedunents of similar iltisolofcic chftr- anti tolueile. may be d umped only when to ilic environment or to amenities.
actert hics as those at the disposal site; they are present In ti le waste In concen-
and Iral.lons below th e,r solub tit y llmii.c ~~ 

§ 227.10 lIus ~,a. d, to ih ’i,i,u ~z. It assi;.,

,3t  The total concentraj ion of crnsno- seasvat~r, ThIs prut hslcun t i -es riot apply shon-ll,ui~~ ,, Iu, -or iur. .
halogen constituents in the waste as to m5tertals wh ich must’ interact with l a l  Wastes which may preset s a seri-
transpcarted for dumping Ii iso, than a Ocean water to form Iuu sotii bie mater ia l s :  005 (ubstacie to fish ing or navigation 0153’
goneetulration of such constituent.s Ib )  Radloaelus’e nialera ahs. o u t er than be uaunapgd only at disposal sites ar - t a -
knees,: in be toxic to marine orgaluisms . those pi ’ohituuhi’ d t utu I 22 .t , un ua t be con - den c e n - t a t uo ruc  which will ensure ns, cii-
In calct ii.st ’.lSg the concentration of or- tallied in accordance with the pnoo’lslouss arceptusnie intea-ference with liaising eu
gwnoSiatt ,aeic-.. the app!hcrnt ahtull eon - of I 227.11 to prevent their direct di per- navtea ’ un t s,
alder Uni t these constituents are all bi- sion or dilution in ocean water s : ‘Is) Wastes wh ich may present & haz-
obngIcaihy available. The deternunatlolt (ci Wastes conta inin g liv ing or ga- ard to shorelines or beaches osay be
of the to ’alcity s ui lte will be based on mu- nitiuns may not be ulump ed if the orga - dumped only at sites and under cousdi-
latIng scucn ’utic data or developed by the mama present would endsnger iuumaas thom which w i l l  insure no unacceptable
use of b-oavc-ays conducted in accor dance health on that of domestic .u tiuia l v  fish. dangc-r to ahonelinca or beaches,
with approved EPA procedures; and shellfI sh and wildlIfe by : 

~ 227. 11 (~~snm.iee,.i,’.,t wa le’s.
(4 ) The tot al amount, of oils and ( I I  Eateisdilog the r anu. e of biologic-al

gyea’~ c as identified In paragraph • a) (4) Peals . YlrLiseuS, pathogen-ic inicrorg.lni~ns.c ‘a Wa,stes contaunenhzed solely Ion
of this ‘ic- stion do not produce a visible or ether agent, capable of I nfesting. in- tra iliport to tile dumping site and c: , -
surf ace vtusc f l  In an undisturbed water fecting or ext~nsIveIy and permanentl y p ’ctt~d to nihp ti lne or leak on Im pact or
sample wh en added at a ratio c-f one itart altering the us ona ta l potuui.utiotts of p-ga shorUy thereafter must meet the appro-
waste material to 100 pails of water. ni—ot is; pnsale re qul ire uuu en ls of It  227 ,6 . 227.7 ,

‘f) The proh ibitions and l imit iut h on c of 2) Degrading sunuusl et l.ed areas; or 227 8. 2279 and 227 ,10,

this secifon do not apply to the con-tutu - 3) Introducing viable specic.u rot iii- ‘bt  Oli ier con tainerized wastcs wil l be
ents mden ’llled In paragraph I ai  of ti~ 

digenouss to an area, approved for dum nuiu n g  only under m it e
section allen Use epplucarut ceo demon- dl Iii the dumping of wisates of bir t h- following conditio uta :
atrate tha t suc h convt ltuen l.s are ~p l~ acidic or nikalini’ nature Into t lt e  ‘1, The materials to be disposed of tie.
present in the naisl.erlusi on ly as eh enih u-t u l  oc ean , eonuu idcrntloj s shall be gIven to. cay. i,.ecoinpus e on radiodecay to environ-
compot l ituas or forms t r y .  Inert Us’.olutul e I i ’  the cgecl.a of any ci’u is i t rc Its acidi ty mer i tuuJly Innocuou s materIals ~-lthin the
solid rruas icrlutj sl non-toxic to marine l i fe u-c alka l in i ty  of tie a; tee a u t  1ir  uiu - : i ti’s c’uI l ife expect ancy of rIse containers and ‘or
arid non-hioacetimul&tls’e us the marine site: an d ‘21 the potetstmt for vyslcr i , : s tus  (h i-tn Inert m u t t - u s ;  and
.ev ,r ” u.u mu.n t u nvtn d isposal mod Itsereaf- CECCtS or for Use t o rtn a t i , u n c’f tosic ‘2 1 MaterIals Lobe dumped are pnt ’settt
t r y  Or 2 ,  pm’s ’ tilt in t h e  muster ’ :uJ only ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ., ~ us ,~~~... :;‘..‘ .;--i-,e..-1: In i-nt It ( i l t , i f l t l t ’f l  ‘.vt,I ‘l e’d’ of Slur ), os i t i ro

as chemical coatTstyuifld~ or foru m whit -h, A llow.tu uc e m a y  be mad e In rus e permt t  (list (It’l l)’ siiomr . .ter sss loc aliced adOenac
at the Lime of duntp ing and thereafter , Cottdut iotss b r  the cap~ h i h i t y  of ocyan elfects will  occur rlsosald the conta iners
w ill be rapIdly rendered non-icicle tu, ma- wate rs to neutrallr.e field or a lk a l ,u’ s’ ruiwure at any Uric: and
rune life and non-blosecumulative in the wastes; pnovkIc-d , however , t l i ts t  tlwop- 3’ Coistaun i-ns are dumped at depths
maruse environment by chemIcal or bin- uii g condi t ions 111115$ be such tha t  tl i~ ut~

.. and locatIons a-here they will cause no
logical deciractation In the sea; provIded mace total alkal inIty or to lal acidity u,f threat to na v igat ion lishleg. shioi - c hiu , es ,
they will lint Inuilse edible marine olga- tile cc-rail Sister after a llowa nc, for i- sI -  ~~ bCsc)ti’s
nj ainli unpalatable: or a-Ill not endanger t r al mixing. as clr’ ft ned in * 227 ~7 us sr be ~ 227. 12 I i. ’ .ul, u l,le Sus ie ’.,
human health or that of dom estic na b- th5flged, based on :-t ,tI chi uaisie t nuta ca lcu-
mat ’s tt ’,Ii shellfish , or wildl ife. iati oi’tis , by tto more I-si an lO iter u’ t u u !  t im - t i s~ Solid wa st es r outc isiu n g of InCh-i

~~~ The prnhubltlop s and lbnsitaIioflui ins all dumpIng operatk ’uuc ~~ ~ un~ 
Ins t Ui il minerals or mater ial s, unpatib le

of th is i”t iOni do not app ly to cisc ~~
-
~~ — net sl ,ra l t . -e imc ti ’s. or ~lk a hI n c wsaslru. , with t ue  ocean envir ot ilnent may be get s.

st iitlrllts Identtfled In paragratuh t~~ ~~ 
‘C) W ui.” tS’i coru ta ut t i tue b lmlu ~~radab1e cra ily appr ovc’il for ocean cltumpl.n7 pro-

I t s  s,’d c’ s for the granting of re carch Con. stittu euits , or eI ’ns t a t l i r  nt.c w~r u e h  m.~~- 
uded they sic iiaso ;uilll e anose S t e  sIc —

permi ’ .: if the substances are rapIdly S h i t , e’ OOYite fl Ill any f s th ton , may t~ 
pll ra btr tra Ce cnn luusli u ng periua issul,te

rende red Ins rmlrwc by physical . chemIcal d uui uped in Use ac-ea rs only under c ouic i l ’  conceniration a and are rapidly and cons -

or biolngl r ,u,l proce sses In the sea; pro- tiona ii,  Sh ldh the die soissil oaf -ne ts alter pIet~ly r.et t frahle , and they ar t - of a pitt- -

etched t a l l y  will not maice edible nua rti te allowance for InitI al mixtuig , s.c ,letined ~ tic-SC size and density that they would

onga r ” ins unpalatable and will not en- 22 7, 29 . wI l l  not be denr essed by more be deposited or rapIdly dispersed witho lil

dange , h -.um viI heal thor thac ts( do,ne:,’t ” than 25 per cent below the normally an- da mage to b eu t thsi ~, denser-al , or pelag ic

anim aus tlcipate si smbient condition s in tl’ie dl s- biot it ,

‘h~ ‘flue p ’olilb lt ionss and limitations posal area at tic time of dumfting I b) Persistent l i t e r S synthetic or nat-
ural materials whlcss psay float or cv-

of u sia vccitotu rio not apply to ilte eon- 1227.8 I I,mlu.t,o,i. on mlii ’ ui -p.. ’ ..I r u l e s  slain in seuspen sion in the ocean as pro—
alP — I t s  IdentI fI ed in paragraph da of of tOS I C wuinl . . ‘sihi ted in paragraph I d) of I 227,5 nsay
(httr ~ccto n for the granting of permits No wastes wW be deemed acceptable as dumped In the ocean Onuly when they
I or trio trssssport of times. atibst snees fur for ocean clumping unless tuch wastes have been processed in such a fashIon
the Pu rt toute of incineration at sea If the can be dum ped so a. not to eccecti She that they will sink so the bottom and
applic an t c-ur n demonstrate that the stack limiting per m issible concentration as de- remain in plilce
em a’iboim.seorusistofsubst aneeswhichat’e fined In ~ 227 27 ; provided that this
rapidly rendere d harmiese by physical. * 237.8 does not apply to those wastes for 1227,13 DrruI~ rd mater ials,
cheziuical or biological processes in Ut. which ppeciflc cri terIa are established lit ‘ (a) Dredged matenlala are bottie. sed-
sea. Inc inerator operations shall comply 1 237,11 ~~ ~~~~~~ ‘rot..i QuantitIes of lineustS ci materIals that hays been
with requirements w hich will be est ab - weat,s dumped at a sue na my be limI ted dredged or excavated tresn tbs nasigabi.
Ilehed on a ca.e-by-csa. ba.ie. as described in I 22$ I. waters of the UnIted State., and IbeIr
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1ULE S AND REGULATION S 2179
disposal Into ocean waters Is regulated Subpad C—Need for Ocean Dumping methods of disposal are pr acticable wisess
by the U~~. .&ruty Corps of }3lglneers

- I usIng the criteria of applicable sectIons § 227.14 Celteri. foe’ ev.lu .iing Ike reed they are avaIlable at reasonable inert ’-
of Parts 227 and 238. Dredged ~~~~~~~ 

foe areas damping and .lieraati,e, mentam cart and energy CXPCfl dt t t i ~’Ci,
consist. manly of atisrat tiecitments to ocean aw..piag. which need not be competitive with the
or materials which may bit contaminateci ThIs Subpart C states the basis on costa of ocean dumping, taking into ait-
by municipal or industrial wastes or by which an evaluation will be loads ~~ 

0011511 the envIronmental benefits derived
runoff f~~m terrestrial sources such as need for ocean dumping, and altern&- from such aCtivIty, Including the rein-
agnicuitisral iancgs. tivus to ocean dumping. The nature of tive adver se envIronmental ins;u ~ cts .rs-

Ib) Dredged material which meets the those factors does not permit the pro- socinted with the use of al ter ita lt sr s  to
criteria set forth in lisp following pans- muigation of specific Quantitative cr1. ~~~~~~ dssmpmg.
graphs (1) . (2 1 . or $ 31 is env :r~-t ; men- teria of each perm it application: These IC) Tire duration of penn-sits Issued un-
tally . acceptable (or ocean dt iru ip u r ,g ~ h it- factors s-ill therefore be evaluated it ap. den Subchapler H and other terns s and

condht~ona imposed in those permit s ‘ha lOut further tasl-ing wic~er Slits nrction : plieable for each proposed duunp lng on l)~ determined after taking into accoun t(1) Dredged material Is c fl1’ uo,~cd sai individual basis usine the guidelines
predominantly of sand, gravel. rue ’;, or specified in thIs Subpart C. the factors set forth in this s ct )on, Not-

withstanding compliance with Subpusrt.uarty other naturally occurnhim g bottoits §227.15 Fusciers co.mde’rcj . B. D, and E of this Part 2t7 rs’ rmit lee~material with particle sizes lan_ er  than
sill., and the materia l Is foun d in areas The need for dumping will or deter- may. on Use basis of the riced for anti
of high current or wave energy such as mussel by eval uation of the following alternatives tO OCean dumping, be re-

j streams with large bed loads or coastal fac tors : quired to terminate all ocea n duump in; ;
areas wIth shifting bars antI chanl.als; or lan 15,~~i’ec of treatment useful and by a specIfied date, to phase out all ocean

(I) Dredged material is for beach feasible for the waste to be dumped; ~~~~ dumping oven a spec~fled peru ad or peel-
m’uounlslament or restoration au to Is CO lt- whur tii st n or not lime waste material ~~

__ OtiS. to continue research and dCVt5lo iu -
posed predominantly of sane, gravel or been or will be treated to Ibis degree mont of alternative methods of d: ’uimcn- i I
shell with particle sh ies cousnuatitle s i tu  bcfore clu iu mis iumg ; Sued nui ke PerIodIc reports of miii, ri’-
material on the receiving beach es; or ( itt Raw material . and manufa~Lur- search and development in ord er to pro -

(3) Wben ; (I) The material proposed lug  or other processes resulting in the vide nu ciditior ual informRt.lon for peri od ic
for dumping Is substantially the same as waste , and whether or not these mate- review of the need for and altc-rna ’,s e,.
the substrate at the proposed dtcpoeal niucl s or processes are essential to the to ocean dumping. or to take such ot1s~ c
site : said l,rOvlr.lo55 of the applicants goods or action as the Adniinlstrstor. tire Re

(II) The site from which t h e  material uservict ’c , or if other less polluting mate- Slonal Administrator, or DistrIct Finn-
:ucou,,scd fa r dumping is to be taken is chats Or pi-ocesacs could be used ; fleer . as the case may be. determii sc’ ... to
far removed from known ex istin g and Id  ‘Die relative ciivlnonsnental tioks, be necessary or appropriate.

h Istorical sources of pollution ‘o as to impact and east for ocean dumpIng as Suhpart 0—Impact of the Proposed Ciur’-sp-
provide reasonable assurance that  such opposed to other feasible alternstises tog on Esthetic , R.creattonai atni (co-
nsate rtuu ! has, not been contamin ated by Includin g but nol l imited to: nomic Values
such pollution. i i ) , L...u u i n i  i uu i . § 227.17 fl~~sj. fi,r ,I.-ie.-o,I.nn),m.

(C) When cire’lged material ucoposed 121  Well Inj ection ;
kr  0cc-till dwnt;ii ig does stnt t iu o ,t t h e  ~‘ Tt,ciners, tiout: (IS) The Inip act of dumti l t t ~ ou t c-
criteria of r)t’ ra~”ritph (hi of th it -  SC~ lIofl. Spi-visd of material over OpeIs tlsotle . recreation ii and econom ic s-al t- .
It s rt t ,t r  Setting of time liquid . ~~ ‘sc”ded g r u u u u t ~: will be evaluated on en Iflc t $y , ‘ t u t l  I,;u ’,us

l,3rI~~tul - sI~ , anti solid plsare’i. ti - u defined t5 I  Iteciciiuig of material for reuse; tit lIng the following cnflslderatio;~ .
its 1.51.32. It; reqtmu-ccl. list ed or. ti;o ro- ‘~ Additional b ologlcai. chemical, ~~ ~~ lto tt~i’itI5-1 for affecting rec nea t uo i i ol
stt tt ,q of fuchs testing, dr-edIted in-’tteninl plut-sies i treatment of intermediate or use isuscl valium of ocean waters . issoltcir e
Ciuis I i ’ conv.d.-rc-d to lie eiivsr ai.: .uc-: ; -t ily i lmual  s’ - ’’-tc in - a n n . ; waters , beaches, or shore lines:
a, c,’ptabhe P.r ocean ( iUlIlhii iL c, :: - ) , uul. ~r 

t h u  Stou-ai. e. 12 1 potential fog affeetine he ru’ceers -
tlse folt rcSixu S r-cursdhl,Ions: n i l ’  Irnc t cI” slbls’ or irretrIe vable c’oIise— tlusnuui and conn nse rcitu l t n luie, -. of hu t  i i ’-

d l  l’lse m5terial la in coml,uh ial ’ with quelices of clue un.o ol altensatives ~ marine reaolurce.-,,

tine r lsqu lrentenite of I 227.e ; arid oeeassduunp iisg, Ib ) For all proposed dr t mni inv .  fn ’I
1) ‘II Pull m~sio r conutti l t lcr t  - Of tile ~ 227.l(s ll,..i. for ii. I , -reoi iui . II . ,  

On all  be yr - c-mu in ‘‘: - , n t . mr  -
of aua miI ’hia b le tl’-) u t “it oh estt ’. ‘ c’, n - - . - - .liquid phtiso are in compliance whi m the ne’.’.1 (o~ swan di,nu1.ing. tlonah and econonsie thupticl It’applicable mit rifle water quality er ,titrla

alter allowance for Initial oslx is, ,t; or (a) A need for ocean dumping will be ~~ rei.rionstble PUbl.r t - al, c u’ r ’s iCr t I u ~
n i l )  V/hen lii. liquid ph ase co:It,luna cos’,i’idertnl to have beers densoasst.rated con.scqueusees of the propcs ed d impint ’,

micsoe constituents not Incluin-dI in u-se when a thOrough c.’valuustion 01 the lac - 12) consequences of not sal’ -ro t i c-rn,
applicable osrurine water quality criteria, tars II.stod in 1 227. 15 has been made, the dumping Including wIthout iuns it a-
or there is reason to suspec t rI ns’u ‘ sue and the Administrator. Regional Admssin- tion . the impact on esthetic. recr ent iotust
ciSc-eta of C,, , t am colut aun lut untia . blo,s- Istrat or or District EngIneer , an the ease lIn mi economic values with tespect 10 u s e

‘-csy on tie liquid plsaae of tIr e uredged may be, him v d etermIned that the follow- nstinielpallties and Industries In soi seul
material ~hsow that it Cisli be d isch arged ing cond itions exist a lucre app licable: § 227.1$ Footers e’tnnsj sle’re’.I.
so as not So e,teitd the linsitii,g s’~.-u u i.- ’ I i )  There are mu o pr uut -t icab le iml)IOve. rus e aaaessmenl of the potenI.tt l (or
vitA e c-oncer .tructton as defined tr. I ra- niente which can be made in process impact. on esthetic, recreational 5th
$i’~ h)li (si of I 227.27; and tcchnolog~-u or in overa ll waste tre at ment economic value, will be based on an eval-

13) Blcnruioaya on the auspesiu d pan- to reduce the adverse impacts of the ustlon of the appropriate clsaracn’ristsc,r
tieqlate anti solid plsnyen show th at St can S-Sate Ofi the total enslronun n’ nt: of lie ma terial to be dumped , alIo~ -in t
be discharged so as not to crc - e ra  t h e  (3 ) There are iso practicable altc~-ssa- for conservative rates of dilutions. d im-
I t i t s i t ing penm...i.slmie uu . a,s ae- t lve locations send methods of disposal pension, acid blochcmical degradu stion
f u u , -rl In pa i ’hug rmup ii (it, of I 221 i7 ,  or recycling Oy iu u able. Including Without during movement of the materials from

il For tIme purposes of pat-it - , s t i l t  (C) limitation , storage until treatment I.. a disposal site to an area of signI ficant
- nimb i’ r cu u n th lu e i r ,n to he 1, 1 u- ,-pd cilitie s are co.nlrletr -d, tulsl ch hat e  less recreational o’ oommes’ctnI value. The

in the h uq u l d  phase ore tiso - -e chectr yd adverse einnsr onrn enta i  Impact or pa- following spec ific factors will b~r enclisifi-
c-d I n -al  by Usø Distric t Fnu it: . -sr . alien tentlut i rb -k to oi Ier parts of the environ - ered in making such an a.sges.u ,nle uct :
e~-alcaistlng and consider-Inc a i t I -  coin- niemsi th an ocean dumping ten igature and extent of p resent and
monte receis-ed from the Ree ; ‘ ‘al Ad- u b .  For pi lr u .osez of paragraph (SI Of potemsilal recrasticesal and commercial
minhui trator . and Considering ih is~ wn this seelson. waste treislment or im - use of areas which might be affected by
laurels of dischai-ges in the a le s ,  prove’uslelsta ifi pro cesses and a ll er muii t tvu the proposed dum ping;
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